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ABSTRACf 

'linen the r--lalaysian Prime rvIinister announced throughout the 

country in November, 1989, that the New Economic Policy, which had 

been aimed at encouraging the Bumiputras of rlalaysia di\~lge into 

business, had only achieved 19.4 percent success rate, few were 

surprised. This was because it had been lmmm over the two decades of 

the New Economic Policy that the Malays had achieved little impact 1n 

the local entrepreneurial scene. wnat h~S surprising, l~as that no one 

questioned why the NEP had achieved so little, as compared to the 

hundreds of millions of r--lalaysian dollars which had been allocated 

for the purpose of helping them become more entrepreneurial. 

It 1S the V1ew of this researcher that the i"lalaysian government 

and publics still have not achieved the expected 30 percent ~~ 

objective of r--lalay participation because the main 1ssue at the heart 

of the matter, that is the fact that little is known about the 

characteristics of the Nalays who have become entrepreneurs overnight, 

1S not fully Lmderstood. 

This research, even though only focussing on Sara~~al\:, 1S meant 

to act as the springboard for future research into understanding r--lalay 

entrepreneurial attributes and t~hat more better Hay t.o do that other 

than by comparing them with the Chinese entrepreneurs in the state, 

l-ihose successes in business have enabled them to dominate the state 

economy. 

Comparison of the business acti vi ty of the b.;o races is the pr1me 

focus of this research and it is hoped that the' resul ts of this stud;." 

h-ill be useful for future policy makers as ~-iell as the entrepreneurial 

development programmes the;,- design. Failure to do this will result in 

more ~;ast:l.~p in the resources and manpm~er employed, largely because 
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of duplication of the activities such as semlnars, ~~orkshops and 

entrepreneurial courses which everybody seems to be organising but 

Hhere nobody seems to be keeping record of Hho lS organising "t,hat 

courses, who has attended what courses, ~no is or is not eligible to 

attend, or more importantly, even ~-iho can achieve the most benefit 

from what is being provided. 

This research reveals the similarities as well as the differences 

between the Malay and Chinese entrepreneurs In the study. These 

attributes are compared and analysed statistically to see Khether 

certain characteristics (variables) for the two groups are positively 

or negatively correlated, and if so, how strong the correlation lSI 

The analyses from the study is then compared to earlier studies which 

have all been done for the Malays and Chinese in Peninsular Nalaysia. 

It is pertinent to note at this point that no study of this kind has 

ever been undertaken for Sarawak and this study happens to be the 

first. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 



CHAPfER ONE 

1.1 I~~DUCTION 

This research studies the issues related to b,I'O different 

racial groups of people and their business activity within the context 

of small business, V1Z., the Chinese and the tvlalays, in the State of 

Sara~rak, East Malaysia. It 1S an attempt to discover the var10US 

differences 1n the attributes and factors which may influence the 

entrepreneurs 1n these two races in the conduct of their business 

activity, and how these behaviours are linked to other factors such 

as kinship, business aspirations, status of the their families when 

they l-lere YOlmg and many others. The research is broken dow'Tl into fi ye 

different but inter-related areas, viz; 

1. explaining the research area 1n general and the tHO groups of 

entrepreneurs who constitute the respondents, 

2. reviel-ling the literature on definitions of the term 

"entrepreneur" and "entrepreneurship" as it applies both to the 

two groups in the study and the environment in ~.;hich they conduct 

their business activity, 

3 . revie~.;ing the literature on the issues of migrant and ethnic 

entrepreneurs 1n selected parts of the ~orld, 

4- • the research body, 

5. a discussion on the findings. 

A model of the overall layout of the research 1S shm~'Tl ln Fi~t;re 1.1 

on the folloh"ing page. 



Discuss both groups involved 
in the research 

FIGURE 1.1: MODEL OF THIS RESEARCH 

Survey of literature about 1----.... ---..... entrepreneurship and definition 
------------------------~ 

Evaluate key variables as 
shown in literature 

Definition of terlinologies 
used in the research 

I 
Survey of literature on 

ligrant and ethnic 
entrepreneurship 

Identification of Research Methodologies: 
Select most suitable methodology/methodologies 

for this research 

Presentation of Breakdown 
of Respondents based on 

statistical analysis 

Discussion of findings 
and linkages to eli sting as 
well as proposed governlent 
policies for entrepreneurs 

in the research environlent 

Discussion of Correlation 
Analysis on both groups 

and linkages to other studies 



A list of the key variables used in the conduct of this 

study can be found ln the introductory paragraph of Chapter Two. The 

extent of this research only covers small business entrepreneurs among 

the Malays and Chinese in the whole of Sarawak. A working definition 

on the terminologies used, such as who fit the description 

"entrepreneur" or what is meant by the term "small business" and other 

terms used are also explained in Chapter ~~o. 

The performance and eventual financial success of any small 

business entrepreneur is a function of many complex and interrelated 

variables. It is impossible to point to one or two key factors that 

may have caused either the success or failure of a single entrepre

neur, or even the entrepreneurial behaviour that determines his 

business activity. Likewise, it is impossible to isolate variables 

which might guarantee him entrepreneurial success. Currently, only 

intuition and subjective judgement is being used by theorists, acade

mics and policy planners in government to evaluate the entrepreneurial 

potential of aspiring businessmen in the country. 

In an effort to uncover "predictors" of business activity 

which can lead to an entrepreneur becoming successful, researchers 

have, over the years, investigated personality variables, achievement 

motivation, cultural and familial support, and other similar factors. 

By selecting a set of factors and comparing them between two groups of 

entrepreneurs, this research goes one step further in attempting to 

add to the t-lhole body of lmowledge on entrepreneurship ln Sarat,,"3.k 

which at present is scarce, if not non-existent. Consequently, the 

findings of earlier studies, including the models and theories they 

have produced ha"\·e been used to drat,; up a framework upon t-rhich the 



entrepreneurial profile of the Malay and Chinese entrepreneurs are 

forthwith studied. 

Characteristics that make up the business activity of the 

two groups are studied in detail. These particular characteristics 

will not be the ones that are reflective of entrepreneurs ~~ho work 1n 

big businesses, where the company, even though the majority of shares 

may be owned by a single indi vidual or a family, is managed by paid 

professionals and employees of varying academic background and other 

experiences and when such companies may perhaps even be listed on 

the Stock Exchange. 

1.2 DEFINITION OF THE .~ OF RESEARCH 

The area of research that this study focuses on, thus, 1S 

the entrepreneur who indulges in small business, the term small being 

specifically defined and looked at from various angles to suit the 

activities of the entrepreneurs and the level of the state's economy. 

There are numerous ways of defining a small-business con-

cern, as many as there are ways to describe the entrepreneur himself. 

This research was originally meant to be titled "Comparison 

beh~een Bwniputra1 and Chinese Entrepreneurs 1n Malaysian Small 

Business; .~ Empirical Research into the business and trade activities 

of the various racial groups in the State of Sara~~"ah:." 

IThe te~rn BumiputrJ li~erally ~eans 'Sons of the Soil" or natives, ~here are ~8 
known tribes and indigeneous groups in Sarawak, as mentioned in the Malaysian 
Constitution of 1963 !Hticle 16lA (7;, 



However, after a pilot study2 undertaken on the field in 

Sarawak, between January and May 1988, it was discovered. that the 

title would encompass too vast an area because SaraHak has 28 

different ethnic races grouped in the term Bumiputra. As an illustra-

tion of this, in Article 161A (7) of the Constitution of ~alaysia of 

1963, natives of Sarawak are defined. as: "Bukitans, Bisayahs, Dusuns, 

Sea Dayak, Land Dayak (now lmm ... n as Dayak and Bidayuh), Kedayan, 

Kelabi t, Kayans, Kenyahs (including Sabups and Sipengs), KajangS 

(including Sekapans, Kejamans, Lahanans, Punans , Tanj ongs and 

Kanowi ts) , Lugats, Lisums, Malays, Melanaus, Muruts, Penans, Sians, 

Tagals, Tabuns and uRi ts" . 

The research was later narrowed. dOl~n to its present scope, 

that is only comparing the business activity of the Malay and Chinese 

because of two reasons, viz., 

a. too many groups and tribes comprising the term "Bumiputra", and 

b. the fact that the Malays are the most numerous ln commerce and 

trade after the Chinese. 

Figuratively speaking, like Peninsular Malaysia, the Chinese 

dominate commerce and industry in Sarawak, even though they only make 

up about 30 percent of the population. For the Bumiputras, the ~lays 

are most ln number involved. in business after the Chinese. The maln 

reason which has contributed to this is the fact that the Malays have 

for generations settled in villages and their settlements tend to be 

located on the fringes of the major tmms. The serene and peaceful 

attraction of village lifestyle dominated their h-ay of life for a long 

time. This trend of keeping to themselves and being contented hoi th 

is iUentioned L n C h.J; t e r F i 'Ie. 
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village life remained with the Malays until the present day, ~nen 

realisation of the importance of academic as well as economic 

improvements for their future has broken this village life tradition. 

1 .3 BACKGROUND TO THE RESEARCH 

Prior to 1970, almost the whole of the ~alaysian economy ~ms 

dominated by the Malaysian Chinese community and foreign owned 

interests, including that for the State of Sarawak. The Malays and 

other Bumiputras only held about 5 per cent of the economlc wealth 

of the nation. This led to discontentment among the Bumiputras which 

culminated in the race riots of May 13th 19693 • 

The May 13th incident erupted in Peninsular Malaysia in the 

aftermath of the 1969 general elections. Although the riots involved 

only the Malays and the Chinese in Peninsular tvalaysia, no untoward 

incident of any sort happened in Sarawak. This does not necessarily 

indicate that hostility did not exist between the Malays and Chinese 

ln Sarawak and that there w"8.s peace throughout. Minor incidences 

involving mostly youths of the different races have occured time and 

again over the years but have been mostly minor incidences and were no 

cause for alarm for the authorities. 

The absence of any racial skirmish in Sarawak on the scale 

of that which happened in Peninsular Malaysia was largely caused by 

the fact that the Malays (and other Bumiputras) in the country were 

contented and satisfied wi th ~"hat they had, including the existing 

jSee: Abdul Rahman, Tengku (19 11 9), Hal 13, Before lind .4fcer 
(Kuala Lu'11[,u:-: Utusan M~layu Press) 
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level of race relations. They did not have any fear of losing an:.~ 

political power to the Chinese because prior to the 1969 elections, 

the Chief Minister of Sarawak had been a non-Malay after all, unlike 

in Peninsular Malaysia, where since independence, the Malays always 

had political supremacy over the other races. The 1969 election 

results changed the balance of power in favour of the Chinese and the 

Malays in Peninsular Malaysia saw this shift in power to the hands of 

the Chinese as threatening. The Chinese there had rallied behind 

opposi tion parties and gained inroads into three states, namely 

Selangor, Perak and Penang. Perhaps the loss of Penang to the Chinese 

did not worry the Malays too much since Penang had been ln the control 

of foreign hands since Sir Francis Light took charge of the adminis-

tration of the island from the Sultan of Kedah in 1876 but the loss of 

Perak and Selangor was seen as the biggest blow to the ~~lays because 

they had already lost economlc power to the Chinese in the ~mole of 

Malaysia and now they were also going to lose political power as well. 

As a result of the riots, Parliament was suspended and the 

National Operations Council4 was set up to take over administration of 

the whole of Malaysia, including the suspension of elections then 

still in progress in Sarawak5 • This ~-laS to last for two years, during 

which time the New Economic Policy (NEP) was introduced, by which the 

government attempts to correct the economic imbalance between the 

Chinese and the Bumiputras by giving the Bumiputras protection and 

{~1tional Operations Council; ne Hay 13 Tragedy: A Report, iuala Lumpur, October 
1969. 

5S1ections in S1rawak in those iays used to take up :0 one ~hole ,onth becluse O[ 

the difficult terrlin and ~J~munications between the areas, where roans were 
inadequate and river t~an5port was only ~he means available. 



assistance so as to encourage them to participate ln all sectors of 

business activities successfully. 

1.4 THE NEW ECONCMIC POLICY: ACHIEVEfvlENTS TO DATE 

In the later months of 1969 and for much of 1970, the 

leaders of all the communi ties in t-'lalaysia in the federal ,government 

arrived at a consensus and decided that Malaysia should put a stop to 

racially instigated conflicts such as that happened on 13th :Iay 1969. 

One way of achieving this was to improve the economic position of the 

Bumiputras. The economic bach~,;ardness of the Bumiputras has seen as 

the root cause of the riot and the government decided that the 

economic wealth of the country be redistributed so that all races 

could participate in the economic activities and trade hith one 

another. Thus, the New Economic Policy came into being with a t't-iO 

prong objective, viz: 

a. to reduce and eventually eradicate poverty, by raising income 

levels and increasing opportunities for all Malaysians. 

regardless of race and ethnic origins, and, 

b. accelerating the process of restructuring Malaysian society to 

correct economic imbalance so as to reduce and eventually 

eliminate the identification of race 't~ith economic function. 

The NEP Has enshrined in the Second :lalaysia Plan ( 1970-

1975) and the policy in fact stipulated that the Bumiputras should 

eventually own and are involved in 30% of the economy, the Chinese 

40% and the others (including Indians and foreigners) o~ning the rest 

of the economic cru{e by 1990. 



The years following the launch of the NEP Here marked by 

the emergence of Malay entrepreneurs allover the country. Various 

governmental assistances and schemes were launched aimed at full 

achievement of the NEP goals. For so many years following the launch 

of the NEP, there was a flurry of activities both in the public and 

private sectors. Both academic and technical institutions and colleges 

were built, mainly in collaboration with the l"Jajlis Amanah RaJr:vat 

(HARA}6. During the same period, the MARA Institute of Technology 

grew from a small college with an enrolment of 250 students (1969) to 

a sprawling 250 acre site campus in 1975, with an enrolment of over 

10,000 students7 • 

During the same time, commercial banks and finance compa-

nles were established such as Bank Bumiputra Malaysia Berhad, the 

Kewangan Malaysia Berhad, Bank Pertanian (Agricultural Bank) and a 

host of other financial institutions. In the field of agriculture, the 

government started to distribute fertiliser and other subsidies 

through the Ranca.ngan Buku Hijau or Green Book Plan, whereby efforts 

were made in reducing poverty especially among farmers, ,,;hich govern-

ment statistics showed to be the poorest people in the land at the 

time. 

Various statutory bodies Here also set up; in fact almost one 

for every sector, such as the Najuiiran (Fisheries Development and 

Marketing Authority); FELDA (Federal Land Development Authority); 

FELCRA (Federal Land Consolidation and Redevelopment Authority); FAl"L-\ 

SMARA means ~ouncil of Trust far tbe Indigenuaus People and ~as 1n fact fo~~ed in 
March 1966 I 

'At present, ITM, as the Institute is called in Malaysia, has ten branch ~a]puses 
allover Malaysia, (including one in the ~arawak State capital, Kuching) ~itrr 1 

tJtal e~rolrnent of over 30,000 students. 
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(Federal Agricul tural Marketing Authori ty); l.JDA (Urban Development 

Authori ty); LCDA (Land Custody and Development Authority) and many 

others including State Economic Development Corporations for every 

one of the States in Malaysia. 

The government hoped that by the end of this year (1990), 

the year the NEP is to end, the Bumiputras would have owned and are 

heavily involved in the management of at least 30 per cent of the 

economlc wealth of the nation; that the Chinese will own 40 per cent 

of the national economic wealth, and the Indian community and other 

foreign owned interests and nationals will share the balances. 

The year 1990 has now arrived and the result of the h~-enty 

years of NEP is nervously awaited by all Nalaysians. In quantitative 

terms, beside achieving 30 percent share of the economic t,;real th of the 

nation, the year 1990 calls for a drastic improvement in the general 

standard of living and as mentioned above, for at least 30% ownership 

by the Bumiputras 1n all sectors of the economy. The latest 

estimated statistics9 show the likelihood that the NEP target of 30 

percent Bumiputra achievement 1n business and asset ownership 1S not 

achievable even up to the turn of the century. 

SThese figures were agreed upon by all parties, including representativEs from the 
Chinese who were in the government at that time, and are written in the Seconi 
Malaysia Plan (SMP) pp 41 - 42 para 135. Second Malaysia Plan 1971 - 1975 

9PreviouslYi all figures relating to the results of the the NEP are based on 
estimates as mentioned in the newspapers fro~ time to time because the actual 
statistics have been classified as government secret. This policy of keepi~g the 
figures secret has been one way the government tried to prevent speculation by 
parties ~ho might harp on the issues and thus cause tension 1~ong the races. 
Lately politicians have ~een 10r~ open and the latest ~i4ures on the ac~ie'ie~ent 

of the NEP hVf been made available ~o the public. 
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Because of this, the leaders of all races are al~,;ays anxious 

and on the alert, mostly because of the following: 

1. ~alay leaders have time and again made propositions (mostly by 

sending feelers) through the media that the Malays are still too 

far behind the Chinese in business enterprises and that they have 

also not achieved the desired goals of the NEP, and these 

poli ticians are constantly being pressured by the masses, espe

cially the youth wings in the Malay political parties, to extend 

the deadline for the achievement of these goals, 

30 percent Bumiputra ownership of the economic 

especially 

cake of 

the 

the 

country. The newspaper clippings in Appendix 7 show some of the 

arguments and counter arguments on this as well as related 

1ssues. 

2. The leaders of Chinese political parties have been unhappy with 

the way the NEP had been carried out, because they claim that had 

the NEP been implemented with more seriousness, the achievement 

of the Malays could have been greater than ~.J'hat it 1S now and 

there would not have been any necessity for further extension of 

the NEP or for any other similar or alternative policies to take 

its place. 

3. The Chinese business community have been particular ly unhappy 

about the way Malay business participation is given priority, 

and they claim that they have been very "generous" and 

accomodating to give the chance for the Malay entrepreneurs to 

establish themselves during the ~W years. 

The Prime t-'linister, Dr. tvhla thir r.-lohammed announced to the 

nation on Saturday, 11 ~ovember 1989 that the t-'alays had only achieved 

19. -l percent out of the 30 percent intended under the t'-IEP. The Chinese 
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and Indians o~n 56 percent of the total wealth of the country and 

foreigners own 24.6 percentlO • 

The government had been under strong pressure from the ~Jalay 

masses to continue the NEP further for a long time, especially by 

certain factions in the Bumiputra based political parties, notably the 

UMNO, the backbone to Malaysia's government. While mindful of the 

feelings of the Chinese who have time and again aired their dissatis-

faction, the government decided to replace the NEP with another 

policy, but this time, the proposed policy would be worked out by 

members of all races and by people of all backgrounds, not only by 

politicians, like what happened ~~ith the NEP. As a result of this, and 

ln anticipation of the failure to achieve the NEP objective of 30 

percent Bumiputra ownership ln the country' s ~,,'ealth, the National 

Economic Consultative Council was set up and officially inaugurated on 

19 January 1989. 

1. 5 POST N"EP: THE NATIONAL ECONOMIC CONSULTATIVE COUNCIL(NECC)11 

The National Economic Consultative Council, unlike its 

predecessor, the NEP, is drawn up by a panel of 150 members, t;ith 

representation from 75 Bumiputras and the other 75 comprising the non-

Bumiputras. The members of the NECC comprise banl{ers and farmers, 

politicians and Lmionists, academics and businessmen, and even 

priests. At the time of writing up this thesis, the Council had met a 

number of times but no details of what is being decided on the likely 

3 
1 '). .. ~ . If' D . "" ~,' I.( • " , 

1 0 ~ ~ 9 9 0 2 con a II i c T 3f get: . (, _~ C' ~ r~ U 1 (7 [,~ ~ ] U ::: ~ s ;~ 0 C ,0 S S 1 J l,? , :" r lin e " Ull S :"; r s 
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~ewspapers thr8ughout the ~r~nt~y 3nd ~ro3ic3st ~n television ~nd ~3di~, 
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structure of the post-NEP policy has been made available to members of 

the public. Already, the Democratic Action Party (DAP) , the strongest 

opposition party in Malaysia and largely Chinese dominated, has pulled 

out of the Council twice, citing various reasons (see Appendix 7). 

It is thus most unfortunate that the results of the NECC 

will not be in time for inclusion in this thesis. It would othenvise 

have suited the structure of the research and the 1ssue 1n question, 

because the NECC, much like its predecessor, the NEP, are meant to 

resolve the question of Malay participation 1n business activity, the 

very issue at the heart of this research. 

1 .6 ETHNICITY OF THE MALAYS AND CHINESE OF SARAWAK: 

AN ASSESSMENT OF THEIR ORIGINS AND RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS 

1.6.1 The Sarawak Chinese 

From their humble beginnings as traders and later, as 

immigrants, the Chinese have become the most visible part of the urban 

scene 1n Sarawak. To imagine the city12 and towns 1n the country 

without the Chinese would be rather impossible because they dominate 

the business sector. In-spite of the government's efforts to encourage 

the other races to take active part in business and commerce, it 1S 

still not unusual to find rows and rows of shophouses where every 

single shop would be Chinese owned. 

The Chinese differ greatly from the Malays 1n language, 

religious inclination, cultural preferences and traditions including 

their eating habits and celebrations. The Halays are mostly ~fuslims 

1 . ., '" H' d'~ t l%The !'Lty of Kuching is tbe )n y City in ~:lrawak, haVlng l,·H;:e Cl·Y S~loUS u: 

August, 1988, 
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and their dialects are relatively similar, the only observable 

difference mainly in their regional slang and pronounciation. The 

Chinese, on the other hand, having many different clans, speak a 

variety of dialects, some of Hhich are very different from each other. 

Most of the Sarawak Chinese are Buddhists while there are pockets of 

Taoists, and the younger generation tend to incline towards Christia-

nity. Regardless of their religion, all Chinese celebrate numerous 

Chinese traditions, many of ~~hich are associated to ancestral and 

diety ~.jorship. The Chinese New Year is the most celebrated of all 

celebrations. The culture of the Chinese is highly centred around 

cohesion of which the family comes first, followed by the group, 

especially the clan to Hhich one dialect belongs. 

It IS not practically clear when the Chinese first arrived 

In SaraHak. Some light on this has been shed by iVlende when he recorded 

In his book Southeast Asia Between Two Worlds that t 

"The Chinese, nor" over a quarter million strong ~n Borneo, 

were among the first conquerors of the island. According to Chinese 

Annals, Borneo's north-east coast r"clS pa,ying tribute to their emp~re 

as earl,y as se'venth centur.'-. Later docwnents speak of Chinese 

colonization of Borneo in the fifteenth cntur,Y. The island's flouri-

shing condition in the siA~eenth and se~Tenteenth centuries, before the 

appearance of the Portuguese on the scene, f¥aS largely due to the 

energy and industr:,," of Chinese settlers" .13 

ll~tnde, Tibor; 3J~;thp1St Asb 8e";.:eer. T' .. U)N"~lrids, Tur~stile ~ress, L:'1:on: 
1Q~~ ~~ 
.:. u I.' ._' I P , '~' ,"' , 
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The history of the Sarawak Chinese 1S best documented in the 

book The Sarawak Chinese by John M. Chinl 4. Chin's work traces the 

presence of the Chinese in Sarawak through a) the arrival of Chinese 

through what 1S now known as Kalimantan Indonesia (through the towns 

of Sambas and Pemangkat) and b) the direct arrival of the Chinese from 

the southern provinces of China by sea (see Map 3 in Chapter 4). 

The former group of Chinese had actually migrated to Sarawak 

in order to escape from persecution by the Sultans of Sambasl5 from 

the mid-1800's to the early 1900's. The supremacy of the Sambas 

sultans had been threatened by the growing economic strength of the 

Chinese ~~ho were using their economic wealth to gain favours and 

priviledges from rivals of the court. As a result, thousands of 

Chinese migrated and settled in the Bau area of Kuching Division. 

These early settlers were the ones who were responsible for opening up 

the Bau gold mine for the economy of Sarawak under the then James 

Brooke'sl6 administration as well as for the cultivation of pepper and 

other cash crops. 

By the time the Kalimantan immigrant group had settled, the 

latter group of Chinese were beginning to arrive by sea, most of them 

for recruitment as labourers in the plantations and some were later to 

work as miners for minerals such as antimony, bauxite and some coal 

deposi ts Hhich ~~ere found throughout the state. 

[4Chin, John M.: The Sarawak Chinese, Kuala Lumpur: Oxford University P~ess, lJ31. 
l5The town of Sambas is located on the western COJst of Kalimantan Indonesia. See 

Hap 3 in Chapter 4. 

!6Sir Jlmes Brooke was the first of the wnite Rajahs of Slrawak. A detailed l~C0unt 
of ·this is found ln Section 403 in Chap~er FO'lr. 
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The majority of the Sarawak Chinese came from the provinces 

of Southern China, such as Kiangsu, Kwangtung and Fookien and the 

Foochow District. There have been conflicting reasons given as to ~~hy 

the early Chinese migrated abroad but a study of the history of 

Chinese mass migration points to the fact that these migrants were 

ei ther being persecuted themsel ves1 7 by the lords and barons of their 

homelands for various reasons including failing to pay heavy taxes on 

the land they toil as well as their harvest, or they were forced to 

migrate simply because of "the difficult economic conditions preval-

ling in their homelands at the time"18 . 

Whatever the causes of emigration were, the Chinese have 

reaped the rewards of their adventures and perseverance over the 

years, to the point of becoming the dominant race in the ownership of 

the economy of the country they settle in. There is no denying the 

fact that they have achieved what they now own because they ~~orked for 

it, out of their own efforts and labour. It is in recognition of the 

hard work and effort put in their achievement that they are displeased 

with such policies as ~~laysia's New Economic Policy, which aims to 

reduce the gap between the races in the economic wealth of the country 

because many Chinese will definitely be displaced and be deprived by 

the policy, so as to make way for the tvlalays and the other Bumiputras. 

l1Ling, Pyau; Causes of c:hinese Emisracion, The Annals, (January 191~;, pp,"S-80, 

lq, Ta Chen; ~tJ.igrJnt ~~_~j')1u.1ities in South China, New York: Ins~itute of 
Pacific Relations, 1940, and, 

'1 Barnett, Patricia, G.; The Chinese i.1 South~3Sr Asia and ~he ?lilippine~, 
The Annals, (March 1943), p. 32. 
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It is imperative that a study of the Malay entrepreneurs be 

made based on a comparison with the Chinese because of the success of 

the Chinese particularly in the business sector and, generally, ln 

securing the economy of the country. Nobody can really pinpoint the 

exact reasons why the Chinese have been successful, so much so that 

they dominate the economy altogether. One researcher, Williams Lea, 

being a Chinese himself, ln a study on the overseas Chinese concluded 

that no one reason can be claimed as paramount ln explaining the 

Chinese entrepreneurial supremacy, other than that they "~~'ork very 

hard". Lea goes on to say, 

"The chief resource of the overseas people, their energy, ~s 

a most unrvield,y subject to discuss. Simple and final 

explanations for overseas Chinese driT,.Te are not to be found. 

Nobody denies that the Chinese of Southeast Asia are the 

outstandingly industrious and productive people there, but 

there has been no full analysis of the reasons for this 

behav·iour. Perhaps there can never be"19. 

1.6.2 The Sarawak Malays 

Like the Chinese, there have also been conflicting reports 

as to who the Sarawak Nalays are and where they come from. The most 

hTidely accepted theory is that by Hugh Lm.; ~,J"ho wrote in his book on 

the people of Sarawak in 1853 and observed that the tvlalays in Sarawak 
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ln fact were from Brunei20 • Hugh records that the first real Malay 

settlement ln Sarawak was set up in the Saribas and Kalaka areas of 

the Simanggang Division and the inhabitants of these villages spoke a 

kind of Malay language similar to the Malay spoken at that time by the 

people of Brunei. 

The Malaysian Constitution of Malaysia defines a Malay as '~ 

person who professes the Muslim religion l habitually speaks the Malay 

la.nguage and conforms to Malay custOlDS"2 1. Another work on Sarawak by 

Ratnam and Milne provided evidence that this definition have created 

confusion over the years as other Sarawakians of other ethnic origins 

can claim themselves to be Malays when he wrote, 

"Religious differences r"ere so decisive that ~n some 

instances they resulted ~n actual switches in racial 

categories. Many of the "Malays" in Sarawalr were actually 

originally Mel ana us or Land Dayaks. But when they were 

converted to Islam they began to describe themselves as 

"Malays", and this was hor" the.y came to be listed ~n the 

( 1970) census"2 2 • 

Historically speaking, the Sarawak Malays have nothiQg at 

all ln common with the Malays in Peninsular Malaysia. Their fore-

fathers having been identified as originating from Brunei, this briQgs 

the origin of their ancestors as being from the Sulu Islands of the 

20 Low, Hugh; Sarawak; Its Inbabi tants and Productions: being NoteS d:.Iring a 
Residence in that Country with H,H,The Rajah Brooke, London, Bentley, 1853. 

llArticle 160 (2), The Mabysian Consitution, Kuala 0urnpur, 1963. 
llRatnam, K.J. and Milne, R.S.; Habysia - New St:1:'es in a Ne',o/ ~ation: Political 

Development :>f Sarawak and Saban in Malaysia, London: ~rank Gass, 1974, p. ~, 
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Philippines, because the migration of natives and other indigeneous 

peoples from the Sulu islands to Brunei over the centuries is recorded 

in the annals, and Hugh Low makes mention of this in his work. 

To say that the Malays are purely village dwellers and not 

entrepreneurial is not in itself true, because in his book, Hugh Low 

noted that, in areas where the Chinese trader was not to be found, the 

Malays did what trade they could do, when he said; 

'Their taste for the pursui ts of trade is qui te a passion, 

and during all their early life they look steadily and 

8.ILyious1y forrvard to the time when they shall be able to 

indulge it with profit to themselves. It ~s from this 

principle being so rooted ~n their natures, that the kiiJgs 

and princes have been found, ~n all periods of their 

history, to be the greatest merchants in their state ..... '23 

However, early business activity of the Malays were never 

permanent and, when later the Chinese traders arrived in their wooden 

junks bringing with them various trade goods ranging from luxury items 

such as silk and porcelain to the basic necessities like salt and 

preserved foods, the notable few Malays w-ho had been trading would 

soon cease to do so leaving the Chinese to take over the vacuum 

created by the Malay trader without any competition. 

During the large part of the Brooke rule in Saraw~, the 

~1alays lived as subsistence faI111ers, growing rice and"vegetables in 

villages that are fOlmd outside the tmms and along the river banks of 

21Hugh Low; op.cit. 
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the cotmtry. Land was abtmdant and there ~"'8.s plenty of food for 

everybody. Those Malays who had settled along the banks of the rivers 

close to the open sea would become fishermen. Even tmtil today, the 

Malay fishermen of Beladin and Pusa, two Malay settlements ln the 

Saribas District are the best fishermen in Sarawak, and the way they 

associate themselves along familial and kinship ties has much semb

lance to the Chinese. The Malays of Beladin and Pusa have even been 

aptly called "The Malay Foochows", based on the Foochm..r clan of the 

Chinese who are fotmd in great numbers in the Sibu Division. 

Unlil{e the Malays in Peninsular Malaysia whose society was 

politically feudal, governed largely by nobility, the Sarawak Malays 

did not have sultans or royalty who would levy taxes on them and force 

them into uoing chores for the royal families. 

Nevertheless, there was, and still is until today, a group 

of Malays in Sarawak whose descendants were from the nobility or upper 

class who have played important roles in bringing the ~3lays into the 

mainstream of state administration since the rule of the Brooke 

Rajahs, only that they did not have sultans and rulers from amongst 

them. This group, known as the "Perabangan" have commanded respect 

from the rest of the 1v3lay population from time immemorial up to the 

present. The Brooke rajahs referred to the "Perabangan" for matters 

relating to the Malay customs, traditions and their religion, l~hich 

has ah.;ays been Islam, and this elite class l..rould have access to the 

corridors of power during the Brooke administration. ~embers of the 

"Perabangan" are still to be fotmd to be successful both economically 

and politically, even to this day. 
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The mentality of the ~alays prior to NEP largely rested on 

being contented with what they could earn. Material excesses were 

considered taboo and against their Islamic religion. The younger 

Malays cherished to see the day when they would have what they would 

refer as the "ideal" sort of life, ~",here satisfaction l-Jould be 

achieved once he could get hold of a "secure" job with a steady 

lncome. Because of this, the ~alays resorted to working l~ith the 

government, whatever the job was, as long as it Has "secure". They 

always regarded the challenges of business and entrepreneurship as the 

domain of the Chinese and only few would dare to venture and take the 

risks associated with it. This can be seen by the very few' number of 

Malays involved in this study who have run their business for periods 

longer than 20 years (See Table 6.6 in Chapter Six). 

1 • 7 PRELUDE TO OTHER CHAPTERS 

Chapters ~~o and Three present a reVlew of the literature 

on the subject of entrepreneurship and the characteristics of entre

preneurs, as well as on the question of migrant entrepreneurship and 

about the Overseas Chinese entrepreneurs in some selected countries. 

Chapter ~",o l~ill also provide the working definition for the termino

logies used in this research, such definitions which have been used in 

the formulation of the overall research plan. 

Chapter Four presents Sarawak, the country, as the backdrop 

to the business acti vi ty of these two groups. This chapter h-ill 

highlight the country's economic strengths, its geography, the populs

tion characteristics as ~,'ell as the government of the day. It also 

highlights the two key areas of state invol vement ln pro\-iding 

businesses for small entrepreneurs, the Sarmm.k Economic De\-eloprnent 
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Corporation and land development. 

Chapter Five presents the methodology of the research plan; 

how the research was carried out, the variables used in the compari

sons and how the statistical work is formulated to suit the variables. 

This chapter will also detail out how the field work was conducted ln 

Sarawak, including how the Malay and Chinese respondent populations 

for the distribution of the questionnaires was arrived at. This 

chapter will also highlight the advantages and disadvantages of the 

choice of the methodology selected, and also the impending statistical 

package used for the analysis of data. The design of the questionnaire 

and the selection of variab~es is also highlighted in this chapter. 

Finally, this chapter outlines the limitations faced in the overall 

conduct of this research. 

Chapter Six concentrates on the frequency breakdo~~ of 

statistical results obtained from the statistical computing done on 

the returned questionnaires .. ~ analysis of the comparison between the 

two races is made and this chapter extends into Chapter Seven, which 

presents the results of the comparative analyses on correlation 

beb-reen the variables, also based on statistical computations. 

The final chapter, that is Chapter Eight, concludes the 

results of the findings of Chapters Six and Seven, and provides the 

conclusion for the whole thesis. A discussion has been included on the 

key findings of this research and the chapter also presents sugges

tions and recommendations for further research in the area of small 

business and entrepreneurship in Sarawak. A discussion on the major 

limi tat ions v.."hich can inhibit the smooth conduct of further research 

precedes the suggestions and recorrunendations. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

ENTREPRENEURS AND 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP A REVIEW o F 

THE LITERATURE 



:m,JTREPRENEURS AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP: A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

2.1 IN~ODUCTION 

In the preVlOUS chapter it has been mentioned that the maln 

objective of this research is the comparative analysis between the 

Malay and Chinese entrepreneurs in Sara~ru{ on their business activity. 

To achieve this comparative analysis, the main objective has been 

further broken down into three separate sections, denoting three 

separate groupings of variables. They are; 

Objective 1: The comparlson of the general characteristics 

between the ~alay and Chinese entrepreneurs; 

a. Present age of the respondents 

b. The age at which the respondents started 

their businesses 

c . The number of years already running their m~n 

businesses 

d. Level of education achieved by respondent 

e. Amount of initial capital used for starting the 

business 

f . Percentage of mm money used In the ini tial capi tal 

g. Number of hours spent on the business per average 

"Jorking day. 

h. 1>.no was most influential ln the decision to go into 

l. 

business 

The importance placed on government incentives on the 

conduct of business. 



Objecti ve 2: The comparIson between the family background of 

the Chinese and i'-'lalay entrepreneur based on the 

following variables: 

a. The status of the family of the respondent ~.;hen he 

was young (measured in terms of income level of the 

father or guardian). 

b. The principal job of the father or guardian of the 

respondent. 

c. The size of the respondent's family (measured by the 

number of brothers and sisters in the respondent's 

family) .. 

d. Influence of the presence of other family members 

also owning businesses. 

Ob,jecti ve 3: 

a. 

Comparative "~alysis of Other Variables: 

The importance of religion on the conduct of 

everyday business 

b. The importance placed on borrm"ing from: 

c. 

1. Family members 

11. Friends 

Ill. Commercial Baruts 

iv. Other BruUts and Financial Institutions 

The most pressing problems faced by the respondents 

1. on start-up, 

11. after the business had started (for eX3lllple 

In the firs t b-iO years), and 

Ill. at present. 



Based on the above, this chapter has been designed to 

present, as comprehensively as possible, a reVlew of the available 

Ii terature on the lssue of entrepreneurship as a ~mole, and the 

factors affecting it. 

Before the research is expanded based on the above objecti

ves, the term "entrepreneur" is defined and established. From the 

definitions that have been uncovered in the literature by writers and 

academicians (be they sociologists, psychologists or economists), the 

scope of definition for the term "entrepreneur" in Sarawak ~dll be 

ascertained to fit this research. 

grm,rth 

The advent, as well as the problems brought about by the 

of migrant entrepreneurship in the developed as Hell as 

developing countries are surveyed in Chapter 3. Based on this, the 

research methodology in Chapter 5 has been designed in such a ~~y so 

that the field survey carried out would reveal the characteristics of 

the entrepreneurs as well as highlight the significant differences or 

similari ties be tHe en these ~lalay and Chinese entrepreneurs. 

By carefully defining and accepting the term "entrepreneur" 

ln this chapter, it is hoped that no mistake ~.,ill be made on the 

selection of the population for the distribution of questionnaires for 

the conduct of the field survey. The plan to use whole populations of 

entrepreneurs instead of selecting samples from sampling frames was 

finally decided upon, and this process ~ms made even eaSler after 

coming up tvi th a Horking definition of the term "entrepreneur" to sui t 

the small business environment in Sarawal{. 
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2.2 DEFINING THE TER~ "ENTREPP..ThTEl.JR" 

Hornaday describes an entrepreneur as someone ~ ... no controls 

his own destiny!. One of the earliest definitions of an entrepreneur 

1S that of Richard Cantillon who described the individual as a 

rational decision maker taking certain risks and providing management 

for the firm2. Cantillon set the present day guidelines as to the main 

characteristics of the entrepreneur. His entrepreneurs bear much semb-

lance to the entrepreneurs written about by many authors and resear-

chers of today. For one, Cantillon's entrepreneurs were innovators and 

not afraid of taking risks, the term If innovate" being defined. in the 

Li ttle Oxford Dictionary3 as "to bring 1n new ideas, etc.; make 

changes" . For some other writers such as Joseph Schtmlpeter4, David 

McClelland5 and Kets de Vries6 , their entrepreneurs include corporate 

entrepreneurs as ~{ell. This is elaborated in more detail further on in 

the chapter. 

The Encyclopaedia of Entrepreneurship7 defines the term 

entrepreneur as follows: 

lHornaday, J,; Cha:acteristics of Successful Entrepreneurs, Personnel Psyc~l'~y, 
Vc1.24, pp,141-15:j, 

% Kilby, p, (ed,); Hunting the Heffalump: Entrepreneurship and Economic DevelJ.:J'J1ent, 
New York: Free Press. 1971, 

J The Little Oxford Dictionary of Current Englisfl, Sixth edition, Oxford: Clare~don 
Press, 1985, p, 279, 

'Schumpeter, J,A.; The Theory of Economic Development, 1934. 1st.. Snglisn editi",. 
Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 1974, p.66. 

5McClelland, D.; The ,4chievi::g Becier,y, Princeton. N.J,: Van i!crs::nn:. 
6Kets ie 'iri:?::: The Entrep:-eneu:-ial Personalit;: A Pe:-:C',~ H [he CrJss:-~)ad~~. Jour:!L 

or' Management 5rud~2S, ~ebruary, 19 77, p~,34-5~. 

7C' Kent D; ~ext'~" & E.H. Ve5rer (Bd3. I: ~ncycl0paedia of gn~~eoreneurs~i:. 
, , il • C' , • ...,. c ", " , • 

Snglewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prpnti:'2-~~dl. 1HZ, 

?,... 
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Jt : A French term for a person r.l1o undertakes 

and develops a new enterprise at some risk (of failure or 

loss). Although the folOrds innovator, proprietor, and eapita-

list are used in the same sense, there are subtle diffe-

renees that make the term "entrepreneur" preferable. The 

idea of the undertaking may not be the entrepreneur's or.m 

invention, he or she ~s not simply an "mmer" of the 

business, and the eapi tal raised for it mayor ma,Y not be 

his orm. " 

Numerous writers have described the entrepreneur based on 

two different approaches. The first approach describes the entrepre-

neur as an individual who 1S willing to undertake a risk - a fairly 

calculated risk - to achieve a specific set of objectives or goals. 

Under this approach, the entrepreneur is in effect one ~.mo t.akes risks 

in conducting everyday business, representing one of a group of small 

business people who are t.he prime movers of business in the process of 

development in a nationS . 

The second approach portrays the entrepreneur as the person 

or persons employed by large, already established firms ~.,rhere a group 

of them is involved. in risk-t.aking activities such as the promulgation 

of sales and ventures specially meant for the survival, e:"-par1s10n or 

continuation of the firm. Entrepreneurs in the latter category are 

S [ f- ~ i in l' t e cr' Q t. ate s al 0 1 e , the r e '../ e ~ e i 4 , :1 i 11 ion bus i :: e sse sin 12 8 ~ 1 n ,1 .J U ~ ~ h i 3 n ',ue u 

fl' -""P Jd.7 oer cent lre considered by rne Small 2Jsiness Administration )f ~ne Uni~ed 
., .... - I " 

StatES as C~lli~g ~ntD ~he 'small" cltego~y. - T~e 5]111 Eusi~ess Admrnistrltic1 
(U.S.G~ver~men[ Frintin~ Office, 19~:'. 
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similar to the ones described by tvlcClelland9 and Schumpeterlo. ~ever-

theless the characteristics and attributes of entrepreneurs as percei-

ved by both McClelland and Schumpeter apply to the independent 

business owner referred to under the first approach as much as they 

apply to the corporate executive. According to Schumpeter an entre-

preneur 1S one Hho gets involved in a business deal and makes a 

profit in the process, regardless of whether the deal is for others or 

for himself. Schumpeter defined the entrepreneur along the needs of an 

economic or social role. He described the most important role of the 

entrepreneur as bringing together, with the help of innovation, the 

various factors of production, 1n return for the desired profit. To 

sunnnarise Schumpeter's entrepreneur, a combination of factors have to 

inter-play with one another; 

a. The introduction of a new good. 

b. New methods of production being employed. 

c. The opening of a new market. 

d. The conquest of a new source of supply of raw material. 

e. Reorganistion of an industry. 

Drm-ling together the works of the above mentioned. authors, 

Carland, Hoy, Carland and Boultonll came up with the following 

definition: 

~McClelland, D.; op.cit., 1961. 
to S I~ hum pet e r t Joseph A.., P . cit. 193 4 , 

~ . 
r '. \,.,' • I v I 

t11:a:-hnd, J,W., Bouiton, :~.R. I Hoy, F, 1nd 
Entrepreneurs from ~1811 Busi~e~s O~ne~5: A 

, 1"04 ,. l' \I ~.,n ';:;4 1'9 2 e '11 f '-/ ~ ~ (l , 'I 0 .:j, NO.... t' t' ' 'J v - .. ',' , 
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"An Entrepreneur ~s an indi vidual y./ho establishes and 

manages a business for the principal purposes of profi t and 

growth. The entrepreneur is characterized principally by'" 

innovative behaviour and will employ strategic management 

practices in the business . .. 

Entrepreneurship, in the global context of the t"rord does not 

seem to have a sense of direction ln Sara~{. The development of 

entrepreneurship ln Sarawak, and the whole of Malaysia for that 

matter, has been uncharacteristic and does not seem to be heading in 

any direction12 , except that the entrepreneurs who at present conduct 

business ln the State are there because of the organic grol~h that 

have been achieved over the years, unlike entrepreneurial de\relopments 

in the developed countries13 such as the United Kingdom or the United 

States l"rhere the changes in individual entrepreneurial development 

follot",. specific characteristics as laid out ln numerous studies and 

researches conducted for these purposes14 • 

In view of the above contention, the entrepreneurs included 

ln this research thus do not belong to any specific category of 

definition and it is because of this that the author has come up with 

the following definition to fit the objectives of this research. For 

the purpose of this research, an entrepreneur is defined as: 

12Chee Peng Lim; EntreDreneurial Development Programmes: The Malaysian EXDerl~nce, 

International Small Business Journal, Autumn, 1982; pp.12-24. 

13Care has been taken to use the term 'developed" here because in the W0r~d 3ank analysis 
of ~ount~ies around the world, Malaysia has ~een classified under this catego~y ~1en it 
comes to the application or issue of World Bank loans. Halaysian E]OflJlic ~e~0~[. 
1982/1983, Ministry of Finance, Malaysia, Vol.II, Malaysian Nation~i Printi~g Oepars-
me~t, 198Z, 

IIGibb, A11n, A; Flccors Fostering Bnrrepreneurship. In ~~u~1~io1 ~,r ~~(?~F~ise, 
~dited by A,!J.,¥<t,:ts lnd Paul Mor-ai, CRAC PI~bli:'lrioris, i984, pp.:3-1.}. 
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''A member P th O.L e subset 01" small business owner managers .llJ 

the State 01" Sarawak, East Malaysia, who at present owns 

AND lIJB.lJaI1es a small business (the term "small" as defined 

1"urther below) and that the business that is being owned 

and .ma.naged would have either been created by the entrepre-

neur himsel1"/hersel1", inherited or had been bought over, 

regardless 01" whether the money used by him/her 111 setting 

up or acquiring the business was his/hers or otherwise. " 

This definition of entrepreneurship must not be confused 

wi th that of a small business owner, ~>iho is defined as; 

"an individual who establishes and manages a business for 

the principal purpose of furthering personal goals. The 

business must be the primar,y source of ~ncome and f.rill 

consume the majori ty of one's time and resources. The owner 

perce~ yes the business as an extensi on of his or her 

personali t,Y, intricately bound wi th family needs and 

desires H. 1 5 

Brockhaus 1 6 , in his article "~e Psychology of Efltrepreneur-

ship" presented an excellent historic overview of the definitions 

of entrepreneurs. According to Brockhaus, one behaves as an entrepren-

eur only when carrying out innovations. But the term innovation can 

, 4 ~-4 i:I:,uland, J,W" I;,uiand, J,A.C" Hoy, F, 3.nd Boulton, I .. R,; 1:J~ , ':),GH. pp . .;~ -
359, 

llBrockhaus, R,H" The Psychology OI' the 2ntrep:-ene Tjr; I:: I~,A. le!\t. D,L, 
K.H. Vesper (Eas,! Encyclopaedia of Entrepreneurship, Bngle~ood Cliffs, 

Sexton, ~ 
\: T • 
J ~ • V I , 

Prentice-Hall, 198~, 39-57. 
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mean many things and can also be used to describe improvements 1n 

advertising, marketing, sales techniques, public relations etc. 

Hornaday & Aboud17 and Pickle,18 included samples of small business 

owners 1n their studies on entrepreneurship and concluded that the 

entrepreneur is the individual who brought the resources together and 

initiated the venture. 

2 . 3 DEFINING "SMALL BUSINESS" 

Over the years J different individuals as well as go"\-ernments 

through their policy makers, have come up with different ways of 

defining the term "small business". Some authors use the number of 

employees to compare between large businesses and the smaller ones. 

Others use turnover of the firm, or the amount of capital employed in 

the initial startup of the business. There are others still who use 

the total assets of the firm to denote the Slze of the firm. 
# 

Nevertheless, a survey of the literature reveals that these defini-

tions are not universally applied everywhere because some modi fica-

tions to the definitions have been added to the definitions which are 

used by others. Different countries apply different sets of defini-

tions to suit the business and economic environment 1n which the 

businesses perform in these countries. 

In the U.K. J the most prominent definition of t-lhat constitu-

tes a" small business" is laid dmm by the Bolton Commi tee Report of 

I'Hornaday, J,A,. 1 Aboud,J, :Characterisr;ics or' Successful Encrepre.1eurs, ~erS:'ln'::l 

Psychology, 1971, Vo1.24, pp,141-152, 

. B" 1'" d...... • A:;" 1 ["on ,[" l!~rson~l' 1 .... 'Jra·~·f: .. ;~r''"\ ...... , .. 18Flckle, H, Fer~onl LY an .)uccess, .1.' 0;.1 ua L,.v ",,; .• L d:I",'_~ l'. 

Successful Small Busines~ Hanagers, S]al1 B~sine~s Resear~h Se~les ~o,~, 
Washington D,L~" ; U,S, Government Frinting Office, 1964. 
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197119 • The Bolton Commitee Report suggested that a small firm ~s a 

socio-economic unit with the following characteristics: 

1. Economically, a small firm is one that has a relatively small 

share of its market. 

2. Managerially, the small firm is administered by its millers or 

part-owners in a personalized way, rather than through the medium 

of a formalized management structure. 

3. Finally, it lS independent in the sense that it does not form 

part of a larger enterprise and owner-managers are free from 

outside control in taking their principal decisions. 

There are some setbacks to these recommendations by the 

Bolton Committee, especially in reference to the market share of the 

firm. Some businesses may be small, yet its share of the market ~s 

large. In Sarawak for example, a contractor who specialises in the 

installation of solar powered hot water systems on roof-tops ].s a 

small business but he monopolises this particular section of the 

contracting sector. This means that even though his business only 

employs a few l-l'orkers, his business is large in terms of turnover and 

Income. This definition by the Bolton Committee therefore needs to be 

assessed alongside other definitions, both in the developed as well as 

developing economies. Even though the Bolton Committee recommendations 

1S for the whole of the U.K., minor additions have been made from time 

to time 1n specific regions of the country. 

19S~e Bolton :'ornrnitt.ee: S:~:dl tiI'.'ls - .1eport 0" ::he COI:lJitt2f of r~;li:'? en 
i'i;ns, I'mni~' nil, Lc,ndJ1: H.M.S,Q., ~i)Vember,· 1971, pp.1-2. 
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In Scotland, for example, the Industry Department for 

Scotland categorises small businesses according to two di~'isions, 

depending on the sector of involvement in the industIJr. For manufactu-

ring firms, a business would be considered small if it employs less 

than 200 ~.;rorkers but for all the other sectors, a small business lS 

one which employs less than 25 people20 . 

In Singapore, the government classifies a small business as 

one which has fixed assets of less than S$8 million (US$3.7 million) 

and employ fe~,;rer than 50 ~.;rorkers2 1. This definition is used by the 

Singapore Small Enterprise Bureau for prequalifying businesses In its 

small business assistance programmes. 

In Australia, the most accepted definition of small business 

is that recommended by the Wiltshire Committee22 in 1971 ~vhich says 

that a "small business" is; 

"A business in which one or tr·,lO persons are required to maJre 

all the critical management decisions: finance, accolmting, 

personnel, purchasing, processing or servicing, marketing, 

selling, wi thout the aid of internal specialists and h'i th 

specific imorvledge in only one or tr.;o flmctional areas. The 

business ~s considered small if i t emplo~y--s less than 100 

emplo:vees f' • 

:OBetter Business Services Publication: Industry Department for Scotland, H.M,g,O, 
GlasgJw, 198P" 

2iKau Ah [eng: BJsiness Practices of 5Ja11 3nd Medium Enerprises in Singapore, 
Proceedings of 1st. Asia-Pacific Symposium om S~all Enterp~ise and EntreDreneUi
ship Development, (SEED Symposium), Bangkok, 18-21 Feb, 1987: Technonet Asia, 

S' ? 1" lngapore, p.~.~. 

lZReport of ~he C,Jllmittee on j:nll Business, Australia, (Chair8an; F.M, '~iltsnirei. 
P a : 1 i 3 III r n tar.r P a:1 ~ ;' No.~ 2, J un e 1971, :1. ~ , 
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In the United States, there are many definitions being 

used by the United States government through its Small Business 

Administration (SBA) and the private sector, especially the brulli{ing 

institutions and financial houses. Tate et.al. 23 provides that a small 

business is "an organisation with a name, a place of operations, an 

owner, and one or more workers other than the " owner. Another 

definition by Leah24 which has been accepted by most baru{s throughout 

the United States25 is that "a small business is one that is manag'ed 

by not more than 3 manag'ers or rvhose rvorkforce does not exceed 100 

persons". In another work by Nappi and Vora26 , a small business can be 

defined both by the number of employees, that 1S "it employs 500 or 

fewer employees, or that it has either fewer than 100 employees or 

less than U8$1, 000,000 in gross receipts". 

The most prominent one ~.mich the Small Business 

Administration (SBA) of the United States uses 1S that which 1S based 

on Section 3 of the Small Business Act of 1953 (as amended) which 

states that, "A small business concern shall be deemed to be one which 

1.S independently owned and operated and which is not dominant in its 

field of operation". 

!lC.B.Tate, Jr., L.C. Megginson, C.R.Scott, JR., lnd L.R, Trueblood; SuccessfuL 5,a11 
Business Management, Dallas: Business Publicat.ions, Inc., 1978, p.L 

"Leah Hertz; In Search of a Swall Business Definition, ;":ashington, ~.C.: ;_::1i'le:-si~7 

Press of America, Inc., 1932, p.433. 

lSPeterson, R.A., AlbaulD, G. and KozllIetsky, G.: The Fublic1s :efiniLon O~ ~']au 
Business, Journal of Small Business Management, July 1936. pp.~3-63, 

26~appi, A.T. and Vo::a, J.; 5,7311 Business Eligibility: A Defi.1iti),"1al Iss[;e, Journal 
of Small Business Mlnagement, OC:ODer, Ij~O, p,~3 and ,:.25. 
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In 1984, the SBA issued its latest ruling regarding its 

revised quantitative criteria or size standards and the definition of 

"small" varies with sector or industry of involvement. For example, a 

"small" retail firm has annual sales of US$2 million or less while a 

"small" wholesale firm has annual sales of US$22 million or less. 

"Small" manufacturing firms are not classified by annual sales but by 

the number of employees. Smallness, 1n this case can be from 350 to 

500 employees or less depending upon the type of manufacturer it is27 • 

In Malaysia, the definition of "small business " most widely 

referred to is that which has been drafted by Bank Negara Malaysia, 

the national bank. According to the bank's guidelines, a small 

business has been defined as one ~~hich employs 50 workers or less or 

that the business used startup capital of M$500,000 or less. However, 

this definition does not include contracting and manufacturing, for 

which the amount of startup capital utilised can be up to tvI$2 

million2s • This definition 1S used for qualifying the entrepreneurs 

~~ho apply for assistance and financial aid schemes ~~hich are extended 

by the banks. This research for Sara~ follows the same guidelines. 

2. 4 AITRIBUTES AND CHARACTERISTICS OF EN1REPRENEURS 

One of the earlier writers on the subject of entrepreneur-

ship was Max ~veber. Weber perceived the entrepreneur as a special 

: 7 Boardman, C. M. I Butley, J.~., and Eltliff, ~. L.; 5.'11311 Business iJrowtb Characte-

r ;.::tl"':: Alllerl'can Journal .:.:r Sma!: Business, Vol. V, No.3, Win~er (.I:tn-Mar.) 19.~1. 
"_ l.." , 

p. 34. 
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kind of person29 whilst McClelland, ln confirming Webers' h}~thesis 

came with the notion that entrepreneurs were driven by the desire to 

be excellent in all that they do. McClelland30 , presented some of the 

necessary qualities for the entrepreneur to succeed in business, such 

as; 

"1. One must desire to serve the public and be attentive 

to the customer's attitudes, something Hhich is not 

needed in a fly-by-night business, or for selling to 

passersby but most important when setting up a manu-

facturing or service business which is expected to 

last for the next fifty years. 

2. The entrepreneur must acquire a reputation for fulfil-

ling all his contracts such as paying his creditors on 

time, meeting delivery dates for his customers, 

honouring promises to his staff, and so on. 

3. The entrepreneur must have leadership skills. As the 

business grows in size, responsibility is delegated to 

sub-managers, and the entrepreneur becomes the leader 

of a team. 

4. They (the entrepreneurs) must possess some degree of 

ruthlessness, especially ~~ith competitors (for example 

undercutting their prices, eliminating their sources of 

raw materials or by taking away their customers or 

suppliers or even staff)." 

!9Weber, Max; The P:'J~est3nc Ethic ani The Spi:-ic 0:' CJpitalism , ~iew lc:-k, 
C.Scriber's & Sons, 1930. 

lOMcClelland, David C. (19fi1), alLele. 
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It must not be misinterpreted, however, that McClelland's 

entrepreneurs were mostly business executives representing various 

functional jobs such as general management, sales and marketing, 

finance, engineering and personnel, even though the results of his 

study has been widely referred to as encompassing the individual 

business entrepreneur this research is concentrating on. 

It is thus universally accepted that various attributes and 

characteristics are necessary for the development of an entrepreneur. 

Most of the writers covered in the survey on the literature for this 

research agreed on one important point in order to be entrepreneurial, 

and that is the person need to have both original business ideas and 

the ability to make them work. Kilby31 listed 13 attributes required 

of entrepreneurs and his attributes have been broken down further by 

others such as Johnson32 and Timmons33 . 

Figure 2.1 below shows the most common characteristics which 

entrepreneurs should have according to Timmons34 • It can be seen from 

Figure 2.1 that Timmons emphasises only nine of the attributes. This 

researcher contends that all of Timmons attributes are most suitable 

for entrepreneurs in a country like Sarawak. It somehow reflects the 

stature and strengths of entrepreneurship which the 

entrepreneurs alreacly possess generally. 

llKilby (1971) op.cit. p. 27. 
llJohnson, C.; Encrepreneurs and cbe Start-up Precess, Uncublished H.Se Dissertation. 

Durham University Business School, 1933. 

JJTbmons, Jeffrey A.; ;'haracte:'lsties and Roie Demands of Zntrepre.~eursbl.: . . ~i'lerh:1n 
Journal of Small Business, Vol.III. .~Ij"Jber I, July 19~6. 

J( ib .~ . 1 u • 
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FIG.2.1: CHARACTERISTICS OF SUCCESSFUL EN1REPRE~~ 

A high level of drive and energy. 

The self-confidence to take carefully calculated, moderate 
risks. 

A conception that money is a way of keeping score and a tool 
for growth. 

Unusual skill in motivating and eliciting productive colla
boration from other people. 

High but realistic and achievable goals. 

The belief that they can control their own destinies. 

The ability to learn from their own failures. 

A long-term vision of the future of the enterprise. 

Intense competition with self-imposed standards. 

Source: Jeffrey A. Timmons; "Careful Self-Analysis and Team 
Assessment Can Aid Entrepreneurs", Harvard Business Review, Nov.
Dec .1979, p.199. 

Olson and Bosserrnan35 hypothesized that individuals will 

exhibit entrepreneurial behaviour only when they possess a combination 

of three key attributes namely "role orientation", "abilities" and 

"motivation". These are the same attributes which Drucker suggested 

that entrepreneurs must have in addition to those required for 

managers36 • It does not mean, however, that a small business owner who 

does not fit the above characteristics are not entrepreneurial 

because, by being self-employed and conducting their businesses over a 

350130n, P.D. lnd Bosserman, D.A,; Att:ib'ltes of the gncre_u~ene!1rlal Type, 
Business Horizons, May-June 1984, pp.53-56. 

J6Dncker, P.P.;8nrrepre'le!1fSbip 1.1 8!Jsiness Enter~rise, JOUf!1:l.l of Eusiness PD~icy. 

1970, pp.10-11. 
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period of time and developing skills along the way 

being entrepreneurial. 

lS, ln itself, 

2. 5 ADDITIONAL QUALITIES REQUIRED OF ENTREPRENEURS 

An entrepreneur as broadly defined above mayor may not 

achieve his goals or objectives successfully if the individual is not 

equipped with certain basic qualities and also if proper support lS 

not forthcoming from the expected quarters namely the government and 

the private sectors, particularly ln the financial sector. Amongst 

the many qualities, the following have been the most frequently 

quoted. 

a. Dealing With Failure 

Entrepreneurs are not afraid of failing. Being more intent on 

succeeding they are not averse to the possibility of failing37. One 

question on this aspect has been specificallY included ln the 

questionnaire. 

b. Ethics 

In the process of conducting business by the entrepreneur, a set 

pattern of business ethics are observed ~.mich in general govern day

to-day business undertakings. McClelland38 mentioned the issue or a 

"situational ethic", something which tended to be defined by the needs 

and demands of the situation rather than by some other rules or code 

of conduct. 

llTimrnon3, J,A,;19?8, op.cic" p~,5-17, 

lIMcClellard 11960); op.L'it. 
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c. Integrity and Reliability 

This particular characteristic refers to the presence of a 

reputation for dependability, reliability and honesty in the personal 

charisma of the entrepreneur. One particular person who will look upon 

this quality first before others is the bank officer, especially ~~hen 

it comes to the application of start-up or additional capital loans or 

even the odd conventional over-draft39. 

d. Total COI11'1li tment 

The entrepreneur lS not in business just to pass the time. It 

takes a long time and much sacrifice before a business can get a firm 

footing and becomes established. The commitment required involves not 

only a willingness to invest the savings of a lifetime for some but 

also the willingness to earn little for the first two to three years 

and above that, to work long hours, neglecting other duties such as 

having time with the children or the much needed break 1;;i th the 

spouse40 • 

Even though making large amounts of profit and the creation 

of wealth is synonymous with the results of a successful enterprise, 

many of the authorities on entrepreneurship and other researchers 

have found that the pursuit of personal riches seems to most 

entrepreneurs as to have no meaning41. This means that financial 

19Hornaday, John, A. a!ld Aboud; Op.:;:t. 1971, pp.141-153. 

IGfbd. 

b. 

c. 

Hkinson, John. w; An Tntroduction ~c Hotivation, Princet.cr,: ~. 'f1rl ~!orstrand 

Co., Inc., 196L 
McClelland, Dadd, C.; Business Drive and \1ational Achifl'eIJent, Har'r~rd 
Business Review, July-Auguss, 196:. 
McClelland, Da':~d. G.: 1365, op.ci~. 
Pickel, H.B.: 196q, ac.cit. in ~~lImons, .l.A.; l1D.cit. 
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attraction represents a small or negligible factor ln the decision to 

go into business in the first place42 • In a study on entrepreneurial 

qualities, Ettinger discovered that there are entrepreneurs who want 

their businesses to be very profitable "to convince themselves that 

they are capable of earning money' 43. 

From the above analysis, it can be seen that different 

authors write differently on entrepreneurship but much as there are 

variations, the maln characteristics which do not change are that 

entrepreneurs take risks, they have to be innovative and they must be 

excellent in the co-ordination of resources. 

2.6 FACTORS AFFECTING ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

There are many factors which can influence entrepreneurship, 

from the time business ideas are conceived to the point where the idea 

culminates into the setting up of a business and beyond. ~fumy 

academicians, writers and researchers ln psychology and sociology have 

written about the factors ~~ich influence entrepreneurship. These have 

been reviewed extensively from the available literature on the subject 

and are presented belo~. Most of these studies have been done by 

examining the life-histories of entrepreneurs being researched or by 

survey approaches, including using control groups seeking to identify 

the influences, from the start-up to the eventual success of the 

(ta. P.l1mer, M.; AppliDacion or' Psycholcgical Testing to Z,nrepreneurial Pose.~ti3i, 
California Management Review, Vol. 13, No.3, 19i1. 

b. Watkins, D.S.; Technical Enrrepreneufsnip: A Cis-Atlantic /lew, 2" ?or: D, 
Management., Vo1.3, No.: 197:. 

(lEttinger, Jeln-~laude; ~01e Belgian Evidence J~ Entreprene~ri3l ?prs~nJl:~y, 

Buropean Small Business Journal, Vol.l. Part Z, 1983, pp,.!5-58, 
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enterprise. To quote an example, Schumpeter44 describes how entrepre-

neurs strive to achieve excellence in their entrepreneural activities 

and their fervent pursuit of well defined goals wnen he said that 

entrepreneurs have; 

a. a marked acquisitive instinct with a desire for the family 

dynasty to control the wealth created, 

b. a determination to do the impossible to manifest one's superior 

attributes, and, 

c. an ego-push creativity. 

Unlike Schumpeter's criterion, the entrepreneur as descibed 

by McClelland's is "someone who exercises some control over the means 

of production and produces more than he can consume in order to sell 

it for indi vidual income"" 5 • 

2.6.1 Family and Kinship Factors 

The factors which influence someone's entrepreneurial capa-

bilities do not individually influence the growth of entrepreneurship 

on their own but mostly work in unison l~ith other factors such as 

family affiliation46 • In this case, the linkage is placed upon the 

importance of family influence on continuity and inheritance, that is 

a family business is passed down to the younger generation ln the 

family. In many cases, the "heir" is groomed by the head of the family 

or the "member of the older generation" who normally heads the maln 

family business. AlOng with this is the tendency by other members of 

(( 5chumpeter, J 0seph, A.: l~lpi t:ilis~, Social ism and Democracy, Harper 1 Row, ~!ew 

Y k 10'" or, v ~.; • 

15~cClelland, David, C (UtO); ')p.cic .. 1).~5, 
.{6 He a t h, A.; S (1 L' i aIM a 0 i 1 i t 7, Lon con: Fan tan a • 1 9 g 1. 1 a apt e ] r' :' C lD IJ i be,. A.; 0 j) • 2 ~ C • 
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the family to set up satellite or associate businesses, supplementing 

the existing "parent" company whilst others are developed to act as 

outlets for doing the marketing or purchasing functions of the ma1n 

business. 

The family, clan, or 1n the absence of both, racial liru{age 

trait 1S found as strong among the most successful business communi-

ties around the world, such as the Chinese and Asians (Indian and 

Pakistani) who have been particularly successful in South-east Asia4i , 

the Asians throughout Africa and parts of the United Kingdom" 8, the 

Lebanese in Nigeria and Ghana49 , the Jews throughout Europe50 and the 

Jews, Greeks and Armenians 1n the t-'liddle East51 • For the Jews, 

however, kinship and familial bonds are not as predominant as compared 

to the Chinese and Asians mentioned above. Their business community 

thrive on the basis of one entrepreneur or group of entrepreneurs 

extending help and assistance to another52 • 

Perhaps the strongest example of the influence of family 

affiliation on entrepreneurship is portrayed by Pakistani entrepre-

neurs. The majority of the Pakistani businessmen who are successful 

(7a. Lewis, W. Arthur; Racial Conflict and Economic Development, Harvard Univesity 
Press, Call1bridge, Mass., 1985 pp. 4-9. 

b. Lee Yong Leng; Ethnic Differences and tbe Scate - Hinority ReiJtionship in 
Southeast Asia, Ethnic and Racial Studies, Vol.6, No.~, April. 1983, pp.213-
'218. 

HElkan, walter; Entrepreneurs and Entrepreneurship in Africa, Research Obser'ler~ 3, 
No.2, (July 1988), pp.171-185. 

OElkan, Walter; op.cit. p.185. 
so a, Pollins, Harold; The Development of Jewish Business in the Uni ~2a li.1iPO':], 1ft 

Robin Ward and Richard Jenkins; Ethnic Communities in Business; Strategies f0~ 
Economic Survival, Cambridge University Pr~ss, 1983, 9p·73-37. 

SlLewis, W. Arthur; op.cit., 1985, p.~6. 

S:Pollins, ~arold; op.cit. 



both 1n Pakistan and abroad come from only five "families" of 

traditional traders 1n Pakistan who make up only about one-half per 

cent of the overall Pakistani population53 . Familial affiliation has 

provided for the understanding of the reasons why immigrant minorities 

can become successful in business as soon as they have settled in the 

new environment. 

Coupled with the above 1S the influence of the family of 

origin which provides the basis for the development of a business 

cuI ture among the community. As an example under this ca tegory , the 

community has, over a few generations, experienced hardship in their 

homelands and when opportunities existed which provided for a brerur to 

escape from the poverty being experienced, such as involvement 1n 
. 

petty business activities, members of the community went out into 

business in great numbers5 4. Again, the modern -day J et-T, Chinese and 

.Asian entrepreneurs show strong reflections of this.. However, unlike 

the Jew, kinship and clannish factors predominate most amongst the 

Chinese and Asians. This relationship is strongly related to the 

racial origins of the entrepreneurs which lead to the development or. 

emergence of kinship and familial ties, flaming the spirit of 

nationalism and communalism55 • 

slPapanek, G: The Development of Entrepreneurship; Papers and Proceedinz3: t1erL:2.n 
Economic Review, May 1962, pp.44-66. (Papanek here quotes some figures from ~~nna 
Papanek's "The Khoja Ismailis of Karachi", (unpublished workl. 

5tMiller, D.R. and Swanson, G.T.: The Changing American Pare.~t, New rOfl<::Nll":'7. 

1958, adapted from Gibb, A.: op.eiL. 

55Roney, D. M; GcrdJn Redding 0:; Chnes2 .~an3.;edenG 5~yle, iC'rld's Exe.:'lti':.o =':les r
, 

February, 1983, pp.77-81. 



Business flourishes upon the strength of support and protec-

tion that members of the race or community provide to each other. 

~bClelland also mentioned this factor in his work wnen he noted that 

"no other factor bears the full bearing on the development of 

entrepreneurship at an early stage on an entrepreneur than the support 

that a family e.xtends to the individual in certain cultures"56 . 

2.6.2 EARLY EXPOSURE TO ENTREPRENURIAL A'ITRIBlJI'ES 

Another factor which influences the development of entrepre-

neurship, which however, has not been accepted too readily by 

sociologists 1S that of the availability of opportunities for work 

experience'during the childhood of a person, particularly in a small 

business. Collins and Moore describes how the effect of exposure to a 

son towards trading and business activities by his businessman father 

leads the son to accepting entrepreneurship as one way of earning a 

living when he grows into adulthood, as opposed to another boy who 

does not have such exposure57 • 

Bowles and Gintis ~ITote about the influence of basic and 

secondary education which, as they discovered, could provide basic 

motivations and aspirations for future career and job choice58
• ~hny 

more factors have been mentioned in the literature, and include such 

S6McClelland, David; op.cit., 1960, p.6S, 
57Collins, 0, and Moore, D.G,; The jr,,,e:prising Han, Michigan: Michigan Stlte 

University, 1964. 

saBcwles, S and Gin~is, H.; Schooling 1n CapitaliH .~'lerica, Lor-ion: ~oljti:ise & 

Kegan Paul, 1976, 



influences as friendship patterns and marriage ties59 ; the influence 

of occupational choice and development in providing the necessary 

skills; the influence of career and organisational experience in terms 

of a number of sub-factors including opportunities for self-fulfil-

ment arid promotion, job satisfaction and dissatisfaction, job mobi-

lity, and acquaintance Hith small business, as Hell as the influence 

of hobby and recreational patterns on entrepreneurship. 

2.6.3 Academic Achievement 

On the issue of educational level achieved by entrepreneurs, 

vast differences have been recorded betHeen the level of academic 

achievement of entrepreneurs in developed economies such as the United 

States, and those in less-developed economies such as the Third '~orld 

Countries. For example, the Collins and Moore study mentioned above 

also revealed that the average level of academic achievement of non-

minority entrepreneurs was only up to high school60 • Comparing this 

to another study by Gomolka on 220 minority entrepreneurs In the 

District of Columbia in the United States, the minority entrepreneurs 

tended to have higher qualifications61 • Gomolka's entrepreneurs shm.;red 

a strong correlation be tHe en achievement in education ~.;ri th achievement 

in business. In Africa, for example, Elkan62 noted that in many blac.;lr 

African countries, very feH entrepreneurs ~.;rere higrily educated. This 

BScase, C. and Goff~e, ~,; The Real Wo::l,j of ~:l: Small Eusiness !':-Iner, L:)ndon::-cr):n 

Heb, 1980, 

~OThe Collins & ~0nre stud~ involved 110 e~trepreneurs in ~ichigan, A~erica, 

61Gomoik?, Eugene; Char3cteristics of Minority Entrepreneurs and Small 5usine~s 
r;n;~'l":~es Irnprll'3.n .Journal of Small Business, '101. 2 \0,1, ,;:117 1977, pp,lO-~:, 
tJ vI.." L J...; "~' :::',~J~C~~':"'::"::~:"":"-~~_-'--_ 

~ t ' C! ' h '" l' n ~ f .. i , a l) '" ' u a" r h (\ h ~ a "",0 ,. S 1 Elkan, Walters; I:ln ;,enre,~eu!',,:: ana :on Grepreneurs I," ".1 .• c , ,,~;:,~ ~ -, )U_,." , , 

If 0 1. 3~) 0 ,2 I.i u 1 7 1 JS ~< \ p, 1 7 5 , 



was because those who had achieved high levels of education tended to 

be absorbed into government service or they would be engaged by the 

semi-government agencies, more commonly called parastatals 1n the 

African states. The tendency for educated minorities to be absorbed by 

the government because the best jobs were reserved for them also 

afflicted the Malays in Malaysia until 1986-1987, when economic 

slowdown forced the government to freeze on new job creation and many 

~~lay graduates found that they could no lon~er rely on the 

government to provide them with ready jobs, something lIDich their 

fore-fathers did not experience. This was also one reason why few 

Malay doctors or lawyers indulge in private practice. For example, in 

1974, out of 900 medical doctors in private practice 1n Peninsular 

Malaysia, there were only 24 Malays compared to 582 Chinese and 242 

Indians63 • The 1970 Population Census of the United States reveals 

that 30.4 percent of American Chinese who run their own businesses 

reached college education64 • 

2.6.4 Capital 

Two things are dependent on the amount of capital. The first 

1S the decision by potential entrepreneurs to venture into business in 

the first place, and secondly, having decided to venture into 

business, the sector he will venture into. Both depend on the capital 

that 1S available to the budding entrepreneur. Once the start-up 

SlAbdul Rahim, Mohd. Said; Enterprise in \(Jlaysia, Development ~orurn, 4:~,1-:;. 

HWang, Morrison, G.; Changes lJl SJCioeconolJic 8tatus of the Chinese ~ale Popula[i,.:.~ 
in the United 5taces f;'](B 1960 to 1970, International Mig~ation ~ev~c'w, 'hl lL 

No.4 pp.511-524. 
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hurdle has been cleared, the entrepreneur has to have the addi tional 

cash in order to ensure that his cash flow is not interrupted so that 

he can deliver the goods promised or get contract jobs completed on 

time. In the United States, half of small businesses fail Hithin two 

years and for those who manage to clear the two year barrier, a 

further 8 out of 10 businesses will begin to falter within the first 

five years of operation65 • Among this group, 50 percent fail because 

of lack of the necessary cash flow to support the continual operation 

of the business. Other causes of failure include over-trading, 

sabotage, burnout of the entrepreneur, family disputes or even health 

problems. 

In another study, Baumback et.al66 lists down the lack, as 

well as poor management of capital as the most important cause of 

busines failure among entrepreneurs in small business. To quote 

Baumback et. al. , 

"Obvious1y failure means a si tuation r.,here available capi tal 

is insufficient to pay all the obligations of a business. No 

matter how large or small initial capital outlay maJr ha\re 

been, incompetent management has not only exhausted it but 

incurred debts beyond abi1i ty to pay. To the failing 

en trepeneur the mas t obvi ous reason ~ s lack of capi tal, 

regardless of how inefficiently he has managed r .. nat capi tal 

he had"6 -; . 

65 U,S, News and iorld Report, "Starting Your Own Business: Getting To~gher but 
Thousands Still Manage", Oct, 17, 1977, PP 0 94-95 0 

66Baullback, CoMo, Lawyer, Ko and Kelley, PoCo; How (.(1 Orglnize and oc~ra~e :\ S''lL 
Business, Fifth edition, Prentice Hall Inco, 1973, pol. 

678:u:moack ecoal.; ibii. 
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Once the required amount of money to incorporate the 

business has been raised, the entFepreneur still has to have additio-

nal capital until such time that the business starts to rece1ve 

payments for his contracts and serv1ces, and this 1S ~mere small 

businesses can be vulnerable. In a study on small enterprises as 

compared to the large ones, Walker and Petty found that the small 

businesses are less liquid in a current sense, were more profitable 1n 

the long run but had a higher percentage of debt to total assets68 . 

2.7 SUMMARY 

This chapter has not only attempted to define the term 

" entrepreneur" but also elaborated on the extended terminology 

"entrepreneurship". The characteristics and attributes that entrepre-' 

neurs need to have as distilled from the literature have also been 

highlighted as well as the factors that affect the development of the 

entrepreneurial attributes in the entrepreneur. 

The one important point which is missing from the existing 

literature 1S the availability of tests or measurements on how to 

measure accurately and consistently the various entrepreneurial charc-

teristics. Other than the area of personal values, the author did not 

find tests or other instruments which have been used to assess the 

entrepreneur's best fit with a particular characteristic. Neverthe-

less, this research only conducts comparative analyses on the 

business activity (based on the characteristics or attributes) of the 

; l ~alker. E. W. and Petty, J, ~. II; ?inar:c131 Differences Between :.1rge a::J 5iJ1::.i 1 
Fir,7s, Financial ~an8~E',en(, Vol.-, No.4: ;)1.).61-68. 
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Malay and Chinese entrepreneurs. The objectives have been set out in 

Chapter 1 and the above descriptions and definitions hasten to 

emphasize the degree of "entrepreneurial-ability" of the Malay or 

Chinese entrepreneurs included in the survey in Chapter 5. 

The following chapter discusses in detail the development of 

migrant and indigenous entrepreneurship in some selected countries. 
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CHAPI'ER THREE 

INDIGENOUS ANTI MIGRANT EN'TREPRENEJRSHIP: A REVIEH OF THE LITERA. TlRE 

ON THE PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS IN SOt"lE COlJNTRIES 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

The previous chapter gave a feH of the many and varied. 

vers10ns of the definition of the term !'entrepreneur" as contributed 

by sociologists, psychologists and economists over the decades. The 

chapter also introduced a Horking de~inition of the term by which the 

entrepreneurs involved in the survey in Chapter Six are identified, 

that is, the term which describes, in as concise a form as possible 

the entrepreneurs Hho form the population universe for the conduct of 

the field survey of this research. The chapter also discusses the 

factors which affect entrepreneurship as a ~..;hole. 

Chapter One highlighted that there exists two major groups 

of entrepreneurs in Sara~m.k, that is the Chinese and, the Ivlalays, Hho 

form one of the twenty-eight indigenous Bumiputra community. It 1S 

also established that the economy of Sarawak is dominated by the 

Chinese and that the Bumiputras have appeared in the business sector, 

setting up their own businesses either on their mill or In partnership 

with members of the other races, notably the Chinese, as a result of 

the efforts of the government in promoting indigenous entrepreneur-

ship. 

In order to fully understand the presence of the Chinese 

entrepreneurs 1n Saray.,"8.l\:, this chapter presents a reVIew of the 



literature on the lssue of migrant and indigenous entrepreneurship in 

other countries around the world. However, the strengths of Chinese 

entrepreneurship In Sarawak lS best seen through the following 

statement by King when he commented that throughout South-east Asia, 

the Chinese were the ones who provided the economic lifeline for the 

development of the region, and Sarawak is no exception to this. In 

King's words; 

"The Southeast Asian countries lack not only engineers and 

managers but also businessmen who can mobilize capi tal for 

use ~n initiating commercial and industrial enterprises 

and agrarian improvements essential to economic life. Gene-

rally speaking, the role of the businessmen throughout 

Southeast Asia has been left (far too long) to the foreign 

minori ty group, primarily the Chinese"l . 

This second part of the reVlew on the literature explores 

the issue of migrant and indigeneous entrepreneurship in some selected 

countries around the world. j\8 a prelude, it is necessary to eA~lain 

here that the main theme of this chapter is on the success of ethnic 

or migrant entrepreneurs in the lands where they settle. A major 

portion of this chapter has been devoted to the successes of the 

Chinese, although other ethnic groups are also discussed in detail. 

lKing, John Ke:ry; )JUShe.lst Asia L'1 Pe:pecsive, 
~nd. 195B, p.20. lef1lphasis aden 
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3.2 TIffi HARRE'S SITUATION-ACT ~DDEL AS !"DDIFIED BY CHELL 

The previous chapter defined who the entreprenuer is as well 

as his traits, attributes and the role he plays. This chapter presents 

ln more detail one entrepreneurial model which, because of its 

characteristics, suits the description of the Chinese entrepreneur, 

particularly the Sarawak Chinese whose business activity are conducted 

under some form of discriminatory practices which provide special 

provisions for the Malays. It is obvious that the business environment 

around which he exercises his entrepreneurial venture, that 1S under 

the NEP, is most hostile or, to put it a little more bluntly, 

discriminatory and not 1n his favour. The model referred to is Harre's 

Situation-Act Mode12. The model, which has been modified by Chel13 to 

portray entrepreneurial behaviour and presented diagrammatically ln 

Figure 3.1 below, reiterates that the meaning of the situation to the 

individual entrepreneur which 1S of key significance. The model 

stipulates that the entrepreneur learns hmv to handle or manage 

situations by learning the rules which govern them. Thus, ln any 

situation that the entrepreneur finds himself ln, the chances for him 

to excel are high because his entrepreneurial strength takes care of 

the discriminatory rules to assist his business endeavours instead of 

inhibiting its growth. 

~Harr:, R.; Soci11 B8in~! Oxford: Basil BlacK;..r811, 

'Chell. Eli~abeth; -n"e "M~re"r"ne"";3; 1 ~;. ...JI! L ~ _ ".C J..... .J. 
.4 Few Ghc ~ cs 

Int8rnational Small Business Journal 3,3, 
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FIG.3.1: HARRE'S SITUATION-ACT MODEL AS MODIFIED BY CHELL 

PERSON AND SITUATION INFLUENCES WHICH SHAPE 
ENTREPRENEURIAL BEHAVIOUR 

ENVIRONMENT 

1 
SITUATION 

B~EJ-48~c:J-1 OUTPUT I 
abilities I i.practical i.lanage situatIons 
skills; achieve objectives 
constructs 
expectancies 
values 
plans 

\.. . 
Ill. expreSSIve 
,- ! 

STYLE 

ii.create/manage 
I reputation 

REPUTATION 
cOlpetence 
individuality 
worthiness of 
respect 

JUDGE! 
AUDIENCE 

bank aanalier-: 
custolers 

etc. 

Source: Bli~abeth Chell; The Entrepreneurial Personality: A Fe~ Ghosts Laid to Rese. 
International Siall Business Journal 3,3. Spring 1985. p.50. 



To understand how the Chinese entrepreneurial attributes fit 

into Harre's Situation-Act Model, Chell explains, 

"both the internal and external environments of the business 

create situations which the incumbents have to deal with or 

ignore. Situations, according to Harre, are rule governed 

and prescribe the "acting out" of appropriate roles. The 

entrepreneur, bringing his or her own set of personal varia-

bles to cope wi th and deal wi th the si tuations he or she 

encounters. Indeed, it is common knowledge that the enrepre-

neur has to play multiple roles - chief executive, produc-

tion manager, sales executive, general "dog's body", etc4 ". 

Chell goes on to explain that under the label 

judges/audiences, the entrepreneur always acts in ~~ys that will 

please if there is a need to do so, as long as his entrepreneurial 

-
ventures benefit. If pleasing a" judge" benefi tted him under one 

occassion, then the "judge" can be made do without ln another 

occassion when he is no longer useful to him. The same concept goes 

with policies, rules and regulations. If a set of rules imposed 

through governmental policy l~as in the way of entrepreneurial acti-

vity, then the functions under the heading "ACTIVITY" will be created 

to skirt around the policy to ensure that in the end, the target l~S 

achieved. Harre describes the entrepreneur as actors ,~no engage ln 

numerous acti vi ties, thus the heading ACTIVITY, and he relates these 

activities as serving two major functions, viz. i)a practical function 

which is used to manage the situation and fulfil the entrepreneur's 

'Chell; op.cit. p.se. 

- ., 
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needs, and ii) an expressive function of human social acti vi ty ~mich is 

used to activate the practical function. The entrepreneur may attempt 

to please and impress, thus, creating both STYLE and REPUrATION In 

order to win contracts. 

The closest study which strengthens the position of the 

Chinese In entrepreneurship as advocated by Harre's Situation-Act 

Model lS the thesis by Everett HagenS which says that economlC 

stri ving resul ts from a gap bet~.;reen aspirations and the status quo. 

Hagen's study concludes that discrimination against a group inten-

sifies the group's aspirations for better survival techniques, and for 

most of Hagen's cases, the only way out is always In commerce. Smith6 , 

In debating Hagen's thesis, likens the Chinese to the disparaged 

. groups refered to by Hagen. In Smith's words, 

"Resident Chinese ~n non-Chinese societies are almost 

invariably a disparaged group. Almost as typically they are 

more active as businessmen than the indigenous population 

disparaging them. Indeed, the Chinese historically have been 

far more aggresi ve commerciallJ'" a~'ay from their orm milieu 

than at home. Evidently something does enter into Chinese-

society interactions in foreign lands". 

IHagen, Everett, E.: On The Theory or' Social c'hange, Homewood, Illinois: Dorsey, L~6~ 

Chapter 15. 

i:3mith, Howard, R.; The Chinese Encrepreneur C~'e!'seas, Journl I): ~\jsiness Reselr;~, 

Vo1.2, No.2, april 1974, pp.177-191. 
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3 • 3 THE LITERATURE SLlRVEYED 

Having looked at the model, the research continues into the 

survey of the literature on the 1ssue of migrant and ethnic entrepren-

eurship. To begin with, the study looks into the 1ssue 1n Great 

Britain ~d the United States of America representing the developed 

economies. Britain's link to Sarawak was strong both during the Brooke 

rule and later under the British colonial administration. Even to this 

date, some of the administrative systems of the country still resemble 

British rule, for example, the office of the Residen, who 1S the 

government's highest ranking official in all the n1ne Divisions. The 

study also explores the situation in the United States because of the 

existence of large groups of minority entrepreneurs there, such as the 

Chinese, Japanese, Koreans, black Americans and others such as Puerto 

Ricans or the Hispanics. 

The minority entrepreneurs 1n both Britain and the United 

States, although largely noticeable and becoming stronger, are not 

dominant 1n these countries' economies except for one or two small 

sectors such as the Asians in Britain who have a strong presence 1n 

the garment trade and lately, In wholesaling7. Apart from that, their 

presence are strongly felt within the local sphere of influence where 

their businesses are located. 

The survey also covers the issue of migrant and 

indigenous entrepreneurship from the literature available on some 

African countries. The list of countries covered includes Nigeria, 

'Wlrd, R. and Jenkins, R. (eds.); Ethnic COllllunities u: 3usiness; 5trare;ies for jCO.~r.1LC 
Survi val. (Cambridge Uni versi ty Press), 1983. 
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Tanzania, Kenya, the Sudan, Botswana and Uganda. These African 

countries are included partly because of the high incidence of 

migrant-owned businesses there and also partly because most of these 

countries have introduced legislation aimed at promoting more invol

vement of the indigenous population into the business sector like 

the case 1S in Malaysia, except that they have been more daring than 

Malaysia 1n their approaches. 

Lastly, the study also presents the case as it is 1n 

Indonesia, which is not only a neighbour of Sara-y.,'ak but also a member 

country in ASEAN8, the South-east Asian parallel to the EEC. 

3.4 TIlE ISSUES OF MIGRANT AND INDIGENOUS ENTREPRThBJRS 

3.4.1 Indigenous Peoples and Entrepreneurship 

As has been mentioned above, the ma1n theme of this 

chapter and the ensuing discussion is the entrepreneurial success of 

the migrant population (in this case, the Chinese) 1n a country 1n 

~.,rhich the indigenous population (in this case, the ~lalays) 1S not 

entrepreneurial and in whom, entrepreneurial talents have to be 

coerced under protective conditions. The following attempt to explain 

the reasons why the Chinese excelled in entrepreneurship 1n their 

search for means of survival in the countries ~IDere they settled until 

they reach the point where they dominate the country's economy. 

The ~Ialays did not need to be entrepreneurial because, all 

things being equal, they did not have to struggle for 
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survival, as was the case with the Chinese. There never was 

a problem ln looking for a job because there were enough 

jobs to absorb school leavers and graduates. Added to that, 

the Malay children as well as their parents preferred the 

safety and comfort of being employed by the government, such 

comfort which also brought with it a recognised symbol of 

"status" which is reflected in the steady income received at 

the end of the month. Anyone who conducted business and 

trading was regarded as not having a secured income and the 

Malay society at large tended to look down on and despise 

such tribulations. 

* The government provided ample jobs for new school and 

college leavers and furthermore, in many of these countries, 

the migrants were not allowed to hold certain positions or 

apply for certain jobs. It was taken for granted that work 

was always there when needed and one need not worry about 

not having a secure source of income. 

* There was plenty of land for the local population ~~hich, 

even though most had to be paid for, were cheap. Prices of 

land and houses were also cheap and the people did not need 

to worry about owning a house when their sons later married. 

For the Malays, life was comfortable and there ~as no 

pressure to earn more than what was required. 

* The prices of food ~ere generally cheap. There ~;as more 

than enough food for everyone, even in the most remote of 

villages ln the rural areas. Altho~gh the average family 
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slze was large, the fields and farms could contain the needs 

of the family. Nobody needed to have big cars and big houses 

and these items were not necesities but were considered as 

luxuries. 

The above scenarios continued until such time that the 

country and government of the day could no longer guarantee jobs for 

the increasingly younger population. At the same time, global reces

sions forced many firms to go into liquidation and those who had found 

work in the private sector found themselves being paid redundancy fees 

or they are out of work altogether because of the bankruptcies. There 

was thus no other way of earning a living except to be self-employed. 

3.4.2 The Migrants: People Destined to be Entrepreneurial 

For the migrants, life was already harsh in their countries 

of origin and they would not have migrated to foreign lands if they 

were comfortable back home. When they arrived at the foreign lands, 

they had to turn towards becoming self-employed because many 

government jobs were closed to them. Their entrepreneurial flair 

developed and strengthened as a result of the following reasons. 

* The migrants were ln a way forced to migrate to other 

countries because their countries had faced economic slm.;r

dOl~s much earlier ln the history of their countries' 

economies and there was an urgent need for many to migrate, 

not only to find better incomes but for most, for their 

survi\Cll. 
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* Many host countries had policies whereby the best jobs ln 

the' government were only meant for the locals and the 

migrants had to work in the fields or mlnes and be contented 

with low pay. Hard work meant that there was no time for 

spending their hard-earned incomes which were saved. Their 

savings accumulated until such time that they were able to 

buy their ~vay out and set up whatever small business they 

could. Because of the hardship that they had faced, it ~~s 

only customary that members of the family or even their clan 

helped to protect each other. They look tow~rds business 

not only as a means of securing a living but also for 

security. 

* Their businesses develop ~vith tremendous successes, where in 

some countries, they reach a point where they dominate the 

local economles. Some governments "negotiate" with them 

whilst others, pestered by the local masses, introduce 

legislation which not only threaten the migrants, but also, 

as has been sho~vn to happen in some African coutries, force 

them to sell their businesses to the locals after which they 

are chased out of the countries. Such ~~s the case ,,;hen 

General Idi Amin chased more than 50, 000 Asian Indians out 

of Uganda in August 19729 • 

A~though this research found that there is no shortage of literature 

on the issue of migrant ethnic entrepreneurship generally, one 

~Tandon, Y. ; The ~xpulsions rr~:m !/g3r.ca: Asians' Rule In ~JSC Uric], httern3 nf 
Prejudice, Vo1.6 No.6, November-Dec-?;jber, i97~, p.g, 
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drawback was that not all countries are equally presented 1n the 

literature. One similarity amongst the many countries included 1n this 

research 1S that many governments are becoming increasingly concerned 

with the lssue of ethnic minority business. The amount of research in 

this area 1S continually being updated as the developing countries 

realise the importance of indigenous entrepreneurship as one of the 

forces that can reduce the economic imbalance' betl~een the migrant and 

indigenous population. \~ere the inequality in the economic situation 

of the different communities can be balanced, then, no single race can 

feel they are super10r and neither will the other communities feel 

they are inferior. 

Some studies have been done purely for academic, econom1C or 

policy reasonslO whilst others are more· related to the often sensitive 

issues covering race and/or religionl !. This is because the members of 

the ethnic minority business communities almost always come from 

diverse cultures and religions which are completely alien from the 

cultures and religions in the country they migrated to. 

3.5 

3.S.1 

THE ISSUE OF HIGRANT AND I~1I)IGENOUS EN'I'REPREN'ElJRS IN 
SOME SELECTED COUNTRIES 

The Case of Britain 

In the case of Britain, the labour shortage in the immediate 

post-w-ar period was met firstly b:,- volunteer t..-rorkers from eastern 

d R b· ~t":}' d' E 'c l'hQn~.o· An :~verfrl:';.W Interna~i')n?l .J'J 1lrn3.1 Jr' i ~ :,~ar, 0 in; j nrllC ,-,USlness an canon .... ~~, ,'i .' ~L , 

Small Business, Vo1.4, Par' 3, p~.lO-12. 

,~elsch. P.H. 
~"~"e"reneur~ Journ1: of Small Business ~anag9~ent, ",! c' 1/ U c • -
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European countries such as Poland and Italy and in the mid-1950s from 

the former colonies in the New Corrnnonwealth countries, mostly the West 

Indies and Guyana, India, Pakistan and Bangladesh. During this period, 

large numbers of migrant workers also arrived from Ireland in search 

of work12 • 

Table 3.1 shows the total number immigrants ln Britain in 

1981 who were born in the New Corrnnonwealth and Pakistan, by country of 

origin. 

TABLE 3,1: PERSONS RESIDENT IN PRIVATE HOUSEHOLDS WITH HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD 
BORN IN THE NEW COMMONWEALTH AND PAKISTAN (NCWP), BY COUNTRY OF ORIGIN 

Cari b
bean 

India Pakistan Bangla
desh 

East Far Medit-
Africa East erranean 

P.emahier Total 
NCWP 

All persons 
born inside UK 273,558 261,206 118,252 16,939 48,673 39,74~ 79,315 57,907 895,592 

born outside UK 272,186 412,498 177,209 47,622 132,648 80,381 90,763 98,346 1,311,653 

Total persons 545,744 673,704 295,461 64,561 181,321 120,123 170,078 

Source; Office of population Censuses and Surveys (OpeS), Registrar General 
Census 1981:" Country of Birth, Great Britain, Table 3, HMSO, 1983. 

As can be seen from Table 3.1 above, the different ethnic 

origins in Britain include Jews, Italians, Greeks and Turks; Indians 

and Pakistanis Asians; Chinese and Carrribean and African blacks. 

12Castles, S" Booth, H., and hillce,f.: .~ere For Good; wesrern ~u:o:Je's Ve~' e:J1::~C 

,¥inlJriries, Pluto Press, 198~. 
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3.5.1.1 The Rise of Migrant Entrepreneurs 1n Britain 

It 1S not exactly known Slnce when has there been migrant 

entrepreneurs in the UK. Pollins13 noted that there was a continuous 

Jewish presence 1n Britain since 1656. During this time, nobody 

bothered if the Jews set up their own businesses, chiefly because they 

were not allowed to hold posts or work with the locals since they were 

Jews and their religious dogma differed. 

The Asians and blacks who carne 1n great m..nnbers much later 

did not appear in the local business scene until the mid-196Gs, h~en 

many of the original labourers brought into the country were made 

unemployed because of improvements in technology. This was when manual 

labour was replaced by automation allover the spectrum of the British 

industry. The continued arrival of more immigrants from the Third 

World countries into Britain meant that they were forced to find 

other sources of income. By that time, many of them had set up their 

own enclaves of ethnic communities and these enclaves provided the 

impetus for business growth because they had become a rea~y market for 

the ethnic entrepreneurs14 . 

The number of migrant entrepreneurs in Britain has been on 

the 1ncrease over the years. Recent figures published by the 

Commission for Racial Equality15 in 1985 gave a figure of 2.2 million 

13Harold Pollins, quoted from Robin ~ard: "Diversity in Ethnic Buginess', op.cit. 
pp,73-88. 

llWaldinger, ~ard, R. and :\ldric~, H; Ethnic ~usiness :in] ,,1~cuPJtio:~al H,JL1i1ir;y i.~ 
Idvanced Societies. Sociology. Vol.19, Part 4, 1985, pp.586-597. 

15~o~mission for Racial Equality :1985) ;5thnlc ~inorities in Brita~n: 5catlscicl1 
Infor~atiJn '~ Pattern Ji Settle~ent; Lo~i~1: COllissic~ far ~acill E~~ality. 
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minority settlers in the UK, or 4.2 percent of the overall population. 

Out of this figure, 1.2 million (2.3 percent) are of Asian origin, of 

whom the Indians comprise 70.4 percent, Pakistanis make up 24.3 

percent and a further 5.3 percent from Bangladesh. 

Throughout the whole of the UK at present, one can see the 

presence of ethnic businesses from the Asian-owned grocery and the 

Chinese take-away to the more successful (and on a bigger scale) 

wholesale ~~arehouses in the cities such as Bonny Pack and House of 

Sher in Glasgow and the Shah Jehan in London, to name but a few. The 

scale of the ethnic owned businesses has now outgro~Yn their humble 

beginnings so much so that many of them do not fit the category of 

small business any longer, having achieved successes largely through 

organic growth. I t is not uncommon nm" to purchase computer hardware 

or software through mail-order after browsing through a computer 

magazine only to find that the receipt for the purchase had been 

signed by a Mr. Singh or Mr. Ching. 

In some areas of Britain, much local dissatisfaction towards 

the success of the minorities in business in one way or another did 

spark off some ugly confrontations between the white and the migrant 

shop owner or small business owner. In one incident in the town of 

Stirling, Scotland, a Pakistani butcher had opened up a shop catering 

for the meat supplies and oriental spices for the local Muslim 

ruld Asian population. Within one month after the shop had been opened, 

bricks had been thrown at parts of the glass window16 • When Mr. 

Iiliaider, the owner turned up to open the shop the next morning, the 

lSInter-view with Hr. Khaider, owner of the Khaider O!'~ental Shop, Stidi:lg, AugJst, inS. 
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police were already there taking down statements from passers-by. 

Other racial clashes between the migrants and the local 

population also took place which, although not directly caused by 

hatred towards the success of the migrants, were somewhat related to 

the economic l~ell-being (or deprivation) of the migrants and ethnic 

communities. One particular case was the Brixton riots from 10-12 

April 1982, during which a policeman was killed by a mob. Even though 

caused largely by the local resentment against alleged police bruta-

Ii ty and the rise in unemployment among the blacks, Lord Scarman, who 

chaired the committee set up to look into the causes of the 

disturbance, argued that na greater involvement in business would 

produce more conununi ty stabili ty and allow ethnic minori ties to feel 

that they possessed a greater stalre in society"l i • 

This type of rioting has largely been contained and very few 

skirmishes are in fact reported. The main reason for this has been the 

liberalization of policies and the inclusion of more and more blacks 

and other ethnic minorities into the business training schemes and the 

setting up of minority or ethnic sections of the development agencies 

1n the country, such as the Ethnic Minority Business Development 

section of the Scottish Development Agency based in Glasgow. 

Despite the absence of racial enmity between the ethnic 

minorities and the white popUlation, the general population are 

becoming more and more al.;are that the Asians, Jews, Chinese and others 

had slm,;ly but surely displaced the local ~.;hi te population especially 

l' The Scarman :,eport: ;'he Brixron Jisorders , 10-12 April 1932: Peli~ln, HaiJllond3W t rth, 
P,>l,2, pp, 167-8, 
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ln the small business sector. There is nothing neH about this and 1.S 

especially not confined to Britain only. The trend 1.S the same l.n all 

countries where there exists a severe displacement of the local 

population in active business by the more hard-working and relatively 

more shrewd minority. The similarity in the growth of ethnic entrepre-

neurship l.n the United Kingdom when compared with the rest of _ the 

world is that neither did these entrepreneurs share a common race nor 

beliefs that strengthened their entrepreneurial aptitudes. They ~~ere 

all minorities, and beside them mainly being jobless with no proper 

source of income, their feelings of insecurity encouraged them towards 

economic success for their survival and prosperity18 . 

3.5.2 ETHNIC MINORITY ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN 'FHE UNITED STATES 
OF AMERICA: THE CASE OF THE CHINESE AND THE BLACKS 

The development of ethnic entrepreneurship l.n the U.S. has 

some semblance to that of the U.K. in that the majority of the 

migrants were encouraged to migrate there (except for the blacks whose 

ancestors were brought in as slaves) because of the demand for manual 

labour. 

The ethnic population of the U.S. has a much more varied 

background than that of the U.K., comprising blacks, Puerto Ricans, 

Mexican-Americans, Hispanics (persons of Spanish origin), Orientals 

(comprising Koreans, Japanese, Chinese, Filipinos etc.), American 

Indians, Esh:imos and others. 

18Hoselit3, B.F.: ';'Bl1 inc:.;stry 1.1 Underdevelc~ed :.'ouncries, JCljrilll of Ecor.ol'Jic ~is',::~~ 
19, (1959). Reprinted in Deve~o:;71e~t EconomicS' 'lr.d hli~.:: ,~eJdin~s, ed. ty 
I. L i 'I i ~ g s ton e, L (1 n ,j 0 n: All e nan d ;} n win. 19 ~ 0 . 
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Emphasis 1S placed on the Chinese 1n this section of the 

survey on literature because of the need to find the similarities and 

differences between the Chinese who migrated to Sarawak and those who 

migrated to the U.S. In the case of the blacks, they have been 

included 1n the survey on literature because they have not been as 

successful as the other ethnic minorities in business in the United 

States19 • 

3.5.2.1 The Chinese in America: Pre-1965 

One similarity between the Chinese who have settled 1n 

Sarawak20 , and those who settled in the U.S. is that they came from 

roughly the same areas 1n the southern provinces of mainland China21 • 

They first came to ~~ork with railroad construction in the middle part 

of the 1800s. After the construction of the railroads completed and 

the Chinese labourers were no longer wanted, the slogan "The Chinese 

must go" sprang allover the country whereever the Chinese were 

present. Much anti-Chinese legislation ~~s enacted in many states, 

aimed at restricting Chinese fru~ penetrating into the economic system 

because by then, many CI.ljnese had indulged in business and enterprise. 

For ins~~nce, the Sidewalk Ordinance of 1870 in San Francisco outlawed 

the Chinese pole method of peddling vegetables and carrying laundry, 

19A study by David H, Dougberty on black business success and failure i~dlcated thlt 2n17 
40 per cent of black entrepreneurs are successful, Dougher[y, D,M,: A Stud; of 
Actitudinal Factors in the Consulting Relationship with Hi~ority Owned 5Jli~ Bjs~~e~s, 

A:nerican Journal of Small Business, Vol. III, No,2, October, 1978, p,3, 

lOGbin, J,M,; The Sarawak c:hinese, Kuala Lumpur: Oxford Uni'(ersity P;'2SS, 1981. 

l 1 ~ 7 rna n , S , H , : ~ ~ e Y t [ :1 C t U reD i : hi n e s e 5 c c i e [;' : n Vi net e e nth -C r?!l i: :.J r 7 A,~ e." i : J , p . l~ 3, 
G ~ 0 ted fro m L i g h t, I. H ,: E t h r.i c ~ n t err r : s e i J A.J e ric a . l) n i 'j e r ;: i t. y 0 I C 11 ~ for n i a 
, 0 ~ t, 

L iJ. 
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with the pole resting as a fulcrum over the shoulder Slnce the non-

Chinese were using carts and wagons to peddle their goods. It is 

interesting to note that the pole method of peddling goods by the 

Chinese can still be found in the remote towns of Sarawak such as 

Kapit and the rural settlements of the Sibu Division. 

Resentment against the Chinese in the U.S. culminated in the 

massacre of Chinese at Wyoming on September 2, 1885 wnere 28 Chinese 

labourers were murdered and many others wounded22 • The harrassment of 

the Chinese continued in many other small towns and cities. Light23, 

quoting many authors, gave a comprehensive account of the Chinese 

entrepreneurial attributes in America and found the following charac-

teristics. 

3.5.2.2 Self-imposed Segregation 

The Chinese segregated themselves into groups or clans based 

on surnames and the clans were represented by their own district 

associations. These clannish groupings started as fongs24 and, as they 

became more established, were restructured into district associations. 

Some district associations represented only one clan name such as the 

Yee or the '~ong clans whilst others had multiple-family names. In the 

latter, for example, the Chee Tuck Sam Tuck clan included persons with 

!lWong, B.P.; Chinatown: Zcoilomic Adaptation and Ethnic identity of de Chine~e, Holt, 
Reinhart and Wilson, ~lew York, 1982, p. 4. 

:3Light, I.H.; Ethnic Enterprise i.1 ,~merica, Chapter 5; Imm~~r3.nt 8rot:h~~~oc~ ~r, 
Chinatown, University of California Press, 1973, pp. 81-100. 

:(A fong means :1 Sunday g!,~Jping, iniL:dly started as recrelti.:nal g~ouplngs, :.In12h 
acteci as a cent;·~ where the Chinese :JIet an::: discussed issues. These fongs later heca::;e 
the centres of business operations ior the district associl~ions. 
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the surnames Choi, YelID.g, Eng, Chiang and Tsao25 • This clannish 

practice by the Chinese is not only confined to the United States 

alone because even in Sarawak, the local Chinese population ha\:e their 

own separate familial or clannish entities, such as the Heng Huas 

dominating the fishing sector, the Hakka clan ln agriculture, the 

Hokkiens ln grocery and general trading, the Foochows ln timber 

extraction, finance, building hardware and others. 

3.5.2.3 The Establishment of Fangs and Tongs 

The fangs led to the creation of the hui financial system, 

which has been quoted often as the factor which gave rise to the 

Chinese entrepreneurial and financial system. Under the hui 

system, credit is rotated to fang members who intend to set up a 

business for nominal charges and a member who borrowed from the 

hui has a moral obligation not only to pay back the whole amount 

but also to secure employment for a recently arrived member of 

their clan2 6. AlOng with progress and prosperity, there had to be 

some system of protection of the interests of the district 

associations and these came ln the form of tongs, ~~hich were 

secret societies ~~ith members having to swear the oath of 

allegiance and secrecy. Beside paying for the services of youth 

gangs to police the streets to keep away muggers or to protect 

such places as gambling dens, the tongs also ~Tere invol ved ln 

:l0hing Chao Wu; Chin3towns: A Study of ~Jmbicsis and Assimilation, (unpublis~ed Ph.D, 
thesis, University of Chicago, 1928, ext.ractej froll! Light, 1973, OD.:l~. 

Z6Light, I.H., i9 73 : Ibid, p.8S, 
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prostitution and other illicit businesses including drugS27. The 

rule of law amongst tong members were ruthless and is best SlllIlllled 

in the words of Light when he said, 

"In the urban Chinatowns, proprietors could hardly fail to 

fall into destructive internal competition r.;i thout 

insti tutional safeguards against such development . ... 

Hatchetmen policed the streets and Chinese merchants who 

might otherwise have been tempted to overstep the c~rcums-

cribed bozmdaries within which they were permitted to 

exercise a controlled monopoly"28 . 

3.5.2.4 Chinese Involvement ln Business ln the U.S 

Chinese district associations expanded, both in area and in 

membership and they eventually became business and trading houses. 

Apart from business related interests, the association was also 

responsible for the welfare and well-being of the members. They 

designed their own rules governing business and all members l~ere 

expected to observe these rules strictly, lest they be severely 

punished or "exiled"29. 

One distinct feature of the Chinese who had belonged to the 

district associations was that each association engaged in a parti-

cular line of work, and local memberships were drawn principally from 

the same surname or district association. Thus, for example, in San 

Francisco, the Sam Yup company controlled l~holesale merchandisin~, 

l'INong, B,P,;1982, op.cit. p.23. 

2~Ligh~" I.H" 1973,; op.cit. p.l00. 

:1~{ely Giok-Lan Tan; Social Hobilit; .1nd Assi,JilaLon: The Chinese 1.1 [he Uniced 5taces, 
'10' r . .:. b, 
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tailoring and the manufacture of shirts, the Yan Wo dominated the 

latmdry business. The Tom family monopolized all hotel labour and ln 

the Sacramento Valley of California, all the Chinese tenant farmers 

were members of the Yeung Wo Company3 o. On the whole it haS the 

laundry and restaurant businesses that opened the ~~y for the survival 

of the Chinese in the u.S. 

3.5.2.5 After 1965 Up To The Present 

Over the last three decades, the occupational structure of 

the American Chinese has changed and academic success have turned more 

and more Chinese from the younger generation into paid employment. On 

the whole, entrepreneurship has slipped down the ranks of priority 

amongst the Chinese in America who have resorted to using their 

professional and other academic qualifications for the glamour of high 

rlse offices and the accompanying high salaries available. 

For example, Yuan31 cites how advances in the technology of 

home-appliance brought about changes in the lifestyle of the average 

American and how independent laundry operators as well as the 

availability of ~~ashing machines in the home brought about a decline 

to one of the great strongholds of the American Chinese businesses, 

the laundry business. Even though the Chinese dominated the laundry 

business in America, this domination, however, was only by big family 

circles represented in the Yan \~o Company32, and, as Yuan puts it, the 

Chinese hand latmdries will be a thing of the past by the year 2,000. 

lOLight, I.H., 1373; Op.Clt. p.g1. 

ltyuan, ~',"[.; Jivisio.~ or' [Jc,.:ur Between ,i/ative-born Jr..! Poreign-aof.'n ,lhinese in de 
United States: A Ssucy or' sheir Tr:dicic1Dll 5-cr'<c?'Jencs. rhy~']n, Vol.30, pp.16: -163, 

1 • , L . h t . ", ,. r ·11 ·~ee l~ I 0t',(.;lL ~'V • 



Wong33 recorded that there has been a decline 1n the 

proportion of Chinese business proprietors and owners from 16.6 

percent 1n 1960 to 11.3 percent in 1970. The major reason for this 

change, according to Wong, is also attributed to the increasingly 

higher level of acedemic achievement of the Chinese younger genera-

tion. 

In general, discrimination against the Chinese in the United 

States, although mellowed down, did not stop altogether up to the 

present and 1S best summed in the words of Dr. Irving Chin, an 

American-barn Chinese-American lawyer who, ln 1971, said; 

". . .. The American Bureaucracy doesn't recognize us as a minori ty 

group. fve haven't made it yet. We're not second-class citizens, 

we're third class minorities. Students who apply for scholarships 

specified for minori ties are told"I 'm sorry, you can 1 t apply. 

You're Chinese, you're not a minori ty". • . • .• "34 

3.5.3 The Black American People 

A statistical census compiled by the Office of Minority 

Business Enterprise showed that while about 11.1 percent of the 

American population 1S black, only about 4 percent of American 

businesses are owned by members of minority groups35 . 

HWong, Morrison, G; Changes in Socioeconomic Status of the Chinese Male Populaticn in 
the United States from 1960 to 1970, International Migration Review, Vol. 14,4, p.511-

524. 

HChin. I.; The Al!erican Chinese Diiemma", Bridge Magazine, 19'11, VaLl. Par1:., 

pp.1:-18. 

150ffice of Minority Enterprise, U.S. Department of Commerce, Access, March-April 1973, 
Washington D.C .. p.3. adapted fro'll Krohn, F.B. and Rogers, D.P.; An Auaien~e Anaiysis 
of Inner City Black Business People, American JJurnal of 5~all 3usiness, Voi.l. No.4, 
April 1977, p.5. 
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Unlike the Chinese, who imposed self-segregation on them-

selves, the blacks were segregated both by the institutions as well as 

the black business structure itself. Black entrepreneurs catered 

almost exclusively to personal service functions such as in barbering, 

accomodations, cosmetics, burial establishments and small-scale retail 

outlets36 • Because of their disadvantaged economic condi tion, black 

businesses were forced to become and remain relatively small scale, 

not being able to generate either huge capital or large-scale 

employment for the black people. 

Studies of black businesses within the black community have 

shown that37 : 

a. whites, and an increasingly large number of Asians, still own a 

significant majority of businesses in the black community areas; 

b. white and other non-black owners more often tend to reside 

elsewhere and to hire persons from outside the black community, 

and, 

c. 1n general, non-black people continue to dominate the econom1C 

life of the black community. 

Like the Chinese, black businesses tend to be small, self-

mmed but not constituting the whole family and are unevenly 

distributed throughout the U.S. However, unlike the Chinese, the 

blacks have received more privileges in the form of the availabili t~-

36Cross, T,; Black Capitaiism, New York: Anlhenum, 1959, 
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of business loans from the Ethnic Minority Business Development 

Programme of the Small Business Administration. Nevertheless, ~~hilst 

failing ln business is largely unheard of amongst Chinese entrepre-

neurs due largely to their close-knit clan and kinship ties, the 

failure rate amongst black entrepreneurs have aggravated further 

disaffection towards them and the reluctance of ~nites ln helping 

them. 

A study on black businesses in the U.S. which ended In 

November 1973 found that, out of a random sample of 555 entrepreneurs 

who had taken business loans from the Small Business Administration 

between June 1965 and July 1970, 300 of them had failed and were 

defaulting payment of the loans. Taking this as representing the 

attitude amongst black entrepreneurs, it would mean that more than 50 

percent of black entrepreneurs will eventually fail38 • Perhaps this 

could explain why, despite comprising 11.7 percent of the population 

of the United States39 , blacks only own 2.3 percent of the number of 

firms or lesser still, 1.3 percent of the gross receipts of all firms. 

The breN{down of black representation in business in 1982 is as sho~m 

in Table 3.2 below. 

19~ompare cnlS to Dougherty's study Jentioned earlier where he reported that only 40 
per~ent of black entrepreneurs are successful; Dougherty, 1978, op.cit. 

l~U,S. Depart~ent of Commerce, Social lni Economic Statistics Administ~1tio~, aureau ~f 
the Cen~us, ~urfenc Populacion Repofrs; Historical Staciscics of the ~ni[e: 5tJ~es, 

I J S 3, 
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TABLE 3.2: NU~BER AND GROSS RBCEIPTS FOR ALL BLAC~-G~~i2D FIS~S S1 I~DUSTRY DIVISI')~ 

Industry Division 

Construction 
Manufacturing 
Transportation and 
public utilities 
Wholesale trade 
and retail 
Finance, lnsurance 
and real estate 
Selected services 
Other and not
classified industries 

Total 

Total Numoe~ 

of firms 
(:dOOO) 

1,404 

3,623 
393 

9,833 

Black-0wned 
firms 

21,101 
4. 243 

23,061 

57,640 

9,805 

101,739 
13,614 

231,203 

~ercentage 

of black 
firms 

0.2 
0,1 
5,5 

0,2 

3,4 

2,3 

Gross: Re:;eins-

(in billions S I 

., r. ,. 
I ~ ,0 

38.5 
22,8 

294,4 

66.~ 

120.1 
21 ., 
J..~ 

033,1 

Gross Receip:s 
bl~2k-owne: 

fir~s 

7 5 7 t 6 9 1) \ 0 0 0 
613,665,000 
509,443,000 

4,016,383,000 

1, 3d, 534, 000 
117,112,000 

8,645,200,:)00 
( 1. 3% of total) 

Source: U,S, Department of Commerce, Minority Business Development Programme, 1982, 

3.5.3.1 CAUSES OF HIGH INCIDENCE OF FAILURE AMONG BLACK 
ENTREPRENEURS 

The high incidence of failure among black entrepreneurs has 

led to many studies being done to find the causes40 • The following 

points have been deduced from the studies and they do contribute In 

one ~..;ay or another to the high failure rate among black entrepreneurs. 

a. It has been sho~m that discrimination by l:{hi tes against black 

businesses does not cause or lead to the failure of black 

entrepreneurs. The real cause of failure has been narrowed dm·m 

(0 Hyrdal, !J.: ,4:: AfJerican 0il~;71mli, I)e\.l Yor~: Harpor and Row, 1944. t;.31)~-316. 
l' 01 13 go. R.].; C los i n g D 0 ~rn on C;, i :::", ~ be kEn t e ~ ;' r i s e, Apr i 1 ; 9 8 . p p . 3 9 -t t . 
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to black attitudes and values, and these are due to the cultural 

differences between blacks and whites41 • This has been illus-

trated by the fact that other minority groups who have suffered 

substantial discrimination, such as the Jews and Chinese, have 

achieved more successes than the whi tes themselves. As an 

indication, the percentage of Chinese-Americans who are college 

teachers, physicians, dentists or engineers is higher than the 

percentage for whites42 • 

b. The lssue of high ghetto crlme rates have caused lnsurance 

premiums to rlse considerably. The small business entrepreneur 

has to come up with additional lnsurance premlumB to cover the 

possibilities of loss of lives and property through crime. One 

Small Business Administration (SBA, U.S.) survey revealed that 

black small business account for about two-thirds of all losses 

from robberies, and that the armed robber of a business premlse 

leaves one ln five of his victims either fatally wounded or 

physically injured43 • 

c. Although American businesses as a whole are compelled to spend 

more for crlme prevention, the blacks are the most severely 

affected and have to pay higher fees than the whites. wbilst 

white entrepreneurs can spare the difference and reinvest into 

business activities, to the blacks, this meant additional capital 

costs. 

(lWilson, J.Q,; Thinking About C;i]e, New York: Randon House, 1975, p.3Z. 

(~Glazer, N,; Ethnic ['ile"lDa.s, 1964-198~, Cambridge, Massachusetts; H:Hvar~ Uni"iersity 
Press, 1J33, pp, 191-192. 

11Colbgo, R.C., 1383, ; JP,~it, 1983, pp.39-46. 
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d. Coupled to the above, customers shy away and do not patronize 

black businesses because of the perceptions of high rates of 

criminal acti vi ty . When compared to the Chinese who had engaged 

the servlces of members of their tongs many years before to 

patrol their business enclaves, the blacks have only recently set 

up their own vigilante patrols and even then these are not 

specifically meant to protect the business houses, they only 

protect the neighbourhood44 • 

e. Another factor which has been associated to failures ln black 

enterprises is the quality and quantity of education attended by 

the black entrepreneur. Glazer observed that " .... from 1966, 

one-third of obserlred occupational differences between the 

blacks and whites were attributable to JTears of formal 

In another study by Coles46 , it was concluded that many 

Black business failures in the United States could be linked to 

deficiencies ln managerial and marketing abilities and an absence of 

specific technical skills. Similarly, a study on 100 black business 

failures by Strang47 showed that the lack of managerial ability was 

the prime cause of their failures. 

"Collago, R.G., (1983), ibid. 

UGlazer, N., 1983, op.cH. p.188. 

16Co12s, Flourney, An Analysis of Black E,1trepreneufship in 5e\'en Black AreE, 
Washington, D.C.; The National Business League, ~Iovember 1969, pp.44-65. 

47 Strang, ;~illia!U; "Hinori ty 3cano7Jic DeveloplIler. c: The Proble.'J 'Jf ~L;siness 
Law and Contemporary Problems, Vo1.25, '~inter 1971, pp.119-135 
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Closely related to managerial competence are the character-

istics of the venture itself. Strang's'study further pointed to 

inadequate budget and financial procedures as a significant cause of 

business failure. Dun & Bradstreet have concluded that undercapitali-

zation and similar financial weakness is the second leading cause of 

business failure. In their analysis, only managerial inexperience 

ranks higher. 

3 .6 MIGRANT AND INDIGENOUS ENTREPRENElJRSHIP IN so.'vIE 
AFRICAN COUNTRIES 

The situation in many African countries bears many simila-

rities to Sarawak when it comes to discussing about the development of 

indigenous entrepreneurs. This 1S because, like Sarat"ak, many African 

countries face the same situation where the local indigenous popula-

tion are far behind in economic development when compared to the 

immigrant population that have settled in these countries. The major 

difference here 1S that the migrant population 1n the African 

countries referred to here are the Asian Indians and Pakistanis (with 

some exceptions, such as the Lebanese 1n Nigeria) whereas the 

indigenous popUlation are the African black overall. 

Although it is tmderstood that there is a Chinese presence 

1n these countries, the number must be nominal because a s~Tey of the 

literature did not reveal any mention of Chinese entrepreneurs even 

though queries made to some African students met 1n the U.K. did 

reveal the presence of Chinese there who operate groceries and corner 

shops. 
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In the West African countries such as Nigeria and the I-.-orv 

Coast, the Lebanese- (or "levanites" as they are called locally) have 

dominated the economic scene for a long time, whilst in the East 

African states of Kenya, Sudan, Botswana and Uganda, the Asians are 

economically superior even though they only represent a small propor

tion of the population. In Botswana for example, the Asians only 

represent 5 per cent of the total population. Their presence in the 

East African states were so powerful that when Idi Amin chased them 

out of Uganda in the middle of the 1970s, the Ugandan economy 

collapsed and until today, the country is still reeling from the after 

effect of the mass exodus of the "~ians. 

Direct government intervention like that happened ln the 

African countries has some semblance to the case of the ~alays ln 

Sarawak, if not for the tone of the intervention. The strength of the 

Chinese in the economy has ensured that whatever decisions are made by 

the government, negotiations and give-and-take is the rule of the day 

whereas in Africa, it is not uncommon to hear of deliberate attacks on 

the migrant entrepreneurs even by the government itself48 . 

The following extract from African Business shows the all 

too familiar situation the migrants have faced ln some African 

countries. 

"Hundreds of Asians have escaped from j"ladagascar after a 

ser~es of disturbances aimed at the Indian and Pakistani 

business community in Antisrabe and other southern regions. 

According' to Interior Minister Amb:,;-- Portos, 220 shops and 

(~3uch as rhe ouster of ~ore than 50,000 Asians frem ~~lndl l~ ~372, ~entio~ed ear~ier, 
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houses were looted and 43 properties destroyed during the 

riots. • .• During the riots, many Asian businessmen and 

their families took refuge in mosques and military camps. At 

least 600 inunediately applied for exi t visas .... "49 

One particular semblance that these African states have to 

the situation in Sarawak is the fact that many economic activities 

that have been set up to specifically help the indigenous entrepren-

eurs are being run by the public corporations or the parastatals50. 

Originally, one reason for this was the uncertainty put ln by the 

government about the ability of indigenous businessmen to run other 

than very small businesses. Some indigenous businessmen were deemed 

incapable of running them, and the only alternative seemed to be to 

get the state involved. This largely happened in Tanzania and Zambia. 

The SEDC in Sarawak operates along similar lines. 

Some governments like Tanzania and Zambia have deliberately 

discouraged the emergence of private African entrepreneurship when 

earlier indigenous entrepreneurs failed in their ventures51 • On the 

other hand, in the other African countries like Nigeria and Kenya, the 

governments there have not ceased to increase help in these areas and 

have taken steps to promote more indigenous enterprise. For example, 

in Kenya in the early 1960s, the state provided finance to enable the 

more enterprising indigenous population to buy European-owned farms. 

(9Asi3ns flee 3S disaffection mounts, African Business, Hay 1987, pp.15-~5. 

5GElkan, W; Entrepreneurs 3nJ Entrepreneurship in Africa, Research Observer, Vol.3 No.2 
July 1988, r. 178. 

51Elkan, W.; 1983, ibiJ. 
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At the same time, pressure was imposed on the Asians ~..;ho, not wanting 

to stay when the economic environment became more unfavourable and 

more hostile to them, sell their businesses to the local African52 • 

In-spite of this, much of the literature that has been 

written about the the situation of indigenous African entrepreneurship 

has presented a gloomy and negative picture. The following passage 

from a 1965 study of 269 leading ethnic businesses l.n Nigeria was 

quoted l.n KilbyS 3 and reflects the feeling of the writer that the 

Nigerian indigenous entrepreneurs were not competent l.n business. It 

is produced here as a fairly typical view of indigenous entrepre-

neurship in Africa In the 1960s and 1970s as a whole; 

''i.''Jost of the firms were one-man operations. When the 

business expands beyond the pain t tha t the or-mer can con trol 

everything himself, serious problems are encountered. The 

abili ty to delegate respansibili ty and authori ty, while 

still keeping control, is generally lacking. Admi tted1y, it 

~s difficul t to find capable subordinates and managers l.n 

Nigeria, but li ttle has been done by these entrepreneurs to 

train and develop such personnel. Sel,.Teral cases were encoun-

tered of successful small firms foundering badly after major 

e.Yp8I1sion "54 • 

S2Hazelwood, A,; The EeonollY of lenya: Tbe Kenyatta Era, Oxford: Ihford Uni':ersity Pres:), 
1979, pp, 32-34. 

SlKilby, 1971, op.cit. 

51Harris and Rowe, quoted in ~ilby 1971, OC.CE. pp.31-32. 
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Al though this was (and in many instances, still is) a 

commonly expressed V1ew of African entrepreneurship, it 1S not 

universally true. In a study involving West African entrepreneurs, 

Bauer(1954) wrote the following: "The general impressi on I formed wC'3.S 

always the same: exceptional effort, foresight, resourcefulness, 

thrift and ability to perceive economic opportunity"55. In another 

study involving Nigerian entrepreneurs, it was found that the ethnic 

Nigerians tended to be "responsive to the possibility of gain and 

[ready] to pursue economic advantage vigorously and strenuously,: 

flexible and venturesome, willing to seek far and wide and to take 

risks in the quest for profi t .... "56. 

Elkan concluded his study on African entrepreneurship making 

assertions that " th . . .. e fear that Africa lacks the indigenous 

entrepreneurship for successful industrial development ~s mis-

placed"57. Nore and more indigenous Africans have gone into business 

and the scale of entrepreneurship penetrated by these Africans range 

from petty-trading to the industries and manufacturing. 

3.7 NIGRANT CHINESE ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN INOONESIA 

3.7.1 Chinese Presence In Indonesia 

There have been Chinese presence in Indonesia (and the whole 

of South-East Asia, for that matter) for centuries, but the ma1n flood 

of Chinese immigration only began tm.;rards the later half of the 1880s. 

55Bauer, P,T,; West Udcan Trade, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1954, O.5d. 

56Schatz, S,P.: Nige!'ian Capitalis[;, Berkeley: University of Californb Press. 
CalIfornia. 1977, p, 95, 

57Elkan. W,! 1988: op.cit. 
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Available written records of Chinese migration to Indonesia date back 

to the early 1700's and show that most of the early Chinese came not 

as traders but more to work as coolies. The first group of Hakka and 

Kheh Chinese travelled first to West Borneo, and later to east Sumatra 

and Billiton and Bangka58 • Like the U.S. and Malaysia, the Chinese in 

Indonesia are also from the southern provinces of China. Rapid local 

economic development led to the importation of Chinese labour ~vhich 

was much in demand then to work ln the expanding mines (usually tin 

and coal) and plantations. Although the Chinese constitute 30 percent 

of the whole population in Sarawak (or 34.5 percent for the whole of 

Malaysia), ln Indonesia, they form only 2.6 percent of the total 

population. Table 3 below shows the total number of Chinese ln 

Indonesia up to the end of 1981. 

TABLE 3.3: TOTAL CHINESE POPULATION IN INDON~SIA, 1981. 

Ethnic Chinese Total Population Percentage Chinese 

3,922,000 150,831,000 2.6 

Source: Preliminary Census, 1980, (projected to 1981) Kompas, 
Jakarta, 1 Dec. 1981. 

The above figures do not include non-Indonesian Chinese, 

~mo number as follows: 

* 914,111 Chinese citizens of the Chinese People's 
Republic 

* 122,013 Chinese classified as "stateless" and, 

* 1,907 Chinese who had acquired Tai~mn ci tizenships but 
still not officially migrated to Taiwan59 • 

58Purcell, Victo~: The CJ~;]ese ~n Southeast Asia, Second edition, Cxr'ord.n:'!er:lt7 
Press, London, 1964, p.387. 

S;This statistic LS ~alid up to ~nQ of 1981, 
'l' , 

101:1. 
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3.7.2 Chinese Entrepreneurship ln Indonesia 

Although no official figures are compiled as to the actual 

number of Chinese who are in business in Indonesia, it has been 

estimated that, even though they only form 2.6 percent of the 

population, they control bet~veen 30-40 percent of the national economy 

of Indonesia60 • The main reason for the lack of articles written on 

Chinese entrepreneurship in Indonesia is because under a Presidential 

Decree in December 1968, all people of Chinese origins were forced to 

change their names to Indonesian names when citizenships were issued 

to them. It becomes impossible to identify whether an entrepreneur is 

really a Chinese or an Indonesian pribumi61 • 

Like Chinese migrants in other countries elsewhere, the 

early Chinese who migrated to Indonesia were also identified into 

dialect groups but these are now fading. Nevertheless, various Chinese 

groups are still identified ln specific trades, for example, the 

Hoktjia are associated ~vith banking, the Hsinhua with bicycles or 

motor-cycles and the Kongfu with carpentry. 

Since the beginning of the 1980s, the Indonesian Government 

has realised the need for economic expansion and growth of small 

business in order to raise the economic base of the country. Towards 

this end, the government has sought to introduce more liberal policies 

aimed at encouraging the Chinese to trade more freely, although 

partnerships ~vi th the locals, similar to the Ali-Baba partnership ln 

l'-'lalaysia have been preferred. At the same time, the Chinese have been 

~' ':] ~ 60Shaplen t R.; :ime uus :Ji u3n~, Harper and Ro'rl , 1909. 

61The term "pribu.i" l3 ~sed In Indonesia is the sa~e as "buliputra" IC Malaysia. toto 
~eani~g 'the indigenous". 
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allowed to sought the help of the Chinese l.n the neighbouring 

countries such as Nalaysia, Singapore, Hong Kong and also the 

Japanese62 • 

The Indonesian Chinese business community did not escape the 

persecutions and harrassment from discrimination that has been common 

to overseas Chinese wherever their economic successes threatened the 

local ethnic population, only that they have been more unfortunate 

than the Chinese in other countries. Although largely liberalized, 

most of the Chinese in Indonesia are continually harrassed, especially 

l.n the outlying settlements in the islands. For example, Robert 

Shaplen, who was a journalist from The Ner.r Yorker covering the 

unsuccessful Communist coup in Indonesia in 1965, wrote of the plight 

of the Chinese in the following words: 

'~41l (the Chinese) had become the scapegoa ts of Suharto ' s 

Ner.r Order. Al though they had proved th.emsel ves virtually 

indispensable as skilled workers, merchants, middlemen and 

money-handlers, controlling somewhere between 30 and 40 

percent of the national economy, they had been pilloried ~n 

the rvake of the attempted coup because of Peking J s inv'ol ve

ment ~n the coup. The attacks against them represented a 

continuing emotional outlet for the pent-up Indonesians 

al though they had generally accepted the presence of the 

Chinese in Indonesia as a conunercial and financial neces

sity. As many as 20,000 Chinese are estimated to hatTe been 

executed after the coup "6 3 • 

i2.Je~kins, Do; :he J<lJ{3rta Solution, Far ~lster'n Economic Review, ~1, ~epteflbert :9g30 
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Anti-Chinese demonstrations in Indonesia, ~{hich had been 

taking place largely in Jakarta since early 1967 heightened and became 

ser10Us in January 1968 when Chinese shops were ransacked and their 

owners beaten, many seriously, after an Indonesian soldier was killed 

by a group of local Chinese64 • Even the Chinese embassy in Jakarta ~~~s 

attacked and some of the staff suffered injuries. 

In an effort to reduce the tension between the Chinese and 

local Indonesians, the government introduced measures aimed at assimi-

lating the Chinese into the mainstream Indonesian culture. One of them 

was the Presidential Decree enacted in 1968 which required Chinese who 

~{ere applying for Indonesian citizenship to change their names to 

sound like Indonesian names mentioned earlier. 

Like Malaysia, the Indonesian government has responded to 

demands by the pribumi business interests for a larger slice of the 

econom1c cake. Presidential decrees in 1979-80 give preferential 

treatment in several econom1C sectors to ~{hat 1S euphemistically 

described as "the economically ~"eaker group". Al though the government 

had denied that the decrees are racist or discriminatory, the 

intention is clearly to favour pribumi entrepreneurs. 

3.8 S~~~y 

This chapter has highlighted the 1ssue of migrant and 

indigenous entrepreneurs and entrepreneurship ln other countries, as 

~;ell as highlighting the often hostile reception that the migrants had 

H~abbett\ Hugh, and Habbett, Pin~ Ching; Tbe '-'h~;'lese Co"':-:wni\y i.~ [nGonesia, 
Ri;hts Gnu;;, Report No.;O., Revised 1982 edition, Lannen. 1932, p.1l. 
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to endure. wberever one conducts research on migrant and indigenous 

entrepreneurship, the story is the same everywhere, that is; 

1 . innnigrants arrive 1n numbers, either "pulled" into the new 

environment to solve demands for labour or "pushed" from 

their own homelands because of hardship and poverty at home 

2. some of the innnigrants find themselves unemployed either 

because of redundancy or there were just too many of them 

and resort to petty business or trading as a source of 

income, thus, fitting the description of Harre's Situation

Act Nadel 

3. because of the pressure to work hard for their survival, 

they become successful economically and gradually take 

control of the local econom1es and, 1n many countries (like 

the case of Sarawak, Kenya or the Sudan) the whole economy. 

This is reminiscent of Profesor Everett Hagen's thesis that 

the disparaged migrant will eventually resort to commerce 

and excel in the process because that is the only option 

available to them in their quest for survival. This process 

leads to their economic superiority over the years, some

thing which threatens the position of the indigenous in the 

countries they settled 

3. the host ,governments, hTary of the negative repercussions on 

their political stance being threatened as ~"ell as facing 

continous pressures from their m,n foIl .. , realise the conse-
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quences of the rlse ln econonuc inequality betHeen the 

locals and the migrants. This lead to the drafting of 

policies intended towards affirmative action, such as the 

NEP in ~alaysia, Indigenization of Businesses in Nigeria and 

the Pribumi Policy in Indonesia 

4. conflicts and clashes often occur, some leading to loss of 

life and property, such as the Kuala Lumpur ~ay 13 Incident 

in 1969, the Jakarta riots of 1967 and 1968, the Madagascar 

riot of May 1987, Idi Amin chasing Asians from Uganda, and 

the uncharacteristic Fiji Military Coup of 1987 which broke 

out because of loss of power on the part of the ethnic 

Fijians to the economically powerful local Indian 

population. 

5. some immigrants leave for other countries whilst the 

majority stay and compete, or, depending on how liberal the 

policies were, complement the locals. In the countries, 

t.;rhere peace and stability can prevail for many years, 

assimilation of the migrants into the local cultures (where 

this has been encouraged) eventually lead to the diffusion 

of tension between the migrant and indigenous population. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

SARAWAK THE COUNTRY AND 

ECONOMY AS THE BACKDROP TO 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP FOR THE 

MALA YS AND CHINESE 



CHAPI'ER FOOR 

SARAWAK: THE COllNTRY AND ECONotvN AS TIlE BAC1illROP 

TO ENTREPRENElJRSHIP FOR THE MALAYS AND CHIl'-.~SE 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

This study continues with a description of the State of 

Sarawak as a backdrop for entrepreneurship to both groups 1n this 

study, that is the Malays and Chinese. The chapter presents to the 

reader the facts; its geography, economy, political and social 

composition and its population characteristics. The chapter also 

presents the position of the Malays and Chinese in the country at 

present. 

Sarawak is one of the 13 states 1n the Fedetation of 

Malaysia and, together with Sabah, conveniently makes up the two East 

Malaysian states located in Borneo. The other two countries that 

border Sarawak are Brunei and the Kalimantan region of Indonesia (see 

Map 3 on page 100). 

4 • 2 TI-IE OVERALL ENVIRDNNENT 

The econom1C, political, social and cultural milieu of the 

country in which an entrepreneur performs his business activities 1S 

bound to impinge on the way his company or enterprise performs. The 

level of competition will affect profit margins, the degree of 

efficiency demanded, and again the attitude to~yards business on the 

whole. 

The political situation of a country is often important to 

companies 1n developing cot.mtries and Sarawak is no exception. The 
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most basic prerequisite is political stability, because, without 

political stability, the confidence of both the local entrepreneurs 

and foreign investors in their investment will be shaken and any loss 

of confidence in the political stability will make investors bring 

their money and investment elsewhere. An example of what can happen if 

there 1S no political stability in a country is portrayed by ~.;rhat 

happened 1n Madagascar in May 1987 as mentioned 1n the preV10US 

chapter, when Asian (Pakistani and Indian) businessmen fled the 

country in the wake of racial riots, something which the political 

system in the country could not solve for a long time l • At the other 

extreme, such situations could be caused by the government itself, 

such as ~-That happened to Idi Amin' s Uganda when he expelled more than 

50, 000 Asians from Uganda, most of whom were business and property 

owners2 • 

The tensions of pol~tical instability can disrupt commercial 

activity and may be felt within the business community with much 

apprehension. This will affect the way individuals react to each 

other, and thus, the calm among businessmen which had all the while 

prevailed becomes shattered and suspicions abound. 

For Sara-wak, however, the country has had political 

stability since Sarawru{ gained independence through ~hlaysia 1n 1963. 

Even when Peninsular Malaysia was rocked by the t-hy 13 incident, 

the racial riots there did not spread to Sarawak and there ~~as calm 

and peace throughout. The multi-racial population of Sarawru{ has been 

lAsians ?lee 'is Disatfection Houncs, Af:-iCln 3usiness, May 19,87, pp.15-l3, J:,.C'~t. 

'l':lndcr.. Y.; The EX:J111sicns Fr(Ji Ugandl: Asians) Role 1,~ ~ast Ai.:ica, Plt~e:::s at 

Prejudice, \101. S ~Io.~ , NOy-l!ec. 1972. ~p. ~ to 25. 
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more peaceful than in the peninsular and whatever grievances that the 

different races harbour against the other races have been mostly aired 

in the media, notably the local newspapers, or voiced openly by the 

Chinese through their elected representatives 1n the Legislative 

Assembly. I t can be qui te interesting to see how the Nalays and 

Chinese throw claims and counter claims at each other and when one 

race makes statements, the other race would hit back with counter 

statements, and in the end, restraint and common sense would pre\~il. 

The present government of Datuk Patinggi Tan Sri Haji Abdul Taib 

Mahmud, the Chief Minister of Sarawak has also been receptive and 

attentive to the grievances made by the Chinese against the special 

treatment of the Malays. Even though being discriminated against, the 

Chinese entrepreneurs, and the whole of the Chinese community for that 

matter, are relatively satisfied with the share of the State's economy 

they are getting as much as they are happy with the administrative and 

governmental power-sharing that they are enjoying. 

Even though Sarawak 1S only one of the thirteen states of 

~~laysia, and that the federal government oversees all development and 

expenditures, the state government runs the country semi-autonomously. 

Both the state as Hell as federal authorities are involved in polic~~ 

making towards the achievement of the NEP objectives, so entrepreneur

ial development of the Malays as well as the Chinese are dictated by 

the policies and involvement of the government. '."bat is happening to 

Sarawak is in fact S)TIonymous to all Third World Countries, that 1S 

the involvement of governments in the overall performance of the 

economy by distributing the wealth of the state by means of pr0~ram

mes and policies Hhich ensures that the disadvantaged entrepreneurs 
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from the minority groups are given the chance to participate 

business, albeit under a protective environment. 

4.3 Brief History 

Sarawak was once a territory of the Sultanate of Brunei (pre 

1843). It was the quick and smart wits of Sir James Brooke, who w~s a 

former officer 1n the British Royal Navy which led to var10US 

negotiations with the then Sultan of Brunei on the suppression of 

piracy and rebellion l~hich eventually created Sarawak as an indepen

dent State, with Brooke crowning himself as a Rajah. The Brooke family 

ruled Sarawak for more than one hundred years from 1843 up to and 

after the outbreak of the Second World War, after which the country 

was handed over to Her Majesty's Government and Sarawak became a 

British Protectorate. Then, when ~Blaya became independent 1n 1957, 

Sarawak, along wi th Sabah (then !mown as North Borneo) siezed the 

opportuni ty and became independent by joining Malaya to become the 

Malaysian federation in 1963. Both Sara~{ and Sabah, being in Borneo, 

are separated from Peninsular Malaysia by the South China Sea, l~ich, 

at its narrm .... est, spans 480 miles. 

4.~ Size and Infrastructure 

With an area of 124,500 square kilometers, Sarawak is the 

biggest state 1n the whole of Malaysia. Even though the State 1S 

almost as big as the whole of West rBlaysia (which is further divided 

into 11 States), the infrastructure and communication networks 1S 

still rela ti vely poor t.Jhen compared to Peninsular Nalaysia, Hi th many 

areas accessible only by dirt tracks and gravel roads and with ri "'ers 

still playing a major role in the transport of goods and people. 
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The maJor road linking Kuching to Niri, which is a mere 400 

miles 1S still not fully covered with bitumen; wet and muddy during 

the ra1ny seasons and dry but dusty during the rest of the year. The 

federal government has promised to have the whole stretch of this road 

tarred by 19933 • The pattern of poor communication is perhaps the 

major reason why the population is concentrated in the urban centres 

of Kuching, Sibu, Miri, Limbang, Bintulu, Kapit and Sarikei. 

4.5 The Government and its Administrative ~achinery 

Being a democratic country but ruled centrally under a 

constitutional monarchy system of parliament based 1n Kuala Lumpur, 

Sarawak has its own Dewan Undangan Negeri (or State Legislative 

Assembly) consisting of 48 elected assemblymen, representing 48 

electoral constituencies throughout the State. Provisions have been 

made through Parliament for the number of constituencies to be 

increased to 56 by the next elections, expected to be in 1992. The 

State has a Yang DiPertuB Negeri or more commonly known as the Head 

of State, (formerly assuming the title of Governor) who is appointed 

by the King in Kuala Lumpur. This 1S only a titular position and the 

Yang DiPertuB Negeri sits for a five year term. 

At the head of the government is the Chief !vlinister ~"no 1S 

also the Director of Operations for the whole State. The appointment 

of the Chief ~linister is similar to most political systems 1n the 

democratic ~"orld t-lhereby the leader of the party with the most number 

lDltuk Sl~Y Vellu, then Minister of Public ~orks, ~elelsed the 3tlteJent i~ 1 pr~s5 
f1 1 L . " . '<:1~ ,,~" H"; ';"JQ", J;l3~- ~,190~ T'ne i I release in o.ua.1 urn~:H. i..lptlOnea JdnS-!:iO."eo "5""",r ,"c U:', l .~,.;~ , ,'I 

1 ~ K go 
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of seats will assume the role of Chief Minister. However, in the case 

of Sarawak, since Malaysia's official religion is Islam, the constitu-

tion specifically states that either the Chief Minister and/or the 

Head of State must be a ~ruslim. 

4.6 Administration of the State 

Sarawak 1S administratively divided into n1ne separate 

Divisions with each Division having one major town functioning as the 

divisional or administrative centre for each division (See Map 3). 

The way the Divisions are managed still bear much resemblance to the 

previous British administration where Residents are the head 1n every 

Division, the Residents in turn being assisted by District Officers 

and Sarawak Administrative Officers. Each community 1n the regions 

have their own Pemanchas (Chieftains) or 1n the case of the Chinese, 

the Kapitans. 

The mode of administration is that of power-sharing among 

all races. The Chinese, Malays and Dayaks are to be found 1n all 

levels of the government offices, from ministerial posts to the 

departmental level. There are ~~lay, Chinese and Dayak ministers 1n 

the state Cabinet. The Chief Minister, who is a Malay/Melanau, has two 

deputies, one Chinese and one Dayak. 

4.7 The People of Sarawru{ 

Sarawak has a population of approximately 1.634 million 

people4 spread throughout the country, \~ith the ma1n concentration 

found in and around the Kuching Division, which has a population of 

'Statistics Jep1rt~enr: 1S fublished l ' ; 19~Q 
, < •• 1 \., 
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about 315,000 peoples. The country's population density 1S still very 

low, at about 15 per square kilometer. 

In 1980, the population census of Sarawak shm.;ed that the 

population was 1.3 million people. Of this total, the ~alays in fact 

only form 20 percent (out of the 70 percent Bwniputras) Khilst the 

Chinese make up 30 percent. The rest of the population of roughly 50 

per cent or around 642,000 people (1980 figure) constitute the other 

Bumiputras, wi ththe Dayaks forming the majority. As has been 

mentioned in Chapter One, there are 28 different ethnic races ¥;ho make 

up the Bumiputras in Sarawak as specified in article 161A (7) of the 

constitution of Malaysia of 1963, and they are the Bukitans, 

Bi sayahs , Dusuns , Sea Dayak, Land Dayak (now known as Dayak and 

Bidayuh), Kedayan, Kelabi t , Kayans , Kenyahs (including Sabups and 

Sipengs), Kajangs (including Sekapans, Kejamans, Lahanans, Punans, 

Tanjongs and Kanowi ts) , Lugats, Lisums, ~alays, Melanaus, Nuruts, 

Penans, Sians, Tagals, Tabuns and ill{its. 

An overall breakdown of the population distribution is shown 

1n Figure 4.1. Nevertheless, even though the Malays only form 20 per 

cent of the population, they are more involved in business than the 

other Bumiputras after the Chinese. The main contributory factor for 

this has been the nature of their demographic distribution and 

concentration, where they are more likely to be found around the 

fringes of the major tmms, as compared to the Dayaks, who, only until 

as recently as the mid-1970s are starting to leave their purely rural 

settlements and move into the towns. Thus, when the government l.;aS 

seriously encouraging business involvement among the Bumiputras with 

business development programmes and assistance from mid-1970s to the 

5 ibiJ: estimated up ~o January, 19R}, 
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present day, the Malays had benefitted most because of their closeness 

to resources and the flourishing trade that existed in these major 

towns. The latest breakdown of population proportion for Sara~~ 1S 

shown in Table 4.1. 

TABLE 4.1: POPULATION OF SARAWAK (1980 CENSUS) 

Ethnic Group '000 % --

Malay 257.8 20.0 

rvIe 1 anau 75.1 5.2 

I ban 396.3 30.0 

Bidayuh 107.5 8.2 

Other Indigenous 69.1 5.3 

Chinese 385.2 30.0 

Indians 3.3 0.2 

Others 13.3 1.0 
-------------------------------------------
Total 1,307.6 100.0 
-------------------------------------------

Source: General Report of the Population Censes, 1980. Vol.1, 
Kuala Lumpur. 

TABLE 4.2: BREAKDOw'N OF PROroRTION 
SARAWAK POPULATION - 1986 

I han 29.6% 

Chinese 29.3% 

fv1alays 20.5% 

Bidayuh 8.3% 

~lelanau 5.7% 

Others 6.6% 
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In 1971 the Chinese made up 33 percent of the state's 

population and the Malays then comprised 19.2 percent. The past two 

decades has seen a drop in the overall proportion of the Chinese 

whereas for the Malays, their percentage has increased. This has been 

attributed to the drop in the birth rate of the Chinese, ~~hereas for 

the other races, there were increases of between 4 percent (for the 

Melanaus) to 19 percent (for the Iban). The Chinese birth rate has 

dropped by 10 percent over the 1980 figure whilst for the Malays, 

their birth rate has increased by 13 percent. The drop 1n population 

ratio for the Chinese has also been caused by two factors, V1Z., an 

1ncrease in emigration and a drop in the size of the average Chinese 

family, from 6.8 in 1972 to 4.7 in 1987. Most of the early emigrants 

were the educated Chinese but lately, more and more Chinese business-

men and entrepreneurs have also emigrated, mostly to Australia and 

Canada. Statistics on emigration are classified and strictly confiden-

tial, so they are not available for inclusion in this thesis, but it 

1S generally accepted that every year, as many as 500 Chinese apply 

for exit visas for emigration, the most favoured destination being 

Australia6 • 

TABLE '*. 3: BRE.AKlX)w1J OF BIRTI-I RATE BY RACE - Sl-\RAWAK 
1986 over 1980 

Iban Up 19% 

Malays Up 13% 

Bidayuh Up 5% 

Melanau Up 4% 

Chinese Dmm 10% 

6See Appendix' for 1 ~7pical ad~ertisernent on busi~e£s emigrltion s?fvice5 w~ose 
targets are mo~tlJ the entrepreneurs. 
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For Sarawak, however, one of the objectives of the N"EP has 

partly been seen as successful, and this is in the area of eradication 

of poverty, irrespective of race. The number of people on the poverty 

line lncome has been reduced greatly since 1970, ~~hen the poverty 

level then was 49.3 percent but in 1984, this has dropped to 18.4 

percent7 • The current poverty line for a family of five in Sarawak is 

M$384. This calculation of the poverty line, however, has been 

criticised by ~3lay academics because the calculation has been made on 

rural against urban households, and these critics claim that the 

figure is not representative of the rural population, who are mostly 

BlUlliputras, compared to the urban population, who are mostly Chinese. 

The SERUcalculation for 1984 shows that 46 percent of families out of 

the 18.4 percent who live below the poverty line mentioned above are 

farming families. In the country at present, poverty is highest among 

the Bidayuh community at 67 percent. There are 36,000 rural households 

engaged in shifting cultivation, planting padi as their main economic 

activity and this mostly comprise the group "Others" ln Table 4.2 

above. 

4.8 THE SARAWAK ECONO~N: PROBLEHS AND PROSPECTS FOR 

THE SHALL SCALE ENTREPRENBJR 

The strength of the Sarawak economy has ah.;ays been its 

natural resources. The state's main products are gas, petroleum and 

'T~e poverty line income is defined as an income sufficient to purc~ase 1 11nllurn 
foodbasket to maint3in lhouseholj in gooi cut:itional health, and the co~ventional 
need in res~ect of i~lot~ing lnd foodwear, rent, f!lel o.nd power, trln.3~('n ar:i 
communicati~n, health, education lnd r?Cr9ltio~ (5E~U - Pri~e ~i~is~er's 
11 " .' ,} " rille n c ) L' '-'~ .. • 1 . 
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timber. The state used to be the world's largest producer of pepper at 

one time8, with peak harvests reaching as much as 30,000 tons per 

year in the early seventies but price fluctuations, coupled with the 

opening up of huge areas of pepper v1nes 1n Brazil has made the 

cultivation of pepper unattractive to the local farmers and small-

holders. It was not until June 1985 when severe flooding 1n Brazil 

destroyed thousands of hectares of pepper V1nes there and caused the 

price of pepper to double again when interest in this crop resumed. 

Total exports for Sarawak for the period 1980-86 increased 

by $2.601 billion while total imports over the same period increased 

by $1.011 billion. The mainstay of the economy is 1n gas and oil 

production. As at January 1, 1986, proven gas reserves in Sarawak is 

estimated at around 23.9 trillion standard cubic feet. Oil 1S also 

found in abundance in Sarawak, the bulk of it being located off-shore. 

The current reserves of petroleum is estimated to be 833 million 

barrels. Currently, oil 1S being produced at daily production rates of 

130,000 to 150,000 barrels per day, so, at this rate of production, 

the state is expected to continue enjoying the riches brought about by 

petroleum for another 20 years or so. 

The other asset of Sarawak lies in the forests, and logging 

activities in the country has been the subject of much international 

outcry, especially by environmentalists ~vho claim that the ra1n-

forests of Borneo where Sarawak is located, is being depleted too 

fast. About 9.~ million hectares of the country 1S covered with 

forest. On a self-sustaining basis, Sarawak's forests can produce 

i2lfawak's record as tbe wor!ct!s ilrgest producer of pepper berries was only br:~o~ 
in 1977 by Bra::il \:ou:-ce: [,JJ'a. P'?pper Muketing Soard ~ewsletter, ArrLI 1933. 
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around nine to 10 million cubic metres of logs annually and timber 

exports still account for up to 20 percent of total export ',-alue. 

It 1S only recently that entrepreneurs engaged 1n small 

scale businesses have been encouraged to participate 1n saH-milling 

and other activities which turn logs into value added products. The 

timber industry in SaraHak has been the domain of medium and large 

scale businesses for a long time. Small business entrepreneurs were 

discouraged from entering the scene mostly because these large scale 

entrepreneurs also supply the local market and the stiff competition 

that is created 1n the home market mru{es it impossible for the small 

businessmen to survive and participate competitively. The STIDC9, 

~~hich 1S the sole authority looking after forestry and logging 

activities 1n Sarawak, has set up its own small business and 

Bumiputra sectors, to look specificallY,into these two areas. Prior to 

the setting up of these two sectors, all entrepreneurs regardless of 

size ~~ere grouped together and this did not provide the chance for 

small entrepreneurs to compete actively. 

4 .9 ECONONIC l"LI\TrERS RELI\TED TO EN'TREPRENEURIAL ACTIVITY 

There are several SOLrrces where the local entrepreneurs can 

obtain businesses and contracts from. These include the City/To~m. 

Councils (such as Kuching South and North City Halls), Public Hor~;;:s 

Department, the Development Authorities (such as Bintulu Development 

Authority, and most important of all, the Sarm-mk Economic Development 

Corporation (SEDC). For the' purpose of this research, the SEDC is 
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given more priority due to its direct relationship and paramount 

importance to the development of the entrepreneurs. 

4.9.1 SEDC 

The SEDC 1S involved in projects which are either for 

commercial or socio-economic purposes. Since its inception in 1970, 

the priority of SEDC has been the creation of opportunities for local 

entrepreneurs, even though the main objective of the Corporation 1S 

the provision of business for Bumiputra entrepreneurs through opportu-

nities and business ventures which the Corporation helps to initiate. 

4.9.1.1 SEDC's Entrepreneur Development Approach 

SEDC's basic approach in the development of entrepreneurs 1S 

the carrying out of programmes and projects to provide for: 

1. The creation of business opportunities 

2. The development of entrepreneurial traits and skill 

through training and orientation programmes, and, 

3. Support and advisory serv1ces. 

A Blillliputra Trade Centre has been set up in Kuching, 

complete with its own training, sem1nar and conference facilities 

~Jhich 1S offered to the entrepreneurs for their business related 

activities. Despite the main objective of SEOC being to help Bumiputra 

entrepreneurs, this centre is not for the sole use of the Bumiputras 

anI v and its facilities are open to the Chinese as h'ell. 
" 
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4.9.1.2 Support Services 

Various schemes are carried out, especially to provide 

support to the Bumiputra entrepreneurs who may need assistance during 

and after the initial startup of their businesses. For example, the 

SEDC lorry scheme, a scheme where the SEDC helps to secure licences 

and financing for lorries for Bumiputras, not only provides the 

successful selected candidates with lorries. The scheme also provides 

the operators with the initial businesses with which their lorries 

will have goods to carry and earn income from, so that they can start 

earning from the first day they get the permits and the l{eys to the 

lorries. Fishermen adoption schemes were tried but these have now been 

phased out because of misunderstanding by the fishermen on the role 

they were to play and the benefits they were to expect. 

4.9.1.3 Activities of SEDC 

The activities of the Corporation are varied and ~~ide, 

ranging from seri-culture1o to hotels and resorts and to aqua-culture. 

On trading for the: small businessmen, SEDC's entrepreneurial develop-

ment programmes include wholesale/retail schemes, advisory services 

and, to some extent, the provision of trading premlses for some 

selected traders. Credible and performing Bumiputra entrepreneurs are 

"adopted" under certain arrangements and these entrepreneurs are 

expected to train other potential Bumiputra entrepreneurs. The Corpor

ation builds and develops business premises which are then offered to 

entrepreneurs for their trading activities. In an effort to maintain 

lOSe~i-~ultJre lelns the rearing of silkworms i~ cocoo~s fo~ ~~e production ~: SL:i, 

The silk~orm3 ~ould be fed and reared on :ulberry leave~, 
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fairness to the Chinese, these premlses are also offered to them. 

Not all SEDC's projects have been successful, though. For 

example, a subsidiary called "Perina" was set up in the mid-1970s to 

cater for the needs of retailers around Ruching Division and to supply 

these retailers with the necessary stock for their shops. Perina, 

being run wholly by Malay employees collapsed because of poor 

management, lack of supervision and improper planning, and the Chinese 

at one time harped on the failure of Perina as an example of Malay 

incompetence in entrepreneurship. Another subsidiary, the PPES Edar, 

which was set up along the lines of Perina's also closed recently, but 

not after it had succeeded in creating a string of retailers and 

grocers. 

4.9.1.4 SEDC Today 

After almost twenty years in existence, the Corporation has 

had more successes in its endeavours. There are not less than 29 

fully-mIDed subsidiaries, all doing very well, with a total workforce 

of 2,141. About 1,500 of SEDC employees are Bumiputras, the rest being 

Chinese. The Corporation now has its mID building in the heart of 

the Central Business District in the middle of Kuching. The latest 

figures shows SEDC's investment in companies and projects to be ~~orth 

about tvl$600 mill 1 • 
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4 • 10 LAND DE\IEWPtvlENT MATTERS 

As has been mentioned earlier, specialised agencies have 

been established by the Sarawak government to promote and accelerate 

the growth of the state's business sector and land development has 

been given more attention than the other sectors such as manufacturing 

and the service industry. Among the Implementing Agencies related to 

land development in Sarawru{, the most prominent ones are: 

SALCHA Sarawru{ Land Consolidation and Rehabilitation Authority 

FELCRA Federal Land Consolidation and Rehabilitation Authority 

LCDA Land Custody and Development Authority 

SEDC Sarawak Economic Development Corporation 

SLDB Sarawrut Land Development Board 

FELDA Federal Land Development Authority 

All the above agencies are government owned and they either 

look after specific regions or partiCUlar crops. Felcra and Felda are 

agencies belonging to the Federal Government and the rest are all 

local organisations. An outline of some of the activities of these 

agencies 1S given below. SEDC's involvement 1n agricultural land 

development lS quite recent, 't-li th the newly launched pineapple 

plantation project In the Semarahan Division being seen as a pilot 

project to pave the way for future projects12 • 

The most established of these agencies, LCDA, SALeRA ANTI 

FELc&\ are featured in some detail below. 

I!Sn. Ab~ Ali ~bg. iylie, Di~?ctor of Bu~icutra Entr~;r?~eu~ Develc~~en~ )ivi510n 
( 81? D 1') '\ ~. K D ,i~ • 

u 1.", --
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4.10.1 LCDA 

The LCDA 1S currently tmdertaking joint-venture land deve

lopment especially for oil palm with the Commonwealth Development 

Corporation (CDC). 10,000 hectares of land have been approved by the 

Sarawak state government and now being developed, with another 10,000 

hectares being applied for from the Department of Lands and Surveys. 

These LCDA projects are mostly tmdertaken on the basis of 

joint-venture partnerships with the local population, especially the 

land owners, whose lands fall wi thin the botmdaries of the LCDA 

projects. Special schemes are devised whereby these local land o~~ers 

will become shareholders in ~natever company that will be set up for 

the management of the schemes. 

Generally, by virtue of the location of the schemes, the 

LCDA projects mostly involve the Bumiputras, but an interview ~~ith the 

LCDA general manager in ~~y 1989 revealed that the schemes operated by 

the LCDA have not been too ~.;ell accepted by the local Bumiputras 

because they do not tmderstand why they have to wait for periods of up 

to 5 years before they can get dividends and bonuses from their 

investments, ~{hich is actually the time required before the crops bear 

fruit ready for the market. 

4.10.2 SALCRA. 

SALCRA Has set up ln 1976 with the maln objective of 

consolidating (and rehabilitation of) land belonging to local clai

mants and developing these lands into plantations. 
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Up to the present, the acreage being developed include 

50,000 acres under oil palm, 20,000 acres under cocoa and 3,000 acres 

under rubber. The main areas of concentration are Bahagian Kuching and 

Bahagian Sri Aman. SALCRA's concept is to encourage land owners, 

farmers and non-farmers alike, to lease their lands jointly to SALCRA. 

These lands will then be developed and the farmers will also be 

involved in toiling the land, mostly jointly, and repay SALCRA when 

the trees bear fruit. Since this is a relatively new scheme, SALCR~'s 

efforts in creating the "modern farmer" is yet to produce successful 

farmers. 

4.10.3 FELCRA 

This federal based government agency has been in Sarawak for 

10 years now, that 1S since 1979 but has been 1n existence 1n 

Peninsular ~Blaysia since the early 1970s. The main crop under FELCRA 

1S cocoa, even though some oil palm 1S also grown 1n parts of 

Peninsular Nalaysia. Up to the end of 1986, FELCRA had developed 

167,580 hectares ("110,810 acres) in Peninsular Nalaysia while only 

1,331 hectares (3,289 acres) ~"ere developed in Sarawak. 

The first cocoa plantations set up by FELCRA in Sara~~ were 

1n the Sibu Division. The original objectives of FELCR~ going into 

these areas were similar to SALCHA except that the ma1n crop 

undertaken is cocoa. Until now, FELCRA has 14 different projects but 

all 

Balu 

projects only have small areas ranging from 28 hectares 1n Loba 

h Third to 393 hectares in Sekarau, both areas being 1n t e 

Division. 
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For all the projects that these agencies undertake, there 

are ample opportunities for the small businessmen to participate, 

ranging from contracting jobs such as the clearing of the land In 

preparation for planting to the supply of fertilisers or even 

transport and equipment. 

4. 11 THE PROSPECTS FOR ENTREPRENEURS 

Entrepreneurs 1n Sarawak rely heavily on the State economy 

for their prosperity. As has been mentioned above, the State lS a 

primary producer and 1S dependent upon the export of oil, gas 

products, timber and agricultural products. The local service industry 

is very small and these, like insurance and other ancillary services 

are also dependent ?n the above. 

Even though manufacturing is a post-independence develop-

ment, this sector is still relatively small too, like the serVlce 

industry. Nevertheless, it is growing 1n importance, with the lncrea-

sing tempo of industrial development. Entrepreneurs In the state have 

been slow to develop the food manufacturing sector. This is shown by , . 

the latest available figures from the ~Blaysian Industrial Development 

Authority (HIDA)13 which shows that as of December 1988, only 35 food 

manufacturers engaging in processing food products such as animal 

feeds, sa,go flour, biscui ts, non-gas drinks, coconut oil, frozen 

prmm, sauces and snack foods are listed l.;ri th the agency. 

The development of other manufacturing activities In the 

State began l-li th the development of ral-l material-based ex-port oriented 

llSource: ~IDA E:..:ching Branch Office, Frcr'Ja:-y, 1989. 
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industries, especially sawn timber, plywood and veneer sheets. These 

have now been expanded to include other heavy manufacturing such as 

cables, lron and foundry products (such as templates and manhole 

covers), metal containers and other wood based products. 

Up until 1984, with the discovery of oil and gas offshore 

near Bintulu, the government intensified its efforts to develop the 

town of Bintulu ~vhich boomed from a small tmm of 5,000 people in 1970 

to a prosperous oil and gas town as it is today, with a 1989 (January) 

population of 43,000 people14 • Businesses in and around Bintulu have 

now shifted from the pre-boom agricultural based trading to petroleum 

based at present, with the bulk of economic activities centred heavily 

on the production and export of liquefied natural gas Hhich is found 

In abundance offshore. The latest development to occur in Bintulu IS 

the proposed and approved construction by the multi-national oil 

company SHELL to set up the world's first Middle Distillate Synthesis 

. plant at a cost of N$1.8 bn. near Tanjung Kidurong, construction of 

which ~vill start in early 1990. 

From the development of gas related industries, the 

government is now seen as creating Bintulu into a growth centre for 

heavy industries. At the end of the day, it will be interesting to 

find lmo among the Nalays or the Chinese entrepreneurs will take 

advantage of this for the advancement of their businesses. For Sara~~ru{ 

at the present moment, despite global economic recessions and dOhTI-

turns in economies almost everywhere, potentials for small businesses 

I'Ko~pass ~alaysia: A Special Surple~en[ 19S8!!989. ~ joi~t-;roject ~lth the 
:ndllstrial Developmect Ministry of 21rlwak and in 2o-cpera:ir~ wi~~ Q,B,Y,U 
I\~ ::1111 U n ~ cat: 0 n s', ~ u chi n g , 
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exist 1n industries which are export-oriented, especially 1n indu

stries which are labour-intensive and which utilise local materials. 

Those entrepreneurs who set up businesses in this sector, regardless 

of race, get all the help both from the government as well as the 

statutory bodies, especially the popular pioneer status, where the 

entrepreneur and the firm alike get special privileges which includes 

tax-free allowances of up to twelve years. 

The list of "priori ty products" or areas which have been 

regarded as important by the government and which can lead to maSS1ve 

benefits from the Ministry of Finance and the Ministry of Trade 

and Industry include the following: 

1. processing and manufacturing of goods which utilise local 

raw materials such as timber, rubber, oil-palm etc. 

2. manufacturing of industrial machinery and parts 

3. manufacturing of transport equipment, components and 

fittings for motor vehicles 

4. manufacturing of petro-chemical and other chemical products 

::> • manufacturing of wooden, metal, plastic, rubber and textile 

toys and also footwear. 

Even though all the above relate to businesses which involve 

production at one stage or another and l~hich reflect the entrepreneur 

as a producer, perhaps haviRg a small factory of some kind furnished 

~~ith machines and other related equipment, a small business, however 

does not only mean having a factory and producing something 1.n the 

traditional production based setting. 
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Small businesses also include retailing, supplying services 

and other i terns such as spare parts, setting up a restaurant or even a 

"coffee-shop" or perhaps even going into direct selling, using the 

bedroom or the home as a base. 

Whatever line of business a person is involved in, the State 

offers opportunities which suits small enterprises and these opportu-

nities do not wait for a person, regardless of whether he is a ~alay 

or a Chinese. It is only normal to accept that it is the entrepreneur 

who looks for opportunities, and not the opposite. 

4.12 TIIE SITUATION FACING TIIE ENTREPRENEURS 

4.12.1 The ~alay Entrepreneurs 

As has been mentioned above, there 1S an abundance of 

business opportunities for entrepreneurs 1n Sarawak. Malays and 

Chinese alike have all the opportunities to venture in business as and 

when they desire. The only difference 1S that the Malays, being 

Bumiputras, get additional help and assistance especially from the 

government and statutory bodies in line with the requirements of the 

NEP. Various development projects are implemented and more often than 

not contract jobs are awarded to "the lowest bidder", ~alay, or 

Chinese. 

~any contract and serv1ce jobs which are small 1n amounts, 

small here meaning they are worth up to H$50,OOO, are specifically 

alloted to the i"lalays. This kind of ruling is seen as discriminatory 

and they annoy the Chinese entrepreneurs who see the ~lalays as 

incapa,ble of handliQg their businesses. HQtY'ever, rules and re~ulations 
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are made by man and they are subject to abuse and manipulations by all 

parties concerned. That is why, even if certain jobs ~..;rere initially 

meant for the ~alays, they can end up being done by the Chinese or 

vlce versa. It is not uncommon to see the Malay entrepreneur getting 

the contract and the whole job was done by a Chinese sub-contractor, 

something Malaysians refer to as the Ali-Baba syndrome15 • 

Whatever the argument, it is immaterial at the present level 

of discussion. What the researcher wants to highlight is that there 

are opportunities for the ENTREPRENEUR, whoever he is, even though the 

Malays, being Bumiputras, are given privileges and their participation 

in business is guaranteed by way of securing contracts and finance at 

special interest rates for them. The Chief Minister stressed this 

point during a press interview on July 30, 1981, Hhen he stated 

categorically; 

"we ought to put more emphasis on building entrepreneurship 

rather than on just creating opportzmities for people to make 

business - to create OKJre Bumiputra businessmen and not 

Bumiputra businesses" • 1 6 

The most visible source of assistance for the ~alays is ~~~ 

and SEDC, who, amongst other things, provide loans, training courses, 

help the ivalays secure licences as well as a~,.-ard contracts and 

tenders. MARA was set up in March 1966 by an Act of Parliament ~..;ri th a 

15?he name Ali is a common Malay name whilst Baba refers to a Chinese WilO Cln ~?2ak 
~he Malay language as well as the Malays. The combination of the t~o na]es here 
refer to cub-contracting a particular job by a Malay to a Chinese ~hilst ~he ~aiay 
doesn't gain anything in the end except, perhaps, sr~e of ~te profits frem the 
work done, 

l&Source: The Sar1~ak Tribune, 31 July 1381, 
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mlsslon to increase the number of fvlalays (and other Bumiputras) taking 

active part in commercial and industrial concerns through facilities 

made available for them. 

In terms of Slze, more than 90% of H~ loans taken by the 

Malays for their businesses were of M$5,000 or less. In 1976, that is 

around the time when most of the Malay entrepreneurs ln this study 

started their businesses, loans from MARA exceeding M$10,000 each 

formed less than 4% of all monles borrowed (see Table 4. ~ helot.;). A 

stu~y by Gale17 shows that in 1970, the average amount of MARA loans 

issued to the fvlalays was M$6,836. This did not improve however, and as 

can be seen in Table 4.4, the average amount borrowed in 1976 had 

gone down to M$3,345. 

~~LE 4.4: LOANS GIv~ BY MARA - 1976 (BY SECTOR) 

Total Amount 
Number % M$ mil. % 

Building 451 13.8 1.4 12.8 

Transport 107 3.3 1.2 11.0 

fvlanufacturing 103 3.2 0.2 1.8 

Trade 2,287 70.2 7.1 65.1 

Services 311 9.5 1.0 9.2 
----------------------------------

Note: 
Source: 

TOTAL 3,259 100.0 10.9 100.0 
----------------------------------

The above figures are for all states in Malaysia. 
~~\, Kuching Branch. 

l7Gale, Br~ce: Politics ~nd Public Enterpris~s :n ~aia7sil, Ea3~ern Uni~e~sity 
Press, Kuah LU:1\pur, 1931. 
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TABLE 4.5: BRR~w~ OF LOANS GIv~ BY ~~RA BY SIZE - 1976 

Total Amount 
Number % (M$ mil. ) % 

$5,000 or less 3,027 92.9 8.1 7 .. L3 

$5,001 - $10,000 113 3.5 0.9 8.3 

More than $10,000 119 3.6 1.9 17.4 
--------------------------------

TOrAL 3,259 100.0 10.9 100.0 
--------------------------------

Note: 
Source: 

All figures are for all states in Malaysia. 
MARA, Kuching Branch, May 1989. 

Beside MAR~, the Malays also received assistance (mostly 

financial) through other government owned banks and financial institu-

tions such as Bank Bumiputra Malaysia Berhad, Bank Pembangunan 

Malaysia Berhad as well as government ministries, such as the 

Ministry of Cult~e, Youth and Sports ~~hich sent youths to commercial 

courses 1n Peninsular Malaysia and later provide these youths with 

grants of for business startups, the amount of the funds depending on 

the amount stipulated in their project papers up to a ceiling of 

tvl$32 , 000 . 

In the field of entrepreneurial training, the £Vlalays can 

approach the tv~laysian Entrepreneurial Development Centre (MEDEC) 

~-hich 1S based in the M~ Institute of Technology 1n Peninsular 

tvlalaysia for assistance. MEDEC's courses, however, are not popular 

amongst Sarawa1{ians and the main reason for this is that HEDEC 1S not 

as well marketed in Sarah-ak as in Peninsular ~lalaysia. Since it was 

set up In 1975, only 19 l''lalay entrepreneurs from Sarm-ra1{ have e"\'er 

joined any of £VlEDEC' s programmes. A more detailed account of tvlEDEC and 

its activities is presented in Appendix 5. 
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4.12.2 The Chinese Entrepreneurs 

Generally speaking, the majority of the Chinese regard the 

priorities provided to the Malays under the New Economic Policy as 

"economic discrimination". In the case of Malaysia, the degree of 

econom1c imbalance in favour of the Chinese had reached such propor-

tions that the government had no other choice but to implement such 

discriminatory practices after the 1969 riots in the hope that after a 

determined number of years, the imbalance would be reduced so as to 

give the local population some part"icipation in the trade and commerce 

of the country. However humble the words used seem to sound, they 

still amount to discrimination, except that the government did 

consider the situation of the Chinese then and what measures that were 

adopted did not need to displace the Chinese altogether. Nevertheless, 

having said that, after twenty years of the New Economic Policy, it is 

obvious from the Prime Minister's statement in Chapter One that the 

Malays have indeed made inroads into the mainstream of trade and 

commerce 1n the economy without displacing the Chinese, or rather, 

t~ithout denting the Chinese economic livelihood too harshly. 

The Chinese never really go out into the open and reveal to 

everybody what problems they experience with their businesses, or 

that they have made significant gains and profits in their deals. This 

IS regarded as un-Chinese18 • Even if they do discuss about it, it 

t-lould just be over a cup of coffee t"i th a friend, or sometimes as a 

gesture Hhen someone asks "How's business?" and the anSHer h-ould 

normally be ";IJacam biasa lab" - meaning As usual. \vnat they requIre, 

18ro~~ent made by Mr.Ra~lan Chow, l?crur?f ~ith the ~3ra Instit~te o~ Technology It 
the Kuching branch :lmous (Ap~~l 1939). 
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of course, is trade, cash flow and the exchange of goods and services, 

all of which are foundations for the patient accumulation of Health, 

and these are the very ingredients t~ich are found in abundance ln 

Sarawak, even Hith the Malays getting their priviledges. Normally they 

do not have problems with technical knoHhow, because their numbers are 

so great that there is bound to be a Chinese tvith the right eA~rtise 

or kno~ow for a certain kind of job. The question of management skill 

does not often arise because the Chinese small business is normally of 

the size where the mmer or his family will be able to manage 

comfortably. 

Even when the average Chtnese entrepreneur does not have 

sufficient personal savings to start a business, there are five major 

Chinese-mmed 1 9 commercial banks in SaraHak, who are sympathetic to 

the predicament of the Chinese business corrununity and provide them 

Hith banking facilities and capital for business purposes. At the same 

time, government owned banks do not discriminate between the Chinese 

and Malays and they are open to anyone who Hish to use its facilities, 

be it for loans or any of the other forms of credit offered for 

businesses. 

The Chinese, apart from the above, are most unlikely to 

face serious problems when it comes to entrepreneurship except that 

they are not Bumiputras, because, if they Here also Bumiputras then 

they would at least be able to enjoy more business opportunities which 

has been reserved for the ~Ialays in its efforts to increase ~1alay 

participation in business under the requirements of the NtF, 

Ig~hey are the Hock Hua Bank, Iong ~in~ Bank lnd K~ocg Lee 2ank, Hcn~ [cng lna 

S' h' B k . L' l ~ r 1 ~ ~ .: n an d roO ~ I...,. n' B 0.::' k . r.ang a1 an If:'; l'tl •• l~·' --_. 
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4.12.3 Problems Faced by the Malay Entrepreneurs 

This sub-heading is in fact synonymous with the overall 

research because if there was no problem with the Malays 1n business 

undertakings, then there would not be any necessity to conduct the 

comparative study of this nature in the first place. The most common 

problem among Malay entrepreneurs which has been used as 1ssues both 

by Malay as well as Chinese politicians and academicians alike is the 

issue of over-dependency by the Malays on the government for busines-

ses, contracts and financial support. This issue has been the subject 

of debate by ~Blaysian policy makers for as long as the existence of 

the NEP. The failure of the NEP objective of 30 percent Bumiputra 

business involvement as well as corporate o~~ership has been attri-

buted to this over-dependency by the Malays20 . 

In order to understand this problem which 1S only found 

among the Malays, it is hoped that by comparing the business activity 

of the Malays and Chinese, the findings can be used by the policy 

makers 1n an attempt at reducing the problem, if not eliminating it 

altogether. 

Even though this research is not specifically aimed at 

finding out what these problems are, it is nevertheless aimed at 

comparing the business activity of the rlalays and the Chinese so that 

the findings can be used by future policy makers to streamline 

governmental assistance to the groups who need them most. Beside 

:O]euendent Atritude Should Go, Speech delivered by 7rlde and ~~justry Minister, 
Da~uk Rafidah A3iz at ~he Mallysia Hall in London (while on a storGver durin; an 
investment :.tissicr. ~o buroDe in Octob"r, 1989, The B::r,eo ~'st, 16,lO,~9, A I'ull 
1C'count of the speech is pr9sented i~ Appendix 5, 
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creating a wholesome Malay entrepreneurial group ~~o is resilient and 

able, such policies will enable to trim losses of public funds through 

entrepreneurial assistance funds which had been improperly channeled. 

Among the many obstacles connnonly lmown as prevalent which 

the Malays face ln their entrepreneurial activities is their lack of 

lmowledge and skill in the fields of business they choose. Even ~'/i1en 

they can identify potential business opportunities they are hesitant 

to pursue and exploit these opportunities because of a lack of 

management and technical skills. Hence the familiar reluctance by the 

~3lay to enter an unfamiliar field. Thus, it is indeed usual to find a 

Malay entering into one particular business line simply because he 

"thinks" he is familiar to the trade, for example, ln setting up a 

restaurant, because he or his wife lmows how to cook. 

On the other hand, ln the building and construction sector, 

for example, the Malay entrepreneur lmows that he is encouraged by the 

government to become a contractor, but unfortunately, two separate but 

related factors inhibit the ~3lay contractor from participating fully 

in construction jobs. The first is his limited knowledge on the 

pricing and financial estimation of jobs involving technical matters 

such as piling ~-lorks, earthworks and the like, and the second is the 

fact that he l-lill need machinery and plants such as piling cranes, 

cement mlxers, earth dumpers, tractors or even the multi-purpose 

shovel/power driver. He will be able to complete small jobs ~'/"hich, 

perhaps, ~.jill only need some masonry, carpentry, plLUnbin.~ or electri

cal tasks. When the contract involves the hiring of machines and 

equipment, he h"ill automatically shy aY-.--ay because he h-ill haye to rent 

from other bi.gger contractors l~ho have the machines and plants and 
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they are all Chinese contractors. The Chinese, who has the machines 

and plants would have liked to do the contract himself because he IS 

in a better position to execute the task, with the facilities and 

sources available to him but because of special preference to the 

Malays under the Bumiputra status, he doesn't get the job offered to 

him. He eventually makes some business as well when he hires out his 

machines to the Malay. However, the loser is still the ~hlay because 

he will have to allocate a substantial amount of his contract price to 

the Chinese for the machines and equipment. On another level, the 

doors are open for him to sub-contract the job out to the Chinese and 

this becomes another story, and he joins the ranks of the Ali-Baba 

contractors. The over-riding question here is, "Is he not right ~n 

doing so ?" He knows that he is either incapable or when he IS 

capable, resources are inadequate, so he is just making the right 

decision in leaving the job to others or to resort to sub-contracting. 

Then again, given the circumstances, no Malay will ever be a 

successful contractor if this was to be the norm for every budding 

Malay contractor. 

With this constraint ever present, the government found it 

had to interfere and this is ~mere government agencies and statutor;'T 

bodies corne into the scene with their training schemes and courses, 

aimed at filling in the gaps In the business sectors ~ere the Mala;.-

presence is either minimal or negligible. 

~Iany Malay entrepreneurs who have failed In business 

ventures and resorted back to working for others, or who simpl~- scaled 

do~m their business to the more manageable enterprises such as the 

'II t 'lor corner ~hop and \~Tho are personal 1:,-- lrnm.n to the VI age re al -, -
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researcher have now and again put the blame of failure of their 

businesses on the lack of business management skills. Perhaps they 

have a point in saying so. The majority of Sarm-lak' s adult population 

during the time when the entrepreneurs involved in this study were at 

school received only secondary education. The figures shown by the 

analysis on academic achievement of the entrepreneurs in Chapter Six 

(see Table 6.7) shows this to be so. Some have received even less 

education, meaning that they were mostly taught general education 

about various subjects besides basic skills like reading, arithmetic 

and geography or history. 

The general education system in ~~laysia 1S still purely 

academic, with heavy concentration on subjects like Mathematics, Art, 

Geography, Music, Religion and others and these subjects do not gear 

the average student towards any education for business, ~mich may 

include such subjects like accounting, commerce, communication and the 

like. Computer education in schools only started in mid-1987 and even 

then, this did not cover all schools in the country. Only those ~~ho 

manage to reach college level are given the option to study such 

subjects as business and accountancy or business management. Further 

to this, ~~lay graduates still do not find entrepreneurship as an 

attractive option for a career. A recent study21 among I~l students 1n 

the Kuching branch campus shows that only 8 out 120 students ~mo take 

the subject "Entrepreneurship" (ETR 300) indicate that they would 

\"enture into business upon graduation. wbat is most disheartening, 

21~he study, carried o~t in April, 1989, was conducted by this r~5earcber ~i~~ the 
Co-ordinato. of the ETR course, En. Hobd. Isa Yahya. The stuje~':5 in'lolve,j in t~e 
study were in Part 5 of their Diploma co~rses and the 3ubject ·Entrepr~~eurshi~· 
(ETR 300) is a c~rnpulsory part of their cu~~i2Jl~~. 
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however, 1S that 6 of these students came up with business projects 

which would need capital outlays in excess of M$500,OOO, to be used 

for projects such as the construction of a holiday resort (proposed 

capital M$2mil) and a drive-in restaurant (proposed capital 

M$800,OOO). The reason why this is disheartening is that these budding 

entrepreneurs are destined to fail from the day they conceived the 

business plan, because they would not be able to handle such massive 

projects. 

However well conceived a business undertaking is planned, it 

would not get off the ground if the right amount of capital 1S not 

available. For the above proposed projects, no bank manager ~~ill want 

to support and provide financial assistance. Furthermore, even if the 

projects could find financiers, the graduates would certainly be 

. heading for failure because they will certainly need other knowledge 

and capabilities such as in purchasing, marketing, credit management 

and public relations. 

The economic climate in Sarawak was quite bleak "\d th the 

effects of global recession slowly creeping into the State's economy 

during the 1985-1987 period. Hm-iever, despite ~-iidespread receSS10n 

throughout Malaysia, Sarawak has always had surplus balance of 

payments, with the 1986 surplus figure as high as three billion 

ringgit22 • 

Even though the State h'aS not as badly affected by the 

recession as the other rlalavsian states, the commercial banh:s are now 

;!Source: Annual 5tarissicJl Yel:book, 198~ published by ~he Depa~tment of Sratis
tics, Saralnk, ;;overment printers, 
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very selective in the approval of loans only to proven entrepreneurs 

and interest rates have soared to between 14% and 16% per annum. There 

used to be times l~hen banks were not too demanding about collateral or 

securities for loans. Now the situation has changed and the banks are 

more strict in loan processing, with applicants given more scrutiny, 

otherwise the entepreneurs have to submit names of guarantors hno ~{ill 

sign documents purporting that they will repay the loans should there 

be default by the entrepreneur, or the entrepreneur would have to come 

up ,;,~i th sufficient collateral to cover the amount of his loan. Only 

loans of small amounts are still easily obtainable without collateral. 

These amounts l~ould be for loans which are under selected schemes 

which are then solely for very small scale Bumiputra entrepreneurs, 

say for loans up to $5,000 only or less. The major reason for the 

tightening of the bank lending restrictions is the surge in the number 

of entrepreneurs defaulting, both Chinese and Malays alike23 , espe-

ciallyas a result of the economic recession between 1985 and 1987. 

The 1985-1987 economlC depression affected the Malays most, 

and this shows hOlv vulnerabe the Malay entrepreneurs are. The High 

Court of Borneo registered a total of 659 banl{cruptry proceedings 

throughout 1987 and out of these, there were 191 cases involving rvlala:-

entrepreneurs, 44 other Bumiputras and the rest \,Tere Chinese2
'}. 

Comparing the number of businesses registered and ol,ned by the Chinese 

:3For 1986 llone, out of :!~7 loans Iloanslp to MSlOO,OOO cnly) given ::ut -:0 ~:day 
entrepreneurs by the Bank Bumiputrl brancn in Ruching, the bank served legal 
n~tices en 20t of the entrepreneU~3 for iebt-ccllec~ion purposes. ~c fiJure :s 
available on the C~ines2, d~spit2 an ltte~pt bv this researcher to tr7 lni 
a~proach two ['hinese blnk manage:,) for ?ssistance. 

:I~he High Court cf Borne~ nublis~es ir ~h2 8orneo Pcs r all 1at~er3 ~e!l:ej ~o 

br.kr'Jptcy, 



with the Malays, the ratio of Nalay failures is very high compared to 

the Chinese. The ~alays were hardest hit by the downturn 1n the 

economy because those who set up firms round about four years ago are 

only now about to steer clear from the hiccups of a business start-up. 

The economic slowdown meant that they suddenly found that they could 

not sell their products or services because the recession dictates ho~~ 

much they can produce and sell. 

4 • 13 SlJrvlNARY 

It can be said that Sarawak provides adequate opportunities 

to make the NEP objective of Malay participation in business success

ful, and along with it, the creation of a Malay business base. The 

state economy 1S stable and, added to that, there 1S political 

stability and harmony 1n the country, something which 1S a pre-

requisite for the development of entrepreneurial talents from the 

entrepreneurs involved. 

For the present moment, the infra-structure is there and 

trade volumes as well as business opportunities are sufficient for all 

races to share. There is no denying the fact that the ~alays still 

have a long ~~y to go before their entrepreneurial involvement in the 

state's business and commerce sector can make an impact on the local 

scene, especially because of the short duration that they have been 

actively involved in business ventures. Nevertheless, this researcher 

believes that a business environment has to be created around the 

entrepreneur so that his children ~~ill become exposed to entrepren

eurship and learn the tricks of the trade during the time Hhen the:.~ 

are young. For the Sarah'ak Chinese, this business en\"ironment has been . 
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ln existence for more than one hundred years but for the ~alays, their 

business environment is only beginning to take shape. 

The Chinese have learned to master the art of survival under 

the most extreme of conditions, and, going back to Hagen's25 theory, 

the Chinese (both in Sarawak and elsewhere in other countries), have 

been disparaged and deprived (or denied) of many opportunities and 

discriminated against, so they become aggressive commercially, because 

that is the only avenue that they have for their survival. And in the 

process of creating niches for their survival, they become masters in 

their own right, eventually leaving behind the very people and system 

that disparaged them and making contributions to the thrust of 

economic development, so much so that they become more successful and 

active businessmen than the indigenous population disparaging them. 

In the next chapter the research methodology used ln the 

conduct of the field work for this research will be explained. This 

will include the conduct of the pilot survey, the development of the 

questionnaire, the statistical analysis used for processing the data 

and the measurements used. 

I,' 6'~ 'j u. 
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CHAPTER F I V E 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 



CHAPrER FIVE 

RESEARCH METHOOOLOGY 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

The previous chapter has presented to the reader a picture 

of Sarawru{ as the backdrop to both the Malay and Chinese entrepreneurs 

included in this research. The overall environment under which the 

Sara~ small businessmen perform has also been discussed. The key 

terminologies used in this research, especially the definitions on the 

terms "entrepreneur" and "entrepreneruship" and the attributes of 

entrepreneurs have also been discussed in Chapter Two. 

This chapter will explain the research methodology used 1n 

the conduct of the research, especially the part on the collection of 

data, the choice of population universe, the conduct of the pilot 

study to test the research area and the actual survey. The question

nalre and variables used in the questionnaire t{ill also be explained 

as well as the statistical figures used to explain how the returned 

questionnaires were analysed to show the comparison between the tt.JO 

groups and the variables. 

The statistical method used. as h~ell as the measurement for 

the analysis of the data are also ex-plained. From this chapter, it is 

hoped that the reader -.;"ill be able to grasp the analysis of the 

statistical computation presented. in the following tHO chapters. 
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5 • 2 METHOOOLOGY 

Bailey! defines the term methodology as; 

"the philosophy of the research process which includes the 

assumptions and values that serve as a rationale for 

research and the standards or criteria the researcher uses 

for interpreting data and reaching conclusions". 

The term itself is an extension of the word "method" which 

simply means the research technique or tool used to gather data, and 

which forms an integral part of the whole methodology. It 1S the 

methodology of the research that determines such factors as ho~~ a 

researcher prepares the research questions (if he uses a ~vhole 

population universe for his survey) or the research hypotheses (if he 

uses a sample from the population). In another explanation on 

methodology, Kerlinger, in complimenting Bailey's description says; 

-"Methodology includes ways of stating problems and hypo-

theses, methods of observation and data collection, the 

measurement of variables, and techniques of data analysis. 

J."Jethodology also includes aspects of philosophY of science 

and a general cri tical approach to research. Despi te its 

great importance, r'e rarely think of methodology's possible 

influence on practice. This is stranlte because methodolog;y 

has already had a profound influence on behavioural sc~en-

tific lrnor.rledge ".2 

[Bailey, Zenneth D,; Methods of Social Research, Hew '(ark: the Free Press, 19~~, 

'16 P t U , 

qed i ng e r, F red I ~,; a:..:::e~h.::..a ':...:.' i:..:.o.:::..u r:...::a:;.l~~:;.::) e:..:.s.:::.,:e a::..:rc...:.c.::...h:-.: .:..:A_L.;;.,:' o;.;..:n..:..c e.:....:'J'-'-~.-=-u a:.;;.:l~A ~.:....:c :'-=-f--,--: 1:c..:~,-,-,-~' New 70":-:: ~ Gl t I 
P.in~~:lrt and ~insto~. 1979, pp, 295-295. 
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In short, as deliberated by Sjoberg and Nett, it can be said 

that the term . 'methodology" is used simply to refer to "the procedures 

invol ved in the collection of data and hOH the data lS analysed'·3. It 

lS not the intention of this researcher to make this chapter appear 

like it is a research manual. However, the definitions of research 

terms are nevertheless included here so that the reader will under-

stand the stages and steps that the researcher made in the choice of 

the research methodology. 

5.3 DEFINING RESEARCH 

Having defined the term "methodology", the chapter then 

proceeds to define the term "research" and this will be followed by a 

description of the type of research this study lS. "Research" , as 

defined by Howard and Sharp4 ,is: 

"the seeking throug'h methodological processes to add to 

one's orvn body of lrnor.,led,g'e and, hopefully, to tha t of 

others, by the disco~Tery of non-tri vial facts and insights". 

Another broad definition is that given by Green and Tull, 

~",ho say that research is "a systematic and objective investigation of 

a subject or problem in order to discover relevant information"s. As 

can be seen from the above definitions, a common theme lS that 

research lS a systematic and well-ordered process of investigation In 

lSjoberg, G. and Roger Nett; A Methodology for Social Research, Harper and Row, 
Publishers, i968, p.l. 

'Howard,K. and Sharp, J.J., T~r: Han:qe:ilent of a St~jdent ReS?li~h Project, Gor..,rer 

Publishing, 1985, p.e. 

SG~:;en, P.E. ?~,d ~ull, D.S., ?esearch for Hai:{etbg ~"cisior;s, hh. ed. Prer;si~e 

hll International, Englewood Cliffs, Califor~i~, 1978.p.4. 
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order to find material facts concerning the subjects the researcher is 

interested In. Based on this the chapter presents the "methodology" 

for the final collection of data in the field and the eventual 

analysis of the data collected from the survey. 

The three common types of research are exploratory research, 

descriptive research and experimental research6 • 

5.3.1 Exploratory Research 

As the name implies, this type of research either ex~lores 

areas ~~hich ar~ new, or they are extensions of existing research. The 

researcher conducting this type of research is expected to have little 

or no knowledge about the problem or solution under investigation. One 

example of such a research is a study to find the general behaviour 

and social interaction patterns of prison inmates in Japanese prisons 

by someone ~ ..... ho is not a Japanese himself. His findings in the research 

can either be for himself or for a third party, depending on what 

reasons he had for conducting the research ln the first place. 

E.,-xploratory research can lead to discoveries which are significant 

and Hhich may, ln the future, be assessed with more intricate 

research designs, involving more depths of coverage. 

5.3.2 Descriptive Research 

This is the most common type of research undertaken by 

researchers. This type of research can be applied to a ~.,ride spectrum 

iSe,'? 81ack, j,A, 1~d Ch2.l1Ipion, D,J.; Herhods and Issu~s Ln 3~~i:J.l 50cil1 ~esa:H~:;, 

~ew York: Job Wiley i S)n::, 1976, ;p,78-82. 
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of studies, such as a study of society's perception of military 

organisations, union po~-7ers in certain sectors of the mining industry, 

hazards faced by truck and bus drivers and others. Descriptive 

researches mostly provide researchers with a vast amount of infor-

mation about many social situations. Researching on certain charac-

teristics of a population or a sample from the population ~{ill enable 

the researcher to pursue more sophisticated research in the future. 

By virtue of its nature, this research, being conducted to 

compare the Malays and Chinese ln Sarawak on their business activity, 

is a descriptive research. One advantage of undertaking this ty~e of 

research is that the study can be aimed directly to the target group 

being studied. As mentioned by Selltiz et.al., 

"descriptive research can reveal potential relationships 

between variables, thus setting the stage for more elaborate 

investigation later"7. 

5.3.3 Rxperimental Research 

An experimental research is one ~.;rhich is conducted Hi th the 

use of controlled variables or groups of population or samples. The 

researcher experiments by observing the effects of studies ~.;rhich haye 

been done under controlled conditions. The word control here is used 

to mean that one group of respondents 1S controlled or held under 

certain conditions Hhilst another group 1S free or var1es. At the end 

of the study, results from both groups on the same \-ariables conducted 

~)elltiz. Claire: ~j3.rie .hhoda; Herton ['eutsch; lnd S~:.;art w. Cook; Research 
Metho~s in 50ci:d Rel1.ti~ns, Net", York: Holt, Rinehar:. ani hnstcn, 1959, p.50. 
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using similar techniques over similar time-scales are then 

and deductions are made. Perhaps the best example of this 

study 1S Elton Mayo's Hawthorne experiment. 

5.4 THE RESEARCH POPULATION UNIVERSE 

analysed 

kind of 

In research involving a survey such as this, the ideal 

situation would be to have a whole population, failing which a sample 

would be drawn up from a sampling frame. It was decided from the 

beginning of the research that this study must cover the whole of 

Sarawak 1n order to be able to avoid errors and bias 1n the 

conclusion. 

The research was initially aimed at using samples because in 

the earlier stages of the research, not much information was 

available about the entrepreneurs in the country. The sampling frames 

that were available always had their limitations, such as not 

representing the whole state, or only for specific sectors of business 

such as retailing or service only, or that these sampling frames only 

represented entrepreneurs in one particular region of Sara,>~ak. 

After conducting a pilot study, which 1S ex~lained in detail 

later on in the chapter, it was found that the best approach to iVlalay 

and Chinese entrepreneurs '>ffiS to use the membership lists of their 

respecti ve Chambers of Commerce. Even though not all the ~lalay and 

Chinese entrepreneurs in the state are members of their Chambers of 

Commerce, the entrepreneurs constituting the members of these Chambers 

h"ere to be found in all the tm·ms in SaraHak. .-\dded to this, initial 

enquiries revealed that as high as 98 percent of the members of both 
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Chambers of Commerce fell into the small scale entrepreneur category 

as accepted under the definition by the Bank Negara Malaysia referred 

to ln Chapter Two. These two Chambers also have affiliated membership 

from their respective local or regional trade associations or trade 

guilds. For example, the Malay Chamber of Commerce only has 348 

members on its membership list but it has affiliated memberships made 

up of other Malay trade associations. On the other hand, the Chinese 

Chamber of Commerce has a total of 650 members and it also has 

affiliated membership made up of other Chinese trade guilds. The fact 

that all tOl~S in Sarawak are represented by the members of these two 

Chambers of Commerce provided the vital justification for the decision 

to use the Chambers of Commerce as the population for the study. 

The maln advantage of using the membership list of the 

Chambers of Commerce was that all the members in both membership lists 

were known l~here they lived and operated their businesses, and that 

the study had the opportunity of 100 percent coverage of both 

populations, a coincidence which matched the timing of the survey. 

There are now almost 29,000 registered businesses ln Sarawak 

falling under all categories8 • The Sarawak Inland Revenue Department 

estimates for 1987 indicate that about 85%9 can be categorized into 

the small business category, "small" in the Sarawak context meaning 

that the business employs 50 people and below or that the entrepreneur 

used startup capital outlays of M$500,000 or less. Nevertheless, 

SarawaJ{ does not actually have an official or specific system of 

3Departr:Jent of Statis~ics, Pe!'3ng2:Ja:J .oen~i.'lg , Sarawak, Kuching, 13,J7. 

qnterview with Mr. Yeah, ',L, 1 ~rlf:' :Jf the Inland P.evenue Deplrt:ne'1s)n 
:Z.3.1J8Q. 
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categorizing businesses like that practised 1n developed countries 

like Britain and the United States of America where the businesses are 

categorised based on specific guidelines such as employee Slze, 

turnover, etc. Thus, a business regarded as small by the Sara~ffik 

Inland Revenue Department may not be so for example, ~"hen viewed under 

the guidelines set by the American Small Business Administration. 

For the purpose of this research, the "small business" 

category terminology has been defined clearly and so the businesses 

included 1n the sample will clearly have met the requirements set 

forth. No further clarification will be made on this. Since the actual 

list of business registers is not made available to the public, the 

details provided by the registers of the Chambers of Commerce were 

relied upon. 

The choice of survey population for this research contrasts 

with the study by Popenoe who had to use sno~ball sampling when he 

interviewed Malay entrepreneurs in Peninsular tvlalaysia in 1968, even 

though he w~s furnished with a list of entrepreneurs by ~~10 which 

1n the end proved to be inadequate for his intervie~~ and he had to 

be content ~-Ti th snowball sampling. 

5.5 TIm RESEARCH tvlETHOD 

It t,Tas stressed 1n the prev10us chapters that the ma.Jor 

objective of this research 1S to make a comparative analysis of the 

business acti vi ty of the rlalays and Chinese in Sarawak. It has also 

lon~ARAn has ~een explained earlier l~ Chap~er ~cur, 
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been explained In the preVIOUS page that this IS a descriptive 

research. The method employed to conduct the research IS nm,; 

explained. 

Briefly, the ensuing sections of this chapter will discuss 

the research technique used to obtain the data, the development, 

design, and pretesting of the questionnaires; the selection of the 

indi viduals used in the study; and finally, methods used in analysing 

the data obtained from the interviews and the returned questionnaires 

questionnaires. 

In the chapter on the reVIew of the literature, the various 

methodologies used in similar research involving business success and 

failure and their overall context ~,;ere discussed. The two methods that 

are commonly used are personal interviews and mailed or postal 

questionnaires. 

A number of research projects on ethnic businesses and 

business/race relations have been undertaken involving the Malays but 

all these studies refer to the Malays in West Malaysia and the most 

commonly referred to are by Popenoe11 , Charlesworth12 , and Conway13. 

All three used personal interview methods in their research projects. 

Howard and Sharp14 stated that a major advantage of this method IS 

11Popenoe, Oliver; Halay Entrepreneurs: An Analysis of the Social Backgrounds. 
Careers, and Attitudes of the Leading Malay Businessmen in West Malaysia, Ph.D. 
thesis (Unpublished), London, 1970. 

I:Charlesworth H.K.; Role Strai~ in Bumiputr~ Entrepreneurs - Can it Be Overcome 
Unpublished research paper submitted to MARA Institute of Technolo~y, ~1117s1a, 

1974 , 

131~onway, B.M" The Practice .;f Han:ige:llent Developl:lent Ln West Haiay:ia 
Edinburgh. 1975 (Unpublished Ph.~ Thesi3: 

lqoward, K. and LA. Sharp, oD.cit. 
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that a "higher quality" of information is obtained by interviews. This 

1S because many questions that could not be included 1n postal 

questionnaires, because of the difficulty of answering them or that 

the answers could not properly be recorded 1n the questionnaires, 

could be included in the interviews. Thus, an intervie~.; could be just 

a means of getting a lengthy and complex questionnaire filled. 

Interviews are also suitable especially if the number of respondents 

required is smaller than that on postal surveys. 

Another advantage of the interview method is that it allows 

for greater flexibility and control in the process of questioning and 

1n the context in which questions are asked and answers given 

(Labovitzl5 , and Hoinvillel6 ). By using this method, the researcher 

may be able to expand upon questions asked 1n cases where the 

respondents may be puzzled by a particular aspect of the question-

nalre. In other words, the researcher will be able to design the 

discussions to fit the needs and understanding of the respondents. 

According to Black and Championl7 , other forms of data 

collection may share certain advantages ~~ith the interview but none, 

hm-lever, offers such a "unique combination of advantages as the 

interview permi ts". 

15Labovitz, S. and Hagedorn, R.; Introduction to Social Resear"h, McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, 1971, p.53. 

16Hoinville, G. and Jo)'!ell, G. "-ncr others, Survey Research P:'actice, AllC:rl Unwin 
(Publisher), 1978, ~.10D. 

17Black, J .. \. anJ I~hampion, D.J., Methods lr.C I2sues ~r .3ncial Researc~, .;8hn ~iley 

and Scns Inc., 1976, p.3~1. 
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There are, of course, several disadvantages associated t~ith 

using the interview method. One of the major disadvantages, is that, 

open ended interviews are not capable of being analysed statistically 

and thus the analyses of these interviews are descriptive and 

narrative in nature. Howard and Sharp18 warned that: 

"Thought also needs to be devoted as to how they are to 

be analysed in the final research report, otherwise the 

researcher runs the risk of having a wealth of data 

from a set of individually valuable intervierv"S that 

collectively are difficult to generalise from and which 

he cannot afford to repea t I' • 

Thus, a researcher using this technique may end up with a 

set of opinions of the respondents which could not or may not be 

possible to analyse. If the interviews were not properly conducted and 

analysed, the end result could be seen as only a subjective review of 

opinions expressed during the interviews. 

Another disadvantage associated with the interview method is 

the problem of getting the subjects to agree to be interviel.;ed. Since 

the interview t~ill take a longer time when filling out a question

na1re, the subjects may be reluctant to agree to the interview, 

especially if they felt that the subject 1S of no interest to them or 

that they are apprehensive that the interviel..;rer may not respect the 

confidentiality pledge. In the Nalaysian context, this can be a major 

problem especially with Chinese businessmen ~110 can be very SUSP1C10US 

of researchers, especially t..;rhen questions relating to their businesses 

are asl{ed. 

1 8 H 0 \i a rd, K. 3.:J d S h 3. r:;. J ,\ ., 1985, 0 !J. C 1 ~, ~,14 0 . 
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Another rna.Jor problem associated with this option relates to 

the possibility of biassed answers. The subject rnay be inclined to 

gi ve answers that he thinks the interviewer wants. According to Black 

and Champion19 , the validity of verbal responses during the interview 

1S dubious and that" a ser~ous question confronts investigators 

whether verbal responses can be relied upon with any great degree of 

validi ty". Related to this is the problem that the interv-iewer may 

find it difficult to control the interview, resulting in the intervie~{ 

being directed away from its intended direction. Therefore, the 

interviewer must possess the necessary skill and, more importantly, 

the necessary experience before interviews can be conducted. 

Interviews also bring about the problems of how to record 

the information being obtained from the respondents20. No single 

method used to record the interview is "fool proof". For example, 

jotting down notes during the interview rnay distract the respondents. 

If the notes were written up after the interview, there 1S a 

possibility that these notes may contain mistakes, especially after a 

ser1es of interviews were undertruren. Accord~ng to Black and 

Charnpion21 the use of recording devices may also distract and 

sometimes intimidate the respondents. Moreover, respondents may also 

object to the use or these recording devices during the interview. 

Other basic problems with the intervie~{ technique are22 
: 

19 Black, J.A. :1nd Champion, D. J . , 

, 1 ., 1 ' ar.d i,'hanpion, " • .J . " L< '1t'l( J. A. u, 
I.... ... _' I. , 

:bid, 
: :, . lI' ' , 1 '- d TO \,If' 11 ilOlnVll e, IJ. ~n " .-, 

B 1 a'ck, J. A ,,~~ n.i Ch am pi J:1 , 

-., , i ;. 
{,.o;.L , L. ." 1 

n 3~1 
.t-" J.' 

Jp.CIC. t 
') '" P"J " .., t 

r I l:J 0 f 
"1 ,,; il,t- 1\.1.1. l,; I 1 9 i 6 , 
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1. respondent's answers can be distorted either by the personal 

characteristics of the interviewer or by the way he conducts the 

interviews, including the setting and environment in ~{hich the 

interview is conducted. 

2. interviews usually take more time to complete than planned thus 

creating problems on the respondent's time, 

3. an interview takes more time in total because the respondents may 

be spread over many locations. 

During the early period when the idea for this research haS 

mooted, it was first feared that personal interviews would not fare 

well h"ith f:vlalay lady entrepreneurs who would, without doubt be 

Muslims. This is because of the generally accepted norm ln the Muslim 

social order where Muslim women (especially wives) are grossly 

discouraJ~ed to talk to strangers. Surveys conducted in other Muslim 

countries such as the Sudan23 and Turkey24 highlighted the fact that 

only Homen could approach women for interview purposes. The section on 

the conduct of the pilot study later ln the paragraph and the 

subsequent findings from the pilot study explains ho~v this problem, as 

Hell as the many other initial problems, were solved. 

Beside the personal intervieH technique, an alternative to 

the interview technique for collecting data is the mailed or postal 

questionnaire. This method is commonly used in research especially 

like this one ~~here the area of coverage is very wide and time and a 

limited budget impose demands. 

tiRoushdi A. Henin, First Population Census of )''Jdan 1955/1956, '/01.1 (Kharto\liJ: 
Department of Statistics, P.epl~blic of the Sudln, 1960, p. ~OO; fro!! Sjoberg, J, an] 
nett, R., A Methodalogy for Social ReS2:lrch, hrper,~ ~C''; rublishe~s, 19b:j, 

!'Fr9j, F.W., S:.u'','eying Pe3sa.~t .H~~c:.id:?~ in rur.~el, ?ubL~ (cir.icn Quarterly. 2~ 

(Fall, 1963), p.349. 
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Postal questionnaires are a favoured h~y of seeking to 

acqu1re data from a large number of respondents2s. This 1S because the 

questionnaire research technique enables the researcher to obtain the 

involvement of individuals from diverse and widespread geographical 

locations at a relatively low cost in terms of time and money. 

According to Moser and Kalton26, the mail questionnaire is "generally 

cheaper than other methods". It can cost more and taJte longer time to 

interview respondents if they are located far apart from one another. 

A ma,Jor advantage of this method is that, depending on the 

questionnaire design and sample selection, the data obtained are 

suitable for analysis using statistical methods. This 1S especially 

true of questionnaires using fixed-response questions. The fixed 

response items are easy to score and code, thus facilitating the use 

of computers in processing and analysing the data. 

The mail questionnaire technique also has the advantage of 

giving a greater assurance of anon}mity27. Since there is no intervie-

wer present ~~ho can identify the respondents, they may answer certain 

questions more ~~illingly and accurately. 

The mail questionnaire also avoids the inherent problems 

associated with the interview technique; that is intervie~-ler error and 

bias28. According to these authors, the use of the mail questionnaire 

method will result ln the elimination of several sources of intervie-

'SH d K d ~h 1 A i9~~ n'" ,;~ f' 1~3 • c' \~:1 r I an u a r ~ ~ t' I I t J. "" v t l ~L , '- ,.1.." , ... I V , 

n ~ 0 S t' r I ,',,\, and Ka lto n I G, I =-C~ t.:~' r--C.\'~e ~"-, ..:.:~..:.:-:..:..:~ ~.:...::.c,...::.d::....s -'~:.:..:~-.::..:S ~-,"...:.i.=.;:d::..-:.I.:.:..n v;.,.:.e:..:s-.:..t.=.ci ;.L:l:...:.':.=.ci~: ': , 
, 1 9 ,.. ~ ,) : .. 

H ' E· 1-1' 0 n a I "'L~' 0 v' k ';: I Lo n ,} 0 n, ! i J, l" el~e~ann ~uca" • ~ 

l'~bi_if! 

: 8 i bU I 

'" '):::' 'J .t"' I ~ '_' I) , 

n oJ~J 
t' ' ..., V I 
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wer errors, " h' h w 1C may seriously undermine the reliability and 

validity of survey results", 

There are of course several disadvantages 1n employing this 

method. Howard and Sha~9 discusses that, 

"The biggest problem with the postal questionnaire ~s 

that it is only somervnat tenuously a primary" data 

gathering method. The inl-restigator may have no direct 

contact wi th his respondents rmo may interpret his 

questions very differently from his intention". 

Since there is no direct contact between the researcher and 

respondents in the mailed questionnaire method, there 1S no opportun-

ity for the researcher to "probe beyond the given answer, to clarify 

an ambiguous one, to overcome unwillingness to answer a particular 

question or to appraise the validity of what a respondent said in the 

light of how he said it"30. In other words, the mail questionnaire is 

essentially an inflexible method. 

other problems inherent ~~i th the postal questionnaire 

methods31 are: 

1. this method only records verbal behaviour provided that there is 

no interviewer present to observe non-verbal behaviour or to make 

personal assessments concerning the respondents' character, 

2. no control over the environment, date of response and question 

order, 

21Howard,K, and Sharp, J.J" op.oit., 1935, p.13,3, 

1 • v L" A an 1 r,', 0 1 t" ,n" u',,' v "J S e r , ., \.0. c> ~ .1 

1 qs "Jentioned in Moser, C,A. ~0:d, ~;.135-137 I 
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3. the problems of the respondents answering only a few questions 

from the questionnaire; and 

4. difficulty in recording spontaneous answers and the limitations 

of asking only simple and straightfon~rd questions; complex 

questionnaire format will "probably be too confusing for the 

average respondents". 

As a result, the questions to be asked in the postal method 

inevitably have to be short and therefore the quality of the data 

gathered 1S more superficial than that which can be collected during 

the interview. 

"~ important criticism of the postal questionnaire method is 

the low response rates. The response rates ~{ill vary depending on 

factors such as the length of the questionnaire used, the difficulty 

1n filling the questionnaire and the sample used and other factors. It 

1S crucial therefore, for the researcher to ensure that a favourable 

response rate can be achieved. Thus, the researcher must take steps to 

ensure that response rates be not too low; as "too low a response 

rate always raises questions of bias"32 . 

As can be seen from the discussions above, each of the 

research methods discussed has its advantages and disadvantages and 

therefore no sin~le method is completely satisfactory. Both methods 

could, conceivably, be used Hith equal effectiveness in carrying out 

the survey. 

Hm..;ever, factors such as the purpose of the study, the 

environment and the conditions under h~ich the research project 1S 



conducted ~~ill dictate the technique to be used. Apart from that, 

since the study is conducted for the following purposes and under the 

following environment and conditions, the final choice of research 

technique was made to suit the environment and conditions mentioned 

below. 

They are as follows. 

a. The survey 1S conducted in Sarawak; as such special considera-

tions ~~ere made to take into account the political structure of 

the country, the popUlation m1X, in fact the ~~hole environment 

that the two entrepreneur groups are in. In general there 1S a 

mixed response to researchers or research projects of this kind, 

as mentioned by Popenoe33 • In order to secure the cooperation of 

both the Malay and Chinese small business entrepreneurs 1n the 

survey, the method that is considered to be the least disruptive 

has to be chosen to have any reasonable chance of success. In 

this researchers' opinion, the most suitable method of conducting 

the field survey 1S by personal interview. Hm-iever some tmms in 

Sarawak are not as readily accessible such as Limbang/Lawas and 

Kapit because of their remoteness. For these tmms, tHO proposals 

were planned viz; 1) to send the questionnaires by mail, and 2) 

to seek the assistance of a third party (or parties) who is (are) 

1n authority in the area concerned. The latter ~~as adopted and 

llPoDe~oe lade ~ention in his thesis "Halay Entrepreneurs: An A~alJsis or :ne EOC:li 
Ba~kgrouna. Careers 3nd Attitudes of t~e leadi~g Malay EJsinesS~2n i~ ~es[ 
~]lavsi3' where l Malay Jusinessrnan ~lS suspicious nf the motives for his research 
and ;aid he e~ployeri only 7 employees, whereas the actual nu~ber ~as near~~ 70. 
This resea~cher ~ee13 that it ~ould have been the 5a~e if Popenoe had 3u~veyej 
Chinese, Indian O~ ~usinessJen belonging tc the nther racial ca~~J~ities i~ 
Ij 1 . .. 1 aysl3.. 
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the town councillors 1n the both regions were requested for 

assistance to distribute the questionnaires. 

b. Many entrepreneurs, being skeptical and apprehensive about 

talking to strangers about their businesses will be reluctant to 

allow access to certain information or personnel, especially if 

the interview method is used as it will take up a lot of the 

valuable time of these entrepreneurs. 

c. It is this researcher's experience, during the pilot study, that 

the paramount requirement in getting the cooperation from indivi-

duals in the Sarawak business community are confidentiality and 

anonymity. This may cause some entrepreneurs not to return the 

questionnaire forms which are sent to them. This ~""8.S solved by 

having a Chinese to interview the Chinese respondents and this 

researcher to interview the Malays personally. 

d. Part of the purpose of this study is to obtain the V1ews of as 

many Malay and Chinese entrepreneurs as possible and under normal 

circumstances, this scale of research will be considered by many 

as restricted, if not impossible. Hm-lever, since the interviews 

for the Chinese community will be undert~{en by a Chinese and the 

intervieHs for the l"Ialays to be undertaken bv .' the researcher 

himself, then the scale 1S not too big after all and it 1S 

expected that the survey could be covered with more ease because 

the interview method is adopted. 

e. Since the population groups are under the category of "small 

business" and belonging to the :lalay and Chinese communi ties, 

there lS bound to be vast differences In educational, cultural 
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and traditional backgrounds and some limitations are ex-pected as 

to the complexi ty and understanding of the questions. The only 

perceived way of overcoming this was to use Bahasa Malaysia for 

asking questions to the Malays and use Mandarin or the more 

common local Hokkien dialect for the Chinese. 

f. Population groups are used rather than samples. All respondents 

are approached for the interviews and they are given the option 

of filling the questionnaire in the presence of the researcher 

(or the third party, in the case of the Chinese) or they can fill 

ln the questionnaires themselves, and mail the completed 

questionnaire to the researcher. 

5.6 CONDUCTING THE PILOT STUDY 

Black and Champion defines a pilot study as a trial 

in,,~estigation of specific research problem that f.ri11 be treated more 

in tensi ve1y a tala ter da te "3 4 • 

Sproull defines it as "a micro-research study ~~rhich uses the 

same research procedures as the major study and respondents are drah7J 

from the same population but who r..;ri11 not be used ~n the maJor 

stud,y"35. The pilot study serves many purposes Hhich ln this case 

includes tests of the data collection method through the distribution 

of questionnaire and the variables included ln the questionnaire, 

including the issue of ':'lhether the questionnaire had to be translated 

into the local lanorruages. 

1 5 2 r ;' 0 U 11, II a tali ~ \ L.: ~ heR esc 1:-: h ~' r " c e s s. ~ :? C O;;J b, III i no is; xes t ern 
Illiro!s University, p.31~o 
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A pilot study 1S highly recommended even if it is only a 

small one because of time or money constraints. Apart from the above 

reasons, the researcher intended to use the pilot study to ascertain 

the likelihood of certain unanticipated constraints or events ~mich, 

if not ironed out early, could pose greater problems when the actual 

survey is carried out. 

In the case of this research, the biggest problem ex~cted 

from the beginning was how to get the Chinese entrepreneurs to provide 

cooperation in answering the questionnaires issued to them. This 1S 

because the Chinese entrepreneurs are always protective of the 

security of their business, always on the lookout for potential 

troubles which might ruin the standing of their businesses on the 

field and because of this'they always treat any intrusion by anyone 

into their businesses with suspect, especially so when the questions 

asked are those pertaining to how well they are doing. 

5.6.1 How the Pilot Study was Conducted 

The steps taken 1n the conduct of the pilot study \~'as 

similar to the actual survey except it Has determined that the 10 

respondents from each group did not belong to any of the two Chambers 

of Cormnerce who form the respondents for this study. This \,-as done 

because it 1S a rule in the conduct of a pilot study that the 

respondents l,rho filled in the questionnaire forms for the pilot stud;,-

must not be included in the final survey36. 

3 .::J' B 1 k ~ .. eter ac I 
D. J. ; 
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The questionnaires ~~ere also given to four bank personnel in 

Sarawak, two of whom are branch managers and the other two are credi t 

officers whose jobs bring them into direct and personal contact ~~ith 

many Chinese and Malay entrepreneurs, not only from around Kuching, 

but also from the other towns. All four participated fully 1n 

providing comments and suggestions for the questionnaire including 

their opinions on the variables used, the layout of the questions and 

their contents and what they thought had been missed or left out but 

should be included in the questionnaire, especially on the part ~vhich 

relate to the bank and the facilities they provide to the entrepre-

neurs. 

Beside the above, two lecturers from Insti tut Telmologi rvlARA 

who are teaching the subject "entrepreneurship" for the local branch 

campus in Kuching were also invited to view the questionnaire and they 

also made some useful comments and suggestions which were later 

incorporated in the final questionnaire. One of the two lecturers is a 

Chinese while the other is a ~~lay. 

The pilot study was conducted beb,;een January and ~~y 1988. 

The only reason to do the pilot study during this period was because 

this researcher had to be in Sarawak then -and the theoretical 

framework for the choice of respondent population had been decided and 

the working definition for the entrepreneurs to be included 1n the 

popUlation had been decided upon. 

During the conduct of the pilot study, this researcher tried 

to pursue on the idea of approaching the Chinese entrepreneurs 

personally and trying to ask them to fill in the questionnaires. Only 
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10 attempts were made to approach 10 different entrepreneurs but all 

failed. Most of the Chinese entrepreneurs approached for the pilot 

study only asked "Ap3. p3.sal lu mau tan,ya?" meaning "Hhy do you hant to 

ask?" As a result some discussions were made with Chinese friends of 

the researcher and it was them who suggested that the only possible 

alternative was to ask members of the Chinese community themselves to 

conduct the survey and present the questionnaires to the 

entrepreneurs. A Chinese friend of the researcher wno had finished his 

Ph.D in mid-1985 and who was assisted by this researcher ~~hen he did 

his survey on the Malays agreed to help, as a reciprocal gesture. He 

visited ten entrepreneurs and asked for cooperation and out of these, 

SlX of the 10 entrepreneurs approached agreed to fill ln the 

questionnaires. Detailed accounts of the visits made by the friend 

revealed that he only needed to introduce himself ln the Chinese 

dialect and telling the entrepreneur that he was conducting a research 

before the entrepreneurs allowed him to continue with the rest of the 

questions in the questionnaire. 

fill equal number of 10 ~1alay entrepreneurs Here invited to 

participate ln the pilot study. Out of the 10, seven agreed to 

cooperate the very moment they were approached whilst two out of the 

remaining three requested the researcher to visit them another time. 

One did not participate. Since the pilot study ~{as only conducted ln 

Kuching, the Chinese friend t~ho helped to conduct the pilot study for 

the Chinese entrepreneurs used the Holdrien dialect throughout his 

visits. 

There t{as some surprlse t-lhen the pilot study conducted b~' 

the Chinese enumerator revealed that none of the questionnaires ~"hich 
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were translated into Mandarin had been used as the entrepreneurs had 

preferred to answer the English version. Out of the 20 entrepreneurs 

from both groups, there were only two lady entrepreneurs, both of them 

Malays. 

5.6.2 Advantages of Conducting The Pilot Study 

There are many different and varied reasons Hhy researchers 

would want to conduct a pilot study, but ~vhatever their reasons are, 

the chief objective of these pilot studies being undertru{en 1S to 

ensure that the actual survey to be taken later will be as smooth as 

can be. 

Black and Champion lists down four advantages of conducting 

a pilot study, all of which were relevant to this research 1n one ~'i"RY 

or another. 

These advantages are37 : 

1. Pilot studies help to discover the mechanical problems aSSOC1a-

ted with interviews, questionnaires etc. 

2. Pilot studies assist in developing better approaches to target 

populations. 

3. Pilot studies help researchers to develop meaningful methods of 

categorizing data to be collected, and, 

'1. The researcher will be able to determine Hhether or not a more 

substantial investigation of the same phenomenon is h"Rrranted 1n 

the actual study. 

l:Black, James, A. lnJ:h:uilpion, D.J.: ,~'" .." ~ 
'J oJ , ,_" .. " , , 1 ' , , ' . 4 l' ~ 

j(~, pp.:ll- 11.11 
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Sproul138 gave 22 advantages and beside the above, she also 

said that, among others, pilot studies, 

help determine if selected varl'ables th ' are e approprlate ones 

for the study, 

2. provide information which may help with the interpretation of the 

review of literature and related information, 

3. provide a check on the validity and reliability of the instru-

ments, 

4. provide a check on the appropriateness of the statistical tests 

and procedures, and, 

5. enhance the researcher's reputation for thoroughness because 

sponsors are lilrely to be impressed with the professional 

implications of conducting a pilot study. 

Indeed the advantages referred to in the books and cited 

above l~ere reflected in the pilot study conducted for this research. 

As has been mentioned earlier, the main problem expected for this 

research was how to solicit for cooperation from the Chinese entrepre-

neurs l-lho, being the superior entrepreneurial group l~nilst at the same 

time being discriminated against, are ah.;ays suspicious of people ~~'ho 

ask questions about their businesses. The problem h'as compounded by 

the fact that this researcher is not a Chinese because if he Has, then 

they hTould ha':e made some concessions and much suspicion ~,'ould ha\'e 

been alleviated. 

"~ .. 11 \' r . ~9q~ , - t' r a U _ I .:. i.I. Ii" c' I 
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The problems of lengthy questionnaire and unclear ~~ording of 

the questions ~>iere also highlighted by the pilot study. As an exarnple 

of this, during the pilot study the question on Sector of business 

involvement revealed that the expectation of some respondents (16 1n 

all) on the nature of the question was different from what , .. -as 

expected by this researcher. This meant that the word "Services", for 

instance, ~>iould have to be explained further during the actual 

research so that the term would include the building cleaners as much 

as the insurance agent. 

The pilot study which 1S described above however revealed 

one startling finding, and that 1S the Malay (Muslim) lady entrepren-

eurs in Sarawak are liberal in their outlook and they were neither 

reluctant nor hesitant to grant an interview. On the contrary, both 

Malay lady entrepreneurs involved in the pilot study were not only 

very helpful but they also did not show negative attitudes such as 

shying away ~.;hen being questioned. 

Even though the pilot study was only done in Kuching, it is 

sufficient to hold the finding as representative of all entrepreneurs 

In Sarawak. Again the pilot survey was useful and the following 

options have been selected especially for the conduct of intervie~,Ts on 

the Chinese business community. They are as follm,-s: 

Option No.1: Acquiring the Assistance of a Chinese politician 

After the pilot survey in Sara~,,-al\: betHeen Januar:,-- and \ Ia'.-

1988, a Chinese elected !vlember of the Legislati '.'e Assembly ( De!<'J1 



Undangan Negeri) 39 who 1S a close friend of the researcher ~aS 

approached regarding field s~Tey on the Chinese businessmen and he 

had agreed to give his assistance 1n distributing the questionnaires 

to the Chinese community. The relationship bet~een this researcher and 

this Yang Berhorma~ois such whereby this researcher helps in politi-

cal campaigns in the Malay areas during elections. 

Option No.2: Acquiring the assistance of a Chinese Enumerator 

Under this option, the serv1ces of the Chinese friend who 

helped this researcher to conduct the pilot study is again recalled. 

When this friend was doing research for his Ph.D on the l-'lalay 

community in mid-1985, this researcher assisted him in the distribu-

tion of questionnaires and the collection of data from the tvlalays. 

Like the first option, this option also has advantages and 

disadvantages. However, after considering the pros and cons, it 1S 

decided that this option would prove useful on conducting the field 

survey as possible barriers such as suspicion by the Chinese entrepre-

neurs had been greatly reduced. 

n The Members of the Legislative Council or ].9';:'1.1 Ulldangan Negeri 1n Bahasa 
~alaysia are elected through a five yearly state elections. All races are 
represented in the Sarawak Dewan Uniangan Negeri and a detailed descriftion of 
their stature is given in Chapter ~. The:-e are 48 Dewan Undangan Nege:-i ve.1cers ir. 
Sarawak representing 48 constituencies but for future elections, ~nis ~u~b~r ~as 
been increased to 56, an additional 8 constituencies being added after :he 
recommendation of the CO~Dittee on Electoral ~onstituencies of 19~6, ef~ective i~ 
January 1939. 

. "'h -. ' 1 1" ';vQn ~Ol~. elecn,~ 'J'The term ;rang ge;hcf'lllt, melnl.1"g 1 e ,:t, ricr;on~ e, J;'~ I. 

I ' 1 t1 t ... , ~ .,... ''1n fr er'''' T"~ '~r. :epresentative of a :nrtic'Jlar constl~!~enc;. n nor~,L a:i':'-v l
.- •• l: -' • - t ...... , 

'be :;quiv:dent a2fonyml3td is 'B. 
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After deliberating on the above b;,-o options, and after 

consultations with the research supervisor, both options had to be 

employed considering the wide area to be covered. The State Legisla

tive Council Member would provide assistance in getting the support 

from the Chinese Chamber of Commerce in providing with the full list 

of the members of the Chamber and also in getting the assistance from 

the staff of the Chamber itself. This was then followed up by the 

enumerator described in Option 2. 

5.7 QUESTIONNAIRE DESIGN AND DEVELOPrIB-rr 

5.7.1 Survey Technique 

The discussions 1n the above sections concluded that the 

most appropriate method of data gathering for this research, given the 

factors under which the research is undertaken, 1S by using the 

interview method to be supplemented by the postal method for the 

remote tmms or ~"here the respondent decided that he ~"anted to fill 

1n the questionnaire in his o~m time and would post the completed 

questionnaire back after he had completed answering the questions. 

Conducting the research wholly using the postal questionnaire method 

~~as not suitable for this research because of the number of members 

of both Chambers of Commerce which is below 1,000 and if the postal 

survey was used, a .~ood response was not ex-pected. 

Furthermore, postal questionnaire techniques have se\"eral 

factors h"hich the researcher feels as not sui table to be used h"holly 

for this research and they are as listed below. 
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Selltiz41 lists seven factors that can affect the number of 

questionnaires returned using the postal questionnaire technique: 

1. Sponsorship of the questionnaire. 

2. Attractiveness of the questionnaire format. 

3. Length of the questionnaire. 

4. Nature of the accompanying letter requesting cooperation. 

5. Ease of filling out the questionnaire and mailing it back. 

6. Inducements offered to reply. 

7. Nature of the people to whom the questionnaire 1S sent. 

In addition, Bailey42 mentioned three additional factors 

and they are: 

1 . Type of mailing. 

2. Time of the week, month, or year the questionnaire was mailed. 

3. Nature of the follow up. 

To these factors, this researcher has added another one and 

that is "suspicion" by the respondents. The nature of the racial m1X 

of the country and the way they conduct their businesses among them 

~"i th such policies as special rights for the rlalays means that the 

Chinese have ah.,rays to be on their guard to protect their businesses 

lest they give m..,ray too much information which they fear might be used 

against them. This was the opinion of the 10 Chinese entrepreneurs 

visited during the pilot study. The arrival of a mail at their 

doorsteps asking them the questions Khich have been included in the 

II" It',~ I' ;,'h d' II ::i e ,1 J ., , .'., '/ V 0 ."' i1., 
Deutsch, ~. :".] Cook, S,~,. 1959, CD.cit, 

The F:-:?e P~ess. 1" ' 
':; I J~'. 
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questionnaire would be treated with caution. This is why the intervieh-

technique was selected and the interview technique itself had to be 

modified to ease this suspicion. 

Black and Champion43 mentioned that out of the above 

factors, the two factors which are fundamental in deterring respon-

dents from answering returning questionnaires are questionnaire length 

and the questionnaire contents. 

According to Black and Champion44 too, a common belief 1S 

that shorter questionnaires will be returned complete more often than 

longer ones. Even though there are many studies that have been carried 

out to investigate the effects of questionnaire length on response 

rate, there is no conclusive evidence to support this belief. Even 

though these studies do not support the belief, these authors 

"assumed" and said that it is "obvious" that persons eventually get 

tired of answering questions or responding to statements ln question-

na1res as the length increases. Hm.;ever, there 1S no specific 

guideline as to what constitute a "short" and "lengthy" question-

naire. 45 

5.7.2 Questionnaire Contents And Design of the Questionnaire Forms 

The pros and cons of the postal survey method were 

considered 1n depth in designing the content of the questionnaire 

form, and the ~{ay the variables were arranged. The questions used in 

II B 11 c k ,I. A. l n d C h lm pi 0 n I D, J. 197 6, 0 [ • c i ~ . I ~ I 1 :} 6 , 

"I", "" ... 
• .... , '_..L _. 



the questionnaire are structured and mostly close-ended. The 

questionnaire format used in this study were developed from two 

sources viz, 

a. previous studies that had been conducted by other researchers46, 

and 

b. as a result of pre-testing the questionnaire and also the pilot 

study conducted in Sarawak. 

The questions have been designed especially to discover the 

relationships between the attributes of the Malays and the Chinese and 

how these relationships are related to their business attributes. 

Since most of the questions are close-ended, the nominal, ordinal and 

interval scales of measurements are used. 

Where the questions involve using scales, an important point 

to consider 1S that it should include a point for "neutral" or 

"undecided" category. Black and Champion47 stressed the importance of 

including this category because; 

"if a choice is forced ~~nen, ~n fact, the person reall.r has 

specific preference for an ansr.;rer it is easy to see har.;; the 

researcher can end up ~.;ri th data that are questionable of 

their theoretical and substanti ,"e import". 

In all of the scaling systems used, a point of neutrali t~." 

has been included. In consideration of the above factors, the 

questionnaire forms have been designed to be as conC1se as possible. 

'ESuch as C0~W1Y and Pcpenoe. 

I ' ~ 1 !' , " , D T " a eli, L:, ,\. :t:lJ I ~ ~t::l ~ 10 n ! • J • 1 
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The questionnaire lS divided into three parts as belm .. -: 

Part 1: 

Part 2: 

Part 3: 

Personal Characteristics, Family Background etc. 

General Business Activity, Business Experience and 

Involvement 

General Attitudes Towards Business 

No variations were made as to the exact content of the 

questions between the two groups. Questions In Part 1 refer to the 

personal characteristics and upbringing of the entrepreneur, and a 

four point scale method for scoring the anst~ers is largely used. In 

this instance, a point of neutrality is not included because it lS not 

relevant. The reason for this is that the questions are fairly 

straightforward and are descriptive in nature. There are 19 questions 

ln this part and they include such questions as age, sex, marital 

status, family background, where the entrepreneur lived when he t .. -as 

young, size of family, languages spoken etc. 

Part 2 of the questionnaire consists of 22 questions 

regarding the respondent's business ex~osure and general business 

background. The respondent's experiences in business, training under

taken, his initial capital and other questions related to finance and 

the length of time he has been in business are asked. In short, Part 2 

seeks such information as the type of business sector involved ln, 

size of business, capital, customer profiles etc. 

Part 3 contains 5 questions, the nature of t{hich mainly 

seek to study the general opinion of the respondents on certain 

aspects of their business environment. such as their attitudes on 
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joint-ventures beb ... ·een the different races, what they generall.'- think 

of the involvement of the other races in business, their perceptions 

of the degree of help from the government etc. The general oplnlon 

survey is provided with ranked answers based on a Likert five point 

scale and ranged from "strongly agree" (1) to "strongly disagree" (5). 

As has been mentioned earlier in this section, the t<iorks of 

Popenoe, Conway and Charlesworth were used as a guide ln the 

formulation of the contents of the questions. In most cases the 

original questions were adjusted to take into consideration the 

characteristics of the ~~lay and Chinese entrepreneurs Hhich are 

deemed to be predominant in determining the state of one's business as 

Hell as the length of time that has lapsed before the particular state 

is achieved. As was stated in the previous section, qu~stions Hhich 

call for specific disclosures on the part of the respondents are kept 

to a minimum. The questions used in this study were also designed to 

be self explanatory in the event that they wished to fill it in their 

own time. A copy of the questionnaire is included ln Appendix ~. 

From the above discussion, it can be seen that the 

questions were designed to be as concise as possible whilst at the 

same time, easy to execute. All questions require the intervie't"er to 

only circle the appropriate answer indicating the answers as provided 

by the respondent. /\.8 a scaling system is used in the rna.jori ty of the 

questions, most, if not all, of the variables in the research are 

quantifiable. This greatly helped to expedite the coding and anal.'-sis 

of data t.;i th the specific statistical computation explained later on 

In the chapter. 
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The questions are spread over 7 pages. Part of the first 

page of the questionnaire is used to :briefly state the objecti ve of 

the questionnaire together with a pledge of confidentiality of 

information provided and anonymity of respondents. Even though the 

questionnaire is "short" when compared with the "long" ones used by 

Popenoe4 8 and Conway4 9 which consist of many more questions than the 

ones 1n this research, the questions used herewith 1S deemed 

sufficient by the researcher to adequately cover the various aspects 

of business activity of both groups in the survey. 

Another factor that was taken into account is the tone of 

the questions. There are certain questions that the local Sarmvak 

entrepreneurs will not be willing to, or may be prevented from 

answering, for personal or other reasons. The reasons may range from 

not ~~ting to breach one's principles to sensitiveness of the 

respondents as regards their political or other conSC1ences. For the 

former, an example of this is the question which asks the respondent 

the percentage amount of profits he makes out of his business. The 

result of the pilot study on this was not encouraging but this 

question ,~as nevertheless included in the actual survey. For the 

latter, no question reflecting the political views or affiliations of 

the respondents were included. 

Questions which have political intonations have been 

avoided in the final survey, for the reason that issues on politics 

are \-er~· sensitive 1n a multi-racial cmmtry like SarawM. _-'\5 can be 

seen from Chapter Four, Sara~vak has a multi -racial and fiul ti -part:, 

HPOre:l:e, 01i'i€r; London, 19~O, O~'.CH. 

p"On\;:F, B,~" ~h.D thesis, op.cir;. 
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government which is represented by members from all the races found in 

the country. Politicians and leaders of the different races from time 

to time raise issues and questions in the State Legislative Assembly 

on how much their communities benefit or lose when, for example, a new 

piece of legislation is debated and eventually enforced. However, 

there are a multitude of questions that are necessary in surveys like 

these, especially those questions that need to be asked in order to 

prequalify the entrepreneur to see if they fit into the small business 

category. A description of how the entrepreneurs can qualify into the 

research category is made in an earlier chapter. Thus, 1n order to 

obtain more cooperation, questions requiring the respondents to reveal 

specific disclosure are not included. 

As was discussed in the preceding section, anonymity of the 

respondents is of prime importance 1n carrying out the survey. Thus, 

even though the respondents might be interviewed personally, their 

identities are not revealed. There is no intention to record names In 

the questionnaire forms. Inducements to~~rds encouraging the res-

pondents to cooperate are not necessary because the researcher 1S very 

Hell versed Hith local expectations and it is felt that there ~~'ould be 

enough cooperation from both communities to suffice for representati-

veness of the surve~- coverage. 

5.8 PRETESTING TIIE QUESTIONNAIRES 

According to Gorden50 the interview method 1S useful as 

pretest devices for survey questionnaires because: 

5J~'nr,~on D r rr~~rv~e~in;: 5~r~~2~nj reC~~~J~es lnd Tl~~ics, 2evisei ~:ltlS~, 
.. \" ... -'..... , .'1 I ..J • 1 .... 1 - - - <-.:2 I 

H01,:wooi, Illinois. [!C':~ey P:,e~s. 197:, ~.5~, 
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"1. They permit an investigator to explore the clarity of 

questions with the respondents. 

2. They enable investigators to structure responses along 

lines more realistically related to the range of Vle~~ 

as seen by respondents. 

3. They bring to the forefront those questions that, for 

one reason or another, respondents do not ~~t to 

answer" . 

In the case of this research, sample questionnaires ~Yere 

distributed to the f9110wing in November 1988 as a prelude to 

assessing the strengths and weaknesses of the questions so that final 

changes can be made before the questions are posed to the respondents. 

1 ) Senior research students from tvlalaysia then studying at 

Stirling University as well as other people holding key 

posts in various public or private corporations ln Sarawak, 

including the Sarawak Economic Development Corporation, tv~ 

(Kuching Branch), the Hl\RA Institute of Technology, (Sarawal..: 

Branch), and the Ministry of Trade and Industry. The pre

testing involved 20 people including Para.2 below. 

2) As a precaution the sample questionnaire h''3.S also distri bu

ted to b.;o Malay and tHO Chinese entrepreneurs ~Jhose 

business have connections with the researcher's family 

business. They Here informed that it is just a test and that 

their assessments would be used just as a ~uide to the 

~eneral layout and content of the questionnaire. 
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5.9 QUESTIONAIRE ANALYSIS AND STATISTIC.~ MR~illN~ 

5.9.1 Questionnaire Analysis Systems Design: The SPSSX 

With 367 completed questionnaires received at the end of the 

field survey, the task of analysing the results could not have been 

undertaken without the use of some computerised statistical packages. 

The first task was to examine the purpose of undertaking the study and 

the objectives as well as sub-objectives of the research so that the 

appropriate statistical software which can undertake all the required 

statistical analyses can be selected. Three different packages which 

are available in the University of Stirling were reviewed. They are 

STATSGRAPHIC, MINI TAB , and the SPSSX. All the software packages 

mentioned and reviewed are capable of the frequency counts which this 

study requires, but the analyses required is much more than that, so 

the selection had to be done more rigorously. The simplest programme 

was S~~GRAPHICS, which could be worked using a personal computer with 

a minimum of 20 megabytes of memory. The biggest limitation of using 

STATSGRAPHICS, beside it being slow in number crunching on the PC was 

that the pacl;;:age can only work on 60 variables ~.;'hereas the 

questionnaire has 69. Even ~.;ith the simplicity in running the program, 

STATSGRAPHICS was clearly not the right package to use for this study. 

MINITAB, Hhich 1S available on the University's DEC VA\: 

system was next reviewed. After consultation with the staff at the 

eni versi ty' s Computing Department and the Computer Advisor:,>- Unit, it 

~,'as found that even though HINITAB can be used to compute several 

sophisticated statistical analyses, the program ~~aS not po~erful 

enough, especially for cross-tabulation purposes. For that reason, a 

more pOl-ierful progr3J1l t..;as needed and this prompted the re\'iel~' of 
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SPSSX, ~-lhich is far more superlor. The only limi tation ~~-i th SPSSX was 

that it was difficult to master and a considerable amount of time was 

needed to learn the whole procedure of running the softHare. SPSSX 

is also available on the University's VAX system. At the Universit~ of 

Stir ling, one needs to use the VECCE editor to run the SPSSX program 

and this has to be learned separately. In the final analysis, once the 

SPSSX commands and the VECCE editor were mastered, the program proved 

to be the most suitable for the correlation analyses and cross-

tabulation. 

5.9.2 SPSSX Program Design and Execution 

The program has three basic structures, consisting of; 

* Programme File - MURNI.SPX 

(containing the procedures listed below, 
executed individually) 

CROSSTABS VARIABLES - V (LIST) TO V (LIST) 

FREQUENCIES VARIABLES - V (LIST) TO V (LIST) 

PEARSON CORR - V (LIST) BY V (LIST) 

* Data File (Containing the Variable List and Value Label) 

MURNI.DAT 

Results File - ~1URNI. RES 

The data from the questionnaires ~-lere broken into "\-ariable 

codes, in standard 80 colunm computer progrannning coding sheets. The 

computer codes for the questions and the variables ~-lere provided in 

the column at the right hand side of the questionnaire and a ~arning 

note Has included to ad"\-ice that these sections ~"ere not to be filled. 
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A copy of the coding frame and the questionnaire can be seen 1n 

Appendices 2 and 4 respectively. 

5.9.3 Statistical Techniques for the Correlation Analyses 

Since every answer in the questionnaire is quantifiable, it 

was not too difficult to apply the statistical techniques to analyse 

the data. Data obtained from the questionnaires were transferred to 

the MLRNI.DAT file and the SPSSX ~fuRNI.SPX file performed the 

statistical computation. Non-parametric testing ~~s performed on the 

data. These include: 

a. Descriptive Statistics: Used to explain and describe the data. 

b. Measures of Association or Correlation 

The statistical tests conducted were necessary both to 

measure if there are statistically significant relationships bet~~een 

variables and between the groups. At the same time, it also measured 

the strength of this relationship, Slnce the significance tests only 

show that the relationships exist. Coefficients that measure the 

strength of the relationship are called measures of association or 

correlation. 

For this study, the measures of association used to measure 

the strength of the relationships between the variables are: 

1. Phi coefficient 

The phi coefficient 1S used for variables using the nominal level 
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of measurement and IS also knm'lTI as the Yule phis 1. E\-en though the 

phi coefficient is very close to the value of the chi-square, the chi-

square value is not referred to in this case because the research does 

not make any inference from sample SInce the whole population is used. 

The phi coefficient IS used when the two distributions correlated are 

dichotomous. 

2. Gamma coefficient 

Gamma coefficient 1;..;as used for variables using ordinal level of 

measurement and is also known as Yule Q. The gamma coefficient is used 

for ordinal tables which are larger than 2 x 2 or which are more 

familiarly known as R x C tables where R stands for rows and C means 

columns. Present day researchers do not need to compute gamma or any 

of the figures referred to in this study manually any longer because 

all the figures were computed by the SPSSX programme. The gamma 
. 

coefficient value is interpreted similar to Pearson's r mentioned 

below where absolute zero means independence of variables, -1 repre-

senting perfect negative correlation and 1 representing perfect 

positive correlation. 

3. Pearson's Product Moment Correlation Coefficient (r) 

The Pearson's product moment correlation or Pearson's r (as it 

IS commonly called) is used for measuring the association be tHe en 

variables using the interval level of measurement. As IS true for 

/tllII6IJB, r "-arIes from -1 (perfect negati \-e relationship) through 0 (no 

SlSee Yule, G,I),: On the ;,ethoi.o ,]f :l1eE'~~2:;J :he J5sJci3ti}:~ ~ec;;een ~;.ro Jc[:i~i1tes, 
T,,~ 1 ; {) ~ 'I Q"d;.t;('~l ",i'r~ :~,O ~:; p~ ~~~_hJ'~' ",nre" .~'rc~ '" 0 ,1. n a 0 l ~~ 0 J a 1 U I.I'~ I.. l :; ',.J..~. ...J 0 "" l. t: I.. ,," 1".. 1 ~ , .... I 1- I V ' .. ' u. ~ I ....... '....I. ....... t' v \..t. ... IJ 

'~Jildfor~, J,P,; ~und:.;']ent:1~ ::b:isti~,: >. :s;Ghology lnd e:iuc::ion, H:-',,: r'ork: 
~~~ !i r:l:; H i 11, 19 6 ~, D, 3 3 3 , 
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relationship, or independence) to +1 (perfect positive relationship). 

If the r value computed by the computer is very low ( eg . less than 

O.IO), then it is considered as either not empirically or statisti

cally significant. If the r is high, (eg. 0.95 or higher) then it 

will be empirically and statistically very highly significant. If the 

r is of intermediate value (eg., from 0.10 to 0.949) then the result 

is sufficient to be considered as not significant. In the case of 

this study, tests of significance are provided by the printout of the 

SPSSX analysis and for significance purposes, the 0.01 level is used. 

Where the figures fall outside this level, then, the 0.05 level of 

significance is referred to. 

5. 10 LINITATIONS TO THE RESEARCH Al\JD HOW THEY WERE OVERCOtvlE 

In the early stages of the research, many limitations were 

expected which ~m.s thought as paramount and which Hould interfere with 

the proper conduct of the research process. These were; 

5.10.1 Research R~nses 

The problem of finance was the most demanding one for this 

research, considering that the population to be studied are spread all 

over Sarawak and that this research covered entrepreneurs in the h"hole 

country. The Sarawak Government Tunku Alxiul Rahman Foundation which 

provides the scholarship for this study covers ex--penses ~..;hich are only 

adequate for tuition fees, monthly alloh~ces and other ex--penses such 

as h"inter C' lothing, books and monthly allowances and the necessary 

plane ticl,ets to and from Scotland, ~,;hich is only for one 1-(1,\" travel 

only. l yther than that 1 all other allm,.-ances have to be raised 
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personally by this researcher. The expected problem ~"a.s for the travel 

and other ancillary expenses for the conduct of the field surve~

through interviews to the other towns in Sarawak. 

To overcome the additional financial requirement, this 

researcher returned to Sarawak for six months in each of the th'O 

years, the first trip for the conduct of the pilot study and the 

second trip for the conduct of the field survey. For the purpose of 

raising funds during the first trip home for the pilot study, this 

researcher worked as part-time lecturer with the Kuching branch of the 

Mara Institute of Technology, teaching the subject "Entrepreneurship" 

and "Principles of Management". During the second trip for the actual 

survey, this researcher also lectured one subject ~~ith the same 

institution on part-time basis whilst at the same time being paid to 

conduct a small scale research for the Parti Pesaka Bumiputra Bersatu 

(PBB) for its NECC representatives. As a coincidence, most of the data 

required for the NECC that this researcher obtained for the PBB were 

also relevant for this research. The extra funds brought about by 

these two activities were still inadequate and had to be supplemented 

by the researcher's own personal savings. 

Part of the problem of approaching the members of the ~lala~

Chamber of Commerce ~.J"as solved when this researcher c-ias invi ted b:,-

the SEDC Bumiputra Entrepreneur Development Division to present papers 

a couple of times on entrepreneurship and success/failure s)~ptoms of 

business management through the entrepreneurial workshops the~

organise to enhance small business l.n the state. :Iany of the 

participants were members of the :lalay Chamber of Commerce and this 

saved a significant amount of time and mone:,-- because they J~reed to be 

intervie~"ed and filled their questionnaires after the tall{s ~"ere over. 
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5.10.2 Time 

There was also the fear initially that there would not be 

enough time to fully complete the research, also because of the Slze 

of the country. This was overcome by proper planning of the schedule 

of the research from the beginning. For example, as soon as the 

variables were decided upon, the coding frame for the value labels and 

the variable labels of the SPSSX computer programme was designed and a 

dummy run was made on the computer before this researcher left for 

home to conduct the field survey. This saved a lot of time because 

IDlnor hitches on the programme were ironed out within a fe~ days upon 

returning to Stirling University for the actual data procesing. 

5.10.3 The Population 

Initially, the research planned to use samples to be tru~en 

from a sampling frame. It was planned that the sampling frame to be 

used would be derived from several sources including the Business 

Registration Section of the Inland Revenue Department. The Chambers of 

Commerce of the two groups in this study was also included ln the 

original sampling plan. However, ~"hile conducting the pilot study, it 

tyas fotmd that the membership list of the Chambers of Commerce would 

be sufficient and they were found to cover the ~.ffiole of the country. 

As the total membership for the two Chambers did not e:,-::c.'?ed one 

thousand, the plan to use samples h"aS dropped altogether and the ~,-hole 

population ~.;as used instead. This greatly eliminated bias in arri \"ing 

at ans~~'ers which h'ould not ha\"e been representative of the ~,;hole 

countr~; if sampling I;as used. 
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5.10.4 Respondent Bias 

The issue of bias by respondent was deliberated 1n depth. 

This was because the researcher, being a Malay, would have aroused 

suspicion by the Chinese entrepreneurs. This issue has been discussed 

earlier 1n the chapter, whereby two methods were adopted 1n the 

conduct of questionnaires for the Chinese entrepreneurs. 

Out of this, however, another limitation emerged, and that 

1S the names of the persons participating in the conduct of the field 

survey cannot be mentioned in this paper because of an agreement 

arrived at earlier with the persons concerned. 

5.10.5 The Data 

The only major limitation after the ~{hole research has been 

completed lS the naming of sources for a sizable proportion of the 

data referred to. For example, data obtained from the Courts Registrar 

on bankcruptcies could not be published in its outright form. The High 

Court of Borneo hmvever publishes in the local newspapers, especially 

the Borneo Post, and references to court action on bankcrupts are 

related to what has been published. Some other data could not be 

published because of the Official Secrets Act such as on the latest 

land development plans as well as the areas or scale of these land 

development plans. 

5. 11 st~IH\RY 

The research method employed in this area of research 

comprised of personal contact ~d th the respondents and requesting that 
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they fill in the questionnaires in a way similar to the conduct of a 

personal interview. The reasons as to wily this technique is chosen has 

been discussed above. The questions used in the questionnaire form 

have been designed to ensure that the respondents would find it easy 

to complete in the event that they preferred to fill it in their o~,~ 

time, without compromising on the depth of the coverage. 

Factors such as the design of the questions, the anonymity 

of respondents and the choice of questions included in the question

nalre forms have been carefully considered against the objective of 

the research when designing the questions. 

The questions were pre-tested with the help of senlor 

research students at Stirling University using similar techniques 

referred to above but using the postal method for the baru{ officers, 

lecturers and other participants mentioned ln Section 5.8 above 

because at the time of the pre-testing, the researcher ~~s still In 

Scotland. The data collected from these questionnaires ~{ere all 

quantifiable and were processed through the SPSSX package ~"nich ~,;as 

the only computer programme used throughout the research for anal:.'sin!2; 

the data. Non-parametric statistical measurement has been used exten

sively throughout the whole data analysis. 
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CHAPrER SIX 

BREAKDOwN OF FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION ANTI COtvlPARA.TIVE ,\:.\JALYSIS 

6.1 IN~DUCTION 

It has been explained 1n the preV10US chapter that the 

respondents for this survey come from whole population groups, that 1S 

they are members of the ~alay and Chinese Chambers of Commerce 1n 

Sarawak. 

It should be remembered here that this study compares 

characteristics of whole groups within a wider spectrum of population 

groups (the small business entrepreneurs in the whole of Sarm,a,k) and 

the study does not use any particular sampling method. Thus, Slnce 

~vhole groups are used, no hypothesis testing has been carried out. 

This is because when characteristics of populations are compared, an:,>" 

differences are considered real differences rather than a sample 

estimate requiring a probability level. By virtue of its definition, 

hypothesis testing is mostly used by researchers specifically to make 

inferences about populations from samples. Thus, as has been stipula-

ted in Chapter Five, one of the main advantages of doing this type of 

study 1S that there will be no sampling error because there is no 

sampling done. Hm.,rever, as shown by this analysis, this method does 

not eliminate measurement error altogether. 

The Chinese Chamber of Commerce of Sarm,-al{, ~.,jhose members 

consti tute the Chinese group in this study, officiall;." has 6::ilJ 

members! 1n its membership list and the ~alay Chamber of Commerce, 

lData on ',he 1Jembership Gf the !'hinese~ha;;bei of CommerGe 'HS ~:.t~2 1v~;i~~Cl2 ~C'!' 
th ' h ~h ug~ M~ ;~1~ 'n n~p, r'r?~-13n8e writer 1na s~rin~~~ for :~e lS reS,,1!'C ,~ra d , .. , .• L" n, u_. - . 

Sl!'lwak United Peccle's Pl~~Y. ~r, Khor cnce worked as infof1aticn il~i5cn Gffi~e~ 
~ith the Information Depar·Jens In ~uching, 



likewise, has a membership of 3482 • Both Chambers of Commerce, 

however, have affiliated membership in the form of regional and local 

trade associations. Even though most of the respondents requested 

that they complete the questionnaires in their o~n time, some of the 

respondents filled in their questionnaires after attending one of the 

business related workshops and seminars that this researcher gave to 

local Sarm"ak entrepreneurs as mentioned in the previous chapter. 

However, some of the members of the Chambers of Commerce are from 

towns ~"hich are remotely located, so, for these entrepreneurs, their 

questionnaires were distributed by a third party (in this case, a 

Councillor with the local Municipal Council) and mailed back to the 

researcher. The remote towns ~"here the survey was conducted using the 

latter are Kapit and Limbang/Lawas. At the end of the survey period, 

10 Malays and 8 Chinese respondents from Kapit and 8 Malays and 7 

Chinese respondents from Limbang/La~~s were approached using the 

latter method, a total of 33 respondents out of the total of 21 fvlalays 

and 74 Chinese in these two areas. 

The empirical research conducted in Sarawak involved two 

stages. The first stage I conducted during the period between Januar;r.~ 

and May 1988, ~"as used specifically to conduct a pilot study (and pre-

testing of preliminary questions) on the overall research process. The 

second stage, for conducting the actual field survey ~,'hich 

culminated 1n the distribution of questionnaires to the population 

groups in the first half of 1989. During the second stage too, this 

researcher ~.;ras invited to present papers to the local entrepreneurs on 

d :.r ' . b ~ .• h 1 1 1 1" " ;:,0 C ~,," ~ 1" V .; ;0 r " ~, 1 " ;)):n":e: ~r. Sye ;,3.0 ~7ea J u:::-3.n ••. )ca e!1t,:-?rreneu:- .j~ u" .c ..• _, __ ..•• · •.• 

the ~alay Chl~be~ of Co~merce. 
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business related lssues such as on business strategies, business 

failure syndromes and other business management topics and this gave 

the opportunity for this researcher to get to know most of the 

respondents and to get them to fill in the questionnaires. It needs to 

be mentioned here though, that the final survey would not have been 

smoothly conducted without having done the pilot study earlier. 

Details of how the pilot study was undertaken has been presented ln 

Chapter 5. 

In both this and the follow:i.ng chapter, the results of the 

analysis of the questionnaires, the response rate, the profile of the 

rgspondents who nlBke up the respondent population and their chosen 

s~ctor of enterprises are discussed. 

The analysis of the survey presented in the current chapter 

has been prepared along the lines of the objectives of this research 

as presented in Chapters 1 and 2. As previously outlined, the maln 

objectives of this research, that is the comparlson between the 

business activity of the Malay and Chinese entrepreneurs have been 

split into three and they are as follows; 

Objecti \"e 1: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

The comparlson of the general characteristics 

beb~'een the Malay and Chinese entrepreneurs; 

Present age of the respondents, 

The age when the respondents started their businesses, 

The number of years they have been running their o~,n 

businesses, 

d. Level of education achie,,-ed by the entrepreneurs. 
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e. Amount of initial capital used for starting the 

business, 

f. Percentage of own money used in the initial capital, 

g. Number of hours spent on the business per average 

working day, 

h. Who was most influential ln the decision to go into 

business, 

1. The importance placed on government incenti yes on 

the conduct of business. 

Objecti ve 2: The comparlson between the characteristics of the 

family background of the Chinese and Malay entre

preneur based on the following variables: 

a. The status of the family of the respondent ~men he 

~.;as young (measured in terms of income level of the 

father or guardian), 

b. The principal job of the respondent's father (guardian) 

c. The Slze of the respondent's family (measured by the 

number of brothers and sisters in the respondent's 

family) , 

d. The effect of the presence of other family members 

in businesses. 

Objecti \re 3: Comparative Analysis of Other Variables: 

a. The influence of religion on the conduct of 

e\'eryda~r business, 
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b. The importance placed on borrowing for 

additional capital from: 

1. Family members 

11. Friends 

iii. Commercial Banks 

1 v . Other Banks and Financial Institutions 

c. The most pressing problems faced by the respondents 

1. on start-up, 

11. during the first two years of their 

businesses, and, 

iii. at present. 

An explanation of some of the terms used in the questionnaire 

~~ill precede the data analysis so that the results can be made more 

W1derstandable and thus will be better understood. 

6.2 The Variables 

Al together, a total of 69 variables l;rere included in the 

questionnaire ~~hich was divided into two sections. Section.~ has b,,'"Q 

parts and contain 64 variables used to analyse the general 

business/personal characteristics of the entrepreneurs as ,~ell as the 

factors w"hich contribute to the ~..;ay they conduct their businesses 

daily. Section B, ~·;hich contains the third part, was initially meant 

for research into general opinion survey and this section comprIse :J 

questions (5 different variables) but after all resul ts ~,"ere J\:eyed 

into the computer for further analysis, the results from this section 

h"ere e\"entually not included in the SPSSX computation because there 
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~..;ras already sufficient data necessary for answering all the research 

questions used in this comparative analysis. 

6.3 The Statistical Tests Used In this Research 

Data obtained from the questionnaires were entered into a 

computer file (data processing and the coding frame used in processing 

the data is given in Appendix 2). The SPSS-\: (Statistical Package for 

Social Science - Extended Version) computer package in the Universit~~ 

(Stirling) VPUX Mini Computer System which has been explained In 

Chapter Five was used in processing and analysing the data. Several 

statistical tools were used in examining the data obtained from the 

survey. They are: 

a. Descriptive statistics such as frequency distributions, counts 

and standard deviations 

b. Measures of Association for Contingency - Correlation Coefficient 

There were eight open-ended questions "t.Jhich required the 

respondents to provide actual figLrres. An example of these questions 

"tvould be the present age of the respondents and the age at hnich they 

started to do their mm business as Hell as the number of years they 

Here already doing business, and the initial start-up capital required 

for the business. For these questions, the respondents had to fill in 

h'hat they regarded as the right answer. Since all anSHers to these 

eight questions "tvere numerical, they h-ere then recoded. to make SPSS-X 

computation easier. 

The basic purpose of conductin~ the survey and the ensuin~ 

st:J.tist lcal analysis h-as to find if there "t,-as any relationship be7\,i',-r, 
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the groups and the variables, and further to that, to find the 

strength of the relationship. 

Thirteen of the variables (variables 4, ~,6 1- 9 ~1 10 v , ::>, ,::>, , 

11, 8, 13, 34, 35 and 36), by virtue of their measurement, are 

classified as variables using nominal measurement. Five variables used 

ordinal level of measurement (variables 23, 54, 55, 56, 5,) and a 

further five used interval level of measurement (variables 3, 50, 52 

33 and 52). 

Since this research is a study of the comparlson bet",Teen the 

fvIalay and Chinese entepreneurs on their business activity, the 

statistical tests were specifically conducted to measure if there are 

statistically significant relationships between variables and between 

the groups. Further to that, the tests also measured the strength of 

this relationship. Coefficients that measure the strength of the 

relationship are called measures of association or correlation. 

For this study, as has been mentioned and elaborated In 

Chapter Fi \Te , the measures of association ~"idely used to measure the 

strength of the relationships bebveen the variables are: 

1. Phi coefficient for variables using nominal level of 

measurement, 

2. Gamma coefficient for variables using ordinal level of 

measurement, and 

3. Pearson's product moment correlation coefficient (r) for 

variables using the interval level of measurement. 

Out of the total number of 69 variables set out In the 

questionnaire, only the abo':e-mentioned 23 have been selectl~·d to be 
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used for the final comparative analysis which this research deals ~~ith 

based on the objectives set as out above. 

6.4 The Business Sectors Covered 1n the Survey Questionnaire 

As a resul t of the pilot survey, i t ~-m.s discovered tha t 

small business in Sarawak can be adequately categorised into eight 

sectors, viz: Retail, Wholesale, Cottage Production, Handicraft, 

Services, Contracting, Catering and Supplying. This question 1S 

designated as Variable 5 in the questionnaire form. 

Out of the 367 entrepreneurs from both groups ~..;ho completed 

(and returned) the questionnaire forms, only sixteen entrepreneurs 

made further queries on this variable and their queries revealed that 

they were not clear about their sector because they Here expecting 

their respecti~re sectors to be mentioned outright. This would mean 

that, if they ~..;ere retailing furniture, they expected to see the Hords 

"Furniture Retailer" printed in the questionnaire, rather than the 

~,;rord "Retailer" only. Because the number of querles recei ved ,,-as 

small, they ~ .. -ere dealt h-i th individually as and ~,,-hen the respondent 

asked. 

Nevertheless, the sectors are also e~'Plained belol,;r so that 

the reader ~..;ill have a clearer picture of ~..;hat the sectors represen

ted. They are e~'Plained here, the same l-m.y they ~{ere e~'Plained to the 

respondents. A copy of the questionnaire is shohTI in Appendix 4. The 

rest of the questions in the questionnaire did not raise any further 

quer;," . 
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"Retail" refers to the entrepreneurs t~-ho engage in the retail 

trade and covers all products from food to timber to petroleum 

products. 

"Hholesale" refers to the wholesale trade t""here there 1S a 

minimum quantity to any purchase before one can qualify to 

purchase. Products referred to also range from food to timber to 

petroleum products. 

"cottage production" refers to the small scale production of 

-
goods such as woven mats, food items or finished products such as 

polyurethane containers and ancillary parts or components using 

either the home or shop-houses in the outlying areas as the 

production plant. In Sarawak this trade 1S very popular but the 

problem for the authorities is that most of these "cottage 

producers" never register themselves or their businesses. 

"Handicraft" refers to handicraft production. In this case, the 

trade referred to refers to the manufacture (mostly by conven-

tional means using simple tools) of products which are made for 

the gift and decor market, using locally available materials such 

as bamboo and rattan cane. Such products might include baskets, 

gift items in the form of miniature tables and chairs, colourful 

ki tes and beadwork. The target market for such products t..-ould be 

the gi ft shops or other t-lholesalers ,,,,,hose market extends te~,-ond 

Sarawak. 

"Services" 1n Sarawal{ is mainly used to mean the prov1s1on of 

serVlces such as general cleaning (for example office cleaning) 

or the cleaning of h~indm"s for tall buildings. Other ser.-ices 

include grass cuttin'2: and deli ver:,,- or small-time t::.-::msportation. 

This contr.:lsts to the businesses that the term ref2rs to in 
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developed countries like Britain, ~'here the term .. services 

covers a wider spectrum of enterprises such as commission agents 

for insurance, commissioner for oaths and the like. 

"Contracting" refers to general contracting and the word 1S 

synonymous ~,;i th the construction industry, from the smallest 

(such as the one-man plumber business or electrician) to the 

biggest (for example, a housing developer). 

"Catering" refers solely to the food and beverages catering 

industry. It did not include manufacturers or producers of soft 

drinks, where there are quite a number in Sarm .. a.k. The entrepren

eurs 1n this category mostly ran food outlets and the list 1n 

this category includes coffee shops, food shops and other food 

related businesses. The private catering business is popular both 

amongst Ivlalays and Chinese, ~..ri th their own respective markets. 

For the Ivlalays, hm-lever, this sector did not become popular until 

after 1975 from which time there was an 1ncrease 1n business 

space allocation by the local tmm councils and the Sarawak 

Economic Development Corporation ~mo played a major role 1n the 

construction of eating stalls and shopping prem1ses 

"Supplier" refers to the entrepreneur ~..rhose business 1S to bridge 

the gap beb..reen retailers, wholesalers and producers. They supply 

all i terns ranging from office stationery to hard~,are and tools. 

It is not uncommon to find suppliers who only supply fertilisers, 

or someone who only supplies labourers to the timber industry. 

The list of categories included in the business sector 1S 

meant to represent all the businesses ~-li thin the definition of "small 

business" in Sarahclh:, based on the h-orking defini tion ~i ven out ln 

Chapter 2. 
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6.5 PROFILE OF THE RESPONDEN"TS: A~ ANALYSIS OF THE 

FREQu~CY DISTRIBL~ION 

There is a great disparity between the total number busines-

ses owned by the Malays and Chinese in Sarm-78k. This is shm,m by Table 

6.1 below ~~hich is the latest published figures available for the 

country3. The table however, shows the actual breakdown for the wnole 

country and also includes figures for the other major races as well. 

The figures for the ~hlays and Chinese have been printed ln bold 

lettering so as to make it easier for the reader to comprehend. 

TABLE 6.1:INDUSTRIAL INVOLVEMENT OF PEOPLE BY ETHNIC ORIGI~ I%! 

Malay Melanau Iban 

Agricultural/ 10.01 
Forestry/Hunting 
and Fishing 

Mining and 23.56 
Quarrying 

Manufacturing 24.07 

Electricity/Gas 35.76 
and Water 

Construction 11.28 

Wholesale/Retail 11.92 
Trade and Restaurant 

Transport/Storage 20.91 
and Communications 

Pinance/lnsurance 19.0 
and Real ~state 

Servi2es 

~'mmunityijociall 

P~rsonal Services 
34. 30 

4.34 

2.84 

8.76 

4.70 

~.;o 
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Both population groups were given one hundred percent 

coverage, and they fall under identical categories, that 1S the~

belong to their respective Chambers of Commerce operating under 

similar social, economic, geographical and political conditions. Both 

groups are exposed to the same banking, financial ta~ restrictions and 

infra-structure and both groups have the same market coverage for 

their businesses. 

On the basis of membership to Chambers of Commerce, the bw 

population groups are thus technically homogeneous. This does not mean 

that every Malay and Chinese entrepreneur in Sara~ak are members of 

these two Chambers of Commerce. It should be noted, however, that 

there are many more enterpreneurs t~ho are not members of the two 

Chambers of Commerce included in this study, whilst, at the same time, 

members from both groups may still belong to other trade associations 

or trade guilds which protect other interests or areas. Thus, it must 

not be assumed that there is only one Chamber of Commerce representing 

the Malays or only one Chamber of Commerce to look after the interests 

of the Chinese entrepreneurs. These two Chambers of Commerce, hOw-ever, 

are the main ones. The entrepreneurs in the b"o population groups t.;ho 

~,;ere studied may still be members of one of the other trade 

associations and guilds in Sarawak. 

For the Malays, there are other local or regional trade 

associations such as Persatuan Pedagang ~"Jelayu Bintulu and the 

Persatuan .'Iela."!'ll ~'vJiri and for the Chinese there are many other trade 

guilds and other welfare based organisations ~.mich mostl~.- represent 

the Chinese clans and factions found in the country. For example, ~he 

Chinese h'ho speak the Foochoh- dialect ha\'e their Ohn Foochor; Tr3.ders 
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Association; The Heng Hua speaking clan have their own Trade Guild or 

Chamber of Commerce. Then again, there are other bodies which, beside 

also having trade and commercial interests, also cater for welfare and 

religious matters such as the Hun Nam Siang Teng and the Che !wia Iwor 

Moral Uplifting Association, to mention but a few. In fact, at the 

present moment, there are more than 950 different Chinese based clans 

and associations ln Sarawak4 , out of a total of 1710 registered 

associations. The big difference here is that the two selected 

Chambers of Commerce have members scattered allover the country 

whereas the other Chambers are mostly local in composition. 

The distribution of the questionnaires to both groups 

started during the middle of March 1989. For the respondents ,>,;ho 

wished to fill 'in the questionnaire ln their own time, they ,>~ere 

requested to return the completed questionnaires at least two ,>~·eeh:s 

after contact '>~~s made. This gave the researcher one and a half months 

and this period was sufficient to cover the length and breadth of 

Sarawak, taking into consideration the inherent transport and communi

cation problems between the tmms. 

Out of a total number of 348 questionnaires distributed to 

the members of the Malay Chamber of Commerce, the number of ~1alays ,>,~ho 

participated and completed their questionnaires Here 204. For the 

Chinese group, 163 questionnaires Here returned out of the 650 in the 

population. "~l the members on the membership lists of both Chambers 

of Commerce ,>~ere approached, giving a 100 percent coverage. 

I ~ 0 u r c e: r ~ eRe d s t :':; r J f Soc i e tie :l, Sa.:' a '''; a k P r :.:: c h t U j 9 . 
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All the questionnaires hereby analysed were received before 

the end of April. When no more questionnaire forms were seen to be 

forthcoming then, one final effort was made during the period bet~een 

the 1st and the 15th of May to contact as many of the members as 

possible to find out if those who had not returned their question

naires would do so. Some of the entrepreneurs contacted made promises 

but no other completed questionnaire forms were eventually recel

ved. There were no reasons provided as to why many more entrepreneurs 

did not return the forms. 

Simple percentage calculations shows that the response rate 

was 25% for the Chinese and 58.5% for the Malays. However, it has been 

mentioned in Chapter One that this is a Descriptive Research, so for 

that matter, all the returned questionnaire forms were included ln the 

statstical analysis. 

As has been said earlier, most of the ~hlays were approached 

personally by the researcher with the exception of those entrepreneurs 

~"hose businesses are located in Kapi t and Limbang/Lawas (33 ln all), 

whose questionnaires were handed out to them through a third party. A 

total of 76 ~Ialay respondents filled their questionnaires irnmediatel~

after attending the business workshops and seminar lectures mentioned 

ear lier in the chapter ~.;rhich this researcher gave out to members of 

the Mala~r Chamber of Commerce during the first six months of 1989 ln 

Sara~"aJ{ and the rest (excluding for Kapi t and Limbang/Lawas) h'ere 

approached separately and their questionnaire forms were gi ,,-en ln 

person. 

' .. lhere the questionnaires ~.;rere distributed after the 

business lectures, this was done in such a manner that as soon as 

lectures h'pre over, the questionnaires ~.;ould be d"i stributed to the 
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participants and they were given ample time to answer all the 

questions and this researcher would then help to ex-plain any part of 

the questionnaire that required further explanation. Some of them 

eventually took the questionnaires home to be filled In their o~,n 

time. 

As said earlier in the Chapter, the job of distributing the 

questionnaires for the Chinese group was done by the Chinese friends 

of the researcher, one of ~~hom lS a influential figure in the Chinese 

political circles in Sarawak and the other enumerator lS a friend ~~ho 

has completed research for his Ph.D and whose research ~~s assisted 

by this researcher when he was doing his research on the ~lala:'T 

community during the period between 1984 and 1985. 

Almost all the Halays (96 per cent) chose to' anSh-er the 

questionnaires Hhich had been translated into Bahasa ~'1alaysia5. For 

the Chinese, none of the questionnaires which had been translated into 

Mandarin6 was used. They had preferred to answer the English version. 

This was not at all surprising because the questionnaires had been 

designed In such a way that most questions Here gi \-en numerical 

answers and they only had to circle the answer of their choice and 

furthermore all schools in Sarm .... "3.k teach as ~..;rell as use the En<:?;lish 

language extensively, ~..;rhether using Bahasa ~lalaysia or Chinese as the 

medium of instruction. 

l ' r, ke "n' em ~~U~'l·l ,Vj~i,~y, ~~~h :~e Q"ilinal meanin~ of ~he fcrei~~ . ~ , ;, ::J a '. ,ll _, _ . ~.l "" 

1 e f : i n t a: t, , 
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6.6 DISTRIBlJTION OF RESFDNDENTS BY LOCATIO~ A\1) Rt\CE 

Even though Sarawak is divided into nlne Adrninistratiye 

Divisions, the ninth Division, Samarahan, only came into being at the 

end of 1988. The towns of Limbang and La~-laS in the Fifth Di vision ~"ere 

grouped into one because they are both located at the northern tip of 

Sarawak and they are also administered by the same Resideni based ln 

Limbang. The overall breakdown of the locations of entrepreneurs ~;ho 

participated in this sur.ley is as shown in Table 6.2 belm,;. 

TABLE 6.2: BREAKOOWN OF THE LOCATION OF RESroN1)EN"TS 

MALAYS CHINESE TOTAL % 

Kuching 91 88 179 48.8 

Sri Aman 11 9 20 5.4 

Sarikei 8 8 16 4.4 

Sibu 34 26 60 16.3 

Kapit 10 8 18 4.9 

Bintulu 12 8 20 

l''liri 30 9 39 10.6 

Limbang/Lawas 8 
~ 

I 15 4.1 

TOTAL 163 367 100.0 

Table 6.2 shows that out of the total of 367 respondents ~~"ho 

returned their questionnaires, about half (48.8%) of the respondents 

have their businesses based in Kuching ~,;hilst almost all the other 

f \" . tm~11s had almost equal representation with the exception 0 . ,lrl , 

h"here 30 l'Ialays participated compared to only 9 Chinese entrepreneurs. 
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6.7 DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS BY SECTOR/Ri'1~CE 

There are only eight identifiable sectors t{hich fit small 

businesses in Sarawak. The breakdown of Malay and Chinese entrepren-

eurs by sector is as shown in Table 6.3 below. As can be seen from 

Table 6.3, the biggest number of respondents are involved in the 

retail trade, that is 156 respondents (42.5%). This, in actual fact, 

is reflective of the business structure of the Sara~.;rak econom7>"", ~~'here 

retailing makes up 75% of the total registered business registrations. 

TABLE 6,3: BREAKDOWN OF SECTOR OF INVOLVEMENT BY RACE 

( Percent. 
Sector Malays of Malays) Chinese 

( Percent, 
Ol Chinese) 

% ,)l 
Total 

Sector 
Total 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Retail 78 38,2 78 47.9 40 , ~IJ 
. ~" 
1 u ~ 

Wholesale 20 9,8 1 ~ 10.4 10, 1 ' , 
i. I <J 

Cottage Prod, 23 11. 3 o ~ , v 6.5 ~4 

Handicraft 11 5.4 a 5 ,5 ' I :0 
" 

~, r 

Services 20 9.8 5 3 , 1 5.8 ," r 
u c 

ry~ 13,5 1"" j 5 Contracting 2 Y 11. 8 ' ~ 

"" ~," 

7 . 4 1~ 7 , 4 1 I I)~ 

Catering 15 ' I <t .:., 

13 1 : , 7 1 n'l 

Sljpplier 13 5,4 ~ I I J J 

---------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------
TOT,\ L 204 100,0 1D3 100,0 100,0 

n ,~ 

,; 0 i 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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6 • 8 OBJECTIVE 1: THE COr"1PARISON OF THE GENERAL CHARACrERISTICS 
BETWEEN THE NALAY .ANTI CHINESE ENTREPRENElJRS 

6.8.1 

a. Present age of the respondents, 

b. The age at Hhich the respondents started 
their businesses, 

c. The number of years already running their mm 

businesses, 

d. Level of education achieved by respondent, 

e. Amount of initial capital used for starting the 

business, 

f. Percentage of own money used in the initial capital, 

g. Number of hours spent on the business per average 

working day, 

h. Who was most influential ln the decision to go into 

business, 

i. The importance placed on government incentives on 

the conduct of business. 

Analysis of the Present Age of the Entrepreneurs by Race 

The returns from the questionnaires show a complete rever-

sal ln the frequency distribution beh"reen the Chinese and ~1alay 

entrepreneurs in the stu~y. There were more Malays below the age of 30 

(123 Malays[60.3%] compared to 51 Chinese[31.3%]) whilst there were 

more Chinese than r-..1alays in the age bracket of above 30(112 Chinese 

[68.7%] compared to 70 r-..lalays [39.7%]). This result tallies hTith the 

results of the stud,v made by Mahmud8 on 73 Malay and 71 Chinese 

entrepreneurs in Peninsular Nalaysia between Narch and June 1976 ~;hich 

o 'd 1 ,~ . D" • ') , . A' '~anmu , Abdu Aziz: ~31ay jnc~epreneursnlp: ,:ODlems In JevelopI~g lJ~ 

E,~Di~ical Analys!5, Prime Hinister~ s Department, Kuah Lumpur, 1='GC3.2S~C1n 

No.7, ~o\'ernber, 1181. 
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also revealed that there ~vere more Malay entrepreneurs below the age 

of 30. 

Both the results of this research and that of :--lahmud' s shm ..... 

that there has been a shift in the age at which Malays start their 

businesses, as concluded in a study by Nagata9 (1972), h-hich found 

that almost 80 percent of the Malay entrepreneurs 1n Semenanjung 

Malaysia involved in her study in 1972 were from the 40 - 60 year old 

bracket. Nagata's study also revealed that a significant number of the 

~hlay entrepreneurs up to 1972 claimed to have started their 

businesses mostly as a hobby (more than 80%), something to pass the 

time with after they have retired from their jobs. 

The result in this research then confirms the ne~mess of 

entrepreneurship among the Malays in Sarawak. The HOrd "'nel"ness" 1S 

used here tQ mean that most of the Malays went into business as a 

result of the call by the government for Malays to enter into business 

after the implementation of the New Economic Policy in 1970. 

TABLE 6.4: ANALYSIS SHOWING PRESE."l-ff AGE DISTRIBUTION 
OF RESPONDENTS BY RACE 

Nalays % Chinese % 

21 - 29 123 60.3 51 31.3 

30 - 39 71 34.8 81 cl:9.6 

40 - 49 8 3.9 29 17.8 

49 above 2 1.0 ? 1.3 ..... 

-------------------------------------
TOTAL 204 100.0 163 100.0 

-------------------------------------

• ,\"'1 11 39 .. ·1'1 1 J { .... , ~ p,,, - 11 'I "" I 
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6.8.2 4~alysis of the Age at ~~hich the Respondents Ventured 

Into Business 

The question of ~~hat age the respondents were when they went 

into business was also asked to the respondents. The results of the 

survey 1S as shown in Table 6.5 below. 

TABLE 6.5: iWALYSIS SHOWING AGE OF RESPONDEl'rrS \\'HEN STARTI\TG 
INTO BUSINESS 

Malay % Chinese % 
(n = 204) (n = 163) 

Up to 25 years 65 31.9 22 13.5 

26 through 35 95 46.6 129 79.1 

36 through 45 33 16.2 12 ~ 1 
I • "t 

46 thru Hi 11 5.4 

For the youngest age-group, that is for the age-group "Up to 

25", there were 65 LYlalay respondents (31.9%) compared to 22 Chinese 

(13.5%). The biggest group of Malays (95 respondents or 46.6%) was 

found 1n the category of age-group between "26 and 35 years" 

compared to 129 Chinese respondents (79.1%). 11 LYlalays (5.4%) started 

their business at age 46 or above and there were no Chinese found 1n 

this category. The figures shm·m by Table 6.5 above, hm~'ever, can 

nevertheless be used to deduce that the older Chinese entrepreneurs 

were not too keen to participate in this research. This deduction 1S 

made after this researcher ~I/aS told by a member of the Chinese Chamber 

of Commerce that at least 50 percent of the Chamber's members are aged 

45 and above 1 0 • 
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6.8.3 Analysis on the Number of Years The Respondents Have 
Been Running Their Own Business 

It was a condition for the respondents 1n this research that 

only those who had been in business for a minimum of four years ,,-ould 

qualify as a respondent. This h~S laid down as a condition because 

research on small business entrepreneurs elsewhere has sho~Yn that an 

entrepreneur ~~ho can survive past the first four years of their 

business life are considered as successful and the unsuccessful ones 

would have been phased out before they reach the four year hurdlel1 • 

Even though Dun & Bradstreet uses the two year minimum trial 

period for a business to survive before its fate is knmm, in Sarm{al{, 

however, interviews with three ~ocal bank managers indicated that they 

would consider four years as a more sui table period in ~.mich to judge 

whether a business was going to survive or fail12 • The results of the 

survey on length of business 1S as shmm in Table 6.6 below. 

TABLE 6.6: ANALYSIS SHOWING NUMBER OF -YEARS ALREADY OPERATING 
THEIR OWN BUSINESSES 

l"lalays % Chinese % 
(n = 204) (n = 163) 

4 - 10 years 129 63.2 54 33.1 

11 - 20 years 67 32.8 81 -19.7 

21 years and above 8 3.9 28 17.2 

l n B ' I '1 1 "" s ~~il"rps r'"" r-"O l'n1r~·~ 'Jun,~ :;:1street nc, compLes ?nnua reports Ior CUSlnes l",~ '-'. _ ••. --''-., -~-. 

States and the definition of busine3s failure used in this stldy fellows tteir~ 
which puts a two year cut-out period, beyond which a business ~as bett2r :hances 
;;f survival. Source: Dun! Br?cstreet, I.e. The Business Failure gecord, lng. 

Pi 15 I 

. , 
L. ~ I 

::;'j'"J'''I,j-''l 1I11~"'r~:3. Jc.r"li, 
_' J.. j.j ..l '_ .L •• ~ ~ ..... " .. ' I"" •• 
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Out of the 204 tvlalay entrepreneurs who completed their 

questionnaires, 129 had only been in business for a period of less 

than 10 years (63.2%) ~~hilst for the Chinese, almost 50% of their 

group (81 people) have been involved in business for periods of more 

than 10 years. This also confirms the validity of the figures found 

1n Table 6.4, reflecting the fact that entrepreneurship among the 

:vlalays is a new phenomenon, new, as used in this context, meaning that 

most of the Malays started to get involved in entrepreneurship after 

the inception of the New Economic Policy. 

Only eight of the 204 ~lalays who responded have been 1n 

business for 21 years or more whilst for the Chinese, there were 28. 

6.8.4 ,Analysis on the Academic Achievement of Respondents 

For this variable, four categories of academic achievement 

have been included and they are; 

Value Academic Level Achieved 

1 . Primary only 

2. Up to Secondary Only 

3. Up to College or University 

.t. Professional 

The breakdown of the results 1S shown 1n Table 6.7 below. 

TABLE 6.7: ANALYSIS SHOWING ACAD10H C ACHIEVEJvlENT OF RESFONTIE',ITS 

Value Level :Vlalays % Chinese % 

(n=204) {n=163 

1 Primary only 42 20.6 23 1l.1 

2 Up to Secondary 106 52.0 /0 16.0 

3 Up College University 
,,~ 13.2 50 30.7 to or ~( 

I Professional 11 5.1 15 9.2 

0 :lissing Cases 18 8.8 
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The Sarawak education policy follows that for the ~"hole of 

Malaysia and there is compulsory education for all children for a 

total of 11 years, from age seven. From the table above, it can be 

seen that there is some degree of similarity between the proportion 

of education breakdown for the two groups, except b~-o things: 

1. that 18 tvlalays (8.8%) did not answer this question ~.;hilst all the 

Chinese did, and, 

11. that the frequencies show that there are significantly more 

Chinese who had attended either College or University (50 

respondents or 30.7%) as compared to the Malays (27 or 13.2%). 

Most of the Malay and Chinese entrepreneurs however, at 

least attended secondary education (106 ~1alays or 52.0% as compared to 

75 Chinese or 46.0%). 

6.8.5 Analysis on the Am01..mt of Initial Capital Used 
During Start-up 

The next variable 1S the amount of capital initially used by 

the respondents for their business start-up. Bearing in mind that this 

research attempts to study the small scale ~1alay and Chinese entrepre-

neurs wi thin the definition set out in Chapter TIm, fi ve categories 

of amounts were provided and the respondents ~~ere required to circle 

the value 1n which their start-up capital ~~aS categorised. The 

possible answers provided for the respondents h-ere as folloh's: 

Value Amount 

1 - tfp to ~1$25, 000 -

.) - ~1$25, 001 to ~J$50, 000 ..... -

3 - ~J$50, 001 to ~1$75,000 -

·1 - :1$75,001 to ~1S 100,000 -

5 - \1:3100,001 and abo"\-e -
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The result of the statistical computation on the returned 

questionnaires for this variable is shown in Table 6.8 belo~. 

TABLE 6.8: ANALYSIS SHOWING COt'v1PARISO~J BETi .. tDI _-\:.\lOt~l 
OF START-tJP CAPITAL 

Malay % Chinese % 

Up to N$25,000 128 62.7 59 36.2 

rl$25,001 to N$50,OOO 56 27.5 59 36.2 

M$50,001 to M$75,000 13 6.4 18 11.0 

M$75,001 to M$100,000 5 2.5 19 11.7 

M$100,001 to above 2 1.0 8 4.9 

The results above shows that 128 rlalay respondents (62.7%) 

used initial capital of M$25,000 or less compared to 59 Chinese 

(36.2%). For the next category, that is for amounts bet~{een rlSe5,001 

and M$50,000, there were 56 rlalays (27.5%) compared to also 59 Chinese 

(36.2%). For values between N$50, 001 and rl$75 , 000, there ~ere 13 rlalay 

respondents (6.4%) compared to 18 Chinese (11.0%) but for the last 

category, that 1S for values of N$75, 001 to r1$100, 000, there Here 

almost more than 3 times more Chinese respondents than Malays (19 

Chinese or 11.7% compared to 5 rlalays or 2.5%). For the highest 

category, there Here 2 rlalays (1.0%) compared to 8 Chinese (4.9%). 

The study by Mahmud13 also showed that about 60 percent of 

the rIalay entrepreneurs in his study utilized startup capi tal of 

1Y1$?5 000 d b IOT_T and 11'l-ew1' se t.here l·Tere mOI~e Chinese utilizin~ l,-., an e w, \., - , 

startup capi tal of tvl$25) 000 and more. 

ljV'1r'''l'~ ·b·~',l h7~fT' 1~~'."1·:- •• ::.t3. 
, •• j .I t l.i, ."\ 1...1 ,",.Ir. j ~ ... ~. ~ _ ... \C .. 
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6.8.6 Analysis on the Percentage of Own rloney in Initial 
Start-up Capital 

As a follow up to the question on the amount of initial 

capital used during start-up, the respondents were also asked what 

percentage of the initial capital was their o~n money. The results of 

the analysis is as shown in Table 6.9 below. 

TABLE 6.9: ANALYSIS SHO\VING PERCENTAGE OF OwN MJNEY 
IN INITIAL START-UP CAPITAL 

Malay % Chinese % 
(n=204) (n=163) 

None 6 2.9 

Up to 25% 41 20.1 39 23.9 

Up to 50% 56 27.5 56 34.4 

Up to 75% 36 17.6 33 20.2 

Whole Amount 65 31.9 32 19.6 

Nissing cases 3 1.8 

Six Malays (2.9%) started their businesses ~~ith none of 

their own money in the initial capital, compared to no Chinese falling 

into that category. There were 41 Malays (20.1%) compared to 39 

Chinese (23.9%) who used up to 25% of their own money. A further 56 

Malays (27.5%) and also 56 Chinese (34.4%) used up to 50% of their own 

money. Higher up the scale, 36 rIalays (17.6%) and 33 Chinese (20.2%) 

used up to 75% of their own money, and where respondents used all 

their o~m money for the initial capital, there were 65 Malays (31.9%) 

compared to 32 Chinese (19.6%). All the Halays answered this question 

while there ~~ere 3 missing cases for the Chinese. 

The only logical e:x-planation as to ~~hy there were many more 

~Ialays than Chinese l~ho used their mm money t"nolly to start their 
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businesses was because of the small amounts that the ':1alays used ln 

the initial capital layout. Nagata's14 study found that 90 percent of 

the Malay entrepreneurs in Peninsular Malaysia either took out small 

loans of up to ~1$5, 000 or resorted to their life-time sa\"in~s for 

starting their businesses. A further breakdo~m of the frequenc~r of the 

ini tial capital layout explains this point and this breakdmm is shm"n 

below. 

Value of Capital (N$ ) Malays Chinese 

1,000 
3,000 
3,500 
4,000 
5,000 
6,000 
7,000 
8,000 

10,000 

TarAL 

8 
4 
4 
2 

14 
6 
2 

14 
10 

-------

64 
-------

9 

1 

5 
5 

20 

The above breakdown sho~vs that even for capital inputs of up 

to N$10,000, there were already 64 Malays compared to only 20 Chinese. 

This explains why many more Malays did not borrm.; for the initial 

capi tal compared to the Chinese. Table 6.9 shm..;s that more ::-1a1a;.-8 used 

their o~n personal monies for the ~.;hole of their startup capital. 

6.8.7 Analysis of The Number of Hours Spent Daily· on the Business 
(average working day) 

Variable 58 in the questionnaire fonn asl\:s the question of 

hm.; many hours the entrepreneurs spend on their businesses In an 

a\'erage day. They h'ere asked to fill the actual nlunber of hours tht.'~· 

~.1141. 
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did spend on their businesses in the questionnaire but in order to 

make the analysis of the computation by the SPSSX easy to analyse, the 

final ans~.;ers were recoded in the following manner. 

Value No. of Hours 

1 Low through 8 hours 

2 9 through 15 hours 

3 16 through high 

The breakdown of answers pro~rided by the two groups are 

presented in Table 6.10 below. 

TABLE 6.10: ANALYSIS SHOWING COfvlPARISON BETWEEN Nl'r-'1BER OF HOllRS 
THE RESPONDENTS SPEND ON THEm BUSINESSES PER '··laRKING DAY 

Low through 8 hours 

9 through 15 hours 

16 through High 

Nalay 
(n=204) 

34 

166 

4 

% 

16.7 

81.4 

2.0 

Chinese % 
(n=163) 

3 1.8 

153 93.9 

The number of Nalay entrepreneurs ~'ino spend 8 hours or less 

on their business 1n an average ~""orking day is 34 (16. 7%) compared to 

only 3 Chinese (1.8%). This figure 1S rather high comparatively 

bebveen the two races. There ~""ere 166 Malays (81.4%) h'ho answered "9 

throu..gh 1 S hours" compared to 153 Chinese (93.9%). For the third 

category, that 1S "16 through High", there were 7 Chinese answers 

( ~ • 3% ) compared to 4 for the fvlalays (2. 0%) • 

6.8.8 ,\nalysis on 'vbo Was Nost Influential In The Decision 
To Go Into Business 

For this variable, the study at tempts to lU13.l~.-se ~hC' 

question of h-ho influenced the respondent most in arri \'in~ at the 
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decision to venture into business. Four likely answers were provided 

and they are (1) Immediate family, (2) Other Relatives (3) Friend, 

and (4) No One. The breakdown provided by the returned questionnaires 

are shown in Table 6.11 below. 

TABLE 6.11: ANALYSIS SHOWING WHO I:NRUENCED THE RESFDN'DENTS MOST 

Malay % Chinese % 
----- -------

(n=204) (n=163) 

Immediate Family 69 33.8 82 50.3 

Other Relative 55 27.0 56 34.-1: 

Friend 48 23.5 

No One 32 15.7 25 15.5 

From the frequency distribution provided by the table above, 

it can be seen that 69 Malays (33.8%~ and 82 Chinese (50.3%) said that 

they were influenced by an immediate family member. There Here 55 

rvlalays (27.0%) and 56 Chinese (34.4%) Hho said they were influenced by 

other relatives. None from the Chinese group said they were influenced 

by friends while there were 48 Malays (23.5%) who said they ~.,rere. 

In the las t category, 32 Malays (15. 7%) said they ~-;ere not influenced 

by anyone, compared to none for the Chinese group. 

6.8.9 Influence of Government Incentives on the 
Conduct of Business 

There are many incentives offered by the government for 

small businesses In Saraw"8.k, such as provlslon of "special loan 

schemes", tax incentives, free consultancy and advice through the 
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semi-government agencies like SEDC15 and STIDC16 and others. 

For this variable, a five point rating scale from 1 (most 

important) to 5 (not important at all) ~~as used. On the scale, the 

value 3 Has used to denote a neutral stand. The results provided b~-

the returned questionnaires is as shmm in Table 6. 12 belmv. 

TABLE 6.12: Al\,JALYSIS ON INFLUENCE BY GOVERNl"lENT INCEN"TIVES 
ON DECISION TO GO IN1U BUSIN~SS 

Malay % Chinese % 
Host Important 128 62.7 1 0.6 

Important 54 26.5 

Neutral 

Not Important 16 7.8 25 15.3 

Not Important At All 6 2.9 137 84.0 

From the table above, it can be seen that 128 Halays (62.7%) 

regarded government incentives as "Most important" in determining 

their decisions to go into business, whereas only 1 Chinese respondent 

(0.6%) chose the same anSHer. 54 Malays (26.5%) chose "Important" 

compared to none from the Chinese group. No answer ~"3.S recorded from 

both groups for "Neutral". 16 ~Ialays (7.8%) and 25 Chinese (15.3%) 

h ·' h bo d f th I 13i Chinese c ose "Not Important. At t e ttom en 0 e sca e, 

(84%) considered ,government incentives as "~ot important at all" 

compared to only 6 fvIalay respondents (2.9%). 
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6.9 OBJECTIVE 2: THE COivlPARISON OF THE FA'·HLY R-1LEGRC'l~.1)S OF 

THE tvIALAY AND CHIl'-JESE ~TELRS 

The following variables have been given preference In the 

study on the background of the ~~lay and Chinese Entrepreneurs. 

6.9.1 

a. The status of the family of the respondent Hhen he 

was young (measured in terms of income level of the 

father or guardian). 

b. The principal job of the father or guardian of the 

respondent. 

c. The size of the respondent's family. 

Analysis on Family Status of Respondents 
When They Were Young 

The social status of families in SaraHak in general can be 

grouped under four different categories. These ~..;ere eA-plained In 

detail to all respondents, including the 33 respondents in the tm,ms 

of Kapit and Limbang/Lawas where the questionnaires were distributed 

by the tmm councillors. 

I . The High Income Group 

The high Income group In this case means that the breadwinner h-ho 

supported the respondent (and the rest of his family) had an Income 

equivalent to Division A scale following the government salary scale. 

Under this scale, a person with a Division A salar;.~ y.,"ould have a 

minimum take-horne pay of ~'l$1, 100. This means that even if the 

bread~..,rinner Has not employed by the government, his income (be it as a 

trader or Horking in the pri ,,-ate sector) ~.;ould have been ecnli ,,-alent: t,-, 

the Go\-ernment scale or thereabouts. E\-en though this onl~- amounts to 

aroillld £350, it is still considerabl~- significant in Sara~.;ah: because 
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of the low prlces of food and other daily necessities I ln genera . 

Furthermore, someone wi th a M$l, 000 take home pay ln Sara~m.k ln the 

1960s would survive similar to someone who was earning £1,000 ln the 

UK. The respondent's family would almost certainly possess a car and 

own their own detached house. 

11. Upper Level Middle Income 

Under this category, the breadwinner in the respondent's family 

would have had a take-home salary equivalent to a Division B scale 

following the government salary scale, meaning that his pa:- ~muld have 

been beb"een M$650 to $1,100 or more, depending on the length of ~-ears 

he had been working. The type of job falling under this category 

includes Senior Clerks and Assistant j\dministrative Officers. 

111. Lm"er Level Middle Income 

Comparing with the government salary scale, this category ~;ould 

fit the Division C scale of pay. The types of jobs falling LIDder the 

lower middle income category includes such jobs as clerks, typists, 

rank and file officers (for example immigration and custom officers). 

The range of take-home income expected in this category 1S beth-een 

[vJ$350 to tvl$650 but the pay could reach as high as :-1$1,000, depending 

on the seniority. 

1 \- . LOh' Income Group 

S a1 farmers flo shermen , The 1m" income group 1n aral,- \: compr1se c '- , 

labourers and those wi th Im.;l~- paid jobs such as bus conductors 

h Th salaries for thisttroup h 70uld r3.n.s;e from ~lS ISO to s op :}ssistants. . e 

r)O" ........ 



~$300. Even a pay of M$300 per month would have been high considering 

the jobs held. 

Table 6.13 below shows the results of the survey on respondent family 

status when young. 

the 

TABLE 6.13: ANALYSIS SHOWING STATtJS OF RESPONDENT'S FANILY 
WHEN THEY w"ERE YOUNG 

Malays % Chinese % 

High Income 28 13.7 57 35.0 

Upper Middle Income 58 28.4 82 50.3 

Lower Middle Income 67 32.8 16 9.8 

Low Income 44 21.6 8 1.9 

Missing Cases 7 3.4 

From the above table, it can be seen that more than half 

Nalay respondents came from families who were either from 

of 

the 

lm,,'er middle income or low income groups, whereas for the Chinese more 

than half of the respondents who participated came from the high and 

higher middle income groups. 

There were 28 Malays (13.7%) and 57 Chinese (35.0%) from 

"High Income" category families. 58 fvlalays (28.4%) and 82 Chinese 

(50.3%) came from the "Upper Niddle Income" category. For the "LOh"er 

fvliddle Income " category J there were 67 rvlalays (32.8%) compared to 16 

Chinese (9.8%) and for the ImJest category, that is, the "Low Income" 

category, there were 44 Malays (21.6%) compared to 8 Chinese ( 4 . 9%) . 

Seven ~lalays (3. 1%) did not anSh'er this question. 

The breah:dm~n ShOHS that the majori t~,' of the Chinese 

entrepreneurs ~,ere found In the upper middle income and high i; . ~' 'm,:' 

,groups and the majority of the Malay entrepreneurs h"ere foU,'1d 111 the 

upper middle income and IOh'er middle income ~roups. 
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6.9.2 L~alysis on the Principal Job of Respondent's Father/Guardian 

There were seven categories in this variable as listed 1n 

Table 6.14 below. As the table shows, none of the fathers in the ~Bla~-

Group were engaged as professionals. The ~..;rord "father" here 1S also 

meant to denote guardian, or generally, the bread~.;inner 1n the 

entrepreneur's family. One category which does not shm-i any ~Ialay 

presence is "Other". A note added to the questionnaire e:A-plained this 

was to include any profession that was not shohn in the others and 

might include such professions as politician, free lance reporting 1 

camera man and the lil{e. ...~ ordinary teacher would have been included 

under category 3 (salesmen or clerks) because of the salary scale and 

higher levels in the teaching profession, such as a headmaster, Here 

included in category 4 (government officer). 

TABLE 6.14: ANi,\LYSIS SHO\V'ING PRINCIPAL JOB OF RESFDNuE"rr' S 
FATHER (OR GUARDIAN) 

VALUE RACE MALAYS (%) CHINESE {% } 
--

I Labourer 35 (17.2) 11 ( 6. 7 ) 

? Farmer/Fishermen 2'""' .... I (13.2) 10 (6.1) 

3 Clerk/Salesmen 31 (15.2) 33 (20.2) 

4 Government Officer 90 (44.1) 55 (33.77) 

5 Small Business CAmer 21 (10.3) -1:3 (26.4) 

6 Professional 8 (4.9) 

7 Other 3 ( 1. 8) 

As can be seen from the table above the biggest difference 

beb.;een the tI,;o races is in category 5 (Small Business Q\,ner), t{here 

21 of the i'l'lI:l.~T respondents (10. 3%) t~-hose fathers h-ere entrepreneurs 

themsel ves h-hils t there h-ere -l3 Chinese (26. -l%) fall iQ~ under t he same 
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category. For the other categories, the distribution ha.S not too 

obvious except that there were more Halays in the two lowest paying 

categories, V1Z., labourers (35 Malays or 17.2% as compared to 11 

Chinese or 6.7%) and farmer/fishermen (27 Malays or 13.2 as compared 

to 10 Chinese or 6.1%). 

6.9.3 Analysis on the Size of the Respondent's Family 

This variable looked into how many children Here there ln 

the respondent's family. Eight possible answers were provided viz: 

Value No. of Children Value No. of Children 

1 One 2 T~"o 

3 Three 4 Four 

5 Five 6 Six 

7 Seven 8 Eight or more 

This question was included to compare the differences 

between the sizes of the families of the ~alay and Chinese entrepren-

eurs. The breakdown and results of the statistical analysis 1S as 

shown below. 

TABLE 6.15: ANALYSIS SHOHING FA~YlILY SIZE OF THE RESFD~J)ENTS 
( Nl~IBER OF BRCYI'HERS ANTI SISTERS) 

Family Size rvalays (% ) Chinese (%) 

One 4 2.0 9 ;).;) 

1:\010 10 4.9 8 -1. 9 

Three 9 4.4 15 9 C) . ~ 

Four 22 10.8 :l8 :29.-1 

Five ')~ 
... 1 13.2 01 3J.0 

Six 81 39.7 26 ~6.0 

Seven 20 9.8 

Eight or more 31 15.2 



Around 25% of the tvlalay respondents have seven or more 

children In their families whilst none of the Chinese surveyed had 

more than 6 children. For the Malays, the biggest single group ~,as in 

the "Six" category (81 respondents or 39.7%) whilst for the Chinese, 

the largest group was for 5 children (57 respondents or 35%). 

6.9.4 Analysis on the Effect of the Presence of Other 
Family tvlember in Business 

Chinese familial and clannish approaches to entrepreneurship 

is universally known as their strength, especially in the face of 

competition. In the case of Sarawak, this is necessary not only In 

facing the competition from the Malays, but also from among the 

Chinese themselves, especially those who don't belong to the same 

family or clan. If they don't group around the same family, they ~vould 

almost certainly be under the same clan or faction if the extended 

family circle does not exist! 7. In the case of Sarawal{, the Chinese 

population is divided into various factions and dialects. Even though 

they appear united and cooperative in the eyes of the public, it IS 

obvious from the conflicts that occasionally arise between the sects 

and factions (and ~~hich are sometimes blown into the open) that they 

are not as united as they seem to be18 • Since ~lalay presence In 

entrepreneurship IS a relatively new phenomenon, this question ~>las 

included to compare the two races as to ~.;hether their business 

invol vement are influenced in one ~.;ay or another by the presence of 

another family member In business. The breal\:dm~n and frequency 

I'Won~, B.P.: Chinatown: Econo1ic Ada~~atlon and Ethnic 
d IJ' 1 \.". 1 J 8 ., h ~. ., Hdt, Reinhll'~ an ,,1 son, ,Ie:! YOrK, ~ '" C acters .: lril: .;. 
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distribution of the analysis on this variable 1S as sho~~n 1n Table 

6.16 below. 

TABLE 6.16: ANALYSIS SHOWING THE EFFECT OF THE PRESEKCE OF 
OTHER FAMILY M:ELvlBERS IN BeSD,IESS 

i"lalays % Chinese % 

None 116 56.9 57 35.0 

Yes, Immediate family 27 13.2 ;){ 35.0 

- Yes Other Relative 61 29.9 49 30.0 

Table 6. 16 above shows that 116 i"lalays (56.9%) have no other 

family member or other relatives in business compared to only 01 

Chinese (35.0%). 27 Nalays (13.2%) and 57 Chinese (35%) do have 

irrunediate family member(s) 1n business Hhilst 61 rvIalays (29.9%) and -19 

Chinese (30.0%) have other relatives in business. 

6.10 OBJECTIVE 3: COi"lPARATIVE ANALYSES OF OTHER VARIABLES 

a. The influence of religion on the conduct of 

everyday business and the profit margins they 

make out of the business 

b. HOH the respondents rate the importance of 

borroHin!:5 from: 

1 • Family members 

11. Friends 

111. Commercial Banks 

1~-, . Other Banks and Financial Institutions 

c. The most pressing problems faced b;\" the respondents 

1. on start-up, 

11. during; the first b.;o ;"ears of the bt:siness. 

111. at present. 



6.10.1 Analysis of the Influence of Respondents' Religion on the 
Conduct of Business 

The respondents Here then asked how they rate the influence 

of their religion on the Hay they conduct their businesses day to day. 

Again, a rating scale from 1 (Influence a Lot) to 5 (No Influence at 

all) was used, Hith the value 3 means the respondent is not sure. It 

was mentioned ln Chapter Two that the ~alays are ~ruslims and the 

Chinese are mostly Buddhists. The result is shown in Table 6.17 belo~~. 

Before the result is explained, it is note~~orthy to mention that 

the results of Nagata's study discovered that religion does not 

influence the conduct of day-to-day business19 • 

TABLE 6.17: ANALYSIS SHOWING INFLUENCE OF RELIGION ON THE 
CONDUCT OF BUS INESS 

Malay % Chinese % 

Influence a Lot 90 44.1 

Some influence 57 27.9 16 9.8 

Not Sure 30 14.7 9 :J.:J 

No influence 11 5.4 66 :l0.5 

No influence at all 6 2.9 ~') 
I ..... 44.2 

Hissing Cases 10 4.9 

The frequency distribution of ans~~ers for both groups of 

respondents reveals a striking contrast between the answers provided 

b;'T both ~lalay and Chinese respondents. 90 :hla.;.'s (14 . 1 % ) said 

'. Influence a lot" compared to none from the Chinese p;roup. In 

contrast, 72 Chinese (1·1-.2%) chose ")Io Influence .'l.t .Ul" compared to 

only 6 Malays (2.9%). There h'ere 66 Chinese (.10.50

;') ~,;ho chose the 

. , 
II P, i.." 1 ~ • 
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answer "No Influence" compared to 11 !-'1alays (5.4%). All the Chinese 

respondents answered this question whilst there 10 missing cases for 

the Malays. 

The above breakdown shows that many more Nalays strongly 

regard their religion as a strong factor in determining how they 

conduct their businesses whilst it is almost the opposite for the 

Chinese. 

6.10.2 Analysis of Borrm..ring for Additional Capital 

The respondents were next asked about how they ~~ould rate 

the importance of four different sources of borro~~iQg for additional 

capital for their businesses. These sources, assessed independently, 

are: 

a. Borrowing from Family, 

b. Bprrowing from Friends, 

c. Borrm-iing from Commercial Banks, and 

d. Borrm-ring from Other Banks and Financial Institutions. 

A rating scale of 5 was used for the answers ~-ihere the value 

1 Has used to denote ''Very Important" and the \"alue 5 meaning "\ot 

Important At All". The value 3 in the middle of the scale was used to 

denote the respondent h'aS "Unsure". The results of the sur\"ey is as 

shm·m belm.,. 

6.10.2.1 

members 

Borrowing from Fami ly t-'lembers 

The 

are 

respondents ~-iere asked how important their 

to them as additional source of capital 

famil;: 

for th('ir 

businesses. This question has been raised because it is accepted 3.S a 
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way of life for both the ~alay and Chinese people in Sarat~ that the 

family unit is regarded as the nerve-centre for many activities and this 

research here attempts to find out if the entrepreneurs also regard 

their family members as important for additional sources of capital. 

Studies conducted on communities which have close-knit 

family and clan ties, such as by Ward and Jenkins20, has shohTI that 

the family unit is very important as a source of additional capital. 

Nagata's study21 also revealed that the Peninsular f-'lalaysia rvlalays 

regard family members as an important source of additional capital. 

The result of the statistical computation for this study lS 

as shmm in Table 6.18 below. 

TABLE 6.18: ANALYSIS SHO~VING IMfDRTA\JCE PLi\CED ON 
BORROWING FROM Fl\MILY ~WMBERS 

Nalav % Chinese 01 
10 

" 

Very Important 116 56.9 109 66.9 

Important 49 24.0 20 12.3 

Not sure 23 11.3 17 10.4 

Not Important 3 1.5 

Not Important At All 12 5.9 15 9.2 

:Vlissing Cases 1 0.5 2 1.2 

From the table above, it can be seen that the Malay and 

Chinese respondents Here relatively similar in their outlook 

b h f '1 There <·~ere 116 \r~la"'{. TS (56.9%) t,-ho said the orrm..;ing from t e aml Y. h • .la. _. 

t t " for addl' tl' onal sources of capi tal compared family Has "l"Iost Impor an 

• 0 ,. • t)" .: k' ~. h " . '"1;'·1, .• ')DLr:. 1. ~en l;;S. :-;lC lL. 
..", ." ... 
l't' fl..'J,.l,;, 
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to 109 Chinese who chose the same answer (66.9%). There t .... ere b..;ice as 

many Malays (49 respondents or 24.0%) who chose "Important" as their 

answer compared to 20 Chinese (12.3%). 23 Malays (11.3%) t.rere ''\'ot 

Sure" compared to 17 Chinese (10.4%). There were no Chinese who 

answered "Not Important" compared to 3 Malays (1. 5% ) and 12 t-'Jalays 

( 5 .9%) who said "Not Important At All" compared to 15 Chinese ( 9 . 2%) . 

The Malay group had 1 missing case compared to 2 for the Chinese. 

6.10.2.2 Borrm.;ing from Friends 

Apart from borrowing from family members, the respondents 

were also asked hm.; important they would regard friends as a source of 

additional capital for their businesses. Table 6.19 below shows the 

results of the survey. 

TABLE 6.19: ANALYSIS SHOlV"ING IMPORTANCE PLACED ON BORROHI\'G 
FROM FRIThTDS FOR ADDITIONAL BUSINESS CAPITAL 

Malay % Chinese % 

Very Important 36 17.6 43 26.4 

Important 34 16.7 58 35.6 

Not Sure 59 28.94 10 6.1 

Not Important 26 12.7 1 0.6 

Not Important At All 48 23.5 49 30.1 

~Iissing Cases 1 0.6 ? 1.3 .... 

Based on the above, it can be seen that the Chinese t,;ere 

more recepti ve to borrm.rinp; from friends and -1:3 Chinese respondents 

(26.4%) chose the answer ''Very Important" compared to 36 ~hla~-s 

( 17.6%). The number of Chinese t"ho ansh-ered "Important" t,-as 0.150 

1 t " 1 h" dh that l" s ~8 respondents (35.6%) c:ynpared to only 3-1 re a lye y l~, 
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Malays (16. 7%). For the next answer, that is "Not Sure" J 59 ~1alays 

( 28 . 6% ) chose this answer compared to 10 Chinese ( 6 . 1 %) . .Jo8 :'lala~.-s 

(23.5%) answered "Not Important" compared to 49 Chinese (30.1%). There 

were three missing cases; 1 from the Malay group and 2 from the 

Chinese group. 

6.10.2.3 Borrowing From Commercial Banks 

This question is intended to ask the entrepreneurs hm~- they 

rate the importance of borrowing from commercial banks for additional 

capi tal, regardless of whether they had borrm"ed from these banks for 

the initial capital or not. 

Mahmud's study revealed that borrm-ling from Commercial Banh:s 

is popular ~-ii th the Malays (43.8%) but not Hi th the Chinese, where 

only 12.7% of his respondents indicated the importance of Commercial 

Banks as additional sources of capital. The result of the statistical 

computation is as shm~'11 in Table 6.20 be 1m.; . 

TABLE 6.20: ANALYSIS SHOWING IIvIPORTANCE PL:\CED ON CQivl"JERCL\L BA.\l(S 
AS ADDITIONAL SOlJRCE OF C\P I TAL 

i"lalay OJ Chinese 01 
/0 10 

Nost Important 150 73.5 1:14 88.3 

Important ,).) 15.7 18 11.0 

Not Sure 7 3.4 

~ot Important 9 4 . .Jo 

Not Important .-\t _Ul 

rlissing Cases 6 2.9 1 0.6 

Both c:roups of respondents ~~-ere l~elati\-el:.- similar on their 

h ' t' 1~0 \ .. 1.--.1."".--::: (-,3.:::%\, chose ":!ost Imp,~rr~t" anSl·.rers to t. IS ques Ion. v _'.l' ~ V 
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compared to 144 Chinese (88.3%). There were 18 Chinese (11.0%) ~no 

chose "Important I' compared to 3 2 Malays ( 15 . 7%). 7 Ivlalays ( 3 . -! % ) 

answered "Not Sure II, and 9 chose "Not Important" compared to none from 

the Chinese group for both answers. None of the respondents from both 

groups answered "Not Important At All". There were however, 6 missing 

cases from the ~lalays (2.9%) and 1 from the Chinese (0.6%). Contrary 

to Mahmud's results, this survey showed that commercial banks are very 

important to both groups. 

6.10.2.4 Borrm-ling From Other Financial Institutions 

Beside commercial banks, there are other banks and finan-

cial institutions in Sarawak who also provide loans and overdrafts to 

businesses for various purposes, such as the purchase of machineries, 

additional working capital, expanSlon of premlses or simply as Bank 

guarantees for the purchase of stock. 

TABLE 6.21: MJALYSIS SHOWING INPORTANCE PLACED ON BORROWING 
FRO~l OTHER SOURCES (EG. NARA ANTI OTHER FIN~l\,JCIAL INSTITUTIONS) 

Malay % Chinese % 

~lost Important 92 45.1 42 25.8 

Important 60 29.4 50 30.7 

Not sure 24 11.8 14 8.6 

Not Important .' 3.4 22 13.5 

Not Important At All 15 7 • '1 32 19.6 

Hissing Cases 6 2.9 3 1.8 

From the figures in the table above, it can be seen that 9~ 

'blays (~!5 .1%) chose "Nost Important" compared to 12 Chinese (:25. 8%) . 

60~Ialays (29. 1%) chose 01 Important 01 compared to 50 Chinese (30. -~:») and 
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there Here 24 ~lalays (11.8%) who chose "Not Sure" as their ans~.;ers 

compared to 14 Chinese (8.6%). 22 Chinese (13.5%) answered "\ot 

Important" compared to 7 r-lalays (3.4%) while 32 Chinese (19.6%) 

answered "Not Important At All ,. compared to 15 Mala .... :.,.s .1 ( 7 . 4%). The 

~~lay group had 6 missing cases whereas there were 3 for the Chinese 

group. 

6.10.3 Analysis on The Most Pressing Problem Faced 
by the Respondents 

All respondents were asked wnat they considered as the most 

pressing problem was: 

a. Upon start-up of business 

b. During the first two years of running their businesses 

c. At the time they filled the questionnaire. 

Six possible anSHers were suggested for the responslents to 

choose and these answers were drawn from the analysis of the responses 

during the the conduct of the pilot study ln 1987 . The ans~,;ers 

suggested are: 

1. Lack of capi tal 2. Lack of self confidence 

3. Lack of customer confidence 4 . LO~T business volt.nne 

5. Stiff competition 6. Others 

For item (6), the respondents were provided h"i th some 

examples of h"hat types of problems that would fall in that cate'1;oc:· 

These included debt collection problems, personnel or labour turno\"er, 

sabot3::::e (both from inside as well as outside the business) or e\"en 

the odd business related dispute or t~.;o (such as on delh"en- or 

completion times. etc.) 
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The results of the SPSSX computation on the above are 

presented beloH. 

6.10.3.1 Analysis on the Most Pressing Problem During Start up 

Table 6.22 shows the breakdown of computer analysis on the 

most pressing problems faced by both groups of entrepreneurs upon 

start-up of their businesses. 

TABLE 6.22: ANALYSIS SHOWING THE ~lOST PRESSING PROBlE'lS 
FACED BY THE RESPOl\'DENTS DURING START UP 

Malay % Chinese % 

Lack of Capital 35 17.2 26 16.0 

Lack of Self Confidence 29 14.2 8 4.9 

Lack of Customer 48 23.5 16 9.8 
Confidence 

Low Business Volume 36 17.6 50 30.7 

Stiff Competition 31 15.2 48 29.4 

Others 25 12.3 15 9.2 

Altogether, 35 Halayentrepreneurs (17.2%) chose "Lack of 

Capi tal" compared to 26 Chinese (16.0%). There Here 29 ~Ialays (lL 2%) 

t~Tho chose "Lacl\: of Self Confidence" as against 8 Chinese ( 4 . 9%) . 48 

l"lalays (23.5%) chose "Lack of Customer Confidence" compared tn 16 

Chinese (9.8%). For the ans-y,-er "Lmv Business Volume", there t~'ere 36 

:vlalays ( 17 .6%) compared to 50 Chinese ( 30 . 7%) . As for "Stiff 

Competi tion", there h'ere 31 tvlalays (31.2%) and 18 Chinese (::29. -f%). For 

"Others", there i~Tere 25 ~lalays (12.3%) compared ~~o IS (9. ~%). 

The results of this research shoh·s that the ent rt~pre:'.eurs In 

Sarm"ak and Peninsular r-IaL:lysia differ ccnsiderabl:: in the ~:-,r()blems 
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they face. ~illhmud's research revealed that the most pressing problem 

is "Lack of Capital" Hhereas for this research, the most pressing 

problem for the Nalays is "Lack of Customer Confidence" ~,;hile for the 

Chinese, the tHO most pressing problems are "Low Business Volume" and 

"stiff Competition". 

6.10.3.2 Analysis of the Most Pressing Problem During 
The First Two Years 

As a follow-up to the above question, the respondents were 

next asked ~vhat they considered as the most pressing problem during 

the first years of their businesses. The breakdown of the answers 1S 

as shown in Table 6.23 below. 

TABLE 6.23: ANALYSIS SHO'iV'ING TIlE CONPARISON BETWEEN THE 11vO GROUPS 
ON TIlE l't1OST PRESSING PROBLEM DURING THE FIRST 11vO 'iEARS 

Nalays % Chinese % 

Lack of Capital 13 6.4 

Lack of Self Confidence 6 2.9 8 :t.g 

Lack of Customer 52 25.5 9 5.5 
Confidence 

Lmv Business Volume 53 26.0 55 33.7 

Stiff Competition -l9 24.0 40 2:1.5 

Others 31 15.2 51 31.3 

It can be be seen here that there are significant 

differences betHeen the b .. iO groups in the most pressin~ problems that 

they faced durinf5 the first th'O years of their businesses. ;lost of 

"Lot,; the Chinese respondents answered ,vi th the last three 3J1s~,-,::,rs 

Business Volume" (55 or 33.7%): "Stiff Competition" (\(I or 2·1.5%) 'md 
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"Others" (51 or 31. 3%)]. Comparatively, for the Halays, 52 anshered 

"Lack of Customer Confidence" (25.5%); 53 answered "Low Business 

Voll.nne" (26.0%) and 49 answered "Stiff Competition" (24.0%). 

6.10.3.3 Analysis on the Most Pressing Problem At Time of Survey .. 

The last variable compared 1S the problem that the 

respondents considered as most pressing at the time this survey was 

lilldertaken. 

The analysis of the final comparison 1S as shmm 1n Table 

6.24 below. 

TABLE 6.24: ANALYSIS SHOWING TIlE MOST PRESSING PROBLE1'l 
AT TIME OF THIS SURVEY 

rvlalays % Chinese % 

Lack of Capital 11 5.4 

Lack of Self Confidence 

Lack of Customer 17 8.3 
Confidence 

Low Business Volume 30 14.7 16 9.8 

Stiff Competition 47 23.0 35 21.5 

Others 99 48.5 112 68.7 

For this variable, none of the Chinese chose the first three 

h · h "La k f C . tal" "Laclr of Self Confidence" and answers , ~..; 1C are c 0 ap1., \. 

"Lack of Customer Confidence". 112 Chinese answered "Others" (68.6%), 

35 said "Stiff Competition" (21.5%) and 16 chose the anSHer "Lo~' 

Business Volume" (9.8%) compared to the Halays where 99 (48.::1%) chose 

"Others", -+7 chose the answer "Stiff Competition" (23.0%) .::tnd 30 chose 

the anSl-;er "LO~T Business VolLnTle" (14.7%). There ~ .. ;ere 11 :Ialays (5.-1%) 
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who chose the answer "Lack of Capital" and 1 7 entrepreneurs (8.3%) t.;ho 

chose the answer "Lack of Business Confidence". 

As a summary, it is obvious from the findings of the data 

analysis In this chapter that the ralay and Chinese entrepreneurs did 

not differ in the most pressing problems that they faced at the time 

when they started their businesses but after they had been in business 

for four years or more, there were stark differences beb,;een ~.;hat 

problems both groups considered as the most pressing. Many ~Jalays 

faced the problems of "Lack of Self Confidence" and "Lack of Customer 

Confidence" at start-up time but it lS interesting to note that their 

most pressing problems change later on in their businesses. 

It is also interesting to note that no Chinese answered 

"Lack of Capital" during the period of the first two years of their 

businesses, and moreover, none of the Chinese answered "Lack of 

Capi tal" , "Lack of Self Confidence" and "Lack of Customer Confidence" 

at the time or survey. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

DIS C U S S ION ON THE RESEARCH 

IMP L I CAT ION S AND CORRELATION 

ANALYSIS 



DISCUSSION ON THE RESEARCH I~WLICATIONS 

AND CORRELATION .~.~YSIS 

7.1 IN~DUCTION 

Knowing l~hat distinguishes the successful entrepreneur or 

small businessman from those l ... nose businesses grm,- bigger to corporate 

levels is fundamental, notably to government policy planners before 

they can design governmental policies and entrepreneurial programmes 

~{hich encourage the development of business enterprise for certain 

groups of people who do not perform as t~ell as other groups. 

Before that can be achieved, hm.;ever, these planners need to 

lrnow as much of the characteristics and attributes of the a\-erage 

entrepreneur who will comprise their target group. :Vlore specifically, 

the policies designed by these planners must be the ones h-hich best 

sui t the characteristics of the target group that ~.;ill be directly 

affected by the policies that he is drawing. Such is the case of the 

~Ialays In Sarm,,-ak, l,;ho, after almost th'enty years of \eh- Economic 

Policy are yet to shm.; that they are capable of maldng more effecti ',-e 

inroads into entrepreneurship. The scope of any proposed polic;.~ to 

help uplift and improve the standard of entrepreneurship of the >bl8.'-s 

in the first place should be based on a thorough l_mderstandin-:r of the 

characteristics of the ~lala;,rs themsel \-es . This stud~.- IS aimf'Q at 

hI' .~·hll' .e-htl' ng tl maIn characterl'stics of the ~hl3.'- entrepreneur '.~ .1e -

comp..'1.red t.o the Chinese ~.;hilst at the snme time preparing a bas i c 

socio-psychol(l~ical index of the characteristics of the 'ntr(~preneurs 

themselves. 
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In this study, some of the cross-tabulation and correlation 

analyses have been spurred by studies conducted elsffi~nere, the most 

prominent one being undertaken on Chinese entrepreneurs in the 

Philippines by Redding! in 1982/83. Other studies which has been used 

as reference by this research for the correlation studies on the 

variables include Mahmud2 Gomolka3 , Ettinger4, Hamilton5 • 

Consideration has therefore been given to such items as: 

academic achievement, borrowing priorities, the status of the entre-

preneur's family when he was young, the amount of startup capital for 

the business and the percentage of o~vn money used 1n the startup 

capital, the influence of religion on business activities, marital 

status, or even the number of hours the entrepreneur spends on his 

business 1n an average day. Attention is also given to those Immvn 

variables which distinguish the ~~lay and Chinese entrepreneur from 

the universally tried and tested characteristics of the entrepreneur 

in general. 

Even though this research deals with a comparative analysis 

of the business acti vi ty of the ~Ialay and Chinese entrepreneurs in 

Sarawak, the results from the conclusions ~~ill inevitably be more 

I ~ordon Rediing; The Chinese 
pp, 69 - 7 L 

l.~ Business, 

'Mahmud, Abdul Aziz; I)p, C:t., 1981. 

~or I·] 

j Gomolka, Eugene; CnaI'tlcteris:: i .:.'5' or Hinori [7 Entrepreneurs ar.d 
Entrepreneur~ American Journal of S~all 8~3iness, ;01.2 ~o, 1, 

(Jean-Claudp Ettinger; Some Bel~i3n Evidence cr EJltreore!le~l':j~ 

European Small Business JOlJf'lsl. liZ, pp, 18 - 53. 

Small 3~lsiness Journal. oil, ~~, 7i) - ~3, 

0<)0 ........ 

.. '.' 
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useful not only to the Malays themselves, but more appropriately, to 

the government policy makers. Over the years the government has come 

up with numerous policies, some of which are discriminatory, ~.;i thout 

firstly looking into the traits of the ~alay entrepreneur, thus making 

their policies vulnerable to implementation and operational cons-

traints. 

In recent years many entrepreneurial assistance groups, 

federal and state agencies, have been concerned about the failings of 

the ~alay entrepreneurs6 • Numerous studies have atempted to isolate 

factors that correlate with eventual business activity7. Unfortu-

nately, the results of these studies have mostly been inconclusive 

because they would either have been conducted for Peninsular ~~la~~ia 

only or would be concentrated to one particular race, namely the 

Malays themselves, without looking into the traits and characteristics 

of the Chinese ~~ho dominate the Malaysian economic scene. 

The purpose of this research, as has been stipulated 1n 

Chapter One, 1S to conduct a comparative analysis on the business 

acti vi ty of the rvIalay and Chinese entrepreneurs 1n Sarah'a!\: . The 

results achieved by this correlation analysis ~-Till have significant 

implications for prospective Malay entrepreneurs; private and public 

lending institions; federal, state and semi-government business assis-

6For example, Datuk Musa Hitam, the then Deputy Pri~e Minister crit~:ised ~lllY 
"Ali Bab~s" when he opened the Kuala Lumpur Halay Traders Symposium in K~a!l 
Lumpur, May 1985; New'Stnits Times, 20 ~ay, 1985. 

'Take Bank Pernbangunan Malaysia Berhad as an example. The bank prod~:e~ l~~~ll 
write-ups )n Malay entrepreneurship and the const~lints invc11ed ~i~h p~~~r 

. . 'I ~th '! '0 "e "'J",,';~ ~O"".:l"1·'''·1~ borrowing and repaymen~, senenu es. v er D8QleS, S'12n 3.S rn , ...... " '_""_',""'" 
.. . ." . .... I'··' '''' t .,-t'l""e ~ur~.,,.tT 'l'.J1""~ "~yo ... ~o. 
80S10-e,~onol'H OI t.ne !'!'lme l'llnlster'S :Jepflr:ten- ~" .... v ,,"I -, - .•. _H·-

. !'. . '1'" " , ~ 'lC' ,"·r""" ... · "'~~~ .:.~::-!~~, preparat.ion or resear~r: ':.Inlch are eventUal; pU~l sn:r~H "",_ .. .'i._,.-,. 
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tance providers (such as the SEDC); and academic institutions like 

rBra Institute of Technology, from where ~lliDECS operates. 

Since the inception of the New Economic Polic;,- in 1970, the 

Federal Government has been pressuring all the thirteen state .s;overn-

ments to increase more participation of Bumiputras in business and 

entrepreneurship. The main reasons for this are that (a) the level of 

economic imbalance bet~~een the Malays and the Chinese ~~s becoming too 

threatening to Malay sovereignty, and (b) having lost economic pm"er, 

the Halay leaders were beginning to fear that they "t.;ould next start to 

lose political power to the Chinese9 • 

Al though the implementation of the Ne"t-i Economic Polic~,· 

took off ln 1971, ln the case of SarawM, increases ln LvIala:,\-

participation in business (as shm.m b:,\T records of total number of 

registered businesses in Figure 7.1 below) only started to shm{ from 

1976 omm.rds. 

~.:t." IT r. ; ; "\ 
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FIGURE 7.1: GROWI'H OF SMALL BUSINESSES IN SARAWAK 
( 'ODDs) 
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Source: Armual Statistical Yearbook, DeJErtment of Statistics, 
Sarawak 1976 - 1986, Kuching. 

TABLE 7.1: BREAKOOWN OF REGISTERED SMAlL BUSINESS OWNERS, 
EMPLOYMENT , SELF-EMPLOYMENT AND UNPAID FAIvIILY HORKERS 

BY RACE, SARAWAK, 1985 ( 'OOOs) 
---------------------------------------------------------

Bumi2utra Malays Chinese Others 
(Total) 

Registered 6.2 4.9 19.8 0.8 
Business Owners (17.19%) (18.28%) (76.56%) (6.25%) 

Employees 151.~ 69.2 103.5 5.6 
(58.12%) (26.56%) (39.73%) (2.15%) 

Self-employed 115.6 47.2 28.4 0.6 
(79.94%) (32.64%) (19.64%) (0.41%) 

Unpaid Family 144 43.1 25.3 0.3 
hiorl{ers (84.90%) (25.41%) (14.92%) (0.18%) 

Total <f13.1 164.4 167 1.3 

Source: Time Series Neasurement, Statistics Department, 
Kuala Lumpur, 1986. 
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Total 

26.8 
( 100%) 

260.5 
(100%) 

1-1-1.6 
(100%) 

169.6 
(100%) 
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Although entrepreneurial a~""'areness among the :VIalays2;3.ined 

momentum after 1976, followed by 1ncreases 1n ZVlalay business 

registrations towards the end of the 1970s', their impact on changing 

the composition of business ownership and imbalance beb.;een the 

Chinese and Halays in the country have not been significant. The sloh-

(but steady) grm-Tth of Halay owned businesses will never make an 

impact on the local business scene because their grmrth is offset by 

the grm .. rth of Chinese owned business. This has led to the government 

coming up with new approaches over the years, most of them designed to 

help the fvlalays (and other Bumiputras) keep up not onl~,~ hoi th the 

challenges of modern-day entrepreneurship, but also in facing the 

challenges from the entrenched Chinese entrepreneurs who ahmys feel 

that their position is continuously being threatened by the policies 

~.mich the government introduced and adopt from time to time. 

A.s far as has been observed, for the past 15 years or so, 

the policies, prograrrunes and strategies that the government has 

devised and implemented tended to lead to the creation of ~1ala~-

entrepreneurs only in the low-grm..,,-th and lm.;r-margin sectors, namel:--

the retail, cottage industr~.- and service sectors. This can be seen b~-

the number of Halays who start and expand businesses primaril~- ln 

these areas. Al though this has not been openly advocated b:,- the 

,~o\'ernment, that 1S ~.;rhat the results of these policies seem to 

produce, ~,-hether the policy planners intended it to be such or 

otherwise. 

:\!any economlC, poli tical and academic seminars and con\-en

tions held throughout the countr:,- over the years both b,\- the 

" h"h\-~o\"ernment and pri \-ate sectors have come up ~d th \-ar~.-lnQ" :-e:1::-cns 

b d · - 11 as ~heir Chine~p 
~hla,\' entrepreneurs are fOl..md not to e Oln,g as he- - -

~2 1 



counterparts. Further to that, they are also fond of venturing lntc 

the low profit and 1m.". volume sectors, corrnnonly termed the .. soft 

sectors", namely the retail, cottage industry and service sectors. For 

example, one such seminar was Entrepreneurship in Sarawak, held In 

Kuching in November 198210 • The seminar concluded w'i th a recommenda-

tion by Johari Hassan, the then Dean of Academic Affairs at ~1-\R:\ 

Institute of Techno 1 Og}T , that an agency similar to ~ffiDEC be created 

for the training of entrepreneurs in Sarm.;ak. i"lr. Johari suggested 

that such a body could be called "Sarm-mk Entrepreneurial Development 

Agency" or SEDA. SEDA could act as the maln centre for identifying the 

entrepreneurs who would qualify from such things as loans Khich are 

distributed either by government agencies or government o~~ned banks; 

from programmes which may include government sponsored management and 

technical assistance programmes which are provided by semi-government 

organisations such as SEDC, Hi\Ri'l., FArvli\ amon.~st many (through their 

respective Bumiputra Enterprises Section); and to help assist 

entrepreneurs ln government purchasin.1?; programmes, which includes 

the compulsory purchases of supplies and rations from ~'lalay 

entrepreneurs. The size of loans provided, the types of management and 

technical assistance offered and the go\rernment purchasing programmes 

can be channeled through SEDA and this can also help to define the 

areas of business to suit the inexperienced :1als:."s. 

~Jevertheless , almost twenty ;rears of ~eh' Economic Polic~.-, 

laden "t,-i th e\-er-changin.f~ policies and programmes coupled ::0 

r ~. ~., t' l' • ' .• ' "._ T ". ~. ~,_ 0 i l' J., l' \I ~ G ~ ~ " c 'n l' " 1 :. 0 r ,.; ~ IJ' ,",,, I, ~ " _ . '_' ,. ~'I~' _,j ,,,.1~'" .... u. ~ L'.~t .'l __ ' .. ~ I' -~ -' 
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special economic and trade pri viledges aimed at helping the :lalay 

entrepreneurs have concluded that the lvlalay entrepreneurs Hho started 

businesses mostly with the help of government loans and technical and 

procurement assistance have not become as substantial a factor In the 

state's economy as was originally hoped by the planners. 

The most visible disparity in fact, IS not in the number of 

businesses owned by the lv!alays compared to the number of businesses 

mmed by the Chinese. The Chinese have alread:v~ been too l-iell 

established In terms of numbers for any correction to be effective. 

The most visible disparity, however, IS in the performance of the 

l"lalays as compared to the Chinese, who are already very experienced in 

the conduct of business because of the number of years the~r have been 

engaged in it, from the days their fore-fathers came to Sarm-.rak, dm~n 

to the present generation. As has been mentioned in a number of times 

In this research, Nalay entrepreneurship is a relati \-eb- recent 

phenomenon and the survey proved that for most of the 

entrepreneurs involved in this study, they have been involved In 

business and entrepreneurship only for periods less than 10 ;,Tears (129 

~lalays or 63.2%). 

... ') I. _ St1[vJrvlARY OF CORRElATION _~'JALYSIS OF VARIABLES 

No matter h~hat the seminars and conventions concluded, 

research has been done to support the claims of the people 

presented the papers. It l~-aS the intention of this researcher 

discover b:v~ conducting; actual research on the t~,-o ~roups -co '~c·~~ 

there h"ere other factors that made the entrepreneur~ perform ... ' Ll'-:e 

the~T do. 

r,o 

~;ho 

if 

\,-:'1.''-



This chapter will nOl~ present the results of the computer 

analysis on the statistical correlation analyses to show the rela-

tionships between the characteristics of these two groups on selected 

variables, viz: 

1. Correlation of Academic Achievement of Respondents by Family 

Status When Young 

2. Correlation of Amount of Initial Startup Capital by .~ount of 

Own Money Used 

3. Correlation of Present Age of Entrepreneur by Number of Hours 

Spent on the Business in an Average Day 

4. Correlation of Marital Status of Entrepreneur by Number 

of Hours Spent on the Business Daily 

5. Correlation of Influence of Religion on the Conduct of Business 

by Percentage Profit Margin of the Respondent 

6. Correlation of Age of Respondent When Starting Business by 

Importance of Government Incentives on ~tarting Entrepreneurship. 

7. Correlation of Age of Respondents wnen Starting Business by 

Presence of Other Family Members in Entrepreneurship 

8. Correlation of Amount of Initial Startup Capital by Importance 

of Borrowing From Family Sources For Additional Capital 

9. Correlation of .~ount of Initial Startup Capital by Importance of 

Borrowing From Commercial Banks For Additional Capital 

10. Correlation of Amount of Initial Capital Startup by Chosen Sector 

of Respondents 

11. Correlation of \vnere Lived 'men Small by Age When Starting 

Business 

12. Correlation of Where Lived 'men Small by Creat ion of \\'eal th .\S 

Reason For Entrepreneurship. 
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7.2.1 Correlation of Academic Achievement of Respondents By 
Family Status 

Data compiled for a study by the Parti Pesaka Bumiputra 

Bersatu NECC research groupl! has shown that the Malay~, as well as 

the other Buadputras, still lag behind in academic achievements. This 

can be seen from the high number of Malays and other Bumiputras ~~o 

have no formal education, as shown in Table 7.2 below. 

TABLE 7.2: ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT STATUS OF ADULT POPUlATION 
- BY RACE SARAWAK , 1986 ('000) ( %) 

Academic level Bumi:putra Chinese (Malays) Others 
Without formal 168.6 10.3 (69.4) 0.2 
Education (94.1%) (5.7%) (38.7%) (0.11%) 

Primary 139.8 64.8 (41.8) 1.1 
(67.9%) (31.5%) (20.3%) (0.53%) 

Lower Secondary 70.5 48.3 (36.9) 0.9 
(58.8%) (40.3%) (31.8%) (0.75%) 

Upper Secondary 36.8 41.1 (18.1) 0.8 
(46.7%) (52.2%) (22.9%) ( 1.02%) 

Sixth Form 3.9 5.1 (1.9) 1.3 
(37.8%) (49.5%) (18.4%) (12.6%) 

College/ 8.9 8.9 (3.7) 3 
University (42.7%) (42.7%) (17.7%) (14 . .t%) 

TOTAL 428.4 178.6 (171.8) 7.3 

Source12 Time Series Analysis, Department of Statistics, 
Kuala Lumpur, 1987. 

IIParti Pes3k~ Bumiputra gersatu is the ruling party in :he 5arawak.Sta~e . 
Govern]ent. The party se~ up its NEC: research group in early 198~ :0 loo~ lnro 
v!rious issues including the main setbacks that have slo~ed down r=l~ B~Jlp~-rl 
econo~ic participation as well as in the fields of education and other soc:~-
economic ~atters. 

')?8 ........ 

Total 
179.1 

(100%) 

205.7 
(100%) 

119.7 
(100%) 

78.7 
(100%) 

10.3 
(100%) 

20.8 
(100%) 

61-L3 



As is shown in Table 7.2, more than 38 percent of the ~'Ialay 

adult population (and more than 90 percent for the Bumiputra total) 

did not have formal education whilst 91% of the Chinese did receive 

formal education. This perhaps contributed as one of the factors as to 

why more than 45.9 percent of the ~alays are satisfied \{ith being 

employed in the sector "agriculture, forestry, hunting and fisheries", 

occupations which are low paying and concentrated m..;ay from the tm,ns, 

as shown in Table 7.3 below. This also accounts for the reason h"h:,-

up to 71% of the population who are engaged in commercial and 

economic activities are the Chinese. 

TABLE 7.3: BREAKDO\\''N OF EJvlPLOYNENT BY RACE - SARi-\WAK, 1986 

Agriculture, Forestry 
Hunting & Fisheries 

Mining & 
Quarrying 

Manufacturing/ 
Processing 

Utilities (Water 
Electricity & Gas) 

Construction 

wbolesale, Retail, 
Restaurant & Hotel 

Transport, Warehousing 
and Communication 

Financial, Insurance 
and Estate i"lanagement 

Social and h'elfare 
Services 

Tar.:\L 

Bumiputra Chinese i"alays Others Total 

279.6 
(88.4%) 

1.8 
(66.6%) 

82.2 
(76.7%) 

2.3 
(67.6%) 

18.8 
(52.8%) 

19.8 
(26.0%) 

8.1 
(50.0%) 

4.9 
(38.0%) 

65.0 
(65.9%) 

36.9 
(11.6%) 

0.7 
(25.9%) 

22.9 
(21.4%) 

1.2 
(32.4%) 

16.8 
(47.2%) 

54.2 
(71.3%) 

7.7 
(47.2%) 

6.9 
(57.0%) 

:31. 3 
(31.7%) 

(145.5) 
(45.9%) 

(0.7) 
(25.9) 

(37.2) 
(34.7%) 

(1. 7) 
(0.5%) 

(11.4) 
(32.0%) 

(13.1) 
(17.2) 

(5.1) 
(31.2%) 

(2.9) 
(23.9%) 

(38.3) 
(38.8%) 

o 

0.2 
(7.3%) 

2.1 
( 1. 9%) 

o 

II 
'.' 

') 
~ 

(2.6%) 

0.5 
(0.8%) 

0.3 
(8.0%) 

() ';> ......... 
(2.2%) 

316.-l 
100% 

.) -

..... I 

100% 

107.2 
100% 

3. 1 
100% 

35.6 
100% 

76 
100% 

16.:3 
100% 

1 C) 1 
..... -. ~ 
100 

9,~. :) 
100% 

--------------------------------------------
128. ± 178.6 (255.9) - ') 

{ • ...J 51L j 

--------------------------------------------
Source: Time Seri es .illal,l-sis, Department of S::a t istics , 

Kuala Ltunpur, 1987. 



The above table, ~.;hich shows breakdm ... n of employment. and 

academic level by race for Sara~,,-ak for the year 1986 can be compared 

to Table 6. 1 in Chapter Six, ~.;hich shows the percentage of industrial 

involvement of the Saraw.ru{ population for 1987. 

The breakdown of the frequencies for the entrepreneurs 

invol ved ln the survey are shown in Table 7.4 below. The figures ln 

brackets are for the Malay group. 

TABLE 7.4: CORRELATION OF ACADEMIC ACHIEVBvlENT 
BY F AL"lILY STATUS 

High Upper rvliddle Lower tvliddle 
Income Income Income 

Lm." 
Income 

-----------------------------------------------
Primary Only 

Up to Secondary 

College or 
University 

Professional 

0 (3 ) 
0%( 1.6%) 

18 ( 3 ) 
11%(1.6%) 

24 (18) 
14.7%(9.8%) 

15 (0 ) 
9.2%( 0%) 

15 (0 ) 
9.2%(0%) 

42 (46) 
26%(25%) 

25 (6 ) 
15.3%(3.3%} 

0 ( 5 ) 
0%(2.7%) 

(The figures ~n brackets are for the Nala.ys). 

0 (28) 8 ( 11) 
0% (15%) 5%( 6%) 

15 (30) 0 (27 ) 
9.2%(16.4%) 0%( 14. 7%) 

1 ( 3 ) 0 (0 ) 
o ,,6% ( 1 . 6% ) 0% (0%) 

0 (6 ) 0 ( 0) 
0% (2.7%) 0% (0%) 

The statistical cross-tabulation for both groups came up 

with Phi values of 0.79762 for the Chinese group and 0.80118 for the 

~1alay group. Both Phi values are not significant at 0.01. This shaHs 

that even though there is a relationship betHeen the two variables for 

both groups, it is however not significant. It can be deduced from the 

Phi coefficient values that the academic achievement level of the 

entrepreneurs are not related to the well-being of their families. In 

other t.Jords r the higher the economic status of the families are. there 

1S no guarantee that the higher ~dll be the level of academi e 

achievement of the entrepreneur. 
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Beside the Phi values, the fl' O'1''''-e f th f' 
..L 0 \.A...L S rom e requency 

distributions show that: 

a. more than 85% of the Chinese respondents came from families from 

the High Income and Upper Middle Income groups compared to 

slightly above 42% for the Malays, and, 

b. more than 40% of the Chinese group had their education as high as 

"Up to College or Uni versi ty" and "Professional", compared to 

slightly above 18% of the Malays. 

7.2.2 Correlation of L~Ount of Initial St~rtup Capital By 

Amount of Own Money Used 

TABLE 7.5: CORRELATION OF INITIAL STARTUP CAPITAL BY ,\IVIOU1',llJ' 
OF OWN MONEY USED 

None Up to Up to L'p to 
25% 50% 75% 

Up to 
100% 

--------------------------------------------------
Up to $25,000 0 (3 ) 14 ( 13 ) 15 (27) 11 ( 25 ) 18 (60) 

0%( 1.5%) 8.7%(6.4%) 9.4%(13%) 6.9%( 12%) 11%(29.:1) 

$25,001 - $50,000 0 ( 3 ) 12 (20) 15 (19 ) 19 ( 11 ) 12 ( 3 ) 

0%( 1.5%) 7.5%(9.8) 9.4%(9.3%) 12%( 5. rl%) 7 .5%( 1. 5) 

$50,001 - $75,000 0 (0 ) 3 ( 3 ) 12 ( 1O) 2 (0 ) ° (0 ) 
0%(0%) 1. 8%( 1. 5%) 7.5%(5%) 1. 3%( 0%) 0% (0%) 

0 ( 0) 4 (3 ) 14 (0 ) 1 ( 0 ) ° ( 2 ) 

0%(0%) 2.5%(1.5%) 8.7%(0%) 0.6%(0%) 0% ( 1%) 
$75,001 - $100,000 

0 (0 ) 6 ( 2 ) ° (0 ) ° ( ° ) 2 (0 ) 

0%(0%) 3.8%( 1%) 0%(0%) 0% (0%) 1. 3%( 0%) 
$100,001 - High 

(The figures in brackets are for the !v1alays). 

The statistical cross-tabulation of the above data produced 

a Phi value of 0.55065 for the Chinese group and 0.59312 for the Malay 

group. Both Phi values are also not significant at the 0.01 level of 

significance and this shows that there is no strong correlations for 

both groups betHeen their initial start.up capital and The amount of 

their o~m mone7-T used in the startup capital. 
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From the breakdown of the frequency distribution, it can 

also be seen that the the majority of the Malays only started their 

businesses l,;ri th capital sums below $25, 000 (62. 7%), compared. to only 

36.2 pecent for the Chinese. This thus justifies the widely assumed 

beliefs that the Malays only concentrate on the 1m.". margin 1m..-

volume point businesses such as retailing, cottage production and 

servIces. 

7.2.3. Correlation of Present Age of Entrepreneur By 
Number of Hours Spent on the Business Daily 

The study then continues to measure the relationship between 

the present age of the respondents and the number of hours they spend 

on their businesses daily. Redding13 noted from his study on 282 

Chinese entrepreneurs in the Philippines that slightly· over 90 percent 

of the Chinese entrepreneurs aged above the age of thirty spend, on 

average, 14 hours per day on their businesses. This must not. be 

taken, however, to mean that longer hours spent on the business Hill 

ensure that the business will not fail. 

Nevertheles,s, it l,;ras fOlmd that there Has a strong 

relationship between spending more hours on a business and the rate of 

success of a business and that over 90 percent of the Chinese/Filipino 

entrepreneurs aged above 30 spent at least 14 hours on conducting 

business activity in a day. 

In the present study, correlation analysis IS done for both 

on thel" r ages at the time of the sur\-e:,-groups of entrepreneurs A 

against the number of hours the:,-- spend on the business in an 3xer:-l2:e 
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t.;orking day. The comparative figures for the two groups are as shol-.TI 

in Table 7.6 below. 

TABLE 7.6: CORRELATION OF PRESENT AGE OF ENTREPRE\;llTI 
BY NUMBER OF HOURS SPENT DAILY O~ BUSINESS 

21 - 29 30 - 39 40 - 49 50 - high 
1 (26) 9 (3) o (0) o (0) Low - 8 
0.6%(12.7%) 5.5%(1.5%) 0% (0%) 0% (0%) 

9 - 15 50 (96) 68 (66) 28 (8) 2 (2) 
30.6%(47%) 41.7%( 32%) 17%(4%) 1. 2%( 1%) 

16 - High o (1) 4 (2) 1 (0) o (0) 
0%(0.5%) 2.5%( 1%) 0.6(0%) 0% (0%) 

(The figures in brackets are for the l1alays). 

The SPSSX statistics for the cross-tabulation on the above 

data gave out values of -0.21374 for the Chinese group and -0.02687 

for the Malay group. Both correlation values are negat'i ve and this 

means that the two variables for the two groups are negatively 

correlated. 

For the Chinese, the value shmvs that there is no signifi-

cant relationship at all but the figure for the t-'lalays shows that it 

is outside the 0.01 level of significance but could be accepted as 

showing a strong significance based on the 0.05 level of significance. 

Thus, despite being negatively correlated, the relationship for the 

Malays between the age of the entrepreneur is quite strongl;'-T correla-

ted to the number of hours spent on the business each day. 
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7.2.4. Correlation of Marital Status of Entrepreneur 
By Number of Hours Spent on the Business Every Day 

TABLE 7. 7: CORRELATION OF MARITAL STATUS BY NUMBER OF HOl3RS 
SPENT ON BUSINESS EV1ffiY DAY 

Married With Married No \":idm.;/ 
Children Children Single Divorced 

------------ ---------- ------ --------
Low - 8 3 (24) 0 (2 ) 0 ( 4) 0 ( ~ ) 

1 . 8% ( 11 . 7% ) 0%( 1%) 0%( 2%) 0%( 2%) 

9 - 15 104 (95) 23(29) 1 (26) 25(15) 
63.8%(46.5%) 14%(14.2) o . 6% ( 12 . 7%) 15.3%(7.2%) 

16 - High 7 (0 ) 0 (0 ) 0 ( <{ ) 0 (0 ) 
4.3%(0%) 0%(0%) 0%(2%) 0% (0) 

Further to the above, this study goes further to determine 

if there are significant correlations between the marital status of 

the entrepreneur and the number of hours he spends on his business per 

working day. 

The cross-tabulation on the above data came out ~{ith the 

following statistical values: -0.05648 for the Chinese and 0.10582 for 

the Malays. The correlation value for the Chinese indicates a 

negative relationship whereas the relationship for the Malays 1S 

positive. Nevertheless, even though both values are not significant at 

0.01 critical level, only the value for the Chinese correlation sho~~ 

a high degree of correlation at -0.05648. 

7.2.5. Correlation of Influence of Religion on the Conduct of 
Business By Percentage Profit ~argin of the Respondent's 
Business 

~aurice Freedman14 ascribes the econom1C proh'ess of the 

Chinese to their superior ability to handle mone:,>'", and their eagerness 

lI~reedman, Maurice (1959), 1The Handli,1g of .''foney, ,4 V')te on ~be 3ac,~~:-ouni Jr' :,~e 
Economic Sornissicarion of the Overseas Chi.1ese, Man. 59,64'"c~; reprir.tei ~:. 
~ ~ S'l k r • ) n d' 'u' ~ i s (Sin~aD~re, ~aster~ 0ni~~~si:7 l. h, '1 coe eG. r>ea ~ngs in nll1yan ;::C:jnOil C 

Pressl(1961) pp.32-42. 
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to earn as much profit as they can make from any business venture the~

are contemplating. This was also quoted in the Redding's study, only 

that Redding found that the Chinese entrepreneur, who would almost 

certainly will be a Buddhist, makes all the profits he can so that he 

will have a grand funeral when he dies. If possible, he will want the 

wealth he accumulated from life on earth to enable his descendants 

even to build a house to shelter the grave with. 

The Malays however, being Muslims, have been !mown to be 

conservative on business ethics, always being very careful on 

everything they do for fear that whatever they do is ln contrary to 

the principles of Islam. To a devout Muslim, however, his ultimate aim 

ln life is to be accepted as one of the inhabitants of Janna.hl 5 ~,-hen 

he dies. All trade must be done with honour where honesty rules in all 

decisions made16 • Excessive profits are not allowed in Islam and are 

considered as haraml i, penal ties of which are equivalent to receiving 

or giving bribes or corruption. 

This study then proceeds on the question of hm-r much 

religion influences the entrepreneur on the profit margin he makes 

from his business. The results of the correlation analysis is as sho~~n 

in Table 7.8 below. 

15Arabic for paradise or "heaven", 
t6The Holy Quran: iv, verse 29: "0 ye who believe! Eat not up ;7C'ur pr-operty A,']('.')J 

yourselves in vanity: But lee there be amongst you Traffi~ and Trade By Jut~al 
~oca-~il1: nor kill (or destroy) Yourselves: For veriiy Al~J~ jas ~een r~ ~o] 

Most Merciful!", 

17~eaning qunlawful", lnd IS thus a Sin, which will result In ~unishment in 
the here-aft"f, 

?3-... :::> 



TABLE 7.8: CORRELATION OF INYLutNCE OF RELIGION BY 
PERCENTAGE PROFIT I"'lARGIN 

Low - 20 21 - 40 41 - High 
---------------------------------------

Influence A Lot 0 (65) 0 ( 13) 0 (12) 
0%(37.8%) 0%(6.4%) 0%(5.8%) 

Some Influence 9 (30) 2 (8 ) 5 ( 12) 
5.5%(14.7%) 1.2%( 4%) 3%(5.8%) 

Not Sure 2 (16) .- (8 ) 0 (6 ) ( 

1.2%(7.8%) 4.4%(4%) 0%( 3%) 
No Influence 36 (11 ) 24 (0 ) 6 (0 ) 

22%(5.4%) 14.7%(0%) 3.7%(0%) 
No Influence At All 61 ( 3 ) 4 ( 3 ) - (0 ) I 

37.4%(1.5%) 2.5%( 1. 5%) 4.3%(0%) 

(The figures ~n brackets are for the Malays). 

The statistical computation for the Chinese group produced a 

significance value of -0.26094 lmereas the value for the Malay group 

IS 0.01212. It is noted from the critical values as provided by the 

Statistical Tables that the Chinese figure shows no significant 

relationship between the two variables whereas for the Malays, the 

value of 0.01212 is slightly outside the 0.01 level of significance, 

but can still be accepted as indicating that there IS a highly 

significant relationship between the two variables. 

7.2.6. Correlation of L\ge of Respondent wben Starting Business By 
Importance of Government Incentives on Business Startup 

This correlation is tru{en to further the comparison on the 

findings made by Nagata18 who found that Malay entrepreneurs prior to 

1972 l"ere mostly from the 40 - 60 age bracket. The purpose in trying 

to find the degree of importance of government incentives and the age 

of respondent upon business startup is to find out the effect of the 

provisions of the New Economic Polic:.~ on net" business startup, 

considering that the New Economic Policy provided the ~hl::tYs ,;i th 

'nl t J dOth A '. 1"'1 , .aga a, ~r, U L .; Op.CLC., ~:~. 
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maSSlve financial, technical and management support for their busines

ses through the government and semi-government bodies set up over the 

years. 

TABLE 7.9: CORRELATION OF AGE OF RESPONDENT lJPON BUSI~"ESS 
STARTUP BY GOVERNMENT INCENTIVES AS INDUCEMENT 
TO BUSINESS STARTUP 

~lost Important 

Important 

Unsure 

Not Important 

Low to 25 

o (49) 
0%(24%) 

o (16) 
0%(7.8%) 

o (0) 
0%(0%) 

8 (0) 
5%(0%) 

26 - 35 

1 (43) 
0.6%(21%) 

o (30) 
0%(14.7%) 

o (0) 
0%(0%) 

11 (16) 
6.7%(7.8%) 

36 - 45 

o (25) 
0%( 12.3%) 

o (8) 
0%( 4%) 

o (0) 

0%(0%) 

6 (0) 
3.6%(0%) 

Not Important 14 (0) 117(6) 6 (0) 
at all 8.5%(0%) 71.8%(3%) 3.6%(0%) 
(The figures in brackets are for the Nalays). 

46 - High 

o (11) 

0%(5.3%) 

o (0) 

O%(O%} 

o (0) 

O%(O%} 

o (0) 

0%(0%) 

o (0) 
0%(0%) 

Since Ordinal data are used, the Ga.rIma Coefficient values 

are used. The statistical computation for the Chinese group produced a 

Gamma coefficient value of 0.04941 and for the Malay group, the value 

is 0.03354. Both Gamma coefficient values are not significant at 0.01 

level of significance but can be accepted at 0.05 level of 

significance. This shows that there is a high degree of significance 

in the relationship between the two variables for both groups. 

7.2.7. Correlation of Age of Respondents wben Starting Business 
By Presence of Other Family Members in Business 

The Redding19 study also concluded that neH Chinese business 

startups by young Chinese members below the age of thirt~ from the 

same family (or clan) in the Philippines were related to the existence 

19~E'dding, Coiden; op.cit .. 1~83. 
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of other family members in business. These new startup ventures ~ould 

normally begin their businesses specifically to act as suppliers or 

supplements to the existing family (or clan) business, or, as Redding 

puts it I' h ... sue ne~v businesses rvould be set up because of the 

existence of clan and famil,V affiliations to provide ancillar:r.r 

services as supplier as well as providing a degree of stabili ty, or at 

least trust and reliabili ty, in what might otherr-vise be a ver.r 

uncertain business environment "20 • 

The findings of the Redding study on the Chinese ln the 

Philippines has strong similarities to findings of studies on the Je~~ 

and Asians in Britain as compiled in Ethnic Communi ties ~n Business; 

Strategies for Economic SurT.;rival by Ward and Jenkins21 • 

In the case of this present study however, the existence of 

family or clan members in business is correlated to the age ~nen the 

entrepreneur started his business. 

TABLE 7. 10: CORRELATION OF BUSINESS STARTUP AGE BY PRESENCE OF 
OTHER FAMILY MErvlBERS IN BUSIN"ESS 

Yes, Immediate 
Age None Family 

------- --------------
Lm.,r - 25 5 (41) 9 (8 ) 

3%(20%) 5.5%(4%) 

26 - 35 50 (50) 41 ( 16) 
30.6%(24.5%) 25 . 1 % ( 7 . 8% ) 

36 - 45 2 ( 17) 7 ( 3 ) 
1.2%(8.3%) 4.3%(1.5%) 

46 - High 0 (8 ) 0 ( 0) 
0%(4%) 0%(0%) 

(The figures l.n brackets are for the :vIalays). 

:DRedding, Gordon; op,cic,. 1983. 
llWard, Robin, ,i, .Jer.kins, Richard; Ethni~~o"l:J!Jr:lt~es In ~!Jsir;,?s'3; 

Econo~ic S~.lr'.'ival. Cambridge Universiry ~)res:, 1~83. 
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Yes, Other 
Relative 

-----------
8 (16) 
5%(8%) 

38 (29) 
23.3%(14.2%) 

3 ( 17) 
1. 8%( 8.3%) 

0 ( 3 ) 
0%( 1 .5%) 



The statistical computation conducted through cross-

tabulation of the above data produced Rho coefficient values of 

-0.04195 for the Chinese group and 0.05482 for the Malay group. Both 

values indicate that the correlation between the tHO variables for 

both groups are not significant at 0.01 level of significance, but 

acceptable at the 0.05 level. This means that there is a high degree 

of significance in the relationships bebveen the two variables both 

for the Malays and the Chinese groups. 

7.2.8 

Capital 

Correlation of "~ount of Initial Startup Capital By 
Importance of Borrowing From Family Sources For 
Additional Capital 

TABLE 7. 11: CORRELATION OF ArvDUNT OF STARTUP CAPTT AL BY 
BORROWING FROM FAMILY SOURCES FOR 
ADDITIONAL CAPITAL 

Nost 
Important Important Unsure 

Not Not 
Important Important 

at all , 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
0-25000 

25001 -
50000 

50001 -
75000 

75001 -
100000 

100001 -
High 

34 (77) 
20.8%(37.7%) 

11 (27) 
6.7%(13.2%) 

41 (29) 3 (19) 
25.1%(14.2%) 1.8%(9.3%) 

10 (6) 
6.1%(3%) 

19 (2) 
11.6%( 1%) 

5 (2) 
3%( 1%) 

3 (0) 

1. 8%( 0%) 

o (3) 

0%( 1. 8%) 

3 (0) 

1.8%(0%) 

4 (18) 
2.4%(8.8%) 

13 (5) 
8%(2.5%) 

o (0) 

0%(0%) 

o (0) 

0%(0%) 

o (0) 

0%(0%) 

(The fLgures in brackets are for the Mala:vs). 

o (3) 

0%( 1. 8%) 

o (0 ) 

0%( 0%) 

o (0) 
0%(0%) 

o (0) 
0%(0%) 

o (0) 
0%(0%) 

9 (3) 
5.5%( 1. 8%) 

1 (3) 
0.6%( 1. 8%) 

5 (6) 

3%( 3%) 

o (0) 

0%(0%) 

o (0) 

0%(0%) 

The cross-tabulation above provided Rho coeficient values 

of -0.16503 for the Chinese group and 0.11727 for the ~']ala:,,- ,~roup. 

level ~)f Both values are are not significant even at 0.05 

significance. This means that the relationships bet~,;een the t~'-0 

variables for the th"O groups are not significant for both c:::rc,ups. 
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7.2.9 

0-25000 

25001 -
50000 

50001 -
75000 

75001 -
100000 

100001 -
High 

Correlation of Amoun~ of Initial Startup Capital By 
Importance of BorrowIng From Commercial Banks For 
Additional Capital 

TABLE 7.12: CORRELATION ON M'lOUNT OF STARTUP CAPITAL BY 
BORROWING FRO.'1 CONMERCIAL BMTKS 

Most Not \ot 
Important Important Unsure Important Important 

at all 
-------------------------------------------------------------

58 (94) o (16) o (7) o (6) o (0) 
35.5%(46%) 0%(7.8%) 0%{3.4%) 0%( 3%) 0%(0%) 

43 (45) 16 (8) o (0) o (3) o (0) 
26.3%(22%) 9.8%(4%) 0%(0%) 0%( 1. 5%) 0%(0%) 

17 ( 7) 1 (5 ) o (0) o (0) o (0) 
10.4%(4%) 0.6%(1.5%) 0%(0%) 0%(0%) 0%(0%) 

18 (2) 1 (3 ) o (0) o (0) o (0) 
11%( 1%) 0.6%(1.5%) 0%(0%) 0%(0%) 0%(0% 

8 (2) o (0) o (0) o (0) o (0) 
5%( 1%) 0%(0%) 0%(0%) 0%(0%) 0%( 0%) 

(The figures in brackets are for the Halays). 

The cross-tabulation on the above data gave ~o coefficient 

values of 0.00934 for the Chinese group and -0.01638 for the ~mlay 

group. The Chinese Rho value shows a very highly significant correla-

tion. The Rho value for the Malay group is slightly outside the 0.01 

level of significance at 0.01 level of significance. Even though it IS 

outside the 0.01 level, it can still be accepted as showing a 

significant relationship between the two variables. This means that 

there are significant relationships between the two variables for both 

groups. 

7.2.10 Correlation of Size of Initial Capital Startup By 
Sector of Respondents 

The breakdmvn of the cross-tabulation on the above variables 

IS shown in Table 7.13 belo~. 
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Retail 

\Vholesale 

Cottage 
Industry 

Handi
craft 

Services 

Contracting 

Catering 

Supplier 

TABLE 7.13: CORRELATION OF NvDUNT OF STARTUP CAPITAL 
BY SECTOR 

Low - 25001 - 50001 - 75001 - 100001 -
25000 50000 75000 100000 High 
------------------------------------------------

33 (51) 34 (17) 3 (6) 3 (4) 5 (0) 
20%( 25%) 20.8%(8.3%)1.8%(3%) 1. 8%( 2%) 3%( 0%) 

2 (II) 6 (8) 1 (1) 7 (0) 1 (0) 
1.2%(5.4%) 3.6%( 4%) 0.6%(0.5%)4.3%(0%) 0.6%(0%) 

o (19) o (4) 1 (0) o (0) o (0) 
0%(9.3%) 0%( 2%) 0.6%(0%) 0%( 0%) 0%(0%) 

7 (4) 2 (4) o (3) o (O) o (0) 
4.3%(2%) 1.2%(2%) 0%(1.5%) 0%(0%) 0%(0%) 

o (11) 3 (8) 2 (1) o (0) o (0) 
0%(5.4%) 1.8%( 4%) 1.2%(0.5%)0%(0%) 0%( 0%) 

9 (19) 3 (2) 2 (1) 8 (0) o (2) 
5.5%(9.3%)1.8%(1%) 1.2%(1%) 5%( 0%) 0%( 1%) 

2 (6) 3 (9) 6 (0) 1 (0 ) o (0) 
1.2%(3%) 1.8%(4.4%)3.6%(0%) 0.6%(0%) 0%( 0%) 

6 (7) 8 (4) 3 (1) o (1) o (0) 
3.6%(3.4%)5%(2%) 1.8%(0.5%)0%(0.5%) 0%(0%) 

(The figures in brackets are for the Malays). 

The statistical cross-tabulation on the above data provided 

Rho coefficient values of 0.11193;for the Chinese group and 0.0~567 

for the Malay group. With a Rho value of 0.04567, only the :1ala:.~ group 

shows that the relationship between the two variables is significant, 

and that there are no strong relationships for the variables measured 

for the Chinese. 
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7.2.11 Correlation of Where Li ved \~ben Small By Age hben 
Starting Business 

TABLE 7. 14: CORRELATION OF WHERE LIVED w1fEN Sr--1L\LL BY 
AGE UPON BUSINESS STARTUP 

Rural Kampung 

Small Town 

Large Town 

City or 
Major Town 

Lm-l - 25 26 - 35 36 - 45 46 - High 
---------------------------------------------

o (5) 15 (30) 2 (7) o (4) 
0%(2.5%) 9.2%(14.7%) 1. 2%( 3.4%) 0%( 2%) 

o (6) 8 (15) o (7) o (4) 
0%(3%) 5%(7.3%) 0%{3.4%) 0%( 2%) 

8 (11) 56 (20) 2 (9) o (1) 
5%(5.4%) 34.4%(9.8%) 1. 2%( 4.4%) 0%( 0.5%) 

14 (43) 50 (30) 8 (10) o (0) 
8.6%(21%) 30.6%(14.7%) 5%( 57~ ~ 0%( 0%) 

(The figures in brackets are for the H~la'ys). 

The cross-tabulation on the above data provided ~o coeffi-

cient values of -0. l1831 for the Chinese and -0.32974 for the [vIalay 

group. Both the Rho values for the Chinese and the Malay groups are 

found to be not significant. 

7.2.12 Correlation of Where Lived wben Small By Creation 
of Wealth As Reason For Entrepreneurship. 

TABLE 7.15: CORREIATION OF WHERE LIVED WHEN Si"lALL BY 
CREATION OF WEALTH AS REASON FOR ENTREPRENBJRSHIP 

Most Not Not Impor-
Important Important Unsure Important tant at all 
-------------------------------------------------------

Rural Kampung 0 ( 19 ) 17 (12) 0 ( 10) 0 ( 5 ) 0 (0 ) 
0%(9.3%) 10.4%(5.9%) 0%( 5%) 0%(2.5%) 0%(0%) 

Small Town 0 (0 ) 0 (21) 8 ( 11) 0 ( 0 ) 0 (0 ) 
0%(0%) 0%(10.2%) 5%(5.4%) 0%(0%) 0%(0%) 

Large Town 17 ( 12 ) 33 (19) 8 ( 10) 8 (0 ) 0 (0 ) 
10.4%(5.8%) 20.2%(9.3%) 5%( 5%) 5%(0%) 0%(0%) 

City or 39 (39) 17 (27) 16(8) 0 (0 ) 0 ( 9 ) 
t-Iajor TOlm 24%(19.1%) 10.:.l%(13.2%) 9.8%( 4%) 0%(0%) 0%( -L -l%) 

(The fig;ures in brackets are for the i'''iala.rs). 
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Rho The cross-tabulation on the above data provided 

coefficient values of -0.22619 for the Chinese group and -0.06391 for 

Both Rho values are outside the 0.01 and 0.05 levels the Malay group. 

of significance, reflecting that there are no significant relation

ships between the two variables for both groups. 

7.3 S~~y 

The findings of this chapter has been based on the 

correlation analysis of the data between the Nalay and Chinese 

entrepreneurs and this analysis has been explained and tabulated 

based on what was obtained from the computer printout of the 

statistical analyses. 

These findings ~~ill be discussed further in the follm-ling 

chapter, which is the concluding chapter for this study, at the end of 

Hhich some recommendations have been presented for further research 

areas, either to supplement the findings of this research or on other 

related lssues. 
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CHAPfER EIGHT 

DISCUSSION ON FH,;1)INGS, CONCLUSION A\TJ) RECO~.1l'IEXD.-\Tlc)\S 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

From the study on the literatures in Chapters THO and 

Three, there is evidence to show that the Chinese have mostly been 

successful ln entrepreneurship, commerce and industry wherever the:.-

went to settle a~..;ray from the Chinese mainland. This h'aS the same 

whether they had migrated as labourers, traders, or because of 

political persecutions from feudal conflicts in mainland China at the 

time. Entrepreneurship ~..;ras used as the best resort, and for a 

significantly large number of them, the only alternative, In the 

struggle for survival ln foreign lands. Their superiority In 

entrepreneurship and their domination of the local economies in some 

of these countries show as if they were born ~,;;i th the "business 

acumen" ln them. However, as Harre's Situation-Act Model has shm,m, 

this is nothing more than responding to a need, both from "ithin the 

indi vidual and also from his environment. 'men the en\rironment 

changes, the likelihood and the evidence are that people h"ill respond, 

and the Chinese have proven that they are very strong in this aspect. 

From the survey analyses in Chapters Six and Se\"en, it IS 

also revealed that there are similarities as ~"ell as differences 

between the :Ialay and Chinese entrepreneurs In Sarm;ak on their 

business acti vi t:.-. 

The call for the :-1alays in Sarm-;ak to particira ~e in 

business and corrunerce has been a chain reaction of th~' fear tV" 

In Peninsular 'lalaysia that they ~,ere o;oing 
" . to lose their 



POlitical power to the Chinese in the late 1960s. S th 1 o , ~ e on "1".- ~ .. -a y to - " 

ensure that they would not lose out ~~s to correct the economic 

imbalance by the creation of ~~lay entrepreneurs. 

These Malay entrepreneurs, however, would not have been able 

to stand the rigours of modern-day business activity considering that 

they did not originate from an entrepreneurial class of people. Their 

forefathers had led slow and contented lives working the fields 

growing padi or fishing in the seas or rivers for their daily meals. 

For those v;ho Ii ved in the villages and countryside, there \-"as 

abundant food for everybody, land was available, and they did not have 

to work extra hard for survival. These facts would be of no help to 

them when things started to become difficult. The reality of economlC 
. 

backwardness crept into the minds of the Malays when they found that 

they had to pay more for the food that they eat, ~-Then the pace of 

development in the country was leaving them behind in their villages 

and rural d~-rellings and life-style, unlike the Chinese, v:ho chose 

entrepreneurship because i t ~-"as a matter of life and death, and ~,;hose 

forefathers t-rere themselves entrepreneuriall~T inclined, learning hm,,-

to handle money shreh-dly. 

Hm,;ever, it 1S lIDreasonable to expect miracles to happen 

overnight. The results of the survey also prove that it IS only in the 

last quarter century that the Halays have been e~-posed to entrepren-

h · d +-h h d t t C1'C1'le to compete t,-i th the '3. 1 read;'T eurs 1p an G e~- a 0 s ru,~,.,... 

established Chinese businesses. On this aspect lit 1S fair to sa~- -r:hat 

the ~etv Economic Policy I 1n tr;.-in~ to create a pool of :!31a~

entrepreneurs, has ShOh'll some posi ti ye results I and 7:he ,?:,~~ent of 

involvement In busin.ess acti \-i t~,- b~T the ~'1alay group of ent ~eprcneurs 
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involved ln this study bears testimony to that. It must be remembered 

however, that the rnaSSlve scale of the assistance, which between 197 . .':j 

and 1980 amounted to more than M$100 million! provided largely to the 

~1alays in particular and the Bumiputras in general as compared to the 

resul ts achieved so far means that greater efforts ha\-e to be 

undertaken to ensure that future policies ~~ould produce better 

results. Basically, this research tried to do just that, that 1S 

comparing the ~Blays to the Chinese ln an attempt to understand the 

Chinese business practices, so that future policies that are drafted 

would yield the maximum results leading to more meaningful rlala7 

participation ln entrepreneurial activity. 

For the ~Blays in Sarawak, this research provides the 

empirical evidence that they are still very far behind both 1n 

business involvement as well as in business achievement. The sizes of 

their businesses are very small compared to the "small" Chinese mIDed 

businesses. The capital they use for startups are minimal, and they 

have to resort to borrowing for capital more than the Chinese. The 

full description of the results of the analyses is sho~~n in Table 8.} 

below. 
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TABLE 8. 1 : RESULTS OF TIm Al'JAL YSES 

CORREL4TION ANALYSES BETffEEN E4RIABLES 

Relationship between Academic Achievement 
and Family Status 

Relationship between Percentage of own 
tvloney used in Startup Capital and Size 
of Capital Startup 

Relationship between the Age of 
Entrepreneurs and the number of Hours 
spent daily on business activities 

Relationship between ~arital status of 
Respondent and Number of Hours Spent 
Daily on the business 

Relationship between the Influence of 
Religion and Percentage of Profit 
tv1argin 

Relationship betHeen Government Incentives 
and Age of Starting Business 

Relationship bebveen wnere Lived wnen 
Small and Age of Starting Business 

Relationship between Presence of Other 
Family Members in Business and _~e of 
Starting Business 

Relationship between Size of Startup 
Capital and Borrm.;ing Preference from 
Family members 

Relationship between Size of Startup 
Capital and Borrm..;ing Preference from 
Commercial Banlrs 

Relationship beb'-Ieen Sector of Business 
Involvement and Amount of Startup Capital 

Relationship bebveen ~vnere Lived Ivnen 
Small and Creation of Wealth :\s Reason 
for Venturin,g into Business 

No~es: Sig, - Hi~hly si~nificant correlation 

,~ , ~ 
J I. _ ~. 

"I .... 1,'"\ ... ~ ". n l' .' l' ,""I ') r'" c·,,\ r" '" 1 a r ;"'\" I" c" - ,ll, ~ '" _ 'v .. " v ." .. '- '. l U 11 

.\14L1Y 

0.80118 
N.S. 

0.59312 
:-J.S. 

-0.02687 
Sig.* 

0.10582 
N.S. 

0.01212 
Sig. 

0.03354 
Sig.* 

0.32974 
N.S. 

0.05482 
Sig.* 

0.11727 
N.S 

-0.01683 
Sig. 

0.0,1567 
Sig.* 

-0.06391 
~.S 

0.79762 

0.55065 
~.S. 

-0.2137:1 
N.S. 

-0.03648 
Sig .t 

-0.26094 
N.S. 

0.04941 
Sig.* 

-0.11832 
N.S 

-0.04195 
Sig.* 

-0.16503 
:~. S 

0.0093{ 
Sig. 

-0.11193 
\.S 

-i).22619 
\.S 



8.2 RESuLTS OF THE ANALYSES 

The general findings of the correlation statistics deri \-ed 

from the study which is presented in Table 8.1 above reveals that onl~

in three areas are there significant relationships beb,;een selected 

variables for the tvlalay and Chinese entrepreneurs involved 1n the 

study. These are as folloHs: 

1. That the age at ~.;hich both groups of entrepreneurs ventured into 

business 1S significantly correlated to the business incentives 

by the government. 

2. That the age at Hhich the entrepreneurs ventured into business is 

significantly correlated to the fact that the entrepreneur has 

other members who are also involved in business. 

3. That the Slze of capital used for startup by the entrepreneurs is 

significantly correlated to the preference by the entrepreneurs 

tm,;ards borrm<ling from commercial banl{s. 

In three of the cases, there were significant correlations 

beb-7een variables for the Malays but no significant correlation for 

the Chinese entrepreneurs. These are explained as below: 

1. That the number of hours spent by the t"lalay entrepreneurs on 

their business acti \-i ties each day 't<lere significantly correlated 

to their age. This t<las not fOlmd for the Chinese entrepreneurs. 

2. That there t .. -as a significant correlation b:t-~,-een the profi r 

margin made by the t"lalays out of their businesses and the 

influence of their religion. The results t»r ~_he Chinese 

entrepreneurs did not sho't,; significant correla~ lons on this ,-
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3. That the sector of involvement by the Malay entrepreneurs 1S 

significantly correlated to the size of their startup capital. 

There was no significant correlation for the Chinese on this. 

In one case, there ~'I-as significant correlation for the 

Chinese but not for the Malays. This is explained as below. 

1. That the number of hours spent by the Chinese entrepreneurs on 

their business activities each day is significantly correlated to 

their marital status. This Has not the case for the ~lalay group 

of entrepreneurs. 

In five cases there ~vere no ~ignificant correlations between the 

variables for both groups of entrepreneurs. These are ex~lained as 

below. 

1. That there 1S no significant correlation betHeen the level of 

academic achievement of the entrepreneurs and the economic status 

of their families Hhen they Here younJ~. 

2. That there 1S no significant correlation beb,~een the size of 

startup capital of the entrepreneurs and the percentage of their 

o~'I1 money they invested in the startup capital. 

3. That there is no significant correlation bebveen the age at ,,-hich 

the entrepreneurs ventured into business and the place ,,-here the~-

Lived. ,,,hen they h"ere young . 

. 1. That there is no significant correlation beth"een t:le place h-here 

t he entrepreneurs lived ",hen the'- "ere Y0illl,g; and the c:::,eJ t i~,n 
- f.' 

L L 

h-eal th as the most important reason for venturing int" business. 
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5. That there 1S no significant correlation betHeen the Slze of 

startup capital of the entrepreneurs and their borrowing preier

ence from members of their own family. 

8.3 DELIBERATING ON THE RESULTS 

Almost all the results from the analyses of the statistical 

correlation shows that the findings of earlier studies on the ,\Iala~.-s 

and Chinese 1n Peninsular Malaysia, which reflect the Chinese as 

performing more superior than the iVlalays in their business acti \-i t~- , 

is hereby supported2 • There was an unexpected finding 1n onl~r one 

case, and that is for the results of the correlation beb~~een the 

availability of government incentives and the age of venturing into 

business for the entrepreneurs. In this case, both Chinese and :[alay 

entrepreneurs show that the age at which they venture into business 1S 

significantly correlated to government incentives, something t{hich is 

unusual because the Chinese are known to harbour grievances about the 

prov1s1on of special privileges to the t-'lalays. For example, the 

Chinese were very vocal when making their grievances against the ~Jet-i 

Economic Policy but this study has shotvn that the NEP has ln fact 

facilitated the increase in the number of Chinese ot~ed businesses. 

2See I, Mahmud, Abdul Aziz; Malay jntreprenellrship: Proble::1s in Develcpi.1g .~ :.;crJp~,"a-, 
tive Empirical Analysis, Prime Minister's DepartrJent, Kuala Lumpur. UCCaS~lJnal 

Paper No,7, November, 1981. op,cit, , 
2, Popenoe, Oliver; Malay Entreprenellr~: An Analysis of the S,cial B3C!gr"~ncs. 

Careers, and Attitudes of the Leading Malay 3usiness~en in Wes[ ~3iJJsi3, 
Ph,D, thesis (Unpublished), London, 1970. op.ci~. 

3, Charlesworth H.Z.; Role 3cfain in 2u~iputra 3nr,"~pre~eurs - Can it Be 
O~ercome ? Un~ublished research paper sub~it:ed ~o ~ARA Institute "f 
T e c h n 0 log Y j Mala y s il, 1 9 74, " p , cit. 

r.; ,,' . 1 .j ~ 1 -
~, Conway. B,~" Tbe P;.qct~ce of ,Ii::t:;a;errenr. Develo~::,enr i.'l "e:~ .;'!i'!,7:::3 

U75, 5dinburgn, H75 (iinpublisbea Ph.D ~~esis), 0.::.cit, 
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This was similar to the situation l~hen the Chinese complained and 

lobbied against the use of Bahasa Mala:vsia as the national 18l1oc1Llage 

but they sent their children to study and master the 1 anguag<? 

discreetly, ei ther ln night tuition classes or addi tional ~.;eekend 

teaching sessions conducted by Chinese teachers who already mastered 

the language. The situation in the country has now reached a level 

where Chinese students have been proven to perform as well as the 

Malay students (if not better than the Malays) Slnce the ~nole 

education curriculum used Bahasa ~~laysia as the medium of instruc

tion in the mid-1970s. 

Despi te this, hm~ever , as can be deduced from Table 8. 1, it 

can be seen that there are strong similarities in five of the cases. 

The level of academic achievement of both groups of entrepreneurs IS 

not significantly correlated to the economic status of their families. 

This needs to be explained further because the table on frequency 

breakdown on the level of academic achievement of the entrepreneurs 

shows that there are more Chinese entrepreneurs who had college or 

University education whereas there were more Malay entrepreneurs who 

only completed secondary education. The result nevertheless indicates 

that there is no possibility that the levels of academic achievement 

of the entrepreneurs is due to the economic status of the entrepre

neurs' families. 

Another similarity between the results is that there is no 

significant correlation between the size of their startup capital and 

the percentage of o~ monles used in these startup capital. For this 

correlation, it must be remembered that more than 62 percent of the 

Malays used startup capital sums of ~1$25, 000 and belol..,T ~.;here::ts for the 

Chinese, only 36 percent of them fell into this category. Therp t~'erp 
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also more than 10 percent of the Chinese entrepreneurs w~o used sums 

between M$75, 001 and M$100,OOO but only 5 percent for the ~Ialays. 

Overall, the direct implication of this variable is that the ~lalays 

use much smaller amounts of capital for their business startups. This 

part of the findings shows the weakness of the Malays ln handling 

large sums of money for use in business start-up capital. A possible 

result of this weakness is the possibility of the Malays themselves 

slowing down the process of entrepreneurial development, something 

which they badly need for the creation of a Malay business base. This 

so called ~alay business base is important because it should provide 

as the springboard for more Malay businesses to be created, similar to 

the manner in which Asian and Jew entrepreneurs support their o~~n folk 

in the United Kingdom. 

Another interesting result of the correlation analysis 1S 

that there is a significant correlation between the number of hours 

the Malays spend on their daily business activities compared to the 

Chinese, for whom the result did not show a significant relationship. 

This 1S considered interesting because the number of ~lalay entrepre-

neurs who said they only spend 8 hours and less on their business 1S 

quite significant, at 16.8 percent, compared to only 1.8 percent of 

the Chinese entrepreneurs. On the whole, there were almost equal 

numbers from both groups who spend between 9 and 15 hours on their 

business acti vi ties in an average working day. This explains ~,,;h:,-- the 

relationship for the rvIalays is only significant at the 0.05 level. 

On the issue of religion for both groups, the result of the 

1 ' ted th t l'S for the rvIalays, there 1S a corre at10n 1S as expec , a , 

si,gnificant correlation between the influence of religion and the 



amount of profit margin the businesses bring in. Nagata's and r~ud's 

studies also concluded with the same finding3. For the Chinese, this 

result proved that they must make as much profit as they could so 

that they can have a grand funeral when they die, thus preparing them 

for an equally prosperous life in the hereafter. This can be seen from 

frequency breakdown which revealed that 44 percent of the ~~lays who 

chose the answer "Influence a Lot", compared to none from the Chinese 

group. On the other extreme, 44 percent of the Chinese entrepreneurs 

said religion has "No Influence At All" in their business activit:~r. 

This also explains why there is a significant correlation 

between the influence of religion and the amount of profit margin made 

from the business for the ~alay entrepreneurs but no significant 

correlation for the Chinese. It is a common understanding 1n Sarawak 

that the Chinese are willing to take heavy risks in their business 

operations, to the point where some of them will even contemplate 

suicide when their business ventures fail. For the ~~lays, they are 

more likely to keep a very low profile when their business ventures 

fail. A failure in business is no reason to t~{e one's life because 

their religion specifically says that someone who takes his own life 

~dll never even "smell the scent of Paradise". It is common knowledge 

that for the Chinese, religion 1S not important 1n entrepreneurial 

activities. It is not uncommon to see a Chinese entrepreneur placing 

prayer altars 1n front of the doors of gambling houses or even 

massage par lours and these prayer altars would be smoky tvi th lots of 

JOss sticks bein.!?: lighted, to please the diety tmo, it is hoped, will 

make the business successful. 

1 ~ a hili U j ,\ b Q ul A z i z': i ,J i :1 • I ~ n i \ ,1 sat 3. I JJ ci i t h; : b i i . 
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As has been mentioned earlier, there was an ' Tn ~ ed L.U1ex-pec I... 

finding from the results, and that is, there 1S a significant 

correlation for both the Malay and Chinese entrepreneurs beth"een the 

availability of government incentives and the age at which the 

entrepreneurs venture into business. This result is contrary to ~mat 

1S expected because, for the Malays, it is accepted that the 

government provides them with various incentives to help them not only 

start venturing into business, but also to help them secure jobs and 

contracts once they have started their businesses, especially in line 

with the objectives of the New Economic Policy. This is not exactl~-

the case for the Chinese, because priori ties are given to the ~Jalays 

and the Chinese have aired their dissatisfaction at the way the Malays 

are given privileges. 

This researcher now suggest tHO explanations to this. One 13 

that the Chinese entrepreneurs have been successful 1n finding a 

solution to the problem of special treatment given t.o the ~1alays, that 

1S by beating rotmd the system to get the desired objective. The other 

1S that the Ali-Baba syndrome of the 1970s (and which is still being 

practised by many Malay entrepreneurs at present) must have existed on 

a scale more serious than Hhat had been feared by the government. That 

18 why even though more and more opportunities were reserved to the 

~~lays, 1n the final analysis, the Chinese still find they are able to 

undertake the jobs and services which ~.;ere aw'"8.rded to the t-'Jalays 

they perform the services and contracts either as sub-contractors 

on joint venture basis with the Malays. 

and 

or 

There is no significant correlation for both groups beth·een 

the age at lJhich they ventured into business and the place ~here the 
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entrepreneurs lived when they were young. This is also a surprise from 

the results of this study because there were more Malay entrepreneurs 

who were brought up in the rural villages compared to the Chinese (~6 

Malays compared to only 16 Chinese). From Table 7.13, it can also be 

seen that the majority of the Chinese were brought up either 1n the 

large towns or the city. This was (and to some extent, still is) a 

strong weakness of the Malays and the fact that more and more Malays 

are venturing into business means that the weakness is being ironed 

out. It 1S obvious that the Malays have imprOVed in their business 

performance to some extent and even though many resort to Ali-Baba 

partnerships, many more are now carrying out the business activities 

themselves. 

Both groups showed significant correlation between the 

presepce of other family members in business and the age at which they 

started their businesses. This is obvious when comparing the results 

of the correlation analysis with the frequency breakdown in Table 6.5 

which shows that the majority of both the Chinese and Malay entrepren

eurs (79 percent for Chinese and 46 percent for the I"lalays) ventured 

into business between the ages of 26 and 35. The result above shows 

that the significance is only at the 0.05 level of significance and 

this is attributed to the fact that less than half of the ~lala~~ had 

family members in business whilst for the Chinese group, the figure 

was 65 percent. 

1n 

The other result which showed a significant correlation 

the size of startup capital and the preference of borro,;iTIg; from 

commercial banks for both groups of respondents. This means that both 

groups of entrepreneurs were receptive to borrm.,ring from commerci'll 
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banks for their startup capital but at the same time, there h~S no 

significant correlation for both groups between the Slze of the 

startup capital and borrowing preference from family members. 

stand 

For the Malays, this of course partly 

on religion which they declared when 

contradicts 

filling ln 

their 

the 

questionnaire, and which has been mentioned above, that religion does 

affect them in the conduct of business. This is because, it is obvious 

that when they borrow from banks, they are bound to pay interests on 

the sums borrowed, meaning that they have broken one of the prlme 

ethics of their religion, Islam. The only explanation attributable to 

this is that even though Malaysia declares itself an Islamic country, 

it does not have an Islamic economy. Its economic system is very much 

based on Western ideologies and it is not until in 1983 that Malaysia 

has its own Islamic bank. 

Lastly, the sector chosen by the ~~lay entrepreneurs was 

significantly correlated to the amount of their startup capital 

whereas for the Chinese, there was no correlation to show this. This 

can be explained by the fact that the Malays used relatively small 

sums of money for their startup capital and this led them to 

involvement only ln the sectors where the initial capital outlays 

~~-ould not be too demanding, such as the Service, Retail and Cottage 

Production sectors. For the Chinese, even though the majority of them 

were found in the retail sector as l~ell, their startup capital sizes 

were relatively bigger than what the Malay entrepreneurs used. 

This last fact ·has shown how vulnerable most of r he \'1a13.~' 

businesses and t-Jalay entrepreneurs were. Being small, they have no 

power over a multi tude of acti ,.-i ties. For example, a :la1 a:,-- grocer 1S 
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at the mercy of the Chinese wholesaler who has the t.;eapon to determine 

whether to supply or not to supply. This was the researcher's personal 

exper1ence with his own village shop, which is stocked with goods and 

foodstuffs supplied by the Chinese. One case was the sugar shortage of 

1984 when not enough sugar was arri ving through the ports. The 

researcher's brother, who looks after the shop could not get supplies 

of sugar to sell while the Chinese shops along the same street did 

have sugar to sell, even though all shops in the area got their sugar 

supplies from the same source. 

8.4 IMPROVING ENTREPRENEURIAL ASSISTANCE TO THE MALAYS 

To improve the existing ~~lay entrepreneurial assistance 

programmes, additional information on the Malay entrepreneur 1S 

essential. The sudden and mostly unplanned startup of Malay entrepren-

eurship because of the preferential treatment in their favour, and 

its erratic development, has created and left a gap 1n how little 

knowledge the Malay entrepreneur had before he ventured into business. 

The information demands are many and varied. It is hoped that the 

areas highlighted by this research on where the weaknesses of the 

Malays lie, as much as t.;rhere the strengths of the Chinese are J ~;ill 

help 1n ensuring that future policies and assistance programmes will 

address the right target groups with less losses than tmat previous 

programmes incurred. 

The general contention 1n this concluding chapter 1S that 

the similarities and di fferences in the entrepreneurial acti \'i t~- of 

the Malay and Chinese in this study can be further analysed so thaT 

better progranunes and policies can be drawn, t,;-hich, beside being 



useful ln enhancing Malay entrepreneurship, will not be too detrimen

tal to the position of the Chinese entrepreneurs, like what happened 

during the 20 years of the New Economic Policy. 

Presented below are five areas of immediate concern ~nich 

this research hereby suggests that the government and other seml-

government agencies need to look into, and which are essentially 

inter-related. These areas, which cover the ~~-hole spectnnn of the 

relevant sections which are required in any entrepreneurial assistance 

programme should be looked at as supplements to one another and could 

also be further broken down into sub-units, depending upon other 

factors such as the amount of funds available, the sectors of 

involvement, and the types of assistance to be provided to the 

entrepreneurs. 

To make future policies efficient as well as effective, both 

public and private agencies involved in entrepreneurial development 

such as the SEDC or MARA wi 11 need to assess hm.; far they can work 

together in furthering and improving the entrepreneurial activit~- of 

the Malays in line with the Chinese entrepreneurial talents without 

creating resentment from the Chinese. This is an important criterion 

because failure to address the need for cooperation only leads to 

unnecessary duplication and wastage of resources, wnich has been the 

common trademark of past entrepreneurial assistance programmes under 

the NEP. 



8.5 FIVE AREAS OF IMMEDIATE CONCERl\J NECESSARY FOR FliTRE 

ENTREPRENElJRIAL DEVELOPMENT POLICIES 

1. Information Base 

Malay entrepreneurs lack the necessary flow of information 

or news related to trade and other commercial opportunities which 

can reveal sectors as well as industries with greatest potential 

that isolates areas of individual strength or weaknesses, that 

indicates potential personal adjustment problems, and enables 

them to estimate their personal probability of success. 

2. Supporting Agencies 

Supporting agencies such as MARA, various business development 

organizations and ministries (such as the t-'linistry of Industrial 

Development) and economic development corporations (such as SEDC) 

need to coordinate their efforts and work together to eliminate 

duplication. They have to increase efforts to ascertain programme 

requirements, check weaknesses, entrepreneurial needs and infor-

mation to focus their limited resources into areas Hith highest 

potential for enhancing t-'lalay entrepreneurial performance. 

3. The Role of Academic Institutions 

Educational institutes from the secondary school to colleges and 

Universities such as Institut Tela1ologi MAR~, and other training 

insti tutes such as the National Producti \"i ty Centre can benefit 

by greater insight into the lmique educational and trainin~ needs 

of the Nalay entrepreneur. The State GDvernment could set :-In 

agency, such as the suggestion for the development of a "Sar3.\,n.i\: 

Economic Development Agenc:~.r'· along the lines of ~IEDEC In KU:1L:l. 



Lumpur for the further development of Malay entrepreneurs in the 

state, with the cooperation of Federal agencies, including from 

MEDEC itself, referred to earlier. 

4. Financial Organisations and Banks 

Financial lending organizations, both private and public such as 

Bank Bumi putra Berhad, Bank Pembangunan Berhad or even Hl\RA 

must be able to accurately assess the potential of the Malay 

entrepreneur and this is where the results of this research can 

prove useful. Application of traditional financial criteria to 

the Malay entrepreneur may prevent many capable and enterprising 

businesses from receiving financial assistance, so this has to be 

reviewed from time to time to suit the requirements of the sector 

as well as the economy prevailing at the time financial loan 

applications are presented. The information obtained from the 

result of this research can help to enable such groups to more 

accurately assess potential for future success. 

5. Independent Entrepreneurial Research and Theoretical Development 

Researchers and academicians interested in contributing to the 

body of knowledge related to Malay and Chinese entrepreneurs can 

utilize some of the findings of this research. The information 

requirements are substantial, and breaking dmm. the results and 

the variables in the research further can lead to the establish

ment of a suitable framework needed to integrate the diverse 

studies and findings. 

8.6 RECav]lvIENTIATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

The potential for further research on the issue of 

1 It I, S nO~7 Imo~~'Tl that this entrepreneurship in Sarawak is limit esse 
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research on the comparison of the business acti vi ty of the :-Ialay and 

Chinese entrepreneurs is the first of its kind to be undertaken for 

the state. Being the first one to be undertaken, it has nonetheless 

paved. the Hay for other researches to be carr1'ed t ou , be it for 

academic or other purposes. 

8.6.1 Pre-requisites for Further Research 

Being of exploratory nature, and also because of the fact 

that the research does not use sampling due to the availability of 

whole respondent populations, this research did not test any 

hypothesis. Any future research on the 1ssues of business and 

entrepreneurship in Sarawak has first of all to consider the following 

limitations; 

a. Survey Method 

The most appropriate method for conducting a survey on entrepren-

eurship and business in Sarawak is by using the personal intervieh-. 

This 1S because Sara~m.kians are still not recepti ve to receiving 

questionnaires which ask them questions about how they conduct their 

businesses and other business related issues through the post. The 

pilot study conducted for this research revealed that the postal 

survey method, even though enclosed ~"i th inducements such as stamped 

addressed envelopes or even "coffee" money for the bother to fill the 

questionnaires, is bound to be abused. 

b. Respondent Selection 

Any research involving the different races ln the population l.J'ill 

encolmter the same problems faced by this research, ~,;hich is suspicion 

and fear. This research revealed that suspicion and fear rn the par" 
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of entrepreneurs on questions asked by researchers can hamper the 

selection of populations or samples. For that matter research on the 

indi vidual races 1S still best handled by members of the respecti ve 

race themselves, 1n order to reduce the barrier caused by suspicion, 

unless the research is on mundane and general issues such as 

loyalty of products, 

like surveys. 

price increases on necessities or other 

c. The Official Secrets Act 

brand 

census 

The Malaysian Official Secrets Act of 1987 means that 

information which are considered as sensitive and ~~hich might arouse 

racial sentiments are not made available to the public. Even if these 

information were available, they are not allowed to be published. In 

Malaysia, such information will include statistics on some aspects of 

the population, governmental planning policies and land development 

plans. Even the percentage of achievement of the New Economic Policy 

was kept confidential until the Prime Minister announced it to the 

public in December 1989. 

d. Funds 

It has been explained. above that the postal method of survey for 

a research does not fare well with the attitudes of most Sara~~~ians. 

For that matter, any research on entrepreneurship Hhich attempts to 

cover the whole state will need. a substantial amount of money in order 

to be successful. Travel and accommodation eA~enses can consume a 

significant portion of the funds for the research because of the 

spread of the tm,ms in the state and the nature of the infrastructure, 

~{hich demands that the researcher resort to flying rather than road or 

rIver transport. 
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8.7. Suggestions For Further Research 

Based on the unde~standing that the above pre-requisites are 

taken into consideration, the following are recommended as areas ~mere 

possible future research could be undertaken. 

8.7.1 Research on the Influences of Culture, Religion ad Tradition 

on Entrepreneurial Attributes 

One possible area for further research is on the issues of 

the influences of religion, culture and traditions on the entrepreneu

rial attributes of the entrepreneurs in the state. This is because the 

population of Sarawak is multi-racial as well as multi-cultural, even 

to the extent of having split cultural differences in the sects or 

clans within the races. 

8.7.2 Growth Characteristics of Entrepreneurs 

Another relevant area for further research 1S the need to 

discover the factors which make up the growth characteristics of 

entrepreneurs 1n SaraHak, especially on the rvlalays. Research on 

growth characteristics can form a supplement to this research. The 

findings could prove useful as potential ~~rdsticks in assessing the 

performance of entrepreneurs who can qualify from specific entrepren

eurial development programmes, or ~~ho can benefit from special schemes 

involving joint venture projects and so on. 

8.7.3 Changes in Socioeconomic Status of Entrepreneurs 

A research on the above topic will need to be conducted over 

a certain length or period of time, such as ten ~'ears. The lene;th of 

time invol \Ted 1n such a research h"ill not make it feasible if 

Ho~ever, Sl'nce the res'llts of the research conducted individually. .. '-
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will be useful in measuring ho~~ much entrepreneurship can influence 

the socioeconomic status of the entrepreneur, such research will still 

be worth conducting but it has to be done preferably by a government 

or semi-government body. 

8.7.4 The Effectiveness of Entrepreneurial Training 

Many courses and programmes are available, mostly organised 

by the semi -government agencies such as SEl)(; , ~1ARA and STIDC , 

especially to train the Malay entrepreneurs. A research should be 

undertaken to review how effective these entrepreneurial training 

programmes are, so that mistakes can be corrected and future training 

programmes tailored more specifically to those groups who will benefit 

most. The maln alID behind such a research will have to be the 

identification of l~yS of how to reduce w~stage ln the resources 

employed such as through duplication and the wrong selection of 

participants. 

8.7.5 Research on other Bumiputra Groups 

Studies should also be conducted on the other Bumiputra 

groups ln relation to their entrepreneurial ability and performance as 

a whole. For example, such a stud.v might concentrate on the Dayak and 

Bidayuh cormnunities for a start, to assess the best ways that could be 

undertaken to increase their involvement in entrepreneurial acti vi t:--r
• 
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APPENDIX ON'E 

'!'EX'" OF SPEECH BY ~lINISTER OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOE'}B;l! S~-lli.-\h·AK! 

ABA.!o,.JG JOHARI TUN OPENG ON THE PROPOSED CO~lE<TS OF THE 

NATIONAL ECONQ~IC CONSuLTATI\~ OOu~CIL 

(The following text on the post-1990 National Economic Policr r,as read 
by Sara~ .. Rk' s lvlinister of Industrial Development, Abang J~hari Tun 
Openg at the Putra »lorld Trade Centre on 1 August, and published ~n 
the Borneo Post, 2.8.1989) 

Kuching: Tuesday - The development of genuine Bumiputra entrepreneur-

ship in the commercial sector Hho could thrive in competitive climate 

should be one of the main emphases of post-1990 national economic 

policy, Industrial Development Ninister Abang Johari Tun Openg said. 

He said other emphases should include: 

* Greater dissemination of business opportunities and facilities so 

that Bumiputra businessmen can fully utilise the existing facili-

ties, and 

* Re-emphasise on human resource development for SaraHal{. In 

particular, the creation of skilled and semi-skilled labour force 

t.Ji th the right and adequate technical and professional Imow-how 

1S of paramount importance for laying dm~71 the groundHork for 

SaraHak's industrialisation in the ne:\.'t decade. 

The tvlinister was speaking at a national meeting on "Post-

1990 Economic Policy" at Putra World Trade Centre in I~uala Lumpur. 

Abang Johari continued; 

"The primary ob,jecti ve of post-1990 econom1C pol ic~: should be 
QTUrE: 

t'J create social justice among all t-'!alaysians at ever:~ level of the 

societ;,r , irrespective of race. To achieve this, there shc\.:lc1 bet 
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reorientation of existing policies through introducinct ne~,- - -. 
''-0 prlcrltles 

for the government sector to implement. On top of this, it IS 

imperative that current development efforts on certain go\-ernment 

priori ties (such as poverty eradication and manpo~.;er training) should 

be redoubled so as to achieve their desired goals. 

r--lalaysia, t"rhich has embarked itself 1n a dri \-e tm,-ards 

greater industrialisation must be able to adjust to the ever-changin~ 

condition of regional and international economic climate of 90's. This 

can be done through laying dOy-'TI a solid foundation in yarious spheres 

of government sectoral acti vi ties such as manpo~,-er , bureaucracy, 

education, technology, rural development, etc. The folloHing discus-

sion shall examine these priorities in greater details. 

DECENTRALISATION OF FEDERAL AUTIIORITY 

There 1S a need to recognise that the distance from the 

Centre tends to hamper and SIOH dmm the process of decision maldng 

Hhich consequently affects project implementation and evaluation so 

crucial to the success of the NEP, This could render the working of 

bureaucracy ineffective, particularly in terms of red tape, ineffi

rient floH of information from the top to the bottom and \-ice '.-ersa, 

and SIOhT communication of decision from one layer of bureaucrac~' to 

the other. In \-ieH of this situation h'hich is compO\.mded b~- the i"3.pid 

pace of the development and emerging competitive regional economlC 

scenario In the next decade, a "ne~/' approach must be adopted In 

Federal-State relations. 

This calls for the decentralisation of Federal .\uthorit:.-

. h t at the S:lme t i;r,C' ,Jl'(\~ i r1'1 the 
rOH:T at the follm.;ing levels, h'l t OU " 
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powers of the Federal Authorities: 

1. To the Department/Agency at the State level and/or, 

2. to the State itself. 

Efforts towards greater decentralisation of Federal Autho

rity us necessary for the following reasons: 

I. to ensure smoother and more efficient ~..,.orldng of the Federal V1S

a-V1S State bureaucratic set-up as far as implementation of the 

government policies are concerned. The Federal Departments at 

State's level do not have always to refer to their parent 

Authority in Xuala Lumpur for endorsement/approval/decision, etc. 

especially where policy matters are not involved. 

II. to overcome problem of physical distance - especially for East 

Malaysia. 

DE~~ISATION OF BL~UCRACY 

tions 1S 

Complementary to the decentralisation of Federal-State rela

the devolution' of administrati-\-e power in the nation's 

bureaucracy. Since eradication of poverty ~..,.ill continue to become a 

major thrust of the government policies in the nineties, the fruits of 

development must be able top permeate the grassroot level especiall~-

among the "hardcore" poor. 

This certainly requires a decentralisation of administration 

system to enable officials at the grassroots level to participat~ 
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directly ln the formulation and implementation of development pro-

,jects. This will enable the benefLc.iarl'es to be' I lnvo ved not only ln 

the implementation of a project but more importantlv , t" " par lClpate in 

the decision-making process which affect their Ii \"es. 

By paying serlOUS attention to the views of the people on 

projects implemented for them, particularly at the initial stage of 

implementation, lvill enable the government to gain the people's trust 

and confidence. This ·shall allow harmonious worldng environment to 

prosper where government officials and the people can ~ .... ork hand-in-

hand on development projects rather than cre.ate antagonism and 

discontent among the latter against basically a top-dol~n, non-

accomodative government initiative. 

REGIONAL DEVELOPfvJENT 

There should be greater emphasis on the development of less 

developed region to ensure fair distribution of the fruits of 

apart from allowing the less developed region to .. catch .. 
progress, up 

l-li th the grOl-rth of the more developed region. Balanced derelopment 

should be promoted in such a l-laY as to reduce disparities betl-ieen 

.grm-rth centres in urban areas and smaller tm~ns in rural areas. "It 

should be realised that the most de,-eloped areas are not necessary to 

those r.;i th the greatest potential, o~-er-dev'elopment of such areas 

could be due to errors of economic pol iC,y. ;"1oreover, the richest are3S 

are not necessarilJ' those r.rith· the best prospectS. some of the poorer 

areas may be poorer onl,"t"" because they ha,-e been neglected" ( .\rthur 

Lel-lis, Development Planning, 1979). 

Regional development must necessarily encompass the 
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areas: 

I. Regions Hi thin each State 

II. Regional grouping of States on the basis of economic development 

of the respective regions. 

East ~alaysia and Sarawak in particular faces tJ~ical prob

lems Hhich ace as a barrier to effective development efforts. These 

problems, include physical distance/isolation from primary gro\,~h 

centres, lack of infrastructure, poor transportation system, high 

input costs for manufacturing sector, lack of skilled and semi-sId lIed 

labour and small and fragmented market. 

In fact, the ratio of Sarm.,rak' s per capita has been belo\; 

national average. The regional imbalance beb.;-een Sarm,"a.k and \Vest 

Malaysia· 1S obvious. All SOC10 economlC indicators available 

(including land development) point to the same conclusion. In Vleh" of 

this situation, it is imperative that the post 1990 economic polic:-

acknowledge this imbalance development betHeen the respective region 

and accord special attention to redress the problem. Perhaps special 

attention concessions in policy matters (eg. investment incentives) (',r 

IT t 11 t' f (IT for road-=-onstruction , health ,,,,rea er a oca lon 0 :::,evenue e,'O) . 

facilities etc) can be given to the less developed regions. 

SCIE~CE ,,\~1) TECHNOLCGY 

The period of the 1990' s and beyond is poised to beC~fTK" more 

challenging for ~lalR:-sia as far as the industrialisation pro!.!:':urune IS 

ed f · d ad t' mp' ,+ (J P t "(' f111(-' In"""" , concern because 0 rapl '- vancemen ln co U'.'-~ , , .. -" 

ir-,:"or-
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mation/communication system, and further exploration of new scientific 

fields such as solar energy, bio-engineering, d super-con uctors etc. 

Malaysia must be prepared to take up this challenge head-on. In other 

words, our educational system and together our planning for Mala)~ia's 

manpower need, must put this future development scenario in a proper 

perspective so that Malaysia would have at hand the right kind of 

adequate skilled manpower for its various sectors of the economy 

(though there is an obvious lack of skilled ~~orkers at the subprofes-

sional and technical level, we are facing an acute graduate unemploy-

ment in the country numbering 35,000 - reflecting a mismatch beb.;een 

the need of the industry for specialised skills and the creation of 

workforce the "less marketable" or inappropriate skills). 

In this connection, ~alaysia must also be able to adopt 

appropriate technology for its industrialisation programme. wbat t~e 

are laclring now IS a comprehensive technology policy (as has been 

reiterated by Dr. Nordin Sopiee of ISIS among others, In various 

occasions) ~.;rhich can serve an action-oriented guideline for our 

industrialisation efforts. Such policy should aim at the development 

of indigenous techniques on the basis of suitable local environment, 

the availability of local resources and the possibili t;,- of being 

producti vely applied by the ~'Ialaysian labour force. 

The introduction of indigenous technology t.;rhich are of 

reasonable and yet affordable cost for the rural people is of great 

importance if ~,;e ~.;rant to increase the producti vi ty and "efficiency" of 

the rural sector. Likewise in the manufacturing sector, the applica-

, , 'II . t . 1 - help to boost the crroh"th tlon of approprIate technology ~~'1 cer aln -:. - "" 

and medl' urn-scale I' ndustries ~,-hich can readi l~,· of primarily small _ 
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utilise the adapted production techniques based on locally a\-ailable 

resources. 

THE SIDE EFFECTS OF THE NEW ECONQ."vlIC POLICY: THE DEPE}..1)ENCY SYNDRavIE 

The manner in which the NEP has been implemented has contributed 

to a large extent to the emergence of the so-called "dependency 

syndrome" among the Bumi putra communi ty . Too much expecta tions has 

been generated among he community on what the N'EP can gb;e to them and 

their children. We can see this syndrome almost ever~vhere. In the 

agricultural sector, the farmers/fishermen are still very much depen-

dent on government subsidies and various forms of financial assistance 

to survive. In the large plantation/estate sector, most settlers In 

government land schemes are not at all self-sufficient. Instead the 

government has to pump in money continuously in order to sustain these 

projects. In the business sector, many, if not most Bumiputra 

businessmen are still relying on government contracts, licences, 

permi ts, loans etc. to survive and as a result, cannot ~"i thstand the 

fierce competition in the challenging corporate or business sector. 

In the manpm.;er sector, many of the government scholars are 

still looking at the government as the major provider of ,jobs for them 

rather than searching for new avenues in the job market. This 

si tuation obviously cannot persist anymore. The Bumiputra community 

must transform itself from a community which is ver~· much dependent on 

h ' If l'ant and resilient government's largesse to one ~"hic IS more se -re 1 .... 

for only then can it effectively compete ~"i th the others In the next 

decade of greater liberalisation of government policies. 
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This necessitates the government to reorient its role in 

promoting change and development. The government should become more as 

a facilitator and a catalyst for economl'c growth d - an development 

rather than an active participant in the economy especially 

corrunercial pro,jects. 

This reorientation of governmnet role in the context of 

post-1990 economic policy implies that (as partly mentioned the 

previous sections): 

I. Greater participation of the people in the implementation of 

development projects should be encouraged, especially to the 

grassroots level. 

II. Programmes and strategies to help Bumiputra business community 
, 

prosper should in the final analysis, aim at creating a self-

reliant and independent Bumiputra businessmen including through 

greater privatisation and corporatisation of public enterprises. 

III. Greater attention should be given to merits and qualification in 

university intake, government recruitments ln the civil servlce 

sector and semi-government bodies to create a more competitive 

and yet health~r environment for both aspiring Bumiputra students 

and job takers respectively. 

CONCLUSION 

The past performance of the N'EP has shm .. n that despite 

remarkable success ln some areas such as the creation of job and 

educational opportunities for the Bumiputras and significant reduction 
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in poverty level ln West tvlalaysia, the performance in man;,- other 3.re3.S 

level much to be desired. One of the significant factors that hamper 

effective implementation of the ~hP is the lack of policing, ineffec-

tive monitoring and poor supervision of policy implementation. This 

has led to a misdirection of implementation in some crucial areas of' _.L 

the NEP (eg. subsidies for the poor are misdirected to help the 

better-off farmers/fishermen, scholarships given to "ell-off fa~ilies, 

creation of instant millionaires, just to name a fe,,,). 

Because of poor supervision, a number of officers entrusted 

to safeguard Bumiputra interest lost their sense of accountabilit~- to 

the public, sometimes at a most glaring instance ( eg. the D~'IF scandal, 

mismanagement of cooperatives and public enterprises). 

These negative practices should not be tolerated at any time 

and more so in the context of the post-1990 economic policy, lest hoe 

Hant to repeat the same mistal{e. Therefore, 1n future policies, 

performance must be strictly measured against objecti \-es. Hhere 

deviation from the target or objectives has occurred, effective 

corrective actions must be tal{en by concerned authorities tc avoid 

further slippages in policy implementation. In this context, the 

introduction of the Ombudsman s,,.-stem and/or in-house Audi t lni t 1n 

government sector 1S very timely so that the implement3.-::ion of 

policies can be supervised closely and effectively. l~QUOTE 
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APPENDIX TWO 

SPSSX l?H.O}RAMME CCMPUrER CODING FRAME FOR OOESTIONNAIRE 

(US. VAR. 
NO. NO. 

A* 001 

B* 002 

VARIABLE 
NAME 

Questionnaire 

Race 
1 i"lalay 
2 Chinese 

roDE 

Number 001-999 

1-2 

Space in Column 5 
1 003 Years already running 1-1 

business 

2 004 Location of business 1-8 
1 Ruching 
2 Sri Arnan 
3 Sarikei 
4 Sibu 
5 Kapit 
6 Bintulu 
,.. Niri ( 

8 Limbang/La~ms 

3 005 Business Sector 1-8 

1 Retail 
2 Hholesale 
3 Cottage 
-1 Handicraft Production 
- Services :J 

6 Contracting 
7 Catering (Food & Beverages) 
8 Supplier (All Items) 

4 006 Age NOH 

5 007 rlari tal Status 1--1 

1 ~larried Hi th children 
2 Narried no children 
3 Single 
,t Hidm-ied/Di ,,·orced 
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OOLUMN 
NO. 

1-3 

-1 

6-7 

8 

9 

10-11 

12 

REOORD 
NO. VAR. /(x)DE 

1 VI 1 

1 \,2 -l 

1 V3 6 

1 V-l 8 

1 \~:) 9 

1 \~G 10 

\-- 1~ 1 . , , 



(lJES. VAR. 
NO. NO. 

6 008 

7 009 

8 010 

VARIABLE 
NAME 

Number of brothers 
and sisters in the 
1 One 
2 Two 
3 Three 
4 Four 
5 Five 
6 Six 
7 Seven 
8 Eight or more 

and 
family 

Academic achievement 
1 Primary only 
2 Up to secondary 
3 College/University 
4 Profesional 

Family status when young 
1 High Income 
2 Upper/Niddle Income 
3 Lower/Middle Income 
4 Lm.;r. Income 

CODE 

1-8 

1-1 

1--l 

Blank Space in Column 16 
9 011 Father's main occupation 1-7 

1 Labourer 
2 Farmer/Fisherman 
3 Clerk/Salesman 
4 Government Officer/ 

Business Executive 
5 Small business owner 
6 Professional 
- Other I 

10 012 Languages spoh:en 1-:! 
1 fvlalay /Chinese 
2 flalay and Chinese 
3 ~lalay, Chinese and one other 
1 flore than three 

11 013 Any other family member 1-4 
in business 
1 No 
2 Yes (Immediate family) 
3 Yes (Other relatives) 

12 01 ~ 1'Vbere lived when small 1--1 

1 Eampong (rural village) 
2 Small tm~Tl 
3 Large tm,m 
l City /:vla,jor tOhTl 
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COLUMN 
NO. 

13 

I:! 

15 

17 

18 

19 

20 

REa1ID 
NO. VAR. /CODE 

1 " .» 13 " '--J 

1 ~-9 14 

1 VIO 15 

1 \'11 17 

1 V12 18 

1 V13 19 

1 \' 1 1 t") (, 
~ .. L 



QUES. VAR. COUJMN RECORD 
NO. NO. 

VARIABLE 
NAME CODE NO. NO. VAR. /CODE 

13 015 

14 016 

15 017 

Previous occupation before 1-7 
starting up business 
1 Labourer 
2 Farmer/Fisherman 
3 Clerk/Salesman 
4 Government Officer/ 

Business Executive 
5 '-lorked wi th another 

small business 
6 Professional 
7 Other 

Age ~~hen starting own 
business 

wbo influenced most 
1 Immediate family 
2 Friend 
3 Other Relatives 
4 No One 

1-4 

Blank Space in Column 25 

16 

17 

18 

19 

018 
019 
020 
021 
022 
023 

024 

025 

026 
027 
028 
029 
030 
031 
032 
033 

Reasons for starting 
Inadequate education 
To create wealth 
Independence 
Prior skill 
t"lade redundant 
Government incentive 

OhTI business 
1-5 
1-5 
1-5 
1-5 
1-5 
1-5 

How many other businesses 
1 Another one 

1-4 

2 Another b"o 
3 r-Iore than b,'o 
.:1 This 1S the only one 

Legal status main business 1-4 
1 Sole proprietor 
2 Partnership 
3 Private P.L.C. 
t Other 

Determine conduct of Business 
~\dequate Capital 1-5 
Quality Products/Services 1-5 
Entrepreneurial training 1-5 
Location 1-5 
Hi.g;h Sales/Income Turnover 1-5 
Family support 1-5 
Previous Business E::\:per. 1-5 
Religion 1-5 
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21 

22-23 

2.t 

26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 

32 

33 

3J 
35 
36 

38 
39 
·10 
, 1 
t , 

, 
1 

1 

1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 

1 

1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 

V15 :::1 

\'16 22 

V17 24 

\'18 26 
\"19 27 
V20 28 
\,21 29 
V22 30 
\,23 31 

\/2-{ 32 

\"26 3-1 
\"= - 35 
\ 28 36 
\"29 37 
'::20 38 
'.'31 39 
\"32 In 
\'3:~ 11 



QUES. VAR. 
NO. NO. 

20 034 

21 035 

22 036 

Blank Space 

23 
037 
038 
039 
040 
041 

2·1 
042 
043 
044 
045 
046 
047 

VARIABLE 
NAME 

tvIost pressing problem 
on start-up 
1 Inadequate capital 
2 Lack of self-confidence 

CODE 

1-6 

3 Lack of customer confidence 
4 Low business volume 
5 Stiff competition 
6 other 

Most pressing problem ln 1-6 
first two years 
1 Inadequate capital 
2 Lack of self-confidence 
3 Lack of customer confidence 
4 Low business volume 
5 Stiff competition 
6 Other 

Most pressing problem nOH 1-6 
1 Inadequate capital 
2 Lack of self-confidence 
3 Lack of customer confidence 
4 Low business volume 
5 Stiff competition 
6 Other 

in Column 45 

COLUMN 
NO. 

42 

43 

46 

Factors determining business location 
Cheap rent 1-5 46 
Close to own residence 1-5 47 
Availability of facilities 1-5 48 
Status/High image 1-5 19 
Authority determined 1-5 50 

Factors determining choice or sector 
Amount of capital 1-5 51 
Inherited 1-5 -0 

0L.. 

Government Incentive 1-5 53 
Academic background 1-5 54 
Skill acquired previously 1-5 55 
Supplement family business 1-5 56 

Blank Spaces 1.n Columns 57 and 58 
Blank Spaces ~n Columns 1 - 5 

')- Nl.lIDber of employees .... 0 

6-7 0:18 during start-up 
049 8-9 at present 
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REroRD 
NO. VAR./CODE 

1 \'34 42 

1 V35 43 

1 V36 44 

1 V37 46 
1 V38 47 
1 \"39 48 
1 \/-to 49 
1 V-t 1 50 

1 V-12 51 
1 ,--i3 - ,~ 

tJ~ 

1 \" 44 5-3 
1 V 45 5.+ 
1 V46 o -~ ._J 

1 \'47 56 

0 \'18 6 " ') \- :9 Q 
~ '-' 



OOES. VAR. VARIABLE COLUMN RECORD NO. NO. NAME CODE NO. NO. VAR./CODE 

26 050 Initial Capital for 1-4 10-15 2 v::::,' 10 start-up JU 

Blank Space in column 16 
27 051 Reveal profit margin 1-2 17 1 VSl 1f 1 Yes 

2 No 

28 052 Actual profit margin 18-19 2 VS2 18 

29 053 Amount of mm capital 1-5 20 ,.., \"53 ~O t-

1 None 
2 up to 25% 
3 up to 50% 
4 up to 75% 
5 whole 

30 Preference for borrm.;ring from 
054 Family 1-5 21 2 V54 21 
055 Friend 1-5 22 2 V55 22 
056 Commercial Bank 1-5 23 2 V56 23 
057 Other banks 1-5 24 2 V5, 24 

Blank Space in Column 25 

31 058 Hours spent on business 26-27 2 1/58 26 
daily 

32 Criteria for business success 
059 High product/service 1-5 28 ') V59 28 ~ 

quality 
060 Sales growth 1-5 29 2 \'60 29 
061 High R.O.C.E 1-5 30 ':' \'61 30 ~ 

062 Better standard of living 1-5 31 2 \"62 31 
afforded 

063 By the mere survival of 1-5 32 r, \'63 32 .:... 

business 
064 Wealth accumulation 1-5 33 ') V64 33 ... 

33 065 Is high education 1-5 34 ? \"65 3-1 ... 
important for success 
1 Strongly agree 
2 Agree 
3 Undecided 
4 Disagree 
5 Strongly disagree 

1-5 35 
,.., \"66 35 34 066 Gi \"ine: of credi t -

1 Strongly agree 
') A_~ree '-' 

3 l~ndecided 

-1 Disagree 
J Stron~ly disagree 
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OOES. VAR. 
NO. NO. 

35 067 

36 068 

37 069 

VARIABLE 
NAME 

Business for status 
and image building 
1 Strongly agree 
2 Agree 
3 Undecided 
4 Disagree 
5 Strongly disagree 

Bankruptcy means big 
and disgrace 
1 Strongly agree 
2 Agree 
3 Undecided 
4 Disagree 
5 Strongly disagree 

shame 

Threat of failure as a 
motivation 
1 Strongly agree 
2 Agree 
3 Undecided 
4 Disagree 
.... Strongly disagree n 
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CODE 

1-5 

1-5 

1-5 

OOLUMN 
NO. 

36 

37 

38 

REOORD 
NO. VAR. /OODE 

2 V67 36 

2 V68 37 

2 \'69 38 



APPThTIIX 3 

OBJECTIv'ES OF THE i"IALAY AND CHIN "ESE O-IA:.'v1BERS OF CO~0I:EKCE 

OBJECTIVES OF TI-IE MALAY CHAMBER OF C(]vlt-lERCE 

1. Mempertingkatkan profesyenalisma dikalangan ekselrutif-eksekutif 

Melayu dalam syarikat-syarikat SHasta termasuk s;.-arikat-syarikat 

yang di tubuhl\:an olek Kera,jaan Sarm.;ak atau ~'lalaysia. 

To imrove and increase the standrd of professionalism amongst 

j'v1alay executives ~n pri'vate firms including firms rvilich har.re been 

set up ei ther by the Sarar,,'aJr government or by the federal 

gov-ernment. 

2. i"Ienyatupadukan sksekutif-ekselrutif, peniaga-peniaga, pengusaha-

pen."dUsaha dan ahli-ahli iktisas Helayu untuk kepentingan atau 

faedah ekonomi orang Melayu. 

To uni te Malay executi ves, traders, and entrepreneurs for the 

the improv-ement of the economic posi tion of the Nala,rs. 

3. Menubuhl{an dan mewujudkan satu badan usahawan t"lelayu diperingl\:at 

negeri untuk kepentingan atau faedah orang-orang tvlelayu di 

lapangan perniagaan dan perusahaan 

To set up and actir.-ate a bod:r,-- of 1"la13,').'" entrepreneurs at State 

leFel for the benefi t of' the Halays in the field of trade and 

commerce. 

.. L ~'lemper juangkan kepentingan ahli -ahli dari segi \.mdans;-\.mri~"c:; 

atau langkah-langkah :';'"8.I1g berl\:ai tan dengan perdagangan perusah:1an 

atau perniagaan. 

J' +-h be~~ r "1' t}l re~~l ;1s 
To protect and achieFe the interests 0 ,.9 mem ~ ~ , ::--

1 _-1 tIl trade and ccm::en'2. 
to the 1ar, or other measures re a t ~l L 
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5. Menyelaraskan acti vi ti-akti \-i ti ke semua ahli-ahli dan menyela

raskan seliseh faham yang timbul di antara ahli-ahli. 

6. 

To streamline all activi ties for all members and alle-r.-iate all 

conflicts ryhich may arise between members. 

Henerbitkan majalah-majalah atau risalah-risalah"' cf Jan." 

dengan perdagangan, perusahaan atau perniagaan. 

berkaitan 

To publish and distribute nervs1etters or pamphlets r·,JJich are 

related to business acti ... ,ri ties, trade opportunities or 

entrepreneurship. 

7. Hembantu dan mewakili ahli-ahli dalam perbicangan berkenaan 

perdagangan, pembelian, jualan dan lain-lain samada didalam atau 

diluar negeri. , 

To assist and represent members in discussions invoLt,ring trade, 

purchases, sales and other matters r~rhether in the state or 

abroad. 

8. i"Ienubuh atau membantu pertubuhan-pertubuhan, perbadanan-

perbadanan, persatuan-persatuan, tabung-tabung biasish"a amanah 

atau tabung-tabung lain untuk kebajil\an. 

To establish and assist associations, bodies, 

societies, scholarship and trust foundations or other ch3rities 

for r.,"elfare purposes. 

9. :\Ienubuh perhubuIlJ:san at au bekerjasama dengan badan-t~'-( :~m at;,\ I 

persatuan-persatuan ':an.g lain yang mempun~-ai tuju3n-tuju~ 

sama dengan De~"an. 

')9-..... ::> 



To establish a relationship and cooperation r.'i th other bociies or 

associations which have similar objectives r,-ith the Chamber. 

10. Membeli, men,jual, menggadai, memajak, memiliki, menyew-a, menukar 

hakmilik, menyerah, mema,ju dan membuat lain-lain urusan bersang

kut dengan tanah-tanah, saham-saham atau lain-lain harta. 

To purchase, sell, mortgage, lease, arm, rent, change or,nership, 

hand-o .... ·er, de'v'elop and make other pro .... risions related to land, 

shares and other properties. 

11. !''lembina diatas tanah kepunyaan DeHan, ban.."d\Jnan atau bangunan

bangunan untuk kegunaan Dewan. 

To build on land ormed by the Chamber, building or buildings for 

the use of the Chamber. 

12. Memungut dan meminjam wang untuk kegunaan atau kepentingan De~-ran 

atau syarat-syarat yang dipersetujui oleh Jm,,--atankuasa Agung. 

To collect or lend out monies for the use and benefi t of the 

Chamber or other provisions as ~reed to qr the Supreme Committee 

of the Chamber. 

13 . Menubuh sua tu yayasan pelloourusan untul\: mengadakan kemudahan 

pelajaran dan latihan peT10dllrUSan bagi orang-orang !Vlelayu dalam 

bidang perniagaan dan perusahaan. 

To establish a management base for tmdertaldng educa ti onal and 

other mamagement training acti .... -ities for the ~"Jala.rs in the i'ielj 

of business and managemen t. 

1.I . :Ienubuh dan mengendalikan syarikat-syarikat berhad samada 

mengilrut saham atau jaminan kebenaran ~.-:mc; di beri oleh piha};;: 

berkuasa. 
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1. 

To establish and manage limited companies based on shareholding 

or as stipulated to by the authori ties. 

OBJECTIVES OF THE CHINESE CHAMBER OF CQ."JivIERCE 

To cultivate friendly relationship amongst the Chinese 

organisations and traders in Kuching. 

2. To advise and to lmprove trade and commerce. 

3. To improve and develop information relting to trade and commerce 

to cetify and to act as connoiseur. 

4. To introduce and tuide tha carrying on of trade ln the countr;: 

and abroad. 

5. To arbitrate ln disputes arising out of commercial transactions. 

6. To collect and compile commercial statistics. 

7. To organise trade exhibitions and to deal ~~ith matters relaLing 

to education, social welfare scholarships and other matters. 

?9'"' ... I 



APPENDIX FOUR 

January 1989. 

RESEARCH ON ~p IN SARAWAK 

Dear Entrepreneur/Business Owner, 

A survey is currently being undertaken on entrepreneurs and 

small business owners in Sarawalr by the undersigned. This r"i11 invo1 v'e 

the collection of data through interl.rier"s r"i th at least tr"o hundred 

entrepreneurs from allover the State and your assistance is sought .In 

this respect. 

Besides conforming to the requirements of the Ph.D Degree 

programme of The Uni versi ty of Stir ling', Scotland, the sur\'ey .IS 

intended to specifically discover the characteristics of entrepreneurs 

.In Sarawak and the various factors r.mich contribute to their success 

or failure. It is hoped that the information gathered, once anal.:t"Sed, 

r"ill be useful to government departments and semi-go\'ernment corpora-

tions .In the State in their efforts to help the small business sector. 

Jvnilst a thesis r"il1 be produced as a resul t of this surve.:t-, 

the undersigned rlould like to stress that this r .. -ill contain abso1ute1.r 

no information linked to individuals or their companies, and all 

information pro\'ided r~7ill be treated in strictest confidence. Your help 

r,,'ould be greatly' appreciated in completing this questionnaire, r.llich has 

been designed to be as quick and simple as possible to complete. 

Yours sincerel.Y, 
~K)Rl'n Ki\t\IBRIE, 
Department of Business and :Vlanagement, 
The lini versi t;.- of St ir ling, 
Scotland, F1\9 -lL\. 

THE QLESTIQVl\:4IRE BEGINS ON 'DIE Fouorir.VG PAGE 
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PLEASE CIRCLE ONE ANS:iER (THE CLOSEST) ONLY FOR EACH QU~S:[0li. 

THERE ARB NO RIGHT OR WRONG ANSWERS. THIS IS ONLY A SURVEY. 

PLEASE ANSwER ALL QUESTIONS. 

'/' . -

:: ~ 1 
'w , 

1 
I' 

, . 
~ - .j 

YOUR RESPONSE TO SOME QUESTIONS MAY DICTATE THAT YOU SKIP THE FOLLOwING _i _' 

QUESTION. WHERE THIS OCCURS INDICATION WILL BE GIVEN ALONGSIDE THE RESPONSE. BLANK SPACE ON COL.5 

Question 
Number 

Variable 

SECTrON A: GBNERAL BUSINESS/PERSONAL CHARACERISTICS AND CONTRIBUTING FACTORS 

I. Number of years you have run your own business. 

Yrs. 

2. Location of Business Kuching 
2 Sri Aman 
3 Sarikei 
4 Sibu 
5 Kapit 
6 Bintulu 
7 Miri 
8 Limbang/Lawas 

3, Business Sector: Retail 
'l Wholesale I.; 

3 Cottage production 
4 Handicraft 
5 Services 
6 Contracting 
7 Food and Beverages (Catering) 
8 Supplier (All Itensl 

4, What is your age at present ? 

Y!'s. 

5. What is your marital status " I 

1 Married with children 
I~ Marri~d no children .. 
3 Single 

Divorced/Widowed 

S. How many brothers and/or sisters lre ~here in y~~r f]~i17 • 

1 t)~e 
~ Two :.. 

3 T~ree Fnr 
5 F i 're 

, 
~; .. . 

'.' 
_ .. A 

~ ~even ~ ~. ~ .. or "lore 
i " wiglO'" 
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7. What level of education did you achiev=? 
1 primary only 
2 up to secondary 
3 up tQ college/University 
4 professional 

8. How do you describe your family status when you were young ?(Se~ below) 
1 High income group 
2 Upper level Middle income group 
3 Lower level Middle income group 
4 Low Income group 

High income means breadwinner income equivalent to Division 1 ~u~er s~ale 1 above 
Upper-level Middle income means breadwinner income equivalent to Division 1 scale 
Lower-level Middle income means breadwinner :ncome equivalent to Division ~ selle 
Low income breadwinner income equivalent to Clerical scale or lower 

: ~ :) .. 
• oJ ... ~ --
I 

F: 1\ 1:; 
, • '.' .:. 'IJ --

, I 

.L--L 

BLANK SPACE COL. 16 
9. What is (was) your 

1. ., ... 
'l 
v. 

fathers' principal work? 
labourer(Unskilled~ semi-skilled or 
Farmer (or fisherman) 
Clerk or Salesman 

skilled) 

4. Government Offfcer (or business executi1e levell 
5, Owner of small business 
6, As a professional (eg, architect, lawyers) 
7, Other 

10. What languages/dialects do you speak? 
1 Malay or Chinese only 
2 Chinese and Malay 
3 Chinese, Malay and one ~ther 

4 More than three lang~ages. 

f Chinese refers to any of the Chinese dialects as well 35 Handarin 

11. Do you have any other family member involved in small business ? 

1 ~Io 

Z Yes, (Immediate family) 
(Other relat~vesl 

, Yes, • y 

12. Where did you live as a child? 
Kampong (rural) 

2 Small town (eg, Si buran I 
3 Large town (eg. Serian; 
4 City/Major town (eg, Situ 0f Ku~hicg! 

• • "h ~ , b ,. d 1,j, '/I a" .: ,')~ 1 70U do before 7enturing into business ? 
i. labourer(Unskilled, semi-skilled :r 
:, Farmer iJr fisherman) 
n 

c· , 

" '. , 

Clerk or Salesman 
~cvernment Officer 'er busiress exe~~~~1e 

~orked ~ith another 3mall tusine~s 
As '\ professional (eg, '1rC'hi~=':;~. 1.~'..::e:2' 

7 Other 
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14. Howald were you when you first went into business? 

Yrs 

15. Who among the following was the most influential person ir 
encouraging you to go into business ? 

1 Immediate family member 
Z A friend (or friends) 
3 Other relatives 
4 No one 

16. On a scale from 1 (most important) to 5 (not important at alIi how 
would you rate the following as reasons in influencing you starting 
your own business instead of working for others ? 

1 Inadequate education 1 Z 3 ~ . 
v 

Z To create wealth 1 Z 3 4 ~ 
v 

3 Independence (No boss) 1 Z 3 4 5 
4 Skill previously acquired 1 2 1 4 -~ ~ 

5 Made redundant 1 Z 3 4 
6 Government incentives 1 Z 3 4 = v 

17 . How many other businesses do you have ? 
1 I have interests in another one 
Z I have interests in another two 
3 I have interests in more than two other 
4 This is the only one 

18. Legal status of present business. 
1 Sole proprietorship 
Z Partnership 
3 Private Limited Company 

Other (eg.cooperati?B owned 
businessi 

19. On 1 scale from i (very important) to 5 (not impofcart at ll~l. h~~' 
important do you think are the following factors in :nflGencin6 
the conduct of your business ~ 

Adequate capital 
.; ~ 
:. v 

,) Quality Products Services i ry 
)i " ... 

~ Entrepreneurial Training 1 <; 
" V 

': 
4 Location of business .. 

h 

~ High sales/income turnover J 
" 

customer relationship .' 
6 Sound ... 

7 Previous business experience ~ , .. C' 

8 Religion 'J ... 
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20. What was the most pressing problem that you hl~ 
start-up of your business? 

1 
Z 
3 

Lack of Capi~al 
Lack of Self confidence 
Lack of Customer confidence 
Low business volume 
Stiff competition 

4 
5 
6 Others (eg. credit, pesonnel etc.) 

21. What was the most pressing problem that you had in the first 
two years ? 

1 
Z 
3 
4 

Lack of Canital . 
Lack of Self confidence 
Lack of Customer confidence 
Low business volume 
Stiff competition 5 

6 Others (eg. credit, personnel etc.) 

22. What is the most pressing problem that you now face? 
1 Lack of Capital 
2 Lack of Self confidence 
3 Lack of Customer confidence 
4 Low business volume 
5 Stiff competition 
6 Others (eg. credit, personnel etc.) 

23. On a scale from 1 (very important) to 5 (not importan~ at alll, 
how important do you think are the following factors in determining 
the choice of your present business location. 
1 Cheap rent 1 Z 
2 Close to own residence 1 Z 
3 Availability of facilities 1 Z 

(eg. port, raw materials etc.) 
4 Status (eg. new high rise 

building) 
Authority determined 5 ') .. 
(eg. licence requirement) 

3 
3 

3 

3 

4 
4 
4 

4 

24. On a scale from 1 (very important I to 5 (not important at all) how 
do you rate the following factors in determining the present choice 
of type of business ventured into. 

1 Amount of capital you had 
2 Inherited same line 1 
3 Government incentive 1 
4 Academic background 
5 Skill acquired previously 
6 Supplement family business 

25. How many people were (are) employed by you: 

When you started 
At present ""'O~l", ___ .... '-!-'..L ... 

? 
" 

~ 
u 

? ... 
0 ... 
'J ... 
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26, What was the initial capital utilized for start-up? 

M$ 

27, Would you be willing to tell me your average annual profi: ~argin ? 
(percentage) 

1 Yes 
2, No 

28, If you answered yes to question 28. what is the actual ler estimated I 
annual profit margin your business takes in ? 

eJ 
,t 

29, What percentage of the initial investment was your own money? 
1 Hone 
2 Up to 25% 
3 Up to 50% 
4 Up to 75% 
5 Whole 

30, On a scale from 1 (very important) to 5 (not important at all), how 
do you rate your preference for borrowing from the following sources 
as a source of additional capital for your business? 
1 Family 1 2 3 4 
2 Friend 1 2 3 4 
3 Commercial bank 1 2 3 4 
4 Other' banks 1 2 3 4 

5 
5 

5 

31, On the average how many hours do you spend on the business daily? 
Hours 

32, On a scale from 1 (very high) to ~ (very low) , how do you judge 
oJ 

following Griteria as indicating your business ~ 

the success In 

0 
1 U' , product/service quali ty .-
J. • ulgn 

achieved 1 2 3 ~ Growth in sales .... 
Capital employed 1 

~ 3 3. High Return 
I on ~ 

') 3 4. Better standard of living " 
afforded by the business . By the survival .- ') , mere or " " , 
the business 

of wealth 
~ ~ 

6 . Accumulation .. v 
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SBCTION B: GBNBRAL OPINION SURVBY 
FOR THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS, THE ANSWERS HAVE BEEN RANKED. 
PLEASE INDICATE YOUR PREFERENCE AS TO THE CORRECT ANSwER 
BY PUTTING A CIRCLE AROUND YOUR CHOICE. 

33. High education is very important for the success of an entrepreneur ~ 
(high eduGation meaning at least College level) 

STlOIGLY AGi££ OIDECIDED STaOIGLY DISAGREE 

1 AGIEE 3 OISUi.£E 5 
4 

34. Giving credit is a must for the success of a s~all business. 
SUOl6LY AGREE OIDECIDED SHOIGLY DISAGREE 

1 AGIRE 3 DISAGREE 5 
I) .. 4 

35. Business success is the only way for you to achieve 1 high status ln 
society at par or even higher than friends who are already 
successful. 

STROHLY AGREE OHDECIDED SrROMGLY DISAiiREE 

AU RE E 3 DISHiEE 

Z 4 

36. Being declared a bankrupt means a btg shame and something 
considered as a disgrace to myself and my family. 

STROHL! !GREE OIDECIDED STlOSGLY DISAGREE 

& G iE £ 3 DIH6iEE 5 
4 

37. The threat of failure helps to ]ake me work harder ~c ]ake my business 
successful. 

A G HE E 

UNDECIDED 

3 DISAGiES 

5fRO."LY iil5AGRfE 

5 
STRONGLY !GREE 

2 4 
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Morni Bin Kambrie, 
Department of Business and Mangement, 
Stirling University, Scotland, 
Uni ted Kingdom. 

Tuan/Peniaga yang dimuliakan, 

PERi PENYELIDIKAN/KAJIAN KEUSAHAWANAN SELURUH SARAWAK 

Satu kajian sedang dijalankan keatas 
.. .. C:Ir:I-C:Ir:I 

keusahawanan yang terdapat diseluruh Sarawak. Tujuan utama 

kajian 
. . :In:I diadakan adalah untuk memenuhi syarat 

penyelidikan tesis untuk kursus Ph.D yang Rekarang :In:I 

sedang dijalankan oleh penanda tangan di ba~Tf1h di Uni versi ty 

of Stirling, Scotland. SeramaJ 367 orang peniaga dari 

seluruh Sarawak akan djkunjung untuk mendapatkan kerjasama 

agar mereka boleh menolong mengisi borang kaji-selidik yang 

dikp.pilkan. 

Sebelum tuan/peniaga merasa r:Isau dan curiga akan 

kajian :In:I, sukacita diingat kan bahawa nama orang yang 

mengisi borang kaji/selidik ini tidak perlu ditulis. Oleh 

itu semua maklumat yang diberi adalah rahsia dan apa yang 

dimuatkan kedalam tesis nanti tidak akan menyebut nama 

siapa-siapa peniaga yang telah mengisi borang. 

Segala kerjasama tuan/peniaga didalam mcnjaya kan 

penyelidikan ini sangat-sangat dihargai dan diucapkan terima 

kasih. 

Yang be113r, 

MORNI BIN KAi\'!3RIE 
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~ANDAKAN DENGAN BULATAN KEPADA SATU JAWAPAN YANG PALIH~ TEPn P.4~A FIKIE.t: A.IIDA 

LVI HANYAUH SHU KAJIAN. THDA J,4WAPAN YANG BEHAR-BENAR BETUL ATAU BAUH. 

SILA JAf(,4B 5EHUA SOALAN. 

8EKIRANYA ADA SOALAN YAlIG TIDAK THRJAWAB, TERUSKAN KEPADA SOALAN YANG 
SETERUSNYA. 

Nombor Soalan Variable 

HEKSlEN A: CIRI-ClRl KBPERlBADlAN, PERNIAGAAN AM DAN FAKTOR PENGGALAK 

I. 8erapa tahun kah anda sudah berniaga. 

tahun 

.J Kawasan utama perniagaan 1 Kuching ~ I 

Z Sri Arnan 
3 Sarikei 
4 Sibu 
5 Kapit 
6 Bintulu 
7 Miri 
8 Lirnbang/Lawas 

3. Sektor penglibatan 1 Runci t 
2 Borong 
3 Perusahaan Kampung 
4 Kraft.angan 
~ Perkhidmahn am " 
6 Pemborong 
7 Penyediaan Makanan (Catering) 
Q Pembekal (Apa-apa jenis barangan) 
'J 

1. Berapakah umor anda sekarang? 

Tahun 

Taraf perkahwinan? ;; 
v • 

Eerkahwin mempunyai anak 
~ Berkahwin belum ad1 anak ... 

3 Bujang 
4 BercerailBalu 

E. Berapa orang adik-beradik yang ada jala~ keluarga lnda? 

1 Sa tu 
~ Dua .. 

3 :~ga 1 S:Jpat 

5 Lima ; Ena] " 

3 
. ltlu l~bih Tu,juh ~:lp3.n 
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7, Sampai peringkat mana kah persekolahan anda? 
1 Sekolah rendab sahaja 
Z Sehingga sekolah menengan 
3 Sehingga Kolej/Universiti 
4 Profesyenal 

g, Dalam golongan status manakah keluarga sernasa anda keeil ?(Sila lihat dibawah! 
1 Golongan pendapatan tinggi 
Z Peringkat atas pendapatan rnenengah 
3 Peringkat aawab pendapatan menengah 
4 Golongan pendapatan rendah 

Pendapatan tinggi bermakna gaji ketua rumah Division 1 Super scale keatas 
Peringkat atas pendapatan menengah bermakna gaji ketaa rumah Division 1 atau setarar 
Peringkat bawah pendapatan menengah bermakna gaji ketua rumah Division 2 atau 3etarar 
Pendapatan rendah bermakna gaji ketua rumah peringkat kerani kebawah 

7·~,~:"'·,r,:;; ~ H 
_.~ I,.,~.t Y...:.~':f 

:;,~ , I 
• U J. T 

I , _,_' 

RUANG 16 KOSONG 
9, Apakah kerja bapa anda yang utama? 

1. Buroh (Terlatih atau tidakl 
2, Petani (atau nelayanl 
3. Kerani atau Salesman 
4, Pegawai kerajaan (atau peringkat eksekutif) 
5, Peniaga (atau pemilik perniagaan) 
6. Profesyenal (eg. arkitek, peguam, dsb.) 
7, Lain-lain 

10. Berapa kah bahasa yang anda boleh bertutur? 
Satu sahaja 
Dua bahasa 
Tiga bahasa 
Lebih dari tiga bahasa. 

11. Adakah ahli keluarga anda yang lain terlibat dalam perniagaan ? 
1 Tidak ada 
2 Va, (Keluarga kandung) 
3 Va, (Sanak saudara laici 

12, Dimana kah anda tinggal semasa keeil? 
1 Kampocg (luar band~rl 
2 Pekan kecil (eg. Sib~ranl 
3 Pekan beSlr ;eg. Serian) 
4 Kota/Bandar Vtama (eg. Sib~ atau iuching: 

13. 1pakah kerja anda sebelum rnenceburi bida?~,p~rnia~la~?, 
1. Buroh (Terlatih atau tl~lK terlatln 
~. Petani (atau nelayan l 
3. Kerani atau Salesman 
4. Pegawai kerajaan latau peringklt ~k~ek~tli\ 
5. Beker;a dengan sebuah perniaglar lain 
6. Profe;yenal (eg. arkitek. peguan ill.: 
7. Lain-lain 
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14. Berapakah umur anda semasa mula menceburi bidang perniagaa~? 

Tahun 

15. Siapakah diantara orang-orang berikut yang paliang ban yak 
mempengaruhi anda menceburi bidang perniagaan? 

1 Keluarga kandung 
2 Kawan-kawan (rakan) 
3 Saudara lain 
4 Tidak ada sesiapa 

16. Dari Skala 1 (paling penting) hingga 5 (tak penting sarna sekali) 
bagaimanakah anda mentafsirkan faktor-faktor berikut sebagai ~em
pengaruhi anda supaya berniaga dan tidak rnakan gaji dengan orang lain 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Kurang pelajaran 
Hendak mengumpul harta 
Kebebasan (Tak ada boss) 
Kemahiran sebelumnya 
Kena huang kerja 
Galakan kerajaan 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

17. Berapakah jumlah buah perniagaan yang anda miliki? 
1, Mempunyai kepentingan dalalll satu yang llin 
2, Mempunyai k~pentingan dalam dua yang lain 

5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

3. Mempunyai kepentingan dalam tiga atau leJih yang lain 
4. Ini adalah satu-satu nya perniagaan saya 

18, Taraf perniagaan utama. 
1 
2 
3 
4 

Persaorangan 
Perkongsian 
Syarikat Sendirian Berhad 
Lain (eg,Koperatif dsb,j 

19. Dari skala 1 (sungguh penting) hingga 5 (tak penting sarna sekalil, 
bagaimanakah pendapat anda tengang pengaruh faktor-faktor dibawan 
keatas "survival" perniagaan anda? 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

Modal yang mencukupi 1 
Barangan atau Servis bermutu 1 
Latihan Keusahawanan 1 
Lokasi perniagaan 1 
Pendapatan/jualan yang tinggi 1 
Hubungan baik dengan pelanggan 1 
Pengalaman berniaga sebelumnya 1 
Pengaruh ugallll 1 

2 

2 
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20. Apakah masalah utama sebaik saja perniagaan anda bermula? 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Kekurangan :noaal 
Kurang kepercayaan diri sendiri 
Kurang kepercayaan pelanggan 
"Low business volume" 
Saingan yang terlalu hebat 
Lain-lain (eg. kredit, kakitangan dll.) 

21. Apakah masalah utama setelah berniaga selama sekurang-kurangnya 
dua tahun ? 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Kekurangan modal 
Kurang kepercayaan diri sendiri 
Kurang kepercayaan pelanggan 
"Low business volume" 
Saingan yang terlalu hebat 
Lain-lain (eg. Kredit, kakitangan dll.) 

22. Apakah masalah utama yang anda hadapi sekarang ? 
1 Kekurangan modal 
2 Kurang kepercayaan diri senalil 
3 Kurang kepercayaan pelanggan 
4 "Low business volume" 
5 Saingan yang terlalu hebat 
6 Lain-lain (eg. kredit, kakitangan dll.) 

, 
23. Dari skala 1 (sungguh penting) hingga 5 (tidak penting sarna sekali), 

nyatakan pendapat anda tentang faktor-faktor dibawah 
lokasi perniagaan anda sekarang. 
1 Sewa murah 1 
2 Dekat dengan rumah sendiri 1 
3 Fasilitas yang mencukupi 1 

(eg. dekat pejabat kerajaan dll. l 
Status (eg. dalam kompleks 1 4 
beli-belah yang baru) 

5 Ditentu oleh pihak lain 
(eg. ruang-niaga SEDe dll. I 

2 
2 
2 

2 

3 
3 
3 

3 

3 

didalarn mempengaruhi 

4 5 
4 5 
4 5 

4 

24. Dari skala 1 (sungguh pending) hingga 5 (tidak penti~g sarna sekali) 
nyatakan pendapat anda tentang faktor-faktor dibawah didalam mempengaruni 
pemilihan sektor perniagaan yang diceburi. 

1 Jumlah modal yang anda ada 1 3 4 5 

2 Turun temurun dalam keluarga 1 ~ 3 4 ~ 

3 Insentif kerajaan 1 ? 3 4 .. 
4 Pencapaian akademik 1 '1 3 4 u 

5 Kemahiran sebelurnnya 1 I) 3 4 .. 
6 Menampung perniagaan keluarga 1 .J 3 4 ~ 

yang sedia ada 

I)~ Berapa ramaikah pekerja anda w v, 

Bila mula berniaga orang 
S:hrang orang 
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26. Berapakah modal yang dilabur waktu mula berniaga dulu? 

M$ 

27. Sudikah anda memberitahu peratus keuntongan tahunan perniagaan anda? 

1 Ya 
2. Tidak 

28. Kalau anda menjawab Ya kepada soalan 27, berapakah peratus keuntongan 
(sebenar atau jangkaan) perniagaan and a? 

29. Berapa peratus kah wang sendiri yang dipakai untuk permulaan perniagaan? 
1 Tidak ada wang sendiri 
2 Sehingga 25 % 
3 Sehingga 50 % 
4 Sehingga 75 % 
5 Kesemuanya wang sendiri 

30. Dari skala 1 (paling penting) hingga 5 (tidak penting sarna sekali), 
bagaiman~kah sikap anda terhadap meminjam dari sumber-sumber dibawah 
untuk modal tambahan perniagaan? 
1 Keluarga sendiri 1 
2 Kawan (uk an) 1 
3 Bank Perdagangan 1 
4 Bank-bank lain 1 

2 
2 
2 
2 

3 
3 
3 
3 

4 
4 
4 
4 

5 
5 
:; 
U 

31. Pada keseluruhannya, berapa jam kah yang and a gunakan untuk perniagaan 
dalam sehari ? 

Jam -----' 
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32. Dari skala 1 (paling tinggi) hingga 5 (paling rendahi bagaimana pendapat 
anda terharap ciri-ciri dibawah sebagai menunjokkan kejayaan perniagaan anda? 

i. Barangan/Servis bermutu 
2. Jualan/pendapatan yang tinggi 
3. "High Return on Capital employed" 
4. Kemewahan status hasil dari 

keuntongan perniagaan 
5. "Survival of the business" 
6. Harta semakin banyak 

1 
1 
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SRKSYEN B: KAIIAN PRNDAPAT UMUM 
UNTUK SOALAN-SOALAN BERIKUTNYA, JAWAPAN SUDAH DI RANGEA. 
SILA NYATAKAN JAWAPAN YANG ANDA FIKIR TEPAT DENGAN HENANDAK.4N 
BULATAN PADA JAwAPAN PILIHAN ANDA. 

33. Pelajaran tinggi sungguh penting untuk kejayaan Seseorang usahaw~~ ? 

(pelajaran tinggi disini bermakna dari kolej keatasl 

HIGH SErOle TAl PASTI SAIGAT TAl SETOIO 
1 SETOIO 3 TAl SErUIO 5 

2 4 

34, Memberi hutang adalah perlu untuk kejayaan sesebuah perniagaan, 
SUGH SHUIO Til PASfl SAl GAT fAI SEfOIO 

1 SHU/U 3 TAl SErOIO 5 
2 4 

35, Hanya melalui kejayaan perniagaanlah saya boleh mencapai status dalam 
masyarakat setimpal dengan kejayaan rakan-rakan lain yang berjaya. 

SlIGH SETOIO Til PAST! SAIGAT fAI SETOIO 

1 SErUIO 3 TAl SBTOIO 5 
2 4 

36, Saya takut dengan perkataan bankrap kerana ia bermakna malu 
yang tak terhingga kepada sendiri dan keluarga, 

SUGAr SErolO TAl PAST! SIIGAT TAl SETOIO 

1 SErOIO 3 TAl SiTUIO 5 
2 4 

31, Khuatirkan kegagalan membuat saya berniaga lebih hati-hati. 

SAIGAr SHOIO TAl PASrI SAl GAr fAI 5EfGiO 

1 SETOIU 3 TAl SETOIU 

2 4 

TERIHA KASIH KERANA HELUANGKAN HASA ANDA, 
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APPENDIX ;) 

THE MALAYSIAN ENTREPRENEURIAL DEVELOI~'lEN1: CENTRE (~1EDEC) 

The Malaysian Entrepreneurial Development Centre (MEDEC) 1S 

based. wi thin the NARA Institute of Technology. I t was established in 

1975 as provided for in the Second Malaysia Plan!. The objectives of 

MEDEC are: 

1. To create and develop highly motivated, 

efficient bumiputra entrepreneurs who are actively involved in 

med.itnn and small businesses. 

2. To develop and upgrade a detailed and sound support and 

assistance system for guiding bumiputra entrepreneurs 1n their 

business activities thereby helping them to achieve 

responsibility and their personal goals. 

To achieve the above objectives, MEDEC has, over the years, 

provided bumiputra entrepreneurs with opportunities and facilities for 

their entrepreneurial training and development. MEDEC also conducts 

research research, mostly multi-disciplinary ones, as '-Tell as provide 

facilities for the disemmination of information to the entrepreneurs 

who would need the information. tvIEDEC also conduct follow-up survey on 

the entrepreneurs who have undergone training with them. 

The bulk of MEDEC's entrepreneurial training programmes over the 

years is reflected in the following: 

lSecond Malaysia Plan: "A Centre for Entrepreneurial Develop~ent will be esta~lish~i\ 
as a constituent part of ITM, t8 provide education and training GPpor~~~~ties 1~: :~ 
undertake research in entrepreneurial development", Se~ond Mailysia Plan 11911-!]751, 
p.393, Kuala Lumpur, 1971. 
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a. Entrepreneurial Development Programme (EDP) 

EDP courses can either be taken part-time or full-time. The part

time programme is held twice a week over a period of three months. The 

full-time programme 1S also held twice a year. The courses are 

designed mainly for entrepreneurs who are alre~y running their own 

businesses but new entrants are also selected and invited to partici

pate. 

The programmes are advertised in the national newspapers and 

strict selection is made on the applicants. Interviews are held to 

select only 25 of the applicants. 

Topics covered include "roadrnapping" (a guide to starting a 

business), project or sector selection, market surveys, motivational 

courses, production managmeent, accoilllting, costing, finance and 

marketing as well as office management and even the more relevant 

aspects including loan procurement and credit control. 

b. Kembara Usahawan (KEMUSA) 

KEMUSA is designed especially for students from ITM tmo have 

graduated from their Diploma courses with the intention of venturing 

into business. The main objective of ~IDSA is to highlight to the 

students the rigours of business activities, which they will face ~~en 

they eventually set up their own businesses. 

c. Business Development Programme (BDP) 

The main objective of BDPs is to assist entrepreneurs t.;rho already 

run their own business to solve daily business problems, including 

finding alternatives and solutions for the progress of their 

businesses. 
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Apart from providing courses, MEDEC also provide consultanc~~ 

servlces to the entrepreneurs on the day-to-day management of their 

business with a view to further expansion. These include "market 

analysis and techniques of negotiation with the private as well as 

public sectors. At the end of the day, these servlces alm at 

increasing profitability. 
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THE BORNEO POST 15 December 1989 
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THE BORNEO POST t5 J~uary 1990 
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THE BORNEO POST 20 November 1.989 
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THE BORNEO POST 

15 September 1989 

. " 
1 

_:mblv, arte~ by 
lORae;. '.~UlJU Ck:leliles and - Chat awardiD, a 

,Wboll\Lo()W]ned Bumiputcra ~pan)J jusl , 
~'~J ia. f~ did not 

...... ~project, wa doing a . 
objedWe ~~ belp Bumiputeras. 

i,;'~lQleiQCfe8sin&.. mgrtber· of b~' souaht by the 
aeC:larc:OdlJ8DUU:1M wu: due 'to their own 

than' they could handle, tl\eir 
IIlAQal:emeDt o;nnpctdnCy and' their inability to 

b ..... ~lint the ecooOriUc recessiQn. ,', ..' 
. of' this .. 'die gover1unent WOUld study their 

.,,::~·cal~bilili~.t~u~ ~fOf'e~a~rdml any contracts to 
'. ............ , . ~ Ir·,.'" .-.. . '" . . 

do 'nor. ba~ ttte iOteiltioo of iBakiD& Malay 
1NsIneILSmjm and eat1'epreneun banknapt 50 they wiD 

t ". biCoirie cfeJ,eodent on us~ We want to make them com-
£'.:~ peI~t.,!C~-~t ~ a~c ~o ~DlP,C~ ~ ~th 
• ~ otben. ", ; , .. - ,.' 

'~: .::1'(>& dCvelpping Maiayga into a .Newly IndUstrialised 
:. .;' CQuntry tNIC). DatukSeri Dr Mahatbirsaid thisaspira
:,: . '.Qo~ ~ impossible- to attain because many de

, ; 'j. "\-elOped DatiOns had at one. time started as bactward 
~ , ~irtWltura1 soci~tics . - ~, 
~ v' " They became develOped today because tbey mbarked 

00. jndustraliisatioQ "wholeheartedly. 
" He said aJtbouib tfle qricultunl sedOr wu an impor-. 

• ," lI;D,t mpooento{ the ecooomy. it mi&h t not have the 
,I capacity ,to leDC~ job5 (or the tbousands ,?' ~ 
• leaven.and graduates annualb' , . 
t ~ • • 

. lie said it was not diffICUlt to market high quality soodI 
or services at high and more profitable pricc:a.. On tile
other band. offerinl cheap prices (Of 1o'W qua. 'ty pro
duds wouJd BOt neccsurily JUUlDlCC aood saks ' 
today 1J)Odem market 
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